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Preface 

The problem of suffering has preoccupied mankind since the earliest 

times. From the time of Homer to the present day humans have 

constantly searched for a solution to their suffering and an understanding 
of it. This study focuses on two expressions of this search through a 
study of the Greek language of healing: the healing cult of Asklepios, 
which flourished in the Mediterranean world from the fifth century BC 

to the fourth century AD, and that of Jesus of Nazareth, whose healing 

ministry began in the first century AD, supplanted that of Asklepios in 

the fourth century AD, and is still in existence today. The investigation 

does not consider whether physical healings actually occurred; rather it is 

an exploration of the meaning of the general terms used to describe the 

healings recorded. 

The study is in two parts: Part One begins with the use of healing 

language in the work of Homer, and traces the development of this 

semantic field through a study of the language surrounding the cult of 

Asklepios at Epidauros, Athens, Kos and Pergamon. These four centres 

were chosen because they illustrate the differing nature of the cult over 

the period of its existence. Epidauros was a major colonising sanctuary, 

and remained a major centre of pilgrimage throughout its existence; 

Athens became a state cult and so illustrates a parochial and familial 

quality; Kos was the centre of a major medical school; and Pergamon 

was both the cult focus of a major hellenistic monarchy, and the site 

where the great Galen practised medicine. Thus a focus on these four 

centres allows a study of a breadth of sources, from before the time of 

Hippokrates until the time of Galen. Naturally the study of sources is 

not exhaustive. A selection was made from as wide a field as possible to 

illustrate the use of general healing terms in inscriptions and literature 

over the longest possible timespan. 

After a bridging survey of the Jewish use of this semantic field in the 

Septuagint, together with complementary material from Philo of 
Alexandria, and Josephus, Part Two focuses on the meaning of the same 
semantic 'field in the New Testament. A linguistic survey of Hebrew and 
Aramaic documents is excluded, as being outside the scope of the topic, in 

terms·of both space and relevance. 
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The study is in two volumes: Volume One contains the argument, 
Volume Two the texts and translations (or analysis of texts) on which the 

argument is based. Usually only the primary texts in which language has 
been discussed are cited in the bibliography, otherwise reference to 
primary sources is made by the usual method in footnotes. 

Central to this study are the human concepts of health and wholeness, 

and of the relationship of mind and body, spirit and soul, and the 

language used to express these concepts and relationships. Especially 

significant are the forms and usage of eep<trrevw, ic:toµ<ti, vyit:t\vw, O'~~(l), and 

their derivatives. It will be seen that 8ept:trrevw and ic£oµt:ti, while 

overlapping slightly in meaning, are not synonymous in a healing 

context, and that there is an aspectual quality implicit in each that is 

important for our understanding of them. As well, from its first 

appearance in cognate form in the work of Homer, the verb eept:trrevw over 

time burgeons in meaning to include emotional, physical, spiritual, and 

psychological factors (although these factors are foreshadowed in the 

characteristics of the Homeric 8epc£rrwv), until, in a teaching context, its 

focus is primarily spiritual. In contrast, the meaning of the other verb 
groups remains reasonably static. Thus these characteristics, noted in 

Part One, reflected in the healing language of the Septuagint, and 

corroborated by contemporary Jewish authors writing in Greek, are 

important for our understanding of the appearance of these word groups 

in the New Testament. 

I owe acknowledgement to those who have made the research for this 

thesis possible: the Commonwealth for the award of a postgraduate 

scholarship; the Tasmanian Friends of the Australian Archaeological 

Institute at Athens for a scholarship which enabled me to travel to 

Greece, stay at the Institute Hostel in Athens for three months and read at 

the libraries of the foreign schools there; the Classics Department of the 

University of Tasmania for the award of a Dunbabin Scholarship which 

enabled me to travel to the archaeological sites of asklepieia in Greece and 
Turkey; the staff of the museums at Bergama, Kos, Korinth, Epidauros, 

Piraeus and Athens for permission to photograph exhibits; and the staff 

of the Epigraphical Museum at Athens for permission to work there and 

to photograph some of the stones. The debt I owe to Ludwig and Emma 

Edelstein will also become obvious. Their collection of testimonies 
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concerning the cult of Asklepios has been an invaluable resource for this 

study. 

I would also like to thank my associate advisers: Professor Raoul Mortley 

for inspiring the work in the first place; Professor Max Wilcox for reading 
the original drafts of chapters seven and eight, for his helpful comments 

and for making his books available to me. Most of all I would like to 
thank my supervisor Professor Paul Weaver for teaching me Greek, and 

for bearing with the work throughout its entirety. I have greatly 

appreciated his support and quiet encouragement. 

There are a number of special people who in one way or another have 

. greatly enriched my life, and my work, and whom I would like to name. 

Of my teachers: Professors Russel Ward, Portia Robinson, Raoul Mortley, 

Max Wilcox, and Paul Weaver. Others whom I would like to mention 

for support of differing kinds are Barbara Chisholm, John Bishop, Mary 
Bagnall, Marnie Yeates, Ted Nixon, Frank Clarke, Greg Horsley, Iain 

Lonie, Andy Heron, Stuart Godfrey, Michael Roe, Paul Gallivan, Ellen 

Malm, Robert Wesley-Smith, Barbara Johnson, Janice Crowley, Warwick 

Cuthbertson, Beatrice Newton, and Jocelyn and Bill Windeyer. To them 

all my grateful thanks. 

Last and most of all I would like to thank my family, particularly my 

husband and children, for their constant support and encouragement. 

My especial thanks to my husband Graham, who not only encouraged my 

learning Greek, and my postgraduate studies, but also toiled over my 

drawings and poor photographs to reproduce the maps in Appendices 1:1 

and 1:2, as well as the plates throughout the text, and in Appendix 3:1. 

All mistakes are, of course, my own. 
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Part One 

The language of healing in the Greek world 

KpEtcrcrov Se vocrEtv ~ 6EpCLTTEVEW" 

TO µev ecrnv cirrXoiJv, T<p Se crvvctTTTE'l. 

AVTTTI TE ~EVWV XEpcnv TE TTOVOS'. 

Euripides, Hippolytos 186-8 



Chapter One 

In the beginning 

"In the beginning was the Word"l and the 'Word', for the Greeks, was 
embodied in Homer's2 Iliad.3 In this mighty epic the Greek 

understanding of the Cosmos was outlined. The nature of the gods, their 

role in the Cosmos, and their relationship with mankind, as portrayed in 

the Iliad, formed the way in which the gods were imagined. Several 

themes at once emerge that are pertinent to this study. These are the 

concepts of good and evil, and the understanding of their source, the role 

of destiny in the life of mankind, and the gods' administration of justice. 

Even at this early stage in Greek thought,4 Asklepios and his sons are 

linked with healing, although it is the god, Apollo, who is seen as the 

cause of both sickness and health. The Iliad makes it clear that Zeus is 

the source of both evil and good: 

" ... There are two urns that stand on the doorsill of Zeus. They are unlike 

for the gifts they bestow: an urn of evils CKcucwvl, an urn of blessings Cetfuivl. 

If Zeus who delights in thunder mingles these and bestows them 

on man, he shifts, and moves now in evil CKcuc4)l again in good fortune Cea6;\<j)J 

But when Zeus bestows from the urn of sorrows C;\vypwvl, he makes a failure 

of man, and the evil hunger drives him over the shining 

earth, and he wanders respected C1'E1'\µEVOS'l neither of gods nor mortals .... "5 

Thus Achilleus explains the suffering of mankind in general, and his 

own and Priam's in particular, in the final book of the Iliad. It is an 

interesting explanation. Evil CK<tKOS'l here is used in the more general 

sense of sorrows or suffering, and Achilleus catalogues the worst woes he 

1 Jn 1.1 
2 A discussion of the controversy surrounding the Homeric question is not relevant to this 
study. For information on this issue see Kirk (1962); Young (1967); and on the Iliad and 
Odyssey as literature, see Bowra (1930); Clarke (1967); Mueller (1984); and Murnaghan 
(1987). 
3 All translations of the Iliad are by Richmond Lattimore, in Homer (1961). The Greek 
text is that found in Homer (1978) and (1984), ed M. M. Willcock. References are based on 
Lattimore's translation in Homer (1961) as the line numbering in the Greek text and 
Lattimore's translation occasionally varies by one line. 
4 Approximately the middle of the eighth century BC. 
5 Iliad 24.527-533 
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can think of: homelessness, childlessness, grinding poverty, disgrace, 
and, the very worst of all evils: to be without respect. Zeus' 
administration of justice appears to be quite arbitrary - he dabbles in evils 
and blessings seemingly without thought, or reason. What is most 

interesting, however, is that Achilleus accepts this arbitrariness without 
question, as does Priam. Their acceptance of good or ill as the work of 

the gods is typical of the characters in the Iliad, and can be explained by 

their concept of destiny.6 Elsewhere evil is synonymous with death, or 

the series of events leading to death. Zeus is again described as the 

source of this evil: 

" ... And the son of Kronos 

drove down the evil turmoil upon them, and from aloft cast 

down dews dripping blood from the sky, since he was minded 

to hurl down a multitude of strong heads to the house of Hades .... "7 

The events leading up to Patroklos' death are described as " ... the 

beginning of his evil CKaxoDL. .. "(11.603). And this evil was begun by the 

gods, as Thetis makes clear, when trying to comfort Achilleus after 

Patroklos' death: 

" ... My child, now, though we grieve for him, we must let this man lie 

dead, in th~ way he first was killed through the gods' designing .... "8 

Thetis already knows that " ... death and powerful destiny stand closely 

above ... "(24.132) her son Achilleus. It is impossible for man to escape his 

destiny, i.e. his death, and not even Thetis attempts this on behalf of her 

son, even though she makes Zeus give him glory in the manner of it (the 

raison d'etre of the whole plot of the Iliad). That it is impossible for a 

man to escape his destiny is shown by the life and death of Lykaon, a son 

of Ptiam. He thought he had escaped his destiny, when, having been 

sold as a slave in Lemnos by Achilleus, he was later ransomed. 
However, he again faces Achilleus before Troy (21.34-135). Lykaon, 

6 See below, 2-3. 
7 Iliad 11.52-55 
8 Iliad 19.9-10 
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" ... in terror came near him 

in an agony to catch at his knees, and the wish in his heart was 

to get away from the evil death and the dark fate ... "9 

He bewailed the fact that " ... Now again cursed destiny has put me in your 
hands; ... "(21.82-3), and knew that: 

" ... This time 

the evil shall be mine in this place, since I do not think 

I shall escape your hands, since divinity drove me against them ... .''10 

Thus the manner of a man's life, but especially of his death, is 

foreordained by his destiny. So Hecabe weeps for her son Hektor: 

" ... and the way at the first strong Destiny 

spun with his life line when he was born, ... "11 

for Hektor was born to die by the hand of Achilleus while defending 

Troy. 

The role of destiny is central to the plot of the Iliad and seems to be 

accepted by both mortals and gods. The inevitability of death for mortals 

is seen as part of life; the struggle is not so much to escape destiny 

(death), as it is to win glory in the manner of one's destiny. So Zeus 

inclines his head to Thetis' request for glory for her son Achilleus (1.524), 

but does not prevent his death (19.409-417). Thus the purpose of life in 

the Iliad is to attain glory, to win renown,12 and to leave behind sons 

who will follow in their father's footsteps (24.538-9). All this is in the 

gods' hands, and so it is vital to ensure that the gods are on one's own 

side. To this end man prays, sings, and makes sacrifices to win the gods' 
favour.13 

9 Iliad 21.64-66 
10 Iliad 21.91-3 
11 Iliad 24.209-10 
12 Note the punishment given to Thamyris the Thracian (2.594-600) who is "forgotten" 
CeK;\e;\eteov> as a singer. 
13 See 1.450-479 where the Danaans try to appease Apollo's wrath (after restoring 
Chryseis to her father), by sacrifice, prayer and singing - to good effect (1.479). However, 
some sacrifices are more effective than others (10.45-6). 
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The gods also administer justice. Zeus is portrayed as the source of 

natural disaster, as explained in Homeric simile:14 

" ... As underneath the hurricane all the black earth is burdened 

on an autumn day, when Zeus sends down the most violent waters 

in deep rage against mortals after they stir him to anger 

because in violent assembly they pass decrees that are crooked, 

and drive righteousness from among them and care nothing for what the gods think, 

and all the rivers of these men swell current to full spate 

and in the ravines of their water-courses rip all the hillsides 

and dash whirling in huge noise down to the blue sea, out of 

the mountains headlong, so that the works of men are diminished; 

so huge rose the noise from the horses of Troy in their running .... "15 

This passage gives us a clue to man's notion of the god's integrity. Zeus 

shows anger at unjust laws CcrKOA\.ct) ••• eeµicr-ra.s-l, at loss of righteousness 

CS(ICT)vl, and especially for not heeding the vengeance of the gods ceewv orrw 

ovK ctAeyov-res-l. So we see the concept of right behaviour promoted, i.e. 

just laws passed in assembly without violence cp{l)), a pursuit of 

righteousness, and careful nurturing of the goodwill of the gods. This 

notion of the god's integrity is evident elsewhere in the Iliad. 

Agamemnon exhorts his men on the basis that Zeus will not give aid to 

liars (4.235); i.e. he believes that his cause against the Trojans is a just 

one, and, as such, is duly blessed by Zeus. 

14 Willcock in Homer (1984) 249, commenting on this simile, asserts that the 
" ... attribution of storm damage to punishment inflicted by Zeus on human wickedness is 
unique in the Iliad, ... " but, in my opinion, the strength to do so is implicit in his attributes, 
and his role as chief dispenser of justice, however arbitrary that justice may be, perhaps 
demands this. See also Dodds (1951) 32, who argues that this simile is, " ... a reflex of 
later conditions which, by an inadvertence common in Homer, has been allowed to slip into 
a simile .... ". He bases his argument on the fact that he has found " ... no indication in the 
narrative of the Iliad that Zeus is concerned with justice as such .... " See also Grube (1951) 
69, who disagrees. According to Grube (78, n.25) " ... We might declare at least 386-387 a 
later interpolation, but that way lies chaos. While we are not told that punishment 
always follows crooked judgments (which it obviously does not), the implication that 
crooked judgments are punished by Zeus is there, even if the punishment is rather 
indiscriminate. The sentiments are closely parallel in Hesiod, Works and Days 219-264. 
It is wiser to let this passage remind us that we are not dealing with static ideas about the 
gods. Human rewards for the best judgment are found in 11. 18.507-508 .... " 
15 Iliad 16.384-393 
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Disregard of and disrespect for a priest of Apollo are also reason enough 
for Apollo himself to dispense his version of just punishment and so set 

in motion all the events of the Iliad. Apollo, 

" ... in anger at the king drove 

the foul pestilence lvovaov ... KcooJVJ along the host, and the people perished .... "16 

the reason being that Agamemnon had dishonoured C1h{µa.crev> Chryses, 
his priest. So, as in Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus,17 Apollo is depicted as 

the source of men suffering disease and death, in the form of a plague. 

The Muses, too, punish a mortal in anger: 

11 
••• the Muses 

encountering Thamyris the Thracian stopped him from singing 

... for he boasted that he would surpass, if the very Muses, 

daughters of Zeus who holds the aegis, were singing against him, 

and these in their anger struck him maimed lrr11povl, and the voice of wonder 

they took away, and made him a singer without memory leK~e~aeovl; ... "18 

Here the punishment seems very severe - not death (as Zeus and Apollo), 

but a living death: Thamyris forced to live his life disfigured, disabled, 

and unknown. He exemplifies Achilleus' catalogue of woes.19 These 

cameos of the gods' justice stress that if mortals wish to succeed and 

flourish they must give due honour to the gods and their representatives. 

And if we take the Homeric simile about Zeus' punishment seriously, 

then mortals are also required to live upright lives in their dealings with 

other mortals. 

Nevertheless, mortals can, and do, blame the gods for their own bad 

behaviour. So Agamemnon explains away his actions20 to Achilleus: 

16 Iliad 1.9-10 
17 Oedipus also acknowledges Apollo as the author of his 'evil' and suffering (OT 1329-
30). Thucydides too notes that some of his contemporaries attributed the plague that 
devastated Athens in the early years of the Peloponnesian War to Apollo (2.54; cf. 1.118). 
18 Iliad 2.594-5, 597-600 
19 See above, 1-2. 
20 See Dodds (1951) 1-27. 
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" ... yet I am not responsible 

but Zeus is, and Destiny, and Erinys the mist-walking 

who in assembly caught my heart in the savage delusion 

on that day I myself stripped from him the prize of Achilleus. 

Yet what could I do? It is the god who accomplishes all things. 

Delusion is the elder daughter of Zeus, the accursed 

who deludes all; her feet are delicate and they step not 

on the firm earth, but she walks the air above men's heads 

and leads them astray. She has entangled others before me .... "21 

Thus a man may rejoice that the gods favour him, or weep that the gods 

are against him, and so absolve himself of all responsibility for his 

actions.22 Even though he may attempt to make reparation for 

wrongdoing, he does not suffer from guilt for actions and events that he 

sees as ultimately beyond his control. So he rationalises his situation. 

In this way his actions and behaviour are in the gods' hands, just as a 

man's life and death are foreordained, and therefore beyond his control. 

This thought even extends to a man's prowess in battle, or in athletic 

contest. So Aias recognises that Athene " ... made me slip on my feet ... " 

(23.782), so that she could answer Odysseus' silent prayer (23.768-71). 

This explanation of his defeat is readily understood and accepted by his 

peers (23.784). 

Given the role of destiny, does man have any control at all over his life? 

Can he make the gods intervene on his behalf, and if so, how? 

The answer, of course, is affirmative. Although ultimately Zeus decrees 

that destiny must be satisfied,23 man can gather strength,24 win glory,25 

and bring suffering on others,26 by means of prayer. Prayer is an effective 

weapon in man's armory, both spoken and silent. We have already seen 

how Odysseus' silent prayer to Athene was effective (23.763-83); and 

Apollo's wrath in action, in answer to the fervent prayer of his priest, 

21 Iliad 19.86-94 
22 Note the different role given to Oedipus by Sophocles in this regard (OT 1331f.). 
23 Iliad 8.469-77; 15.47-77 
24 Iliad 5.114-32; 16.523-32; 23.763-83 
25 Iliad 7.200-312; 10.277-514 
26 Iliad 1.35-100, 380-2 
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Chryses (1.35-43). Zeus also hears the twofold prayer of Achilleus, 

although he grants only one: 

" ... So he spoke in prayer, and Zeus of the counsels heard him. 

The father granted him one prayer, and denied him the other. 

That Patroklos should beat back the fighhting assault on the vessels 

he allowed, but refused to let him come back safe out of the fighting .... "27 

Zeus also hears, and answers, the prayer of Aias (17.645-650). 

But in relation to this study, it is man's conception of Apollo that is the 

most significant of all the portraits of the gods. He is the god who is most 

directly and continuously linked with man's physical well-being. 

Apollo's wrath causes the plague: he inflicts sickness, suffering and death 

on Chryses' enemies, in answer to Chryses' urgent prayer (1.8-100). Thus 

he is the source of disease, and death as a result of disease. He is also the 

source of healing, again as a result of prayer. Glaukos (16.508-531) in 

battle, beseeches Apollo to heal him: 

" .. .'Hear me, my lord ... wherever you are you can listen 

to a man in pain cdvepi. KllSoµev(j.ll as now this pain has descended on me 

Cws- vvv eµe KijSos- i.icctve'l.l .... 

make well this strong wound C1'oSe Kap1'epov e;\KOS' aiceaaa.i.l 

and put the pains to sleep, 111:0\µnaov S' dsvva.s-,l give me strength, 

CSOS' Se Kpct1'0S'1l .. .' "28 

so that he may defend Sarpedon's body, and instil confidence m his 

companions. Apollo hears, and immediately grants his prayer: 

" ... So he spoke in prayer, and Phoibos Apollo heard him. 

At once he made the pains stop, and dried away from the hard wound 

the dark running of blood, and put strength lµevos-l into his spirit tevµqil. 

And Glaukos knew in his heart what was done, and was happy 

that the great god had listened to his prayer .... "29 

27 Iliad 16.249-252 
28 Iliad 16.514-6, 523-4 
29 Iliad 16.527-532 
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Thus Apollo is both the source of disease and healing,30 and, prompted by 
mortal prayer, he can, and does, prescribe both. His role in the Iliad is 
curious. He fav0urs the Trojans (4.507-513), especially Hektor (11.349-366; 
15.254-257;31 20.440-5). Achilleus calls him the "most malignant 

Co~oc.6-ra:re> of all gods" (22.15) when he thwarts his plans. He is capable of 
foul play, as when in anger he dashes the shining whip from the hands of 
Diomedes (23.383-4), and leaves him defenceless. (It is fortunate for 

Diomedes that Athene comes to his rescue, and restores his whip 23.387-

390). He has links with Pergamon, whence he watches the battle (4.507-8, 

et al.), and whither he spirits the wounded Aineias: 

" ... away from the onslaught, and set him 

in the sacred.keep of Pergamos where was built his own temple. 

There Artemis of the showering arrows and Leto within 

the great and secret chamber healed his wound and cared for him .... " 

cdKeo1116 1E icVsa.w611 1E·J 32 

Thus Apollo, from the very earliest times in Greek memory, was 

associated with Pergamon, and healing. Pergamon later became one of 

the great healing centres of the ancient world.33 

Other figures also heal in the Iliad. When the goddess Dione recounts 

the suffering and endurance of the gods (5.381-415) to the wounded 

goddess Aphrodite, she tells how Paieon healed Hades of an arrow 

wound, when "his spirit was suffering Cid}Se Se evµ6v>" (5.400): 

" ... But Paieon, scattering medicines that still pain ccisv11Ti~a.1a. ~µcuca. rrcOO-crwvl, 

healed him hiKfoa.1'·J, since he was not made to be one of the mortals .... "34 

That the gods themselves quarrel (over giving favour to mortals), and 

hurt each other in the process, is illustrated by Ares' encounter with 
Athene (5.825-909).35 Again it is Paieon who heals, this time at the 

30 The God of the Septuagint fulfils a similar role (see App. 6:1, 9, 36, 57 and 64). 
31 In this example, he has been sent by Zeus to help Hektor. 
32 Iliad 5.445-8 
33 See below; chapter five. 
34 Iliad 5.401-2 
35 In this incident Ares assumes that Zeus will be angry at their "acts of violence CKetp'TEPct 
epya.J" (5.873). This echoes Zeus' displeasure at the simile discussed above (n.14), 
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command of Zeus (clvooyew inaa.aea:1.> (5.899). The language used to 

describe Paieon's act (5.900-1) is the same as that cited above (5.401-2), and 
so assumes the form of an epithet, to describe Paieon's character and 
behaviour. The language used to describe Dione's healing of Aphrodite 

is different. She heals by touch: 

" ... with both hands stroked away from her arm the ichor, 

so that the arm was made whole again and the strong pains rested .... " 

<n pa. Ka.\ ciµ~1epT,1cn.V ctTT' ixw XE'PO~ oµopyvv· 

ctME'TO xe{p, oSvva.\. Se K<1.'TT1TTWWV'TO pa.peia.\.) 36 

Amongst mortals, Agamede, 

" ... knew of all the medicines that are grown in the broad earth ... "37 

but in the Iliad it is the brothers Podaleirios and Machaon who are 

represented as healers, and blameless physicians. In the catalogue of 

ships we are told that the leaders of Trikka, Ithome and Oichalia, were the 

" ... two sons of Asklepios, 

good healers <{mi\p' clyctewJ both themselves, Podaleirios and Machaon .... "38 

who commanded thirty vessels. But it is Machaon who is given greater 

stature as a healer, and who is summoned to tend Agamemnon: 

" ... and he stood in the midst of them, a man godlike, 

straightway he pulled the arrow forth from the joining of the war belt, 

and as it was pulled out the sharp barbs were broken backwards .... 

... But when he saw the wound where the bitter arrow was driven, 

he sucked the blood and in skill laid healing medicines on it 

(En' ctp' nma. ~pµCXKa. eiSoo~ m£aaeJ 

that Cheiron in friendship long ago had given his father .... "39 

illustrating the human notion that Zeus expected right behaviour from gods as well as 
men. Hera echoes this sentiment (5.757-9). 
36 Iliad 5.416-7 
37 Iliad 11.740 
38 Iliad 2.731-2 
39 Iliad 4.212-4, 217-9 
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From this we gain some insight into battlefield medicine,40 and add to 
our knowledge of the skills and background of Machaon and his family. 

Removal of the foreign body, clearing of poison,41 and the application of 
healing medicines are still common medical practice today. 

Cheiron is mentioned several times in the Iliad as provider of medicines 
and weapons. In this way his character, like that of Apollo, is inherently 

paradoxical - they are both agents of healing and death. 42 He is first 

mentioned as having given healing medicines to Asklepios (4.219). We 

are told that he was the "most righteous CSl.Kct'l.6-ra:ros-'l of the Centaurs" 

(11.831) and had also told Achilleus of kind Cnrr'l.ct) and good Cecr8Xctl 

medicines (11.829, 830), and given a Pelian ash spear to his father, Peleus, 

"to be death for fighters" (16.144; 19.391). Asklepios, although mentioned 

as a blameless physician Cciµvµovos- inTilpos-l (11.518), only figures as the 

recipient of Cheiron's teaching, and the father of Podaleirios and 

Machaon in the Iliad. Machaon himself is wounded in battle and 

immediately taken to the shelter of the ships, since: 

" ... A healer is worth many men in his knowledge 

of cutting out arrows and putting kindly medicines on wounds .... "43 

This is a Homeric ploy to open the way for Achilleus to involve Patroklos 
in battle, and is thus" the beginning of Patroklos' evil.44 It is odd that 

although Podaleirios and Machaon are represented as the active 

blameless healers in the Iliad, and although Machaon treats 

Agamemnon's wound, and is wounded himself, it is Patroklos who 

stands out as the man of compassion and healing (11.822-848; 15.390-404). 

It is Patroklos who answers Eurypylos' plea for help and healing (11.828-

831 ).45 He has been taught the healing art by Achilleus (who had it from 

40 Wounds are described in great detail, and show a marked knowledge of anatomy. For 
example, see: 5.305-310 (Aineias); 8.325-8 (Teukros); 14.463-8 (Archelochos); 14.493-9 
(Ilioneus). 
41 Until recently the same method (sucking) was recommended by First Aid manuals for 
clearing poison in cases of snake bite. 
42 Does this reflect the natural dichotomy in human nature, i.e. the potential for both 
good and evil? 
43 Iliad 11.514-5 
44 See above, 2. 
45 Machaon, suffering a battle wound is himself out of the action at this time, while 
Podaleirios is engaged in battle (11.832-5). 
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Cheiron), and it is his treatment of Eurypylos' wound that is recounted in 

most detail (11.843-7). 

He performs surgery, cutting the arrow out of his thigh with a knife; 
washes the wound with warm water and clears the blood; and applies a 
pain-killing plant, after pounding it. His efforts succeed in drying the 

wound and stemming the blood. After treating the wound in this way 

he provides post-operative care by remaining with Eurypylos: he sits 

with him, entertains him, and repeatedly applies pain-killing medicines 

to his wound (15.390-4). He does not leave his patient until 

circumstances dictate that he must; even then he leaves Eurypylos in the 

care of his henchman ceepcfowvl (15.401-2). 

Thus Patroklos fits much more the modern image of a holistic healer: he 

heeds the cry for help, he treats the wound, and remains to comfort and 

care for his patient. Machaon, in comparison, is more aloof. Homer 

describes him as "god-like" Cicr6eeo~) (4.212). He is summoned to treat 

Agamemnon, does so, and with spectacular results, for Agamemnon 

immediately goes back into battle. Machaon is efficient and effective, but 

lacking in warmth. He fulfils his role speedily, with the minimum of 

fuss. In this way he prefigures the Hippokratic physician, as portrayed in 
Epidemics 1 and 3.46 

Several words emerge in Homer's Iliad that continue to be an important 

part of the language of healing throughout Greek literature, and are later 

incorporated into the healing vocabulary of the New Testament. In the 

healing episode where Patroklos treats Eurypylos, Eurypylos uses the verb 

crc.P~w in its imperative form crctwcrov to entreat Patroklos' help. ~c.P~w is a 

most significant verb in the language of healing. Here it is used to mean 

rescue and treat, and Eurypolos gives detailed instructions to Patroklos in 
a string of imperatives: save (by leading) crctwcrov Cctywvl, cut EK1"a.µ', wash 

v\~', and apply rrltcrcre. Obviously he too knew how to practise battlefield 
medicine! Patroklos follows precisely these instructions.47 

Another word that continues to be important in the language of healing, 

and is given prominence in the Iliad is iltoµa.i. This verb is used by Zeus 

46 Hippokrates (1972) 
47 Iliad 11.82.7-47 
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when instructing Paieon to heal Ares (5.899), and is also used to describe 

Patroklos' care of Eurypylos (12.2). dKfoµcn is also used to describe the act 

of healing, by Paieon (5.402, 901) and in Glaukos' request to Apollo 

(16.523). The verb eepa.rrevw appears in the Iliad in its noun form eepc1rrwv 

to mean henchman, or companion in arms, as Patroklos was to 

Achilleus.48 So Patroklos leaves Eurypylos in the care of his eepcfowv after 

treating his wounds. It does not figure in the language of healing in the 

Iliad, but in its connotation of "caring for" one can readily see how it 

later achieved such prominence in a general sense in the language of 

healing. 

In the Odyssey 49 icfoµa.i is the most prominent word in the language of 

healing. It is used by the Cyclops (9.520) when he expresses the hope that 

his father Poseidon will heal him, and in Odysseus' reply (9.525), 

ridiculing this notion. It is also used (eJ ina<tµevoi) to describe the result 

of the treatment of Odysseus' boar wound by the sons of Autolycus 

(19.460). Otherwise its noun form in-rpo) is used to describe the physician; 

by Helen (4.231), and by Eumaeus (17.384). It is interesting here to note 

that the Homeric world knew the physician as one who gave public 

service, not attached to one master, but who worked for the people in 

general. Eumaeus describes the physician as being welcome the world 

over, and includes seers, carpenters and bards in the same category. 

Heralds are added later (19.135). As in the Iliad, eepa.rrevw is used in its 

cognate form in the Odyssey to describe personal attendants of noblemen 

(18.297). 

48 For a discussion of the meaning of this term, see Finley (1954) 54-5: "Just what it 
meant, in terms of customary or legal obligation and in a man's own familial life, to be a 
permanent but free member of the oikos of another is by no means clear. Negatively it 
meant considerable loss of freedom of choice and mobility. Yet these men were neither 
slaves nor serfs nor bondsmen. They were retainers ... exchanging their service for a proper 
place in the basic social unit, the household - a vicarious membership, no doubt, but one 
that gave them both material security and the psychological values and satisfactions 
that went with belonging.... The hierarchy of retainers, it should be added, reached very 
high indeed. As a child Patroclus was forced to flee his home. Peleus received him in his 
palace and 'named him retainer' of young Achilles .... " 
49 There is not as much emphasis on healing in the Odyssey. Odysseus' companions do not 
survive his ordeals! However, there are interesting digressions: describing Egyptian 
medicine and an unknown drug (opium?) (4.219-237); and the successful use of an 
incantation to stem Odysseus' flow of blood (19.455-466, especially 457-8). Compare 
Sophocles Ajax 581-2. For other magical uses of song and poetry, see 13.2 and 11.334. 
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So Homer portrays h~alers as a useful and necessary part of the Homeric 
world. Asklepios is already famous as a healer in this world, and his 
sons, Podaleirios and Machaon, continue to practise the healing craft. 

Other mortals, such as Agamede, are especially skilled in the use of 
healing herbs. But perhaps all warriors were supposed to have some 
knowledge of war wounds and how to treat them. For example, 

Eurypylos gives detailed instructions to Patroklos concerning his wound, 

and although Patroklos is depicted as having superior knowledge 
(through Achilleus and Cheiron), he nevertheless follows Eurypylos' 

instructions. No doubt this is a stylistic device; repetition is one of the 

outstanding motifs of the Iliad. However, when Patroklos tells Achilleus 

of the wounded Achaeans (16.20-27), listing four outstanding warriors 

(Diomedes, Odysseus, Agamemnon and Eurypylos), he adds: 

" ... And over these the healers skilled in medicine are working 

to cure their wounds ... .''50 

This implies that there are healers, other than those already mentioned. 

In this way mortals heal each other (but with knowledge from other than 

mortals), and Paieon heals gods (wounded by gods). It is only Apollo 

who both hurts, and heals, mortals. 

We have already seen that the gods' justice, as portrayed in the Iliad, 

appears to be quite arbitrary: it depends on which mortal the god is 

listening to at that time. For example, Apollo, the "most deadly of all 

gods" (22.15) seems uncaring about the effects his "justice" has on the 

enemies of those he loves (1.10, 43-52). His "justice" is generally depicted 

as the result of his anger (1.9). So man tries to avert his wrath by making 

propitiation in the form of offerings (1.66-7, 458-79). Other gods are also 

placated in this way (6.86-98, 115), at times without effect (2.419-20; 6.304-

311). Even so, humans deem it important to give the gods their "due 
gifts" (24.425-8). 

And so several important themes emerge from the Iliad that are 
pertinent to this study. The gods exist, and become personally involved 

in the lives of individuals. Moreover, the father of the gods, Zeus, is 

50 Iliad 16.28-9 
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seen to be the author of good and evil, and his son, Apollo, the author of 
sickness and health. Ultimately, Zeus is seen to be the author of destiny. 

Both Apollo and Zeus dispense their version of justice, a justice which 
may not conform to human desire.51 Thus humans are very much at 

the mercy of the gods. 

Where then could humans turn who wanted help in their suffering and 

a cure for their wounds and diseases? As we shall see the Greek world 

increasingly turned towards a new healing cult and a new god; a god who 

made his first appearance in heroic form in Homer's Iliad. This healing 

cult arose out of the deep human desire for a consistently benevolent 

deity, a deity to whom humans could turn in trust and hope at any time 

of crisis in their lives. 

Several words have appeared in the Homeric language of healing: 

dKeaµcti., nrr"l.<t (~ctpµ<tK<t) (Jliad 11.829), 6epctTTEVW, ictoµcti, and cre,9{.w, words 

which it will be profitable to trace in meaning and form as they appear in 

the language of healing used to describe the cult of Asklepios, the hero 
who became the Greek healing god. 

51 Iliad 2.411-20 
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Chapter Two 

Asklepios 

Originally a Greek herol known as "the blameless physician" (Iliad 11. 

518), whose sons2 took part in the Trojan War, Asklepios became the 

Greek god of medicine.3 His healing cult flourished in the 

Mediterranean world from the fifth century BC to the fourth century AD, 

and was so widespread that some early Christians regarded the god 

Asklepios, and his healing cult, as Christianity's greatest rival.4 

Asklepios, like Jesus of Nazareth, is represented by all legends as being 

the son of a god (the healing god Apollo), and a mortal woman (Arsinoe, 

Coronis).5 From the very beginning his interest and effectiveness in the 

healing art was stressed.6 Even his birth was unusual from a medical 

point of view: he is represented as being brought into the world by 

Apollo, out of the dead body of his mother.7 Thus Apollo used his 

medical knowledge to deliver him, and then gave him into the care of 

Cheiron the centaur,8 the sage skilled in medical knowledge.9 It is an 

1 Homer, Iliad 2.729-33. For a discussion of the heroic status of Asklepios, see Edelstein 
(1945) 2: 1-64. 
2 Podaleirios and Machaon (Homer, Iliad 2.729-33). See above, 9-11. 
3 Theodoretus, Graecarum Affectionum Curatio 3.24-28; Minucius Felix, Octavius 23.7; 
Hyginus, Fabulae 224.5; Cicero, De Natura Deorum 2.24.62, 3.18.45; Porphyrius, Epistula 
ad Marcellam 7; Origen, In Jeremiam Homilia 5.3; Xenophon, Cynegeticus 1.6; Celsus, 
De Medicina, Prooemium 2; Galen, Protrepticus 9.22; Apuleius, De Deo Socratis 15.153 
4 Justin, Apologia 54.10, 22.6; Dialogus 69.3; Origen, Contra Celsum 3.25 
5 Legends disagree concerning the identity of the mother of Asklepios. For Coronis: 
Pindar, Pythiae 3.8-37; Ovid, Metamorphoses 2.542-648; Diodorus, Bibliotheca Historica 
4.71.1-4; Cyrillus, Contra Julianum 6.805B-808B; Eustathius, Commentarii ad Homeri 
Iliadem 2.729; Homer, Hymni 16.1-5; JG rv2 I, no. 128, iv, 40-50 [Isyllus; ea 300 BC]. For 
both accounts: Apollodorus, Bibliotheca 3.10, 3, 5-4, 1; Pausanias, Descriptio Graeciae 
2.26.7; Theodoretus, Graecarum AffectionU'f!l Curatio 8.19-23; Scholia in Pindar, Ad 
Pythias 3.14. For Arsinoe: Pausanias, Descriptio Graeciae 3.26.4, 4.3.1-2. For other 
contenders (Epione, Xanthe): Scholia in Homerum, Ad Iliadem 4.195. 
6 Homer, Iliad 4.219; Pindar, Pythiae 3.7, 47-53 
7 Pindar, Pythiae 3.44; Ovid, Metamorphoses 2.628-630; Servius, Commentarii in 
Aeneidem 7.761, 10.316; Hyginus, Fabulae 202.1-2 
8 Homer, Iliad 4.218-219; Pindar, Nemeae 3.54-56; Scholia in Pindarum, Ad Nemeas 3.92, 
Ad Pythias 3.9, 79, 102b; Xenophon, Cynegeticus 1.1-6; Philostratus, Heroicus 9; Justin, 
De Monarchia 6.23 
9 According to Pindar (Pythiae 3.45-6)Apollo gave Asklepios to the centaur specifically 
so that the centaur could "teach him how to heal mortal men of painful maladies" (KCX.\ p&, 
vw M&.yvrrn. ~p(l)V nope KeV'TcWpq> si.s&.~a.i. rro~vrrnµova.s- clvepwrroicn.v iacrea.i VOCl'OVS'). 
See also Heraclitus, Quaestiones Homericae 15. 
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impeccable background for a healing hero who was later to be deified as 

the healing god of the Mediterranean world.10 

We first hear of Asklepios in the Iliad. He is described as an aristocrat, the 

father of Podaleirios and Machaon, who were the leaders of the Greek 

contingent from Trikka in the Trojan War.11 However, neither 

Podaleirios nor Machaon excel at the normal heroic arts.12 Instead they 

are valued for their medical expertise,13 expertise which they had 

inherited from their father, Asklepios.14 Of Asklepios' "heroic" life 

virtually nothing is known, except that he was supposed to have been 

numbered among the Argonauts, and to have hunted the Calydonian 

boar, ventures which did not win him any outstanding individual 

glory.IS Thus he was not-renowned as a warrior hero in the Homeric 

sense, but as a medical man, interested only in co:ii-quering disease16 and 

death.17 This last was his undoing. According to legend he was struck by 

a thunderbolt from Zeus when he dared to restore a mortal to life.18 

However, through his own death he achieved immortality, returning as 

a god to help suffering marikind.19 As the healing god of the 

Mediterranean world Asklepios welcomed any who came to his 

sanctuaries for help, regardless of race, age, or status. Thus he became the 

only god to whom any person could turn for help, regardless of the 

nature of his problem, or his background. As such Asklepios was unique 

10 For a discussion of Asklepios' deification see Edelstein, (1945) 2: 65-138. 
11 Horner, Iliad 2.729-733 
12 Diodorus, Bibliotheca Historica 4.71 states that "they were exempted from the 
dangers of battle and from other duties because of their exceeding usefulness in the art of 
healing". 
13 Horner, Iliad 4.192-219, 11.504-520; Scholia in Hornerurn, Ad Jliadem 11.515 
14 Eustathius, Commentarii ad Homeri Jliadem 11.517 
15 Clement of Alexandria (Stromateis 1.21.105) cites Apollonius of Rhodes as his 
authority when he states that Asklepios and the Dioscuri sailed with the Argonauts. 

- Hyginus (Fabulae 14.21) also mentions Asklepios as being among the assembly of the 
Argonauts. Hyginus also states that Asklepios was amongst those who went to hunt the 
Calydonhm boar (Fabulae 173.1). 
16 Pindar, Pythiae 3.1-53 
17 Pindar, Pythiae 3.54-60; Aeschylus, Agamemnon 1022-23; Euripides, Alcestis 122-29; 
Libanius, Orationes 20.8; Sextus Ernpiricus, Adversus Mathematicos 1.260-62; Ovid, Fasti 
6.743-62 
18 See n.10 above, and, in addition, Pindar, Pythiae 3.54-58; Vergil, Aeneis 7.765-73; 
Hyginus, Fabulae 49.1; Hesiod, Fr. 125; Euripides, Alcestis 1-7. 
19 Xenophon, Cynegeticus 1.6; Theodoretus, Graecarum Affectionum Curatio 3.24-28; 
Minucius Felix, Octavius 23.7; Hyginus, Fabulae 251.2, 224.5; Cicero, De Natura Deorum 
2.24.62, 3.18.45; De Legibus 2.8.19; Origen, In Jeremiam Homilia 5.3; Celsus, De Medicina, 
Prooemium 2 
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among the Greek gods for his constant benevolence towards mankind, 
for his constant availability to mankind, and the constant morality of his 
personal relationships.20 The parallels with the life and work of the man 
Jesus of Nazareth, and with the post-resurrection nature of the Christian 
Jesus, are obvious.21 

An important area of difference however is in the families of the two 

healers. Where Jesus collected a small band of disciples, and trained 

them, Asklepios and his family became the focus of the healing cult, and 

practising physicians claimed the title of Asklepiadae. The most 

important member of his family was his daughter, Hygieia, but his sons, 

Podaleirios and Machaon, and other daughters, Akeso, Iaso and Panacea, 

together with his wife, Epione, are also represented as being involved in 

healing activities. The women are all personifications of healing 

attributes: Hygieia (vy{eict, health), Akeso (ciKecn), cure), Iaso (ictcn), cure), 

Panacea (rrctvctKeict, universal cure), Epione (nrrio), mild). There has been 

much conjecture over the origin and meaning of Asklepios' name, but 

the most likely explanation Seems to be that it is based On nrr'l.O) With a 
prefix.22 

Sources 

There are three main sources of information concerning Asklepios: 

literary, epigraphical, and archaeological. The literary sources23 are many 

and varied, ranging from the ancient Greek literary giants like Homer, 

Hesiod, Pindar, Aristophanes and Plato, through to early Christian 

apologists like Origen. As well, epigraphical remains have been found in 

all major asklepieia, and these range from inscriptions recording 

miraculous cures, to inventories of votives given as thank offerings for 

restored health, as well as inventories of building costs, and records of the 

20 As a god Asklepios was faithful to his wife, and raised a large family who continued 
his interest in the healing art. 
21 These similarities were recognised by early Christian apologists who struggled to find 
differences. See Justin, Apologia 22.6: c]i Se >ieyoµev xw>iovs- Ka.\ rrcx.pa.XvnKovs- Ka.\ eK 
YEVE'TnS' lTOVTjpOVS' vy'l.EiS' lTElTO'l.TjKEVCX.'1. cW'TOV Ka.\ VEKPOVS' c:lveyetpa.i, oµo'l.a. 'TOiS' VlTO 
'AaK>inmoO yeyevnaea.i >ieyoµevois- Ka.\ 'TcW'Tct ~ew Sol;oµev. See also Justin, Dialogus 
69.3; Origen, Contra Celsum 3.23; Ambrose, De Virginibus 3.176.7. 
22 Some philologists argue that the name Asklepios is connected with the Greek word 
c:lOKctXcx'3os- (a kind of lizard), and so developed from the serpent. For a discussion see 
Schouten (1967) 223. 
23 For a collection of literary sources, including some inscriptions, see Edelstein (1945) vol. 
1. 
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people who held priestly and administrative positions in the healing 
cult.24 Archaeological remains too, such as votive reliefs depicting 
scenes of worship and healing, images of Asklepios himself, and of his 
family,25 and the remains of the asklepieia buildings,26 all provide 

information about this healing cult. 

Thus a logical point of reference for the study of the Greek language of 

healing is the literary evidence surrounding the Greek god of healing, 
Asklepios. That the literary evidence survives in such a variety of forms 

(poetry, prose, inscriptions), from such a variety of sources (famous poets 

to anonymous priests and unknown patients), and over such a long 

period of time (fifth century BC to fourth/fifth century AD) is fortunate 

because, as much as is possible, the whole spectrum of humanity is 

reflected in the literary remains, rather than the thoughts of a few erudite 

(and perhaps atypical) minds. The literary evidence then is an exciting 

field of study. 

Since the wealth of material is so great,27 it would be impossible to study 

every literary source in detail. Therefore a study will be made of a 

selection of sources from four differing asklepieia: those at Epidauros, 

Athens, Kos and Pergamon. These four sites have been chosen because 

they differed in nature and function,28 and because their literary yield 

enables a study of the language of literature (both poetry and prose), and 

the language of inscriptions, over a period of time. This makes it 

possible to study the changing nature of Asklepios the healing god in the 

perception of the people, and also to compare the language chosen to 

24 See IC I, ID, IG 11-Illl l-2, JG II-III3 1-2, IG N2 1, IG VII; Aleshire (1989); Burford 
(1969); Edelstein (1945) vol. 1; Paton and Hicks (1891); Rouse (1976); and van Straten 
(1981) 65-151. . 
25 At the National Archaeological Museum at Athens, and the museums at Epidauros, 
Kos, and Bergama. See App. 3:1 for plates of reliefs and votives from these museums. 
26 The sites at Epidauros, Athens, Kos and Pergamon have all been excavated, and work 
continues at Epidauros (under the direction of V. Lambrinoudhakis) and Pergamon (under 
the direction of Wolfgang Radt). 
27 There were more than three hundred asklepieia in the Mediterranean world (see 
Merriam [1885) 358; and Walton [1894) 95). See also Apuleius, De Deo Socratis 15.153: 
Aesculapius ubique; Aristides, Oratio 38.21: dacx.xot Se 'AO'K~TJTTi4i etaoSoi ... rrcx.111'cx.xov 
yfi~. Many have yielded literary evidence of some kind. 
28 The sanctuary at Epidauros was an international sanctuary which colonised all over 
the Mediterranean world (see below, 19-40); the sanctuary at Athens was local and later 
became a state cult (see below, chapter three); the sanctuary at Kos a medical school (see 
below, chapter four); and the sanctuary at Pergamon the cult focus of a major hellenistic 
monarchy (see below, chapter five). 
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describe that perception, with the language chosen to describe the 

perception of Jesus of Nazareth, the ultimate supplanter of Asklepios in 

the Mediterranean world. 

Epidauros 
History 
The asklepieion at Epidauros is the oldest of the four sites chosen for 

study. Despite the Homeric evidence for Trikka in Thessaly as the 

birthplace of Asklepios,29 later legend credits Epidauros as the origin of 

the healing cult.30 Certainly the asklepieion at Epidauros became the 

major centre of pilgrimage in the Greek world, and the major colonising 

asklepieion. It was from Epidauros, for example, that the asklepieia at 

Athens,31 Pergamon,32 and Rome33 were later established. The sanctuary 

was founded in a small valley34 about two days' journey from the port of 

Epidauros, at about the end of the sixth century BC.35 At Epidauros 

29 See Iliad 2.729-733, and 4.202-3. There is still debate concerning this. For a discussion, 
see Edelstein (1945) 2: 17-22. Current excavation at Trikka should yield answers regarding 
the age of the sanctuary there, and so supplement the literary evidence. See Theodoretus, 
Graecarum Affectionum Curatio 8.19, (cf. Apollodorus Atheniensis, Fr. 138 [Jacoby]) which 
states that "In Trikka first and in Epidauros he gave proof of his art (ev Tp\iooJ Se 
rrp<in'ov Ka.\ 'Em.ScW'p(9 Sovva.i.. neipcx.v -rn~ -rexvn~)''. Strabo, Geographica 14.1.39, and 
Hyginus, Fabulae 14.21, both cite Trikka as Asklepios' place of origin. Strabo, 
Geographica 9.5.17 also states that Trikka has "the earliest and most famous temple of 
Asklepios." Eusebius, Praeparatio Evangelica 3.14.6, quotes Asklepios himself as citing 
"holy Trikka" as his place of origin, and that his mother bore him in wedlock to Apollo! 
However, Pausanias (Descriptio Graeciae 4.3.1-2), cites the Messenian belief that 
Asklepios was the son of Arsinoe, not Coronis, and that the Trikka referred to in the Iliad 
was, in fact, a desolate spot in Messenia. Thus the Messenians believed that the sons of 
Asklepios who went to Troy were Messenians. 
30 See Pausanias, Descriptio Graeciae 2.26.7, where Pausanias states his belief that the 
story that Asklepios was the son of Arsinoe was "a fiction invented by Hesiod, or by one of 
Hesiod's interpolators, just to please the Messenians". As evidence J;>ausanias cites the 
answer, that Asklepios was born of Coronis in Epidauros, which the Pythian priestess at 
Delphi gave to Apollophanes, an Arcadian, when he asked about Asklepios' origin and 
birthplace. 
31 See below, chapter three. See also, SEG 25.226 (the Telemachos Monument), and for a 
discussion of this monument, and a survey of the published scholarship concerning it, see 
Aleshire (1989) 6-13, and 6, n.3. See also Pausanias, Descriptio Graeciae 2.26.8; 
Philostratus, Vita Apollonii 4.18. 
32 See below, chapter five. See also Aristides, Oratio 39.5; Pausanias, Descriptio 
Graeciae 2.26.8. 
33 In 292 BC, in response to the plague. See Livy, Periocha 11; Ab Urbe Condita 29.11.1; 
Valerius Maximus, Facta et Dicta Memorabilia 1.8.2; Anonymous, De Viris lllustribus 
22.1-3; Ovid, Metamorphoses 15.622-744; Claudianus, De Consulatu Stilichonis 3.171-173 
34 Pausanias, Descriptio Graeciae 2.27.1-7 
35 Excavations have established that an altar and a sacred building for Asklepios were 
erected at the end of the sixth century BC. The asklepieion was excavated by P. 
Kavvadias 1879-1928, and more thoroughly in 1881-1889 (see Kavvadias [1891]); by the 
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Asklepios was regarded as healing in conjunction with his father 

Apollo.36 This is verified by inscriptions dedicated to both Apollo and 

Asklepios.37 Excavations have revealed a sanctuary to Apollo Maleatas 

on Mt. Kynortion, where Apollo had been worshipped since prehistoric 

times.38 The asklepieion at Epidauros reached its peak in the fifth and 

fourth centuries BC, when it was a major centre for festivals and 

panhellenic games.39 The festivals, known as the Asklepieia,40 were 

held four-yearly, nine days after the Isthmia, between April and June.41 

Musical and dramatic contests were also held from the fifth century BC.42 

Liturgical music too had its place in the life of the cult, certainly in the 

Imperial period, and possibly well before.43 The sanctuary was visited by 

French School of Archaeology in 1942; and by J. Papadimitriou (1948-51), who did 
additional research on the sanctuary of Maleatas; and by V. Lambrinoudhakis in recent 
years. 
36 The Epidaurian sanctuary was built in the valley below the site of the ancient 
sanctuary of Apollo Maleatas, which was situated beyond the theatre, on the summit of 
Mt. Kynortion. Thus worship of Apollo at Epidauros started on Mt. Kynortion, continuing 
there until Roman times. The Roman senator, Antoninus, renovated this ancient sanctuary 
in the second 'century AD (Pausanias, Deseriptio Graeciae 2.27.7). At the same time he 
renovated the Asklepieion and '1milt a temple to Health, as well as to Asklepios, and 
Apollo, with the surname 'Egyptians'" (Pausanias, Deseriptio Graeciae 2.27.6). The 
surname "Egyptians" reflects a hellenistic influence, an influence also visible at Pergamon 
at this time (see below, chapter five). The association of Asklepios with Apollo is not 
unusual. Other asklepieia were established over or near old Apollo temples, for example, 
(i) at Korinth -(see Lang (1977) 3-4, who states (4) that "it seems likely that Asklepios 
joined Apollo first in a perhaps junior capacity ... perhaps [in] the 5th century B.C."; and 
(ii) Pergamon is mentioned in the Iliad (4.507-8, 5.445-8) as the site of one of Apollo's 
temples, and yet later became a major sanctuary of the healing cult. Nor is the medical 
association of Asklepios with Apollo unusual, given their relationship, and Apollo's 
arrangement for Asklepios' tutelage under Cheiron. 
37 See, for example, JG iv21, nos. 121-22 [2nd half of 4th c. BC], inscriptions of cures at 
Epidauros under the title of: ee6~ Tvxet lctyh6ci I l'I&.lietfet fov 'Arr6~~wvo~ Ket\ fov 
'Acnc~etmov; and JG iv2 1, no. 127 [224AD]: 'ATTO~~(l)ll\ M~EctfQ'. Ket\ EWfiiP• 'Acnc~nrri4i. 
38 See n.36 above, and for a discussion of the connection between Apollo Maleatas and 
Asklepios, see Edelstein (1945) 2: 99, and 99 notes 30, 31, and 32. Whether Maleatas was 
originally an -independent iatric hero (Wilamowitz-Moellendorff [1931-32] 393f.), or a 
specific form of Apollo (Farnell [1907] 235f.; cf. Kerenyi [1959] 28-32), Apollo Maleatas is 
connected with Asklepios: at Athens (IG u2, no. 4962 [beginning 4th c. BC, (but dated 355-4 
BC by Pritchett and Meritt}]), and Trikka (JG iv2 1, no. 128, iii, 27-31 [Isyllos, ea. 333 
BC]), as well as at Epidauros (JG iv2 1, no. 127 [224 AD]). 
39 JG iv21, no. 40 [ea. 400BC], no. 41 [ea. 400BC] 
40 Scholia in Pindarum, Ad Nemeas 5.94b 
41 Scholia in Pindarum, Ad Nemeas 3.147 
42 Plato, Ion 530A; JG iv2 1, no. 128, iii, 32-iv, 56 [ea. 300 BC] 
43 Suzanne Bonefas (1989) 62 writes concerning SEC 30.390, excavated at Epidauros in July 
1977, that ''however the music of this fragment is interpreted, its importance not only for 
Greek music but also for Greek religion should not be underestimated. The linking of SEC 
:XXX 390 with JG 1v2 1, no. 135 yields a third set of hymns from the sanctuary at 
Epidauros. The presence of musical notation provides concrete evidence for the 
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Aemilius Paulus in 167 BC after the Battle of Pydna, who found "a 
splendid temple of Asklepios ... rich in offerings ... ".44 Sulla was the first 

to loot the sanctuary, seizing "ex votos" (as at Delphi and Olympia) in 86 

BC,45 a practice that was continued by Cilician pirates.46 However, the 

sanctuary continued to survive as a place of pilgrimage. Strabo found 
the temple at Epidauros "full of the sick" .47 Festivals were reintroduced 
in the Imperial period, and the sanctuary was renovated in the second 
century AD, through the generosity of the Roman senator Antoninus.48 

In AD 395 the Goths of Alarich invaded, and in AD 426 the sanctuary was 

closed, along with other pagan sanctuaries, when worship was forbidden 

by Theodosius II. Disused, the sanctuary finally fell into a state of 

disrepair, following the earthquakes of AD 522 and AD 551. By this time 

it had enjoyed a special place in the hearts of pilgrims for almost one 

thousand years. 

Literary evidence 

Epigraphical 
Pausanias, describing the sanctuary at Epidauros, commented on the six 

stelae, still standing in his day, which recorded miraculous cures.49 

Some of these stelae were excavated by Kavvadias, who published their 

inscriptions.SO They are temple records, testifying to miraculous 

healings, placed in the sanctuary so that all who visited the sanctuary 

might see and read them. They are thus an explicit temple proclamation 

performance of liturgical hymns and so gives a glimpse of the workings of cult ritual in the 
Imperial period. The existence of a means of musical abbreviation suggests that sacred 
music was probably standardized in this period. The apparently archaic features of this 
notation perhaps indicate that such a process of standardization had already begun before 
the Imperial period." 
44 Livy, Ab Urbe Condita 45.28.3. Livy also states that the sanctuary in his time was 
"now rich in traces of broken votives". 
45 Diodorus, Bibliotheca Historica 38.7; Plutarch, Sulla 12.3; Pausanias, Descriptio 
Graeciae 9.7.5; Appianus, Historia Romana 12.54. But cf. Polyaenus, Strategemata 5.2.19; 
Cicero, Verrinae Orationes 4.57.127-128 
46 Plutarch, Pompeius 24.6 
47 Geographica 8.6.15: Ka.\ 1'0 iepov nMpe~ exov1'o~ c:lei 1'WV 1'e Kcx.µvov1'wv Ka.\ 1'WV 
c:lv<X.k'ei.µevwv m.vc£Kwv. 
48 Pausanias, Descriptio Graeciae 2.27.6-7 
49 Descriptio Graeciae, 2.27.3: a1'ij>ia.i se ei<r1'nKeacx.v eVTo~ 1'ov nep\{Jo>iov ,.c) µev dpxa.iov 
Ka.\ TT>iEoVE~1 en' eµov Se e~ >ioina.\. 1'cW1'CX.'I.~ eyyeypcx.µµeva. Ka.\ c:lvSpwv Ka.\ YVVCX.'1.K'WV 
eanv ov6µa.1'a. c:lKea8EV1'WV VTTO 1'0V 'AaK>i11mov, npoaen Se Ka.\ voanµa. 0 n EK<X.0'1'0~ 
ev60'T)ae, Ka.\ on~ 'ic£e11. yeypa.n,.a.i Se ~vii 1''6 Awp\si." See also 2.36.1. 
50 See (1891) and (1900). 
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of Asklepios' healing power, that is, propaganda for the healing cult.51 It 

is to a consideration of the nature of their healing language that we shall 

first turn. Of these, only a selection with sufficient text to support a study 

of this nature wi11 be considered.52 For this purpose the inscriptions 

known as Inscriptiones Graecae 1v2 1, nos. 121-122 [2nd half of 4th c. BC] 

have been chosen. They describe forty-three healing incidents associated 

with the asklepieion at Epidauros.53 

As temple propaganda these inscriptions should reveal something of the 

nature of temple medicine: that is, the running of the sanctuary itself, 

the sort of medical problems physicians were unable to treat effectively, 

healing methods, the origin and background of the people who came for 

healing, and, finally, they should provide a clue as to the meaning of 

general healing terms like vyil)s- I icfoµcn and eepctTTEVC.O. 

The inscriptions are dedicated to "God" (ee6s-) and "Good Fortune" (Tvxa. 

Cdylct8ct), and are described as cures (C'IctlµctTct) of both Apollo and 

Asklepios,54 implying that both Apollo and Asklepios played an equal 

part in effecting the cures. However Apollo is not mentioned specifically 

by name in the inscriptions, whereas Asklepios is specifically mentioned 

on eleven occasions.55 However, forms of the indeterminate ee6s- occur 

forty-nine times, thirty of these occurring in two distinct formulae.56 

Three of the remaining nineteen occur in inscriptions where Asklepios is 

specifically mentioned,57 while nine of the formulae occur 'in 

"Asklepios" inscriptions.58 Thus it seems that the use of both names in 

the dedication is also a formula,59 but that it is to Asklepios that 

individuals turn for practical help, given that Apollo does not play an 

explicit role in the healing episodes. 

51 Do they differ very much from the purpose and proclamation of the gospels in the New 
Testament? 
52 The inscriptions now known as Jnscriptiones Graecae 1v2 1, nos. 121-122 [2nd half of 4th 
c. BC]. Edelstein (1945) 1: 221-237, includes the Greek text, with an English translation. 
See also Herzog (1931)145-147. 
53 See Apps 2:1 and 2:2. 
54 See App. 2:1, Title. 
55 Including the two times the sanctuary of Asklepios is mentioned in JG IV2 1, no. 122: 33. 
56 Variations of: (i) oi.jliv etse· e86Ke1. oi d eeos- occur twenty-five times; and (ii) 
variations of rrot 1"0'11 eeov iice'!"a.S" occur five times. 
57 JG IV2 1, no. 121: 10; JG IV2 1, no. 122: 25, 33 
58 JG IV2 1, no. 121: 2; JG w2 1, no. 122: 23, 24, 27, 35, 37 
59 See also JG 1v2 1, no. 127 [224 AD]: 'Arr6~~(1)'11\. M~Ect'l"(J. Ka.t ~(1)1"fjp1. 'AOK~l'ITTu\i. 
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The first inscription shows a basic pattern of four steps: it states (i) the 
identity of the patient and the nature of the complaint, (ii) that the 

patient slept in the abaton, (iii) the result, and (iv) describes the patient's 

votive offering.60 This pattern forms the basis, with variations, for 

recording most of the inscriptions, so is a convenient way to analyse the 

data presented. 

Patient profile 
Of the forty-three inscriptions, thirty-one describe male patients (twenty

six adults and five boys), males thus representing 72% of those who 

approach the god for help. Of the remainder, eleven describe adult 

female patients, and one describes the restoration of a broken goblet. 

Patients come from all over the Greek world, testifying to the sanctuary at 

Epidauros being the focus of pilgrims at this early date. For example, 

Hermodikos came from Lampsakos,61 Heraieus from Mytilene,62 

Antikrates from Knidos,63 Hermon from Thasos,64 Pandaros and 

Echedoros from Thessaly,65 Sostrata from Pherae,66 Kleinatas from 

Thebes,67 and an unnamed man from Torone.68 Athens,69 Aegina,70 

Keos,71 Kios,72 Herakleia,73 Epeiros,74 and Kirrha,75 are also 

represented.76 More locally, the Peloponnese is represented by patients 

60 For an outline of the inscriptions, based on these four steps, see Apps 2:1 and 2:2. 
Hereinafter reference will be made to the number of the inscription as recorded in these 
appendices for ease of reference. 
61 App. 2:1, 15 
62 App. 2:1, 19 
63 App. 2:2, 32 
64 App. 2:2, 22 
65 App. 2:1, 6 and 7 
66 App. 2:2, 25 
67 App. 2:2, 28 
68 App. 2:1, 13 
69 App. 2:1, 4 
70 App. 2:2, 26 
71 App. 2:2, 39 
72 App. 2:2, 43 
73 App. 2:2, 30. But it is not clear which Herakleia. See App. 1:1. 
74 App. 2:2, 31 
75 App. 2:2, 38 
76 See Apps 1:1 and 1:2 for maps showing the locations of the asklepieia, and the cities of 
origin of the patients represented in the inscriptions. 
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from HaUeis,77 Hermione,78 Pellene,79 Sparta,80 Troezen,81 Argos,82 

Kaphyiae,83 Messene,84 and Epidauros itself.85 Korinth is notable for its 

absence, but that is not surprising as its own asklepieion was flourishing 
at this stage. 86 

The diseases specified vary. Blindness, either from disease or injury, is 

the most common complaint, accounting for eight inscriptions, and 

common to both sexes.87 Paralysis is an adult male complaint, affecting 

the fingers,88 body,89 and knees,90 as is lameness.91 Battle wounds are 

also a male complaint, as is to be expected.92 Other male problems 

77 App. 2:1, 18; App. 2:2, 24 and 33. Inscription 33 describes the establishment of an 
asklepieion at Halieis, which is not surprising, given the demand from there for the 
services of the asklepieion, in comparison with other places. It is interesting for an 
account of the procedure followed: the (unexpected) arrival of a sacred serpent at Halieis 
after the patient had seen no vision at Epidauros, the curing of Thersandros, and the 
inquiry of the Delphic oracle by the people of the city as to the correct course of action 
concerning the return of the serpent to Epidauros, and the oracle's direction to establish a 
sanctuary in that place. This inscription also illustrates the colonising activity of the 
asklepieion at Epidauros at this time. 
78 App. 2:1, 20 

79 App. 2:1, 2 

80 App. 2:2, 21 

81 App. 2:2, 34. But note that the incident described in inscription 23 took place at the 
sanctuary at Troezen, and that Asklepios was summoned from Epidauros to perform a 
healing which his children were unable to accomplish. (Cf. the synoptic account of the 
healing of the epileptic boy: Mt 17.14-20; Mk 9.14-29; Lk 9.37-43.) 
82 App. 2:2, 37 

83 App. 2:2, 41 

84 App. 2:2, 42 
85 App. 2:1, 8; App. 2:2, 35 
86 See Lang (1977). 
87 App. 2:1, 4: an Athenian woman, blind in one eye, who was incredulous of the reported 
cures; 9: a man so blind that one of his eyeballs was missing, and others laughed at him 
for believing that he could be cured; 11: a man injured in a fall at the sanctuary; 18: a 
blind man who first sees trees, after the god opens his eyes with his fingers (cf. Mk 8.22-
26); 20: a blind boy treated by one of the temple dogs; 22: Hermon of Thasos who was 
cured of blindness, omitted to bring thank-offerings, was blinded again as punishment, but 
cured when he again approached the god; 32: a battle wound causing blindness; 40: a 
battle wound which presumably caused blindness as the god treated his eye. 
88 App. 2:1, 3 
89 App. 2:1, 15, and see also App. 2:3; App. 2:2, 37. 
90 App. 2:2, 38 
91 App. 2:1, 16; App. 2:2, 35 and 36. Inscription 36 describes lameness inflicted by the god 
as punishment for disbelief and derision. When the patient is suitably remorseful he is 
healed. 
92 App. 2:1, 12: a spear point embedded in the jaw; App. 2:2, 30: arrow wound in the lung; 
32: spear wound in both eyes causing blindness; 40: spear wound under the eye, causing 
blindness (?). 
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specified are stigmata,93 stone,94 lack of voice,95 leeches,96 sores,9 7 

consumption,98 internal abscess,99 lice,100 baldness,101 external 

tumour,102 insomnia from headaches,103 and gout.104 A father also 

approaches the god on behalf of his missing son.105 Problems relating to 

conception and childbearing are the main female complaints, accounting 

for over half (54.5%) of the female maladies.106 Otherwise worms 107 are 

the major female complaint. Blindness,108 and dropsy109 account for the 

remaining female problems. A broken gobletl 10 is also restored, showing 

93 App. 2:1, 6 and 7. Inscription 7 gives the only account of punishment by the god that is 
not reversed. Echedoros is punished for failing to deliver the thank-offerings entrusted to 
him by his friend Pandaros (6), lying about them to the god, and making (empty?) 
promises about his own thank-offering. 
94 App. 2:1, 8 and 14 
95 App. 2:1, 5 
96 App. 2:1, 13. This occurrence of Seµe~ea.s- is the only citation of this word in Liddell 
and Scott (1968). The cause of his illness is attributed to his swallowing the leeches, 
having been tricked by his stepmother who had thrown them into a potion which he 
drank. Is this the first appearance of the wicked stepmother (µa.-rpvi.cis-) in healing 
inscriptions? 
97 App. 2:1, 17. This is an unusual inscription. The healing agent is a serpent, outside the 
abaton, in the daytime. The man's vision does not agree with report of the healing. Cf. 
the Archinos relief, Athens, N.M. 3369 (App. 3:1, 3). 
98 App. 2:2, 33. See above, n.77. 
99 App. 2:2, 27 
100 App. 2:2, 28 
101 App. 2:1, 19 
102 App. 2:2, 26. This boy was treated by one of the temple dogs while he was awake (cf. 
App. 2:1, 20). 
103 App. 2:2, 29. The god gives gymnastic instruction in this inscription, to great effect. 
Hagestratos won the pancratium at the Nemean games not long afterwards! For similar 
activities by the god at Pergamon, cf. Aelius Aristides, Or. 42.11 (App. 5:6, 16). 
104 App. 2:2, 43. This man is cured by a goose while wide awake. The goose bit his feet 
and made them bleed. 
105 App. 2:2, 24 
106 App. 2:1, 1: a 5-year pregnancy; 2: (i) conception, and (ii) a 3-year pregnancy. App. 
2:2, 31: conception; 34: conception; 39: conception; 42: conception. 
107 App. 2:2, 33: a tapeworm; 25: worms (two basins full); 41: pregnant with worms. 
108 App. 2:1, 4: see above, n.87. 
109 App. 2:2, 21: in this inscription the mother slept in the temple on behalf of her 
daughter, who remained in Sparta, but saw the same dream. On her return the mother 
found her daughter in good health (vyi.a.{vovcro:v). Cf. the NT story of the centurion's 
servant, particularly Luke 7.10, where the present participle of vyia.\vw occurs as the final 
description of the boy's health when the centurion returns home. App. 2:2, 24 also reports 
a parent approaching the god on behalf of a child. The child, in this case, is missing. 
110 App. 2:1, 10. This is a most interesting inscription. It is the only occasion in IG w2 1, 
121-122, where an inanimate object is restored so that it is sound. The same word (vyi.ns-) is 
used to describe the restoration of the goblet as is used in formulae to describe the 
restoration of people. For a discussion of the significance of this, see below, 32-4, 39-40. 
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that the god was not only concerned with treating human health, but was 

anxious to alleviate any human distress. 

Healing methods 
Healing methods are usually recounted as the patient's vision while 

he/she is sleeping, and occur in a regular formula: the patient slept "and 

saw a vision/dream. And it seemed to him/her that the god ... ".111 

Dream visions include conversations between the patient and the god, 

commands from the god, or actions by the god and his helpers, such as 

touching, surgery, application of drugs, or other (sometimes bizarre)l 12 

behaviour. 

Conversations between the god and his patients occur frequently. They 

reveal a god who has a sense of humour, as when Ithmonika was told 

she would get pregnant with a daughter, and was asked if she desired 

anything else. She replied negatively, and so was compelled to approach 

the god again after a three-year pregnancy in order to give birth.113 

Perhaps this inscription inspired patients to be specific in their requests. 

Conversations also reveal a god who has an ability to relate to all ages, as 

when the boy, Euphanes, promised to give the god ten dice if he would 

cure him. We are told that the god laughed, and agreed.114 The god 

laughs on another occasion, as well as showing anger.115 

Many conversations, like the one with Euphanes, concern the giving of 

votive offerings. Ambrosia of Athens is asked to give the temple a silver 

pig as a memorial of her ignorance in disbelieving the cures,116 Pandaros 

is told to dedicate his headband117, Echedoros is questioned about votive 

offerings and punished for his untruthful replies,118 Hermodikos is 

111 Variations of the formula II oijn..v etse· e80KE\. oi 0 eeo~ II occur as an introduction to 
accounts of healing methods twenty-five times. See above, n.56. 
112 See IG 1v2 1, no. 122: 38 (App. 2:2, 38), where the god drove his horses and chariot 
around a patient suffering from paralysis of the knees, and trampled on him with his 
horses. The patient instantly gained control of his knees! 
113 App. 2:1, 2 

114 App. 2:1, 8 

115 App. 2:2, 35 

116 App. 2:1, 4 
117 App. 2:1, 6 
118 App. 2:1, 7 
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ordered to bring to the temple as large a stone as he could,119 and Sostrata 

is told to send thank-offerings to Epidauros.120 

Conversations between the god and his patients also deal with patient 

incredulity, as when a man who had expressed incredulity is told that his 
name in future would be "Incredulous" ("'Am,cr-ros-).121 Incredulity is 

prominent in a number of inscriptions. Patient incredulity is expressed 
and dealt with,122 as is bystander incredulity,123 and Kaphisias, who 

laughed at the cures is actually punished with an injury, although healed 

when he is suitably humble and remorseful.124 These inscriptions show 

that contemporary Greeks were sceptical enough of the temple cures to 

warrant temple propaganda of this sort. 

Inscriptions relate that the god healed with action as well as conversation. 

He performed surgery on battle wounds, extracting parts of weapons 

which were embedded in patients' bodies. Euhippos had the point of a 

spear extracted from his jaw after it had been embedded there for six 

years,125 Gorgias had an arrow point extracted from his lung. It had been 

there for a year and a half, and had suppurated so badly he had filled 

sixty-seven basins with pus.126 The man from Torone had leeches 

surgically removed from his chest.127 Arata dreamt that a lot of fluid 

matter drained out of her daughter after the god cut off her daughter's 

head and hung up her body in such a way that her throat was turned 

downwards.128 Aristagora 129 also dreamt that she had her head cut off. 

She slept in the temple at Troezen, and was attended in her dream by the 

sons of the god. They were unable to put her head back on, so sent to 

Epidauros for Asklepios. The following night Asklepios reattached her 

head to her neck, cut open her stomach, removed the tapeworm, and 

stitched her up again. This inscription shows that Asklepios is superior 

119 App. 2:1, 15. See also App. 2:3. 
120 App. 2:2, 25 
121 App. 2:1, 3 
122 App. 2:1, 3 and 4 
123 App. 2:1, 9 and 10 
124 App. 2:2, 36 
125 App. 2:1, 12 
126 App. 2:2, 30 
127 App. 2:1, 13 
128 App. 2:2, 21 
129 App. 2:2, 23 
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in healing power to his sons, and that the sanctuary at Epidauros is 
superior to the sanctuary at Troezen. In this case Asklepios' sons were 
guilty of making an incorrect diagnosis, and an inability to complete their 
treatment successfully.130 One wonders how much competition there 
was between neighbouring asklepieia. The inscription notes that the 
priest saw the evidence of mismanagement, 'proof' that the story is true! 

Two other patients had surgery performed on their stomachs by 

Asklepios: a man with an abscess in his abdomen had it surgically 
removed, leaving the abaton floor covered with blood;131 and Sostrata 

had worms which filled two washbasins surgically removed from her 

stomach.132 At the time she was undertaking her homeward journey 

and was unaware that it was Asklepios who was the surgeon, until after 
the outcome was successfuI.133 

Asklepios also ~ealed with drugs. He cut Ambrosia's diseased eyeball 
and poured in a drug,134 poured a drug into the sockets of the man who 

had no eyeball,135 and rubbed down a herb and poured it into an eye 

injured by a spear wound.136 He anointed the head of a bald man with a 

drug, and made the hair grow,137 and gave a drug to Erasippe to drink 
which induced vomiting.138 

Asklepios also healed with his fingers,139 and by touch.140 He led a 

father to the place where his missing son could be found,141 stretched out 

130 Compare the disciples' inability to heal a patient in the synoptic account of the 
healing of the epileptic boy (Mt 17.14-20; Mk 9.14-29; Lk 9.37-43). 
131 App. 2:2, 27 
132 App. 2:2, 25 

133 This seems an extraordinary thing to allow a stranger to do. Sostrata is an unusual 
case: she comes from further away than any other female patient, so was obviously in 
great distress to even think of undertaking a journey of this nature. She must also have 
possessed the financial resources to be able to do so, explaining Asklepios' command to send 
thank-offerings to Epidauros. She is also unusual in that she had no vision while at 
Epidauros (like Thersandros of Halieis, 33), but had unexpected treatment on the road. 
We are told that "a man of fine appearance seemed to come upon her and her companions" 
(cWfci\ iced fOt~ Elrroµe:tvoi~ eso~e fctV o'lj!'l.v evrrpemls- clvnp). As in the accounts of dream 
visions the verb 8oicew implies a subjective experience. 
134 App. 2:1, 4 
135 App. 2:1, 9 
136 App. 2:2, 40 
137 App. 2:1, 19 , 
138 App. 2:2, 41 
139 App. 2:1, 18 
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the paralysed fingers of a man while he was playing at dice,142 swept the 
lice from a man's body with a broom,143 and taught another how to 

1 unge.144 He expected his instructions to be obeyed, no matter how 

bizarre they might have seemed, and did not easily tolerate cowards. 

When Kleimenes complained that a lake was too cold for a bath, 

Asklepios said he would not heal the cowardly, but only those who 
approached him with hope and trust.145 He broke the crutch of a lame 

man and ordered him to get a ladder and climb as high as he could. 

When the man gave up, Asklepios was angry, and then laughed at him 

for being a coward. The man fulfilled his task in daylight.146 

All these healing methods are recounted as the patient's perception of the 

healing process that occurred in the patient's dream vision. However, 

one inscription makes it obvious that a dream vision might not 

correspond to reality, although the end result is the same.147 It is true 

that this vision and cure occurred in unusual circumstances: in the 

sanctuary grounds in the daytime, rather than within the abaton or 

temple at night. Thus, it would be unwise to generalise too much from 

this one inscription. However, there is certainly scope for suspecting 

that, while the cure is real enough, the inscriptions recounting dream 

visions might not even pretend to be a factual account of actual healing 

methods, but rather might be only a personal rationalisation and 

interpretation of a particular patient's healing experienee. In this 

inscription the man fell asleep outside the temple on a seat. A snake 

came out of the temple and healed his toe with its tongue, but the man 

reported a vision of a beautiful youth anointing his toe with a drug.148 

140 App. 2:2, 31. The verb used to describe this touch is ctrrToµcti, the synoptic word for 
describing the healing touch of Jesus. See below, chapter nine, and Apps 7:12 and 7:13. 
141 App. 2:2, 24 

142 App. 2:1, 3 

143 App. 2:2, 28 

144 App. 2:2, 29 
145 App. 2:2, 37 

146 App. 2:2, 35 
147 App. 2:1, 17 

148 Cf. the Archinos relief, Athens, N.M. 3369 (App. 3:1, 3). For a discussion of the 
meaning of this relief, see Mitropoulou (1976a) 35-40. According to her (36) "the three 
human figures represent one person, Archinos, who came to the Asklepieion seeking a cure. 
As he was sleeping in the temple, the snake licked him and he dreamt that the god came 
and performed an operation ... ". Although this votive relief is dedicated to Amphiaros, a 
healing hero, and not to Asklepios, it is a good illustration of the difference between 
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Thus the difference between dream and reality is publicly acknowledged 

in this inscription.149 

Patients can also be healed by temple serpents, temple dogs, or in one 

case, by a goose.150 Serpents are instrumental in the healing process on 

four occasions. We have already noted the inscription that states that a 

serpent healed a man's toe with its tongue, while the man dreamed of a 

beautiful youth anointing his toe with a drug,151 and the case of 

Thersandros, who was healed by a temple serpent after he returned 

home.152 Serpents are also instrumental in fulfilling the desire of two 

women to become pregnant. Agamede of Keos dreamt that a serpent lay 

on her stomach, and afterwards she gave birth to five children,153 and 

Nikasibula of M.essene dreamt that the god approached her with a snake 

creeping behind him. She had intercourse with the snake, and within a 

year gave birth to two sons.154 

Dogs also healed on two occasions, and both times their patients were 

boys who were wide-awake. Lyson of Hermione was blind, but one of 

the dogs in the temple treated him (licked his eyes?) and he went away 

vision and reality, a difference that was portrayed publicly in this relief, as the 
difference is acknowledged publicly in inscription 17 (App. 2:1). 
149 Cf. however, Kerenyi (1959) 33-34, who gives a different interpretation. According to 
him (34) this episode "is a kind of dream within a dream, an amplification reaching out 
for a still deeper meaning - the immediate experience of the divine in the natural miracle 
of healing." 
150 The serpent was one of the attributes of Asklepios, and appears wound around his 
staff in statues and reliefs (see Plate 1, 41; App. 3:1, 12; and the statuettes, Athens, N.M. 
265 and 266). The serpent is also depicted in many votive reliefs coiled under his chair 
(see App. 3:1, 7; and the votive relief, Athens, N.M. 1330); and around trees (see App. 3:1, 
13). At Kos Museum a snake appears coiled around the shoulders of a statue of Hygieia 
(Plate 9, 90); as well as wound around the staff of Asklepios (Plate 8, 89). Asklepios was 
thought to take on the guise of a serpent: this is the form in which he arrived at Athens 
(JG rr2, no. 4960a; SEG 25.226), and Rome (Livy, Periocha 11, Ab Urbe Condita 29.11.1), 
and, of course, Halieis (App. 2:2, 33). For a discussion of the role of animals in the healing 
cult, see Schouten (1967) 37-44. 
151 App. 2:1, 17. See above 29, and n.97. The verb used to describe the serpent's action is 
\®µcx.i., while vyins- occurs in the final formula. For a discussion of the use of these words 
see below, 32-40. 
152 App. 2:2, 33. Again the verb chosen to describe the serpent's action is icloµa.i. 
153 App. 2:2, 39. The inscription doesn't specify whether this was a multiple birth, or a 
series of multiple births, or five single births over a period of years. 
154 App. 2:2, 42: presumably twins? 
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healthy.155 Similarly, a boy from Aegina who had a growth on his neck 
was treated by one of the temple dogs. The dog licked him (the growth?) 
and made him healthy.156 

A goose also healed a man who was suffering from gout. While he was 

wide-awake the goose bit his feet, and by making them bleed, made him 
healthy.157 Thus animals assume an important healing role in temple 

medicine. Indeed these inscriptions imply that they were more 
successful than Asklepios' sons.158 

Thus several themes emerge from a study of healing methods and dream 

v1s10ns: the importance of votive offerings,159 and the importance of 

honesty160 and humility, hope and trust when approaching the healing 

god.161 Obedience was also required.162 Where votive offerings do not 

figure prominently in the inscriptions, other tangible evidence of the 
god's healing power is offered: blood on the abaton floorl63, a dress full 
of vomit,164 basins full of worms,165 victory at the Nemean Games,166 an 

arrow point,167 a spear point,168 leeches,169 a sanctuary established,170 

155 App. 2:1, 20. The verb chosen to describe the dog's treatment is eepctrrevco, and vyins
occurs in the final formula. For a discussion of the use of these words see below, 32-40. 
The curative properties of canine saliva are discussed in Reinach (1884) 129. 
156 App. 2:2, 26. Again the verb describing the dog's treatment is eepctrrevco, although 
\Uoµcti. occurs in this account, as well as vyins- in the final formula. 
157 App. 2:2, 43 
158 See Schouten (1967) 37-44 for a discussion of the role of animals in the healing cult (cf. 
Kerenyi [1959] 32). 
159 Votive offerings were vital to the survival and growth of the asklepieion, in 
whatever form they were given. Monetary assistance (as promised by Pandaros, 6 and 7) 
maintained the asklepieion, while votive offerings testified to the god's healing power 
and ensured a continuing flow of clients. Punishment is inflicted for failure to bring votive 
offerings as promised. (See Apps 2:1, 7 and 2:2, 22. Cf. Acts 5.1-11.) 
160 Dishonesty is permanently punished (App. 2:1, 7). 
161 The motif of patient disbelief is introduced and dealt with at the beginning of the 
stele (App. 2:1, 3 and 4), and bystander derision of a trusting patient, whose trust is 
vindicated (App. 2:1, 9). Hope and trust is emphasised (App. 2:2, 37). 
162 App. 2:2, 27, 35, 37 
163 App. 2:2, 27 
164 App. 2:2, 41 
165 App. 2:2, 25 
166 App. 2:2, 29 
167 App. 2:2, 30 
168 App. 2:1, 12 
169 App. 2:1, 13 

170 App. 2:2, 33 
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babies are born.171 Bystanders are used to verify stories172 or marvel at 
miracles.173 

The healing language of inscriptions . , 
VY\T'IS 
The results of these healing episodes, despite their diverse nature and 

treatment, are described in surprisingly uniform language. Of the forty
three inscriptions, forty-two174 record a healing episode of some sort, and, 

of these, twenty-nine record the wholeness of the person (or object) when 

they departed-from the sanctuary with some form of vyins-. Otherwise 

their cure (or punishment) is precise: babies were born;175 stigmata 

vanished176 or were increased;177 a man who arrived blind, and with 

only one eyeball, departed seeing with both eyes;178 a man left holding 

his (genital?) stone;179 a bald man's hair grew again;180 a missing child 

was found;181 a sanctuary was established;182 and a lame man walked 

unaided and unhurt.183 The word vyin> is thus a general healing term, 

and covers a surprising range of restorations. But what precisely does it 

mean? 

vyins- regularly occurs in one of two formulae: (i) "at daybreak he/she 

departed sound" (d.µepct> Se yevoµevcts- vyins- e~i}Me),184 and (ii) "and (out of 

171 App. 2:1, 2; App. 2:2, 34, 39, 42 
172 App. 2:2, 23. The priest "sees" {opni.) the state of the woman. 
173 App. 2:1, 5. This inscription, concerning a voiceless unidentified boy, provides extra 
information about preliminary sacrifices, rites and the duties of temple servants. The boy 
is accompanied by his father, who is asked by a temple servant to bring the thank
offering within one year, if his son is cured. The boy replies in the affirmative, startling 
his father (eKTT~lfaa(I)). This healing occurred before a temple sleep. The role of the 
bystander exhibiting amazement is also important in New Testament stories, and in 
accounts of Vespasian's healing miracles (Tacitus, Histories 4.81). 
174 There is only one inscription which describes a permanent punishment (App. 2:1, 7). 
Otherwise, those who are punished are later healed, after they have shown suitable 
remorse (App. 2:2, 22, 36). 
175 A daughter (-App. 2:1, 2), a son (App. 2:2, 31, 34), five children (App. 2:2, 39), two sons 
(twins?) (App. 2:2, 42). 
176 App. 2:1, 6 
177 App. 2:1, 7 
178 App. 2:1, 9 
179 App. 2:1, 14 
180 App. 2:1, 19 
181 App. 2:2, 24 
182 App. 2:2, 33 
183 App. 2:2, 35 
184 See part (iii) of Words in App. 2:1, 3, 4, 8, 12, 13, 18; and App. 2:2, 28, 29, 30, 32, 38. 
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this) he/she became sound" (Ka.\ (EK TOVTOV) VY\.~~ eyeveTo).185 Sometimes 

both formulae overlap.186 Otherwise vyil)~ occurs in variations of "the 
god made him/her sound" .187 Similarly Hermon was restored to 
health,188 while another man woke up and was healthy.189 A dog made 
a boy sound,190 as a goose made the man with gout sound,191 and another 

boy 'departed sound after being treated by a dog.192 

Asklepios uses the word in the conversation of dream visions, to the boy 

who made him laugh,193 and to his reluctant patient, Kleimenes.194 

Echedoros too tells the god what votive offering he would set up if the 
god would make him well.1'95 When Arata returned to Sparta she found 

her daughter healthy.196 

Finally, a bystander tells a dispirited porter that not even Asklepios in 

Epidauros could make his broken goblet sound again,197 only to be 

proved wrong when the porter lifts it out of the bag and finds it sound.198 

This last incident provides a clue as to the meaning of the word vyil)~. 

As the goblet was restored to its former unbroken and useful state, so 

patients must be restored to the health they had enjoyed prior to the 

185 See part (iii) of Words in App. 2:1, 5, 11, 13, 16; and App. 2:2, 23, 27, 40, 41. 
186 As in App. 2:1, 13: d.µepctS" Se YElloµellet~ e~'fiMe Tct enp\a. Ell Tet'i~ xepcrlv exwv I Ket\ 
vyin~ eyevero. 
187 App. 2:1, 1: Ket\ µw e6nKe vyi..;. App. 2:2, 25: Ket\ TTOllO'Ct~ V[yifll 1 rctv Yl.!VCt'ilCCt; 36: 
®1ov o eeo~ vyi'fi err6nae. 
188 App. 2:2, 22: vyi.Jn Ka.reOTCLO'E. 
189 App. 2:1, 17: e~eyepee~ Se Ws- ~~ vyin~. 
190 App. 2:2, 26: cl~\KoµevoCvl I S' c:Wroll rro\ rlollJ eecoJv KV'wll 1wv ia.pwll V'Crra.pr~i y>iwaaa.i 
eeepctTTEVO'E I KCt\ vyi'fi err6nrale. 
191 App. 2:2, 43: vyi'fi err6nCaeJ. I have been unable to find another healing incident 
involving a goose. This incident appears to be unique. 
192 App. 2:1, 20: vrro icvvo~ rwll I K<X.Tct 10 la.poll ee[petrrlevoµello~ roii~ c>rrrt>i>iov~ VY.Cin~ 
clrr'fiMe. Dogs play an important role in the healing cult, and are often depicted on votive 
reliefs, either sitting at Asklepios' feet, or under his chair, or frisking about other 
members of his family. See, for example, the votive relief from Epidauros (Athens, N.M. 
1426) which depicts Asklepios, his two sons Podaleirios and Machaon, who are 
accompanied by dogs, three goddesses and two worshippers. According to Kerenyi (1959) 
32, there "is a striking equivalence of dog and snake in the Greek mythology of the 
underworld; their forms merge and their meanings as well ... both animals may express 
the same psychic content." 
193 App. 2:1, 8: 'r\ µoi Sooets-1 a.i 1v~a. vyiii TTO'l.llO'W;' 
194 App. 2:2, 37: vyi'ij clrrorrleµvot. 
195 App. 2:1, 7: d>i>i' a.i KCt vyi'fi llW TTOllO'Ct'I.. 
196 App. 2:2, 21: evya.repa. vy'l.<X.\VOVO'etll. 
197 App. 2:1, 10: 1oii1ov yap ovse KCt 0 Ell 'EmSaV~W'I. 'AO"K>ia.mo~ vyifl TTO'iiO'Ct\. SVV<X.\.10. 
198 App. 2:1, 10: clvw~e TOY yv>iwll KCt\ e~et\j)Et vyi'ij TOY KWeWllCt yeyevnµelvov. 
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onset of the specific problem about which they consulted Asklepios. 

Thus the word vyil)s- implies the restoration of a person or object to their 

original undamaged state of health or usefulness . 

. " 1.ctOµctl. 

The verb icfoµa.i also occurs as a general healing term, but only in eight 

inscriptions,199 and, of these eight inscriptions, icfoµa:1. appears in six of 

them in conjunction with vyil}s-.200 None of the patients were surgical 

patients. The two inscriptions which contain only icfoµcn are those 

concerning Hermodikos of Lampsakos,201 and Thersandros of Halieis.202 

Both stories have as their end result tangible proof of their validity. 

Hermodikos inscribed and erected a very large votive to the god as 

evidence of his healing power,203 while an asklepieion was erected at 

Halieis, at the direction of the Delphic oracle.204 

The incident at Halieis has one thing in common with another 

inscription, in that they share the same healing agent. A serpent205 (d 

8pctk"COV) was the healing agent at Halieis, while a serpent (d o~is- ... 8pctK"cov) 

also healed the man who slept outside the temple in the daytime.206 In 

this last story, the man was put on the seat where he fell asleep by the 

temple attendants (nov eel!>a.rrovTcov ), the serpent healed him with its 

tongue (ic1cra.To T<ii yXwcrcra.i), and he woke up healthy (vyins- ). 

A dog is the healing agent in another inscription where the three general 

healing terms, i&:oµa.i, eepa.rrevco and vyins-, occur.207 In this inscription we 

are told that a dog healed the boy from Aegina (Kvwv i<Ilcra.To rra.tsa. 

Ail:ywnTa.v). It treated him with its tongue while he was awake and made 

him healthy (yXWcrcra.i eeepctrrevcre I Ka.\ vyii) ETTOl)[cr1e). 

199 App. 2:1, 15 and 17; App. 2:2, 22, 26, 29, 23, [36] and [37] 
200 App. 2:1, 17; App. 2:2, 22, 29, 23, [36] and [37] 
201 App. 2:1, 15 
202 App. 2:2, 33 
203 S~ IG N2 1, no. 125 [3rd c. BC], (App. 2:3). 
204 Thus the Delphic oracle instigated the colonising activity of the cult. 
205 Serpents appear in only four inscriptions (App. 2:1, 17; App. 2:2, 33, 39, 42). The last 
two aid conception in female patients. 
206 App. 2:1, 17 

207 App. 2:2, 26 
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The remaining four inscriptions detail actions of the god, including two 

punishments, gymnastic instruction and psychological counselling, as 
well as healing in each case. Asklepios healed (i&:cra:ro) Hermon of 
Thasos who had come to him because he was blind.208 When Hermon 

failed to bring votive offerings the god punished him by making him 
blind again (err6T\cre TV~Aov dais-), but restored his health (vyilfi Ka.TecrTa.cre) 

when Hermon slept in the temple a second time. Unlike Echedoros,209 

Hermon is given a second chance. Presumably he brought thank

offerings on the second occasion. It is curious that the inscription omits 

the details. 

Kaphisias210 is also punished by the god, but his sin is not one of 

omission, as in Hermon's case, but disbelief and derision at Asklepios' 

treatments (6epa.rrevµa.cri.v). The verb icfoµa.i occurs twice, in comments 

attributed to Kaphisias, belittling the cures. The number of times icfoµa.i 

is used in this inscription is unusual. Both occurrences are supplied by 

Herzog,211 as is the final (common) formula containing vyifi. 

Hagestratos212 approached the god suffering from insomnia, caused by 

headaches. The god healed (ia.crctµE;vos-) his headaches, and taught him 

the lunge used in the pancratium. The treatment was effective, for 

Hagestratos departed healthy (vyi1ls- ), and not long afterwards won in the 

pancratium at the Nemean games. 

The final inscription to be considered is that relating to Kleimenes of 

Argos.213 Again icfoµa.i in this inscription is supplied by Herzog.214 It 

occurs in the conversation which took place between Asklepios and 

Kleimenes in Kleimenes' dream vision. 

208 App. 2:2, 22 
209 App. 2:1, 7. Echedoros committed the (unpardonable?) sin of lying to the god. 
210 App. 2:2, 36 
211 (1931): Kct~unlcts- - - - ,-c)µ rrosct. ov,-os- Tois- Tov 'Aa~Xctrri.ov eepctrrevµww 
errlweMiv 'x<»XOV],' E~ ~ctaecti. d eeos- wev~eTct\ Xeywv· <.i>s-, ei SVVctµW eltxe, ,-{ ov 
TOV "A~WTOV ictact,-o·~ d Se eeds-J I TliS' vppi.os- TTOWclS' XctµPctvwlv OVk' eXctee· ••• d eeds- vyiij 
ETTOTlae.J This is the only occasion the infinitive of icfoµcti appears in these inscriptions, 
here in its aorist form. But icfoµcti also appears twice in App. 2:1, 17: icten ... icfoct'TO, in 
narrative rather than conversation. 
212 App. 2:2, 29 
213 App. 2:2, 37 
214 (1931) 
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Thus i<toµa.i is the verb chosen to describe the result of actions performed 

by Asklepios, and the result of actions performed py him in his 
manifestation as a serpent. This verb is also chosen to describe the 
results of the actions of a temple dog and a goose. 

In comparison, the verb 6epa.rrevc.o is used in a highly technical and specific 
sense. It only occurs in two inscriptions,215 and both times describes the 

treatment given by temple dogs to boys who are awake. While it is 

explicitly stated in only one inscription that the dog licked the boy,216 the 

inference is that this was the form of treatment on both occasions. Thus 

the verb seems to describe treatment, rather than cure, the cure in each 

case being described by vyi.T} S', with ictoµa.i included as well in one 
inscription.217 

The healing touch of Asklepios is described on only one occasion, when 

the ·god touched Andromache with his hand (µe-rll Se -rqv-ro -rov 6eov 

ci'wa.aea.\ ov -r&i cxnJp\).218 She had approached the god concerning children, 

and we are told that later a son was born to her. The verb ci'rr-roµa.i.. is also 

the most frequently used synoptic word to describe the healing touch of 
Jesus.219 

So what does the language of these fourth century BC inscriptions reveal 

about the healing cult, about the nature of the healing god, Asklepios, 

about the people of the time, and about the use of general healing terms? 

Conclusion 

The inscriptions reveal that the sanctuary at Epidauros offered treatment 

to pilgrims with a wide variety of problems from all over the Greek 

world. 220 As males are reported as making the longest journeys and 

215 App. 2:1, 20 and App. 2:2, 26 
216 App. 2:2, 26 
217 App. 2:2, 26. But relatives of the verb eepctrrevw: -rwv eelPctrrov-rwv and -roi~ -rov 
'Aa~~<tTT\Oii eepcx.rrevµ<ta"l.v occur once each, respectively describing the temple attendants 
and the treatments of Asklepios. (App. 2:1, 17 and App. 2:2, 36) 
218 App. 2:2, 31 
219 See below, chapter nine, and Apps 7:12 and 7:13. 
220 This sanctuary does not seem to specialise in any one area of treatment. Cf. the 
asklepieion at Korinth, where a large number of votive offerings of body parts, 
particularly hands and feet have been found, as well as male genitals and female breasts, 
leading one to suppose that the asklepieion there specialised in treating problems of 
locomotion and fertility (see App. 3:1, 17, 18, 20 and 22). But perhaps it is to be expected 
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account for 72% of the patients it can be concluded that males enjoyed far 
greater mobility at the end of the fourth century BC than females. This is 
hardly surprising. The case of Sostrata however is surprising. She made 

a long and expensive journey,221 leading one to presume that she was 
both desperate, and wealthy. Her case shows that Asklepios is not 

confined to Epidauros, or even to a sanctuary. He can appear 

unexpectedly to patients anywhere and effectively practise his healing art. 

The inscriptions also reveal that, to flourish, the sanctuary relied on 

monetary support from grateful patients, and that, if promised support 

did not eventuate, the patient could expect to be punished (usually only 

temporarily) with an appropriate disease or injury.222 Nevertheless, 

Asklepios is not portrayed as a vengeful god, but as an approachable and 

forgiving god, as well as being capable of the human emotions of 

frustration, anger, and amusement. 

him with hope and trust, not fear. 

Even sceptical patients approach 

And Asklepios does not disappoint 

them. His treatment may seem bizarre at times, but it is always effective. 

One would expect that only patients with particularly difficult problems 

would make the long trip to Epidauros, but the people represented reflect 

universal human desires: women want to bear children, the lame and 

paralysed wish to walk, the blind to see, the wounded to be healed, and 

distressed parents approach the god on behalf of their children. Patients 

include the sceptical, the credulous, the greedy, the timid, and the 

sensitive; parents, children, servants and war veterans. All were 

suffering in some way, whether physically or emotionally, and all turned 

to Asklepios for help. 

that people with problems of locomotion would patronise their local (and most accessible) 
asklepieion, and also that the local asklepieion would be more accessible to women (see, 
for example, Herodas 4, below, 71-5, and App. 4:4). However, where eye trouble is the 
most frequently attested problem at Epidauros, and Athens (see below, 46), surprisingly 
few votive offerings of eyes have been found at Korinth (but see App. 3:1, 18). Perhaps 
different localities experienced different health problems. For an account of the votives 
excavated at Korinth, see Lang (1977) 15-27. 
221 She was carried on a litter, which means that the trip would have been slow, that her 
companions would have been numerous: she needed those to carry the litter as well as 
others to take care of supplies. As she was so sick, her own supplies would have been 
extensive, and obviously included such cumbersome articles as washbasins. She must have 
been wealthy. 
222 Cf. the stories of Ananias and Sapphira in Acts 5.1-11. The punishment of Echedoros 
seems light by comparison, and both Hermon and Kaphisios are given a second chance. Is 
the perception of Asklepios in the 4th c. BC of a more forgiving god than the perception of 
his Christian counterpart in the lst c. AD? 
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The language and form of the inscriptions is uniform: the name and 
origin of the patient is cited, the problem identified and a case history 
given.223 Healing methods and treatment are usually described as part of 

the patient's dream -vision. Several words emerge as the general healing 
descriptive terms of these inscriptions. vyin~ is the favourite word used 
to describe the patient's return to their former (undamaged) state. 

However the verb icfoµa.i also occurs as a description of the results of the 

actions 0f the god, serpents, a dog and a goose. In contrast the verb 

eepa.nevoo is used sparingly, and only describes the treatment given by dogs 

to juvenile patients who are awake. The healing touch of the god is 

described only once, with the verb ctrrToµa.i. 

But do these words occur in later descriptions of cures at Epidauros, and, 

if so, is their meaning the same? 

An inscription from over four centuries later which has survived in very 

good condition is that of the attestation of Marcus Julius Apellas, known 
as Inscriptiones Graecae IV2 1, no. 126 [ea. 160 AD].224 It illustrates both a 

change in medical technique and patient introspection not noticeable in 

the fourth century BC inscriptions, but exhibited in both inscriptions (as 
here) as well as the literature of the second century AD.225 

223 Several themes emerge in the inscriptions, and inscriptions can be grouped, or paired, 
according to theme. For example, there are four accounts of war veterans with battle 
wounds: two undergo surgery and depart holding the offending piece of weapon in their 
hands (App. 2:2, 12; 2:2, 30), while the other two both suffer eye trouble from a spear 
wound (App. 2:2, 32 and 40). Two boys are treated by dogs while awake (App. 2:1, 20 and 
2:2, 26). Parents approach the god on behalf of their children: a mother for her daughter 
(App. 2:2, 21); and a father for his son (App. 2:2, 24). Bystanders play an important role, 
expressing scorn and disbelief (App. 2:1, 9 and 10), amazement (App. 2:1, 5), and 
amusement (App. 2:1, 19). Failure to bring votive offerings features as the motive for 
punishment (App. 2:1, 7 and 2:2, 22), as does disbelief and derision (App. 2:2, 36). Patients 
depart holding tangible evidence of treatment in their hands (App. 2:1, 13 and 14), 
clothing (App. 2:2, 41), or left behind on the floor (App. 2:2, 27). Cures are enacted off-site 
(App. 2:2, 25 and 33). Women are treated for extended pregnancies (App. 2:1, 1 and 2), 
infertility (by the god, App. 2:2, 31and34; and by serpents App. 2:2, 39 and 42), and worms 
(App. 2:2, 23, 25 and 41). 
224 See Plate 3, 43. For the text and translation, see App. 2:4, and for an analysis, App. 
2:5. 
225 Although this inscription does not specifically mention a dream vision, a vision could 
be implied in the lines following <Qµ11v (end of line 17, App. 2:4). Apellas exhibits 
striking similarities with his contemporary Aelius Aristides (see below, 101-9). 
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The form of the inscription follows a similar pattern to the earlier 

inscriptions: the patient is identified by name and origin, and a short case 
history given. He has come a long way - from Mylasa226 - at the 
command of the god, suffering from chronic ill health and dyspepsia. 
On his way he visited the asklepieion at Aegina.227 His treatment at 

Epidauros, (undertaken as the result of conversations with the god), is 
described in much greater detail than the earlier inscriptions, and is more 
Hippokratic in content,228 requiring changes in diet,229 exercise,230 

personal hygiene,231 and temperament.232 Instructions from the priest 

concerning votive offerings are noted,233 and fulfilled, and the result is 

that the patient departed well (vyil)s- ). 

Apellas illustrates a different sort of patient to the ones we have seen 

earlier: instead of a quick-fix he undergoes extended treatment, requiring 

time, effort and follow-up consultations with the god. He seems to be a 

wealthy hypochondriac. The priest has to tell him when he is better and 

the time has come to pay up! 

The healing language of the inscription is similar to earlier inscriptions 

in that the same words occur. The inscription ends with the words "Full 

of gratitude and having become healthy I departed" (xctpw eisc.Os- Ka.~ vyil)s

yevoµevos- drrn>i.>i.&:ynv), echoing the language of earlier final formulae. 

When the pa~ient's blistered hand recovers its former soundness, it is 

described in the same terms: "the hand became sound" (vyil)s- n xdp 
eyeve-ro).234 When the god touches the patient, his touch is again 

226 Mylasa is inland from Miletus (see App. 1:1), so this patient has the time and wealth 
to make a pilgrimage of this nature. Since he could have gone to the asklepieion at 
Pergamon, we must assume that he had a specific "call" to Epidauros. Thus the sanctuary 
at Epidauros is still the focus of pilgrims from afar at this date. 
227 It is to this asklepieion that Bdelykleon, in desperation, takes his father, Philokleon, 
in Aristophanes Wasps (122-123). See below, 44, n.1. Thus this asklepieion had been 
active for at least six centuries by the time Apellas visited it. 
228 See below, 75-83, and App. 4:1. 
229 To eat cheese and bread, celery and lettuce, to take milk with honey, and to use dill 
with olive oil for headaches. 
230 To press against the wall in the bath (similar to modern hydrotherapy?), to walk in 
the upper portico, to take passive exercise, to walk around barefoot, to practise running. 
231 To bathe without help. 
232 The god tells him not to be so irritable, and on two occasions to bathe without help (as 
well as to give an Attic drachma to the bath attendant). 
233 These instructions could be part of a "vision", following <Wnv (end line 17, App. 2:4). 
234 This adjective (vyi11s-) also appears as a predicative adjective in Matthew's account of 
the sabbath healing of the man with the withered hand (Mt 12.13), describing the 
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described with a form of ctTT1"oµcu. (n'\jfa.1"o). However, the word translated 

as "cured" in the priest's saying ;'You are cured, and must now pay up the 

thank offerings" (1"E8epcfoevcra.i, XPll Se cfooS\Sova.i 1"ct ta.1"pa.) is the perfect 

passive form of 8epa.rrevoo, a particularly appropriate word, and tense, to 
describe the result of the extensive treatment (both physical and 

emotional) that the patient has undergone. 

Thus, while again vyil)~ describes the restoration of a patient, or a limb, to 

a former functioning state of health, 8epa.rrevoo now describes the result of 

extensive treatment, treatment that has been both physical and 

psychological. In this way 8epa.rrevoo, while still retaining the idea of 

nurturing and caring treatment so obvious in the 8epctrroov of Homeric 

times, and the idea of physical treatment exemplified above by the 

treatment of the temple dogs, now seems to include a psychological 

dimension. This is an important addition in meaning, and a difference 

that seems to have occurred in the intervening centuries between the two 

inscriptions. 

But does the healing language of other asklepieia echo that of Epidauros, 

in form and meaning? 

restoration of the man's hand to its original state: "it was restored whole, like the other" 
(Ket\ ctTTEK"Ct'TEO'TctOn vy\'rk w~ ,, ct>-.>-.n). Thus the use of vyi.1)~ in Matthew, and in this 
inscription reflect each other, in form and meaning. For a discussion of the use of vyi.n~ in 
the New Testament, see below, chapter nine. 
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Plate 1. Statue of Asklepios from Epidauros ( 4th century BC) (Athens, N.M 263) 
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Plate 2. Votive relief from the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros representing 
Asklepios seated on a throne, arm raised in greeting. (Probably the 
type of cult statue of Asklepios placed in the interior of the temple) 
(4th century BC) (Athens, N.M. 173) 
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Plate 3. Inscription of Apellas Inscriptiones Graecae IV2 l, no.126 [ea. 160 AD] 
(For text and translation see Appendix 2:4) (Epidauros Museum) 
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Chapter Three 

Asklepios at Athens 

The god Asklepios arrived at Athens from Epidauros in the late fifth 

century, probably in the year 420/419 BC,1 and took up residence on the 

southern slopes of the acropolis.2 At first the asklepieion was private in 

nature, but about the middle of the fourth century BC it became a state 

cult.3 Thus the asklepieion at Athens differed in both nature and 

function from the asklepieion at Epidauros, in that it was a sanctuary that 

catered primarily for the local population, and was administered by the 

people of Athens for most of its existence. 4 

There are three important sources of information for the activities of this 

asklepieion that survive in a quantity sufficient to show the nature of the 

patients who patronised this asklepieion, and the duration of its 

popularity. These are, firstly, the epigraphical evidence, which includes 

inscriptions of decrees,5 inventories of votive offerings,6 and the contract 

and specifications for the construction of a building;7 secondly, the 

1 It is unlikely that the journey to the Peloponnese to fetch the god could have been made 
during the early years of the Archidarnian War, and Aristophanes, in Wasps (122-3), 
makes Philokleon take his father Bdelykleon to Aegina to sleep i!). the temple of 
Asklepios there, as a last attempt to cure him of his litigious mania. This suggests that 
there was no Athenian asklepieion at the time the play was performed in 422 BC. Since 
the Telemachos Monument (SEG 25.226) records that Telemachos, a private citizen, 
founded a sanctuary of Asklepios before 419-41:8 BC, and conditions would have improved 
after the Peace of Nikia~, the year 420-419 BC seems the most probable date for the 
founding of the sanctuary. For a thorough discussion of the recent scholarship concerning 
this monument, see Aleshire (1989) 7, n.3. 
2 Most of the fragments of the Telemachos Monument were found in this area, which 
argues for Telemachos having founded the city asklepieion. 
3 Aleshire (1989) 14, n.3, defines a state cult as "one where the Athenian demos and boule, 
either directly or through their agents, exercise some supervision over the presence and 
disposition of the votives dedicated in a sanctuary." For a discussion, see Aleshire (1989) 
14-15. 1 

4 The dates of the inscriptions from the asklepieion range from the end of the fifth 
century BC to the end of the third century AD, while a literary source (Marinos, Vita 
Procli 29) makes it obvious that .the asklepieion was still active in the fifth century AD. 
Thus the asklepieion survived as an active sanctuary for over eight centuries. 
5 For a selection of these decrees, with plates and commentary, see Hubbe (1959) 169-201, 
and App. 3:2. 
6 See (i) Aleshire (1989) 112-369, for a reproduction of inventories, with translation and 
commentary; and (ii) van Straten (1981) 65-151. 
7 See JG n2, no. 1685 (300-299 BC]. 
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archaeological evidence which includes the site itself,8 and a very 

interesting collection of reliefs,9 and, thirdly, references to the asklepieion 

at Athens in literature.10 All three sources of information will be drawn 

on in this chapter, in an effort to try to understand the role of Asklepios 

in a local setting. For a study of the vocabulary of healing language at 

Athens, healing terms which appear in the epigraphical and literary 

evidence relating to the asklepieion will be noted, and their use by other 

Athenian authors will be discussed.11 

It is at once obvious that the asklepieion at Athens was patronised by 

families. Votive reliefs of family groups approaching the god abound,12 

as do inscriptions erected on behalf of children.13 Thus this asklepieion 

immediately exudes a particularly local and familial quality.14 The 

"family", as depicted on reliefs, generally includes both parents, several 

children, and a servant.15 

The illnesses suffered by these people can perhaps be best illustrated by an 

analysis of the inventories of the dedications.16 These show that body 

8 See Aleshire (1989) 7-36 for a discussion of the history and topography of the site. 
9 See the collection in the National Archaeological Museum, Athens, and App. 3:1. For a 
list of the published work concerning them, see Aleshire (1989) 6, n.1. 
10 This is slight, but continuous. See, for example, Aristophanes, Ploutos 620-1, and 
Scholia in Aristophanem, Ad Plutum 621; Xenophon, Memorabilia 3.13.3; Pliny, Natural 
History 2.103(106).225; Pausanias, Descriptio Graeciae 1.21.4-5; Lucian, Piscator 42; 
Aelian, De Natura Animalium 7.13; Marinos, Vita Procli 29. 
11 Terms that appear in the epigraphical and literary evidence concerning the 
asklepieion, forming the bones, as it were, of a skeleton, can thus be fleshed out by 
reference to their use by contemporary Athenian authors. 
12 For example, the votive reliefs from the asklepieion in the National Archaeological 
Museum, Athens, especially 1331, 1333, 1334, 1345, 1377, 1384, 1407, 1408, and 1503 (1331 
and 1334 are both good examples of Christian mutilation). See App. 3:1, 9-12. 
13 See, for example, JG n2, nos. 4403, 4412, 4429, 4474. 
14 See Aleshire (1989) 52-71, for a prosographic analysis of the people connected with the 
asklepieion. Her study shows that there were certain Athenian families who (63) "had a 
tradition of participation in the cult of Asklepios". 
15 See n.12 above, and especially, (i) Athens, N.M. 1408: a poignant family scene, which 
shows a mother, kneeling in front of Asklepios, pleading with him, a father with his 
hand raised in greeting, three children, and a servant with a basket of goodies (see App. 
3:1, 11); and (ii), Athens, N.M. 1384: a father giving something to a temple attendant, 
accompanied by his wife, three children, and a servant with a basket of goodies. This is a 
very realistic family scene: the older child, standing behind the mother, strains forward, 
watching intently, while the two younger children fidget, and chat to each other (see 
Plate 6, 67; and App. 3:1, 10). 
16 For the inventories from the asklepieion, with a translation, commentary, and 
analysis, see Aleshire (1989) an excellent work, on which the following general comments 
concerning the inventories are based'.' 
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parts formed the largest class of dedication, and that, while all parts of the 

body were represented, the dedication of eyes far outnumbered other 

parts of the body.17 Thus, although, as we have seen, eye problems 

accounted for the greatest number of patients at Epidauros, it is possible to 
0 

speculate that eye problems were even more prevalent at Athens, 

although these problems may have been specific to the middle of the 

third century BC.18 Otherwise fingers, feet, heads, abdomens, chests, 

breasts, and genitalia were dedicated, possibly reflecting health problems 

similar to those cited on the stelae at Epidauros.19 However some votive 

body parts - a bladder, back, hearts, hips, jaws, mouth and neck - are 

peculiar to Athens.20 Coins,21 typoi,22 crowns,23 cult equipment,24 

medical equipment25 and jewellery26 were also dedicated, but these give 

no clue as to the nature of the patients' diseases. Names of dedicants 

however, preserved in the inventories, do yield information concerning 

the gender,27 and sometimes even the social class of the dedicant.28 

Female dedicants outnumber male, in sharp contrast to the inscriptional 

evidence from Epidauros,29 but since the discrepancy between dedications 

17 Rouse (1902) 212, and, more recently van Straten (1981) 149-50, have assumed that this 
points to the asklepieion at Athens successfully specialising in eye problems. However, 
Aleshire (1989) 42, has pointed out that the numbers of eyes as votive offerings are 
concentrated in Inventory 5, thus preventing generalisations of this nature. She offers two 
possible explanations: (i) that eyes being small dedications had been liquidated, and 
were therefore absent from the other inventories; or (ii), that "visual problems were for 
some reason especially prevalent in Athens ea. 250B.C." The Hippokratic treatise Airs, 
Waters, Places in Hippokrates (1972) emphasises the local (and seasonal) nature of 
disease in the ancient world, an argument that would support the notion that eye disease 
at Athens was both particular (in time) and local (in extent). But see Grmek (1989), for a 
fascinating study of diseases in the ancient Greek world from a medical and philological 
standpoint. 
18 But note the case of Ambrosia from Athens, who made the pilgrimage to Epidauros, 
suffering from blindness in one eye. See App. 2:1, 4. 
19 It is dangerous to generalise however, as these votives could signify disease, injury, or, 
in the cases of the breasts and genitalia, a desire for children. 
20 See Aleshire (1989) 41, and van Straten (1981) 110-112, especially 'f', 'g-h', 'j', and 'p
q'. But van Straten notes that the hearts and bladder "are the only internal organs 
mentioned in the inscriptions from the Athenian Asklepieion" (111: 'p-q'). 
21 See Aleshire (1989) 43. 
22 ibid. 43 
23 ibid. 43-4 
24 ibid. 44 
25 ibid. 
26 ibid. 
27 ibid. 45-6 
28 ibid. 52-71 
29 See above, 21-38, and Apps. 2:1 and 2:2. 
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on a gender basis only varies between less than two per cent to less than 

thirteen percent, patronage of the asklepieion reflects a healthy gender 

balance.30 The greater patronage of women at Athens, compared with 

Epidauros, probably reflects the easier accessibility of the local asklepieion, 

and its familial nature. 

Healing methods 
Since the epigraphical evidence has not yielded anything like the detail of 

the accounts of temple healing at Epidauros it is to the playwright 

Aristophanes, and to the archaeological evidence in the form of votive 

reliefs that we must turn for evidence of Asklepios' healing methods at 

Athens. A relief from the Athenian asklepieion shows Asklepios in the 

act of healing, although it is not obvious what his healing action 

entails.31 Another relief, from the Piraeus asklepieion, is far more 

explicit. It shows Asklepios touching his patient, and it is obvious from 

his stance and muscle tone that the touch is not a mere pat, but involves 

some physical effort.32 Yet another relief shows two people lifting a 

patient onto a bed while Asklepios leans forward, presumably to touch 

the patient.33 Thus, as at Epidauros, Asklepios heals by touch in some 

cases.34 

Another relief shows a woman giving a man a footbath, while Hygieia 

watches.35 Bathing may have been part of his medical treatment, or part 

of the required ritual prior to incubation, noted in Aristophanes' 

Ploutos.36 In Ploutos, Aristophanes depicts an incubation scene at an 

30 See Aleshire (1989) 45-6. 
31 See Athens, N.M. 1841 (App. 3:1, 5). This relief is dated to the end of the 5th century 
BC. Hippokrates (1990) 68 (Letter 15) describes how "the god stretched out his hand to 
me (enei:ra. W{le~e µoi. 1'llV xetpa. o ee6~ )", a gesture consistently portrayed in reliefs. See 
Plate 2, 42; and App. 3:1, 5. The orator Aelius Aristides (Or. 42.10 [App. 5:6. 15]) also 
reports how the god stretched out his hand (o eeo~ xetpa. wpe~ev) to people in danger at 
sea. 
32 See Piraeus Archaeological Museum, 405 (App.-3:1, 4). The patient is lying on a couch, 
her family (two men, a woman and a child) watch while Asklepios massages (or 
manipulates?) her neck or shoulder. Hygieia stands behind Asklepios, watching. 
33 Unfortunately the top half of this relief is missing, so it is not certain just what is 
happening. See Athens, N.M. 2373 (App. 3:1, 6). 

34 The word chosen to describe Asklepios' touch is cin1'oµa.i. (Aristophanes, Ploutos 728), as 
at Epidauros (Apps 2:2, 31, and 2:4; and above, 36, 38-40). 
35 See Athens, N.M. 1914 (App. 3:1, 8). 
36 See Aristophanes, Ploutos 656-658. Pausanias, Descriptio Graeciae 5.13.3 also notes 
that patients may not go to the temple of Asklepios before they have bathed. 
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asklepieion.37 Since the description comes out of the mouth of the slave, 

Carion, and his function is to provide comic relief in the play, his 

description must be treated with caution. Nevertheless it must be 

genuine enough to be credible to his audience and is therefore useful as 

an early account of incubation, and the healing methods of Asklepios. 38 

Carion describes (633-747) the healing of Wealth thus: he bathed, went to 

the temple, made an offering on the altar of honey-cakes and 

bakemeats,39 and then, with his companions, and many other sick 

people, lay down in the temple to sleep. The temple servant put out the 

lights and told the people to go to sleep. Carion, unable to sleep, saw the 

priest removing food from the altars;40 he also saw Asklepios' daughters, 

Iaso and Panakeia, and he saw Asklepios doing his rounds,41 

accompanied by a servant who carried a stone pestle and mortar, and 

medicine box. 42 Carion describes how Asklepios mixed and applied 

medicines to the other patients in the asklepieion.43 All these events 

Carion describes as reality, not vision.44 However, his account of the 

37 There is some ambiguity about the identity of this asklepieion. The scholia identifies 
it thus: eis- 'A<nc;\T)lT\OV" 1'0V EV me'\. >-.eye'\. 'A<nc;\T)TTW'V" Svo yap eiow, 0 µev E'V mei, 0 Se 
ev Ile\pa.\Et. However, see Aleshire (1989) 13, for a discussion of the problem. See also 
App. 3:2, 11 (ii), lines 5-6, 17. 
38 Ploutos was produced in 388 BC. 
39 For an illustration of this from the asklepieion at Athens, see the votive relief, 
Athens, N.M. 1335 (App. 3:1, 13 and 14). Dated ea. 330 BC, it shows a family sacrificing 
to Asklepios: in the background, the goddess Hygieia, and a serpent descending a tree; on 
the altar, fruit and cakes. 
40 See van Straten (1981) 86, for a discussion of the legal right of the priest to collect 
sacrificial cakes and fruit, as illustrated in the votive relief Athens, N.M. 1335 (see n.39 
above, and App. 3:1, 13 and 14), and described here by Aristophanes. 
41 µe1'ct 1'cW1'' eyw µev eiievs- eveKa.>-.v'ljf(fµT)v 
Sefoa.s-, EKeivos- 8' ev k°VK>-.qi Tct vom!µa.Ta. 
OIC01TWV rrepi~e'\. mtv1'a. KOaµ~ 1TctVV. 
errei 1'a. rra.ts- a.V,.q; >-. \awov ave\a\Ov 
rrcxpe6T)Ke Ka.\ 80\avKa. Ka.\ k'\PW1'\0V. (707-711) 
The verb OKorrew occurs in an intensified form, emmcorrovµevT)v, in Aeschylus' Agamemnon , 
13, as the start of a medical metaphor, which culminates in line 17: evTeµvwv ci°KOS' 
(incising a cure). Cf. ETT'l.CJ'Ko.rretaea.i meaning to watch over the sick bed (Demosthenes, 
Against Neaera 56): 1'ct rrpoa~pa. Tii voaq> ~povaa.'\. Ka.\ E1T'\.OIC01TOVµeva.i. 
42 Hippokrates (1990) 68 (Letter 15) also describes Asklepios, serpents, and associates 
carrying boxes of drugs (~µct!Cwv). 
43 This reflects healing practices as related by the inscriptions at Epidauros. See JG rv2 
1, nos. 121 and 122 (Apps. 2:1 and 2:2, especially 4, 19, 40). 
44 Carion does not introduce his account with SoKew, (cf. Apps 2:1 and 2:2, and for a 
discussion of dream "visions" see above, chapter two) and when he is questioned as to his 
ability to see what was going on, he claims that he watched through the holes in his 
cloak (713-715)! 
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healing of Wealth is reported as a vision: Wealth was healed by two 

serpents (summoned by Asklepios) who licked his eyes.45 

The similarities of this account with the inscriptional evidence of temple 

healings at Epidauros recorded· as dream visions, is striking. , It is 

interesting too, that, except for his description of the actions of the 

serpents, Carion does not claim that he saw a vision, but that he saw 

reality.46 

Healing language 
While Aristophanes' play Ploutos is helpful for an account of Asklepios' 

healing methods, and for an account of temple incubation (albeit for 

comic effect), he does not choose general healing terms to describe these 

events. Instead he prefers to play on the meanings associated with 

blindness and sight.47 Apollo is both a physician and a prophet (ict-rpos- wv 
Ka.\ µcfvn.s- )48 who instructs Chremylos to follow the first man he sees, a 

man who happens to be blind! When Wealth is cured, his cure is 

described in terms of sight, not with a general healing term.49 

Inscriptional evidence is somewhat more helpful. Healing terms which 

appear in Homer also appear in Athenian inscriptions, but as the 

personifications of Asklepios' family.SO Other healing terms appear in 

the language of votive dedications and state decrees. 

45 Here Carlon does describe the serpents' actions with a disclaimer in the form of SoKew: 
<iSs- y' eµo\ SoKei· (736). 
46 See n.44, and n.45, above. 
47 It is the 'blind' who really 'see' (S'ijXov on~ Ka.\ 1'V~Xqi I yvwva.i SoKet 1'oii6', Ws- a~Sp' 
EO"T\ O"Vµ~pov I 10 µllSEV dcnceiv vyi.E~ ev 1'<i) viiv XPOVql [48-50]). This is a common motif, 
exemplified in the inscriptions at Epidauros (see App. 2:1, 9), here, and in Sophocles' 
Oedipus Tyrannus. 'Blindness' and 'sight' is also a common motif in the healing stories of 
the New Testament. 
48 Ploutos 11. Cf. the description of Apollo's healing power in Aeschylus' The Eumenides 
(62): ia.1poµa.vn~. 

49 eyw S' errilvovv 10V 6eov TTclVV O"~Spa, I 01"1. PXerrew erro\'l'lO"E 10V TIXoii1ov 1'U.XV, I 1ov Se 
NeoKXe\SllV µdXXov erro\'l'lO"EV 1V~X6v (745-7). However, the term 6epctrrwv appears twice 
(at Ploutos 3 and 5), as Carion's description of himself as the servant of his master. 
Otherwise the term used for healer to describe Asklepios is the epithet rra.iwv, (see, for 
example, 'AcncXllTT\OV rra.wvo~, 636), an epithet we have already met (see above, chapter 
one). This epithet also appears in inscriptions from the Athenian asklepieion (for 
example, JG n2, no. 4514, line 22; App. 3:3). 
50 See above, 17. And see, for example, JG 112, no. 4388: 'AKeaw 'Ia.aw na.vcl.Keia. 'Hlrrwv'l'll 
(App. 3:2, 1); and JG n2, no. 4473. Most dedications however include Hygieia with 
Asklepios, and incorporate the rest ·of his family (and other gods) into the general phrase 
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An inscription from the middle of the third century BC, a decree by the 

demos, notes that it was an ancestral custom of physicians in the service 

of the state to sacrifice to Asklepios and to Hygieia twice a year on behalf 

of themselves and of the people whom they had healed.51 This tells us 

not only that there were public physicians in Athens at this time, but also 

that their relationship with the healing god was both cordial and 

expected.52 The verb chosen to describe the physical healing of the 

physicians' patients is icfoµ~i..53 This verb is also the verb chosen to 

describe Asklepios' healing in inscriptions from the Athenian 

asklepieion,54 and occurs three times in one inscription from the second 

century AD, illustrating both a continuity and specificity of use during the 

lifespan of the asklepieion.55 

"and to all the other gods", as in JG n2, no. 4486: 'AmcX11rr~ Ket\ "Tye{cs. I Ket\ 'Tot~ «xxoi~ 
eeo~ I rrcioi. Ket\ rrcfaet~ Ket'Tct Olve\POV (see App. 3:2, 2; and JG n2, no. 976, App. 3:2, 14). 
The noun cXico~ is used frequently by Aeschylus in the Oresteia to mean a cure, or means of a 
cure, to preserve the health of a dynasty, the state, and the body or mind of an individual. 
The first occurrence of citco~ in Agamemnon is in the medical metaphor (see n.41 abov~) 
ev'Teµvwv cXico~ (17), literally "incising a cure", a "condensed expression for 'curing by means 
of incision'" (Denniston and Page in Aeschylus [1960) 68, re line 17). It usually means cure, 
as here, and in 1169, but can also mean medicine, as in cXico~ Se rrav µchetiov (387). Here 
Aeschylus' use of the word requires some comment. It occurs in a passage which discusses 
the role of the gods in the life of humankind (351f.). Aeschylus states that there is no 
means of a cw:e, no antidote, no remedy or medicine, which can thwart the design of Zeus, 
when he determines to punish wrongdoing. As in the Homeric poems, humans are utterly 
helpless when faced with the designs of the gods. In The Libation Bearers, liKo~ occurs 
first in a doomladen pronouncement by the Chorus, who state that there is no cure 
(atonement?) for one who has incurred blood-guilt by violating the marriage bond with 
murder (71-2). Later, it is the members of the Chorus who again use this word when they 
realise that a cure may be possible (472); and finally when they describe Clytaemestra's 
actions (539). Here (539), liKo~ is linked with hope. Finally, in The Eumenides, it is the 
Chorus which uses cXico~ in a gnomic statement about the treatment for the prevention of 
civil war (a't"ctai.~ ), their prescription being grace for grace, and love and hatred with a 
common will: Xctpl.let'Tet 8' clvn8\.8otev I Kowo~\Xet 8\.Ctvo{q., I Ket\ cm.1yetv µ 14 ~pev{· I 
rroXXwv yc1p 1"08' ev ppo't"ot~ cXico~ (984-7). 
51 JG n2, no. 772 [ea. 252-1 BC] (but dated 270-69 BC by Pritchett and Meritt). See App. 
3:2, 3. 
52 The role of public physicians is outside the scope of this discussion, and has been 
competently addressed already. See Cohn-Haft (1956). Another inscription, the 
dedicatory relief JG n2, no. 4359 (Athens, N.M. 1332; App. 3:1, 2), has also been associated 
with public physicians. For a discussion, and the conclusion that this is an erroneous 
assumption, see Aleshire (1989) 94-5. 
53 II ••• VTTEP 'TE etV'TWV Ket\ 'TWV O'Wjlct'TCOV rov ijcUOTO\. \ctaetV'TO .•. II See App. 3:2, 3. 
54 See, for example, JG u2, no. 4475a (\etllev'Tet), (App. 3:2, 5). 
55 JG n2, no. 4514 (see App. 3:3). This is a most interesting inscription for its use of ictoµeti 
in different forms. The verb appears twice in the aorist middle participial form 
ietactµevo~ (and once in this form coupled with the imperative awa6v), and once in the 
aorist passive participial form l\cxllel.~. It also appears in adjectival form with an alpha 
privative - clv\et'TOV - qualifying eXKO~ I meaning "incurable". The dedicant had suffered 
from painful gout (rro8ctypetv Kcucnv). This inscription does not end with the final formula 
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The noun vyiefo. occurs as part of a formula in the decrees of the demos, 

concerning "the health and safety of the boule and the demos" ,56 and 

"the health and safety of the boule and the demos and children and 

wives ... " .57 Thus the concept of vyiefo. in Athenian decrees relating to 

the asklepieion embraces the whole state, which includes the well-being 

of the organs of government, the boule and the demos, (Athenian males), 

and their wives and children. It is a universal, rather than a particular 

term, and certainly illustrates the fact that the function of the asklepieion 

at Athens was to focus on the health of the Athenian state,58 the family, 

and the individual, in that order.59 

In contrast, the verb eepcx.rrevoo is notable for its absence in a healing 

context, although the noun eepcx.rre{cx. does appear twice in JG u2, no. 1019,60 

so common to the inscriptions from Epidauros, but is far more specific. The dedicant has 
become dprfoos- - "sound of foot", rather than vyi..ns-. 
56 JG n2, no. 354 (328-7 BC] (see App. 3:2, 8). According to the restoration of Hubbe (1959) 
172, lines 43-4: cd iepevs- yeyOllEllCt\. Ell rois-J iepois- ~w VY.i..e{ia.i.. Ka.\ crwrnp\a.i.. rns- pov>-ns
Kh\ roil IBl)µov.J Hubbe's commentary (174) on these lines: "The restor~tion is complicated 
by a final letter in line 43 not recorded in the Editio Minor. It is most naturally read as 
tau, with its vertical stroke somewhat left of center and its horizontal stroke tipped 
slightly upward. Since no satisfactory restoration with tau has been found, however, it 
seems best to read the letter as epsilon; what appeared to be the top bar of tau must then 
be a scratch. We can now retain the restoration in the Editio Minor, but must again place 
iota as an extra letter at the end of line 43." 
57 JG u2, no. 775 (244-3 BC] (see App. 3:2, 9). Again according to Hubbe's restoration, 
(1959) 175, lines 14-15 read: "rois- iepoiS' E~' vyi..e{cn Kalt crwrnp\a.i.. rnS' pov>-nS' Ka.\] I roil 
ST\µov Ka.\ rra.\swll Ka.\ yCvlla.'\.KWll Di<a.\ roil pa.ai..AewS'II". See also JG n2, no. 950, line 8 (App. 
3:2, 11); and JG 112, no. 975 + 1061, lines 8-10, (App. 3:2, 13). 
58 Healing language in Athenian literature also encompasses the well-being of family 
and state, as well as individual human health. For example, the opposite of health 
(vyi..e\a.) is disease (llocroS' ), and these terms can refer to human health in a physical, 
emotional or mental sense, or to the health (or disease) of the state. Aeschylus is fond of 
using medical metaphors when prescribing treatment for the well-being of the state (see 
above, n.51). For example (Agamemnon 844-850): >.eyw. roc S' a.A>.a. TTPOS' TTOAW re Ka.\ 
eeovs- I KOWOVS' clywlla.S' OellrES' Ell rra.llnyveei.. I pov>.evcroµeaea.· Ka.\ ro µell KctAWS' EXOll I OTT~t 
XPOll{l:oll eiS µellei pov>.evreoll· I or~ Se Ka.\ Sei ~µOCKWll TTct\.Wll{Wll, I nroi.. Kectllres- .., 
reµollres- ev~pOll(i.)S' I rrei..pa.croµeaea. rrnµ' clrrocrrpel.jra.i.. llOCl'OV. ("Now in the business of the 
city and the gods I we must ordain full conclave of all the citizens I and take our counsel. 
We shall see what element I is strong, and plan that it shall keep its virtue still. I But 
that which must be healed - we must use medicine, I or burn, or amputate, with kind 
intention, take I all means at hand that might beat down corruption's pain." Translation 
by Richmond Lattimore, in Aeschylus (1964]). 
59 Unless the safety of the state was assured families and individuals could not prosper. 
One wonders to what extent the 'Athenian' character of the asklepieion was a product of 
the outcome of the Peloponnesian War, and the decline in Athenian influence and 
prosperity in the following centuries. 
60 Dated 138-7 BC. The term appears twice: at lines 14 and 18, and refers to the care of 
sacred property. (For a commentary, and a restoration of lines 13-14, based on lines 25-6 of 
JG n2, no. 974 (137-6 BC] see Hubbe (1959) 188: "Cd iepevlS' roil 'AaK>.nrri..oil Aewl1{S11Cs
Nw0Kpctrov I ~>.veVS' Eµ~a.ll{l:ei.. r6 re reµellOS' Ka.\ roll llctOll Ka.\ TTctllra. roc Elv c:Wrcih 
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referring to the care of sacred property. This noun is also restored in JG 

112, no. 974,61 but the meaning is slightly different. It is most unlikely 

that it refers to cures in this context, given the rarity of eepa.rrevw and its 

related word group in the healing language of inscriptions from this 

asklepieion, so Hubbe62 is probably correct when he takes the word to 

mean worship. However the noun eepa.TTe\a. does occur in an inscription, 

where its probable meaning is treatment.63 Unfortunately the 

inscription is fragmentary, but it seems to be have been dedicated to 

Asklepios by a person who, through the treatment of a disease revealed 

in a vision, was delivered from a severe illness. The operative verb is 

acq~w, a word that often occurs in healing inscriptions to describe 

deliverance from suffering (and possible death).64 The adjectival form of 

ac,9~w is also chosen to describe the welfare of the state in decrees. 65 

Oepa.rre{~ k'ct\ err\lolcevijs- SeopevaJ. The Editio Minor shows lEJv cx.Vtei. The letter read as 
epsilon has a central horizontal bar; but in place of the lower bar one sees only two dots, 
such as might be expected at the feet of omega, while there is also a fine line that might 
be the right vertical stroke of the rectangular omega common on this stone. A reading of 
eta is not excluded." For a discussion of the decree, see 187-8.) See App. 3:2, 4. 
61 Dated 137-6 BC. For a commentary, and a discussion of this decree, see Hubbe (1959) 
188-194. Lines 22-26 are restored thus: " ... k'cttcurrnaa.s-1 I Se Ka.\ 1ov vov .O.iov k'Xe\Sovxov 
Kcxl\ rr.vp~pov err\ cirrciaa.s- 1"<tS'1 I (l(Ja.O' Ek'ctO"l"l'IV iiµepa.v ywoµeva.s- Oelpa.rre{~ ev a.ts- TOiS' 
avovcnvl I ltkiii. eec.i>i. k'EXOPllYTlk'EV enevws-, 1ov i:le nµevovs- 1ov 'AO'k'XT1rri.ov1 I lk'a.\1 -i:iiS' 
'l'yi.e~ k'ct\ TOV va.ov l('ct\ TWV ev lcWtois- ... ". Of Oelpa.rre\a.s-1 Hubbe says (193-4): "In line 
24, Oelpa.rre~l was restored already by Koehler in the older Corpus. The word could refer 
to divine cures, but since this is not specifically stated, we are probably meant to 
understand it in the more general sense of worship. The worship took place daily, 
according to the text, apparently being that of visitors who came to the sanctuary each 
day, whether to pray for health in general, or to be cured, or to ask for the cure of others, 
or to offer sacrifices of thanksgiving." 
62 See above, n.61. 
63 Oepa.rr{q.: see IG rr2, no. 4538 (App 3:2, 12). This is an interesting inscription, both in 
content and language. The dedicant (the aorist passive participle of ac,9~w is feminine 
lao.>Oeiaa.J), erected it along with physicians (µer«. 1wv icxltpwvl), and it mentions a vision 
(ova.p), and a severe illness (µeyctxn<s-> v6aoCv)). 
64 See IG rr2, no. 4514 (App. 3:3), line 13. 
65 See, for example, IG rr2, no. 950, line 9 (App. 3:2, 11); IG rr2, no. 354 (App. 3:2, 8); and 
IG rr2, no. 775 (App. 3:2, 9). 
The verb a«w and its related forms is also prominent in Athenian literature. As we have 
already seen the Homeric use of the word means rescue and preserve (see above, chapter 
one). This concept of a«w continues. Aeschylus uses it to mean safety from death. The 
cognate form O'(l)fllP, prominent in later inscriptions (see, for example, IG rv2 1, no. 127 
[224AD], line 5: EW1'ijpi. 'AO'k'XTITT\<9, App. 2:6) and literature as an epithet of Asklepios, is 
linked in the Agamemnon with rra.\wv, when the herald greets his homeland and his gods. 
The herald addresses Apollo, and begs him to be again the Achaeans' saviour and healer 
(vvv S' cWTe O'(l)f~p ia11i. k'a.\ rra.i.WV\OS'1 I ct'v~ "'ArroXXov· 1512-31). He uses the term awnfp 
again when describing the return of the Achaeans from Ilium (646), with their message of 
"glad tidings of deliverance" (O'WTTIPUoV Se rrpa.yµtirwv evc£yyeXov), only to be confronted by 
a storm at sea. They were saved by "life-giving fortune" (tvxn Se aWT~P vcuJv aexova' 
·E~~eto l6641). The word is used again in a nautical metaphor, when Clytaemestra 
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Thus the epigraphical evidence for general healing terms at Athens, 

although not evident in great quantity, does provide a skeletal 
framework, and the meaning of these terms can be fleshed out from an 
analysis of the use of these terms by Athenian authors.66 

It is helpful here to turn to the historian Thucydides, and to his account 
of the plague that devastated Athens in the early years of the 

Peloponnesian War.67 Thucydides' account is most useful for a study 

of the language of healing, and the study of the effect on human nature of 

the indiscriminate appearance of disease. It is probably no accident that 

the asklepieion at Athens was established within ten years of this 
disaster. 68 

One expression that occurred frequently in the Epidaurian inscriptions is 

also present in Thucydides' account of the plague. The adjective vyil)s- is 

used by Thucydides to describe people who were in good health before 

being struck down by disease (vy'l.EtS' ovTctS' 2.49.2). In this way his use of 

vyil)s- echoes the language of the Epidaurian inscriptions, in-that vyil)s

describes the original (good) health of an individual. 

describes Agamemnon as "the stay that keeps the ship alive" (aw1fipa. va.Os- rrp61ovov 
l897l). (Cf. New Docs 4 [1987) 113, #26 [b], for the use of a~w by a Jew in a nautical context: 
0eov evXoy\cx.· I 0ev6So'TOS' ~wpfu>vos- I 'IovSa.tos- awee\s- EiC rre-!>-<cty>ovs-. See also New 
Docs 3 [1983] 58-9 for examples of awee\s- EY µey~ov KwSvvov in a similar context; and 
New Docs 6 [1992] 82-6 for evidence that storms at sea were viewed as acts of god [n p\cti.ov 
EK eeov or eeov p\ct] for insurance purposes. Cf. also the significance of this for the New 
Testament story of the stilling of the storm [Mt 8.27; Mk 4.41; Lk 8.25]). 
In The Libation Bearers Orestes begs Hermes to be his saviour and ally, that is, to keep 
him safe (O'W'TT'\p yevov µoi ~vµµa.x6s- r' a.i1ovµevqr 12]), when he embarks on the dangerous 
task of avenging his father's brutal murder. Later, Elektra refers to Orestes as the darling 
of their father's house, its hope of saving seed (EX rr\s- arrepµa.1os- awnwCov 1236]), 
expressing the hope that Orestes will finally put the curse to rest, and Agamemnon's 
family be saved from extinction. 
Euripides also uses the verb ac9~w to mean safety from death. In Hippolytos, for example, 
the verb ac9~w appears four times in the sense of saving life. It is used three times by the 
nurse (497, 501, 705), and each time she is conniving to save Phaedra's life, a life she refers 
to as a great prize (vvv S' c:lywv µeya,s- I a<i>aa.i p\ov a6v l496-7l). Hippolytos also uses the 
term, when he tells Phaedra that it is his piety that continues to preserve her way of life 
(ev s• toe"' rovµ6v o' evaePes- a~e"' yvva.i 1656]). 

66 An analysis of the use of these terms has been restricted to their occurrence in a 
medical, a philosophical, or a theological context. 
67 2.47-55 
68 The citizens of Athens had desperate need of the healing god during these early years 
of the war, but it was not until after the Peace of Nikias that the journey to the 
Peloponnese could have been made in safety. See above, n.1. The asklepieion at Rome 
was established in 292 BC in response to a plague (See above, chapter two, n.33). 
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Thucydides' language is precise: he does not use a general term like 
icfoµa.i to describe those who recover from the plague. Instead the verbs 
dvfuTllµi (2.49.8) and Sia.~evyc.o (2.49.8; 2.51.6) are chosen. In fact the verb 

ic£oµa.i does not occur, and only its related forms ia.Tpos- (2.47.4; 2.49.3), 
meaning physician, and ia.µa. (2.51.2), meaning a remedy appear. This is 
not surprising, as physicians were ineffective (2.47.4), and no one remedy 
could be found (2.51.2). Even the fortunate few who recovered bore 

permanent reminders of their suffering (2.49.7-8). 

However, the verb eepa.rrevc.o does appear, and in a quite precise sense. It 

includes the Homeric sense of caring for, and the Epidaurian sense of 

treatment, but these occurrences focus quite precisely on the nursing of 

those who are sick. It applies equally to physicians and ordinary citizens, 

any who fulfil the role of caring for the sick. Nowhere is it used by 
Thucydides to describe healing, in the sense of curing, but rather to 

describe nursing treatment which may, or may not, be successful. 

At first physicians (ia.Tpo{) were treating the disease in ignorance 

(8epa.rrevovTES' dyvo{~) (2.47.4). People died, despite careful nursing (mtvv 

8epa.rrev6µevoi) (2.51.2), and despite being nursed with all medical care (Tct 

TTctOl,l Sia.{n;i 8epa.rrev6µeva.) (2.51.3). They became infected by nursing one 

another, and died like sheep (ICa.~ on ETEPOS' d~· ETEpov eepa.rre{a.s

dva.rriµrrxc£µevoi wcmep Tct TTpopa.Ta. E8VT,ICJK'OV) (2.51.4), SO that there was a 

shortage of those to do the nursing (ToiJ eepa.rrevaovTOS') (2.51.5). 

In every case of the use of this verb, continuity of action is stressed. 

Either the present participle is used (2.47.4; 2.51.2; 2.51.3), or the cognate 

form (2.51.4), or the future participle (2.51.5). Thus the Thucydidean use 

of 8epa.rrevc.o, in relation to illness and suffering, is quite precise, meaning 

medical treatment in the form of continuous nursing; treatment that 

may, or may not, be successful in its outcome. 

Like Thucydides, the historian Xenophon uses this verb in a medical 

context to mean nursing, in the sense of providing medical treatment. 

In his description of Cyrus' freeing of prisoners, Xenophon recounts how 
Cyrus "sent for physicians and ordered them to give medical treatment to 

the wounded men (Tovs- Se TeTpc.oµevovs- ia.Tpovs- 1Ca.Xeaa.s- eepa.rrevew 
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eKeXevaev )."69 Xenophon extends this sense of eepa.rrevw when he uses the 
verb to describe the actions of the gods, rather than humans. In 

Memorabilia (4.3) Socrates, in trying to teach Euthydemus the value of 

prudence, tries first to encourage him to be of sound mind (aw~pwv) 
concerning the gods. In so doing Socrates lists all the gifts that exemplify 
the care of the gods: light, darkness, food, water, fire, the seasons, and so 

on, to which Euthydemus replies (4.3.9) that he doubts whether the gods 
are occupied in any other work than the nurture of mankind (eyw µev, e~n 

0 Evevsnµos-, ~s.., TOVTO CJ'KOTTW, ei cipa. -r\ ean Tots- eeots- epyov TI dvepwrrovs
eepa.rreveiv·). Thus the sense of continuous, nurturing, and selfless action 

in eepa.rrevw, implied by Thucydides' use of the word, is emphasised. 

However, it is in the work of the Athenian orator Isocrates that we get a 

detailed exposition of the verb eepa.rreuw. In Aegineticus, a speech written 

in the first decade of the fourth century BC,70 Isocrates presents the case 

for a claim to an inheritance. One of his arguments rests on the fact that 

his client (the defendant) was the only person to nurse the testator 

through the long and difficult illness which resulted in his death.71 

Thus we see eepa.rrevw used in a medical context akin to the Thucydidean 

use of the term in his description of the plague. In both cases, death was 

the result. Isocrates' use of the term is instructive, for he also uses the 
terms VOCJ"flXEVW, and em.µe>-.eia. in his account, SO that it becomes possible to 

detect the subtle differences in meaning between words of a similar sense 

content. The verb i&oµa.i does not occur. As in the Thucydidean account 

of the plague, this is not surprising, since the testator's disease was 

considered to be terminal. 

It becomes immediately obvious that the verb eepa.rreuw is used to describe 

the selfless comforting care of the physical (however disgusting the 

symptoms), and emotional (however irascible and difficult) welfare of the 

patient. In the beginning, the defendant says that he nursed his friend 

with unremitting care and devotion because he was so completely 
destitute of companionship (µent TOCJ'Ct.VT'flS' epnµ{a.s- yevoµevov OVTWS' 
ETT\.TTOVWS' Ka.\ Ka.Xws- a.v-rov eeep&rrevaa.).72 Thus the concept of emotional 

69 Cyropaedia 3.2.12 (my translation). 
70 The exact date of the speech is uncertain, but ##18-20 show that it must not be long 
after 394 BC. See van Hook in Isocrates (1968) 299. 

71 See Isocrates (1968) Aegineticus 11, and 20-33, but especially 20-29. 
72 ibid. 11 
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support is immediately implicit in eepa.TTevoo. The defendant claims that 

he nursed him with a care such as no one else he knew had ever 

bestowed on another (OVTCl)S' cWTOV eeeptfoevact WS' OVK ots' OC'Tl.S' TTWTT06' ETEPOS' 
e-repov).73 This involved him in drudgery (TOOV TctAct'l.TT(.l)p'l.OOV),74 hardship 

(Tovs- rrovovS'), exile (-rl)v ~vyl)v) and isolation (-rl)v epnµ\a.v).75 His duties in 

nursing (ev -r'ij eepctTTe~) his friend were not easy to describe (ovK ev8il)yn-r'), 

but required the utmost diligence (TTXe\C'TTlS' erriµe>-.e\a.s-) over a long period 

of time (-roaov-rov xpovov) and involved the most severe (-rci xci>-.errc.6-rct-ra.), 

most offensive (8vaxepeanna.), and most disgusting labours (rrovovs

cl118eC"Tcfrovs-).76 

In every instance this practical devotion is described by eepa.TTevoo. The 

only occasion another verb is used is when the defendant states that no 

one shared the nursing with him, except a slave boy (evoal)>-.evov).77 Since 

such a distinction is made it is obvious that the slave boy only provided 

menial nursing support (under duress?), for none of the domestics could 

stand it (ov8e ycip TOOV oiKe-roov ov8e\s- vrreµewev).78 Some of these difficulties 

are explained: although able to get about the patient was ill for a long 

time, until, filled with pus,79 he became bedridden for six months before 

he died.80 As well, as his physical health declined his naturally irascible 

temperament became even' more difficult.81 Nobody visited, except his 

mother and sister, who made the defendant's task even more difficult as 

they were sick themselves, and in need of care (6epa.TTefas- ).82 It is a sorry 

picture, and quite obvious that 6epa.rrevoo does indeed involve "vexation 

for the mind and hard work for the hands" as the Athenian playwright 

Euripides points out in Hippolytos : 

"KpEiaaov Se voaeiv ii' 6epctrrevew· 

TO µev ean.v d.rrxovv, TcP Se O'VllctTTTE'I. 

xvrrn TE ~Ev<iiv xepcnv TE rrovo~. 

73 ibid. 24 
74 ibid. 25 
75 ibid. 27 
76 ibid. 28 
77 ibid. 25 
78 ibid. 26 
79 ibid. 26-7: o~ eµrrvo~ µev ..tv rroXvv XPOllOll, EK Se Tij~ KX\vn~ OVK nsvvctTO nve\oecti.. 
80 ibid. 24 
81 ibid. 26: Ket\ yap ~VO'E\ XaAETTO~ WV en SVOKOXWTEPOV si.a Tllll 1100'011 8'1.EKE'l.TO. 
82 ibid. 25 
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mi~ 8' osvvnpo~ p\o~ clvepc6rrwv, 

icovic E'an rr6vwv clvcfocwcn~." (186-91)83 

There is no doubt that eepa.rrevew in this context means continuous 
mental and physical toil, (note the present infinitive), and certainly 
denotes caring for rather than curing, echoing both Thucydides' and 
Isocrates' use of the verb eepa.rrevw. 

However Isocrates, as well as emphasising the physical drudgery implicit 

in the meaning of eepa.rrevw, also emphasises the selfless and nurturing 

nature of that care, so that it seems that while anybody can·nurse a patient 

in the sense of voanXevw, only those who have the physical, emotional, 

and spiritual welfare of their patient at heart are capable of giving the care 

implied by eepa.rrevw. Thus eepa.rrevw does not involve a quick-fix, but 

long-term devoted care, which incorporates the physical care implied in 

VOO'llAEVW, and the painstaking attention implied in em.µeXeia.,84 as well as 

requiring the love of selfless service. It thus describes the holistic care 

given to meet the needs of those who are suffering. 

The problem of suffering is inexorably present in any study of health and 

healing. It exists as the dark side of human experience, a dark side that 

humans have ever sought to understand and to explain. The Greek 

word chosen to signify that suffering is rrc!crxw. It is_ used to describe 

physical, emotional and ~ental suffering in inscriptions and literature, 

suffering that has either been intense, or has occurred continuously over 

a period of time. 

83 "It's better to be sick than nurse the sick. I Sickness is single trouble for the sufferer: I 
but nursing means vexation of the mind, I and hard work for the hands besides. I The life 
of man entire is misery: I he finds no resting place, no haven from calamity." (186-191) 
Translation by David Grene, in Euripides (1955) 171. 
84 The verb em.µe~eoµa.i. is the verb used to describe the actions of the Samaritan in Jesus' 
parable of the good Samaritan (Lk 10.34,35). In this New Testament story the verb 
emµe~eoµa.i. describes the painstaking attention that the noun emµe~ei.a. describes in 
Isocrates' 4th century BC account. However, as in Isocrates' account, the nature of the care 
described by emµe~eoµcn in the New Testament story should be distinguished from the 
nature of the care described by eepa.rrevw elsewhere in the New Testament. For a 
discussion, see below, chapter seven. Note also that em.µe~eoµa.i. and its related forms in 
Athenian inscriptions from the asklepieion refers to the order and maintenance of the 
sanctuary, its belongings, and the surrounding area. See JG rr2, no. 354 (App. 3:2, 8); JG n2, 
no. 950 (App. 3:2, 11); and JG n2, no. 976 (App. 3:2, 14). 
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Thus Isocrates uses the verb rrc:taxoo in the imperfect continuous tense 
when he describes the suffering endured by the testator.85 Thucydides 

twice chooses the same verb to describe the sufferings of those who were 
ill with the plague:86 firstly, where he tells us that he had the disease 

himself and saw others suffering from it (cuhos TE vom1cra.s Ka.~ a.~hos iswv 
ct)\)\OVS' rrciaxovTa.S' 2.48.3); and secondly, where he comments that men's 
recollections conform to their sufferings (oi yctp civepoorroi TTPOS' ~ erra.axov 

T~v µv1)µ11v errowvvTo 2.54.3). It is a strong verb, and intended to describe 

intense and continuous suffering, so Thucydides uses the present 

participle, and the imperfect tense. He does not use it of himself, and 

elsewhere he uses the more clinical verb dva.rr{µrr)\11µi (2.51.4) to describe 

those infected, and rrov€oµa.i (2.51.6) to describe those who are sick. It is 

significant that he also uses an intensified form of this verb (Ka.Korra.eeoo) 

on two occasions to sum up the sufferings endured by the Athenian 

prisoners in the stone quarries at Syracuse (7.87.2, 6), using the aorist 

tense in both places.87 The cognate form of mfoxoo appears only once, at 

2.54.1, where Thucydides sums up the history of the plague. Here TO 
rrcieos is synonymous with ~ v6aos-. 

In early Athenian tragedy the concept of the efficacy of suffering is central 

to Greek ideas on human happiness. It figures in Aeschylus' solution to 

the problem of suffering: that Zeus ordained that through suffering 

would come human wisdom. This idea is first presented in the 

Agamemnon,88 and is reinforced at regular intervals throughout the 

play. It is bound up with Aeschylus' idea of justice,89 and the further 

idea that the sins of the father will be visited on his children.9 O 

85 ibid. 27: 'TO\a:O'Ta. s' enaaxev <009' l)µciS' µnseµ\a.v l)µepa.v clSaKpv"TovS' s~yew. 
86 It is a strong verb, intended to convey intense suffering, so it is rarely used, and only in 
conjunction with a detailed exposition of those sufferings (as in the case of Isocrates' 
Aegineticus, and here). Its use is also rare in the New Testament, see below, chapter 
seven. 
87 As usual, Thucydides is precise (cf. 1.1.1) in his use of tense. In this case the sufferings 
of the prisoners had ended with their death, after one intense period of sustained 
suffering. 
88 176-8: "Zeus, who guided men to think, who has laid it down that wisdom comes alone 
through suffering ('TOV #oveiv PPO'TOVS' oswlactv'TU, 'TOV rrU&ei. µcteOS' I 6EV'Tct KVPUoS' exew)." 
89 249-51: "Justice so moves that those only learn who suffer; and the future you shall 
know when it has come; before then, forget it (~\Ka. Se 'TOiS' µev na.eovlaw µa.eeiv 
ETT\PPETTE\" 'TO µe>i>iov [S'J I ene\ yevoi.'T' ev K>ivoi.s-· TTPO XU.\PE'TW)." 
90 1560-6: "Here is anger for anger. Between them who shall judge lightly? The spoiler 
is robbed; he killed, he has paid. The truth stands ever beside God's throne eternal: he 
who has wrought shall pay; that is the law. Then who shall tear the curse from their 
blood? (ove\SOS' ii'KE\ 'TOS' ctV'T' cive\sovS', I Svaµa.xa. S' EO''T\ k'piva.i.· I ~epei. ~EPOV'T' I en\vei. S' 
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Suffering does not necessarily denote physical disease, but a relentless and 
continuous deprivation of human happiness.91 Cities too can suffer in 
the same way as individuals,92 and this suffering, in Aeschylus' view, is 

ordained by the gods. It is in The Libation Bearers that the image of rrct8oS' 

as continuous and burgeoning misery is most powerfully drawn: 

"µ\µvovn se Ka.\ rrcfeo~ c£veet." (1009)93 

Sophocles also uses TO rrc:teoS' to mean suffering, incorporating physical, 
mental, emotional, and spiritual anguish, and including a sense of loss. 

In Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus Oedipus sums up his sufferings with the 

word rra.efo.,94 and Sophocles concludes the play with the word rra.ewv.95 

Euripides also uses rrc:taxoo in various forms to denote mental suffering, 

suffering which usually includes a sense of loss.96 

d ica.{V(l)V" I µ\µvei Se µ\µVOV1'0~ ev Opovq> .o.\.O~ 1 rra.eetv 1'0V lp~O'.V1'CX." eeaµ1.0v y6.p. 11'\~ ~v 
yovciv c:lpa.tov e..:PctXO'I. SOj.l(l)V~ I KEKOXXll1'CX.'I. yevo~ rrpo~ <i°1'CJ,.)." This idea of inherited 
guilt/punishment is echoed in Old Testament thought (see Deuteronomy 28.58-61). 
91 See The Libation Bearers 313: Speaa.vn rra.eetv. See also a fragment attributed to 
Aeschylus - Spctaa.vn y6.p 1'0'1. ica.\ rra.eetv ci~\Aeni - in Aeschylus (1971) 506, Fragment 
236 (456). The editor notes that this fragment is "probably from Sophocles (Fragment 229 
Jebb-Pearson)", but has been ascribed to Aeschylus because of The Libation Bearers 313. 
92 See Agamemnon 1169-71: II «Ko~ S' I ovsev errnpiceaa.v 11'0 µTj TTOXW µev WarrEP ovv expfiv 
rra.eetv·." The aorist infinitive also occurs at 1658, after a corrupt text (see Aeschylus 
[1960) 222, commentary to lines 1657-8). 
93 The Libation Bearers 1009. For Orestes, the one surviving, suffering blossoms. It is a 
powerful image. And Orestes' reaction is grief; grief for the deed (the murder of his 
father: TTclell [1070)), grief for the suffering, and grief for the whole race. Thus the reality 
of suffering is inexorably present in the process of living. 
The noun m£eo~ also denotes the suffering of the fleet on its journey home from Ilium 
(Agamemnon 669); and Cassandra's suffering and imminent death (Agamemnon 1137); 
while the plural TTclell denotes Agamemnon's imagined wounds (Agamemnon 893). 
94 'ArroXX(l)V 1'cts' nv, 'ArroXX(l)V, ~\Aoi., I d Kctk'ct Ka.Ket 1'EXWV eµci 1'ctS' eµci rra.eea. (1329-1330); 
"It was Apollo, friends, Apollo who brought my evil evils, my sufferings to completion" 
(my translation). 
95 In the famous maxim: W0'1'E OV"f11'0V OV1'' eice\V"f1V 1'Tiv 1'EXEl.11'a.{a.v isetv I nµepa.v 
errWKorrovv1'a. µ"f1Sev' cixp\l;ew, rrp\v &v I 1'Epµa. 1'ov p\ov rrepct<TtJ µ"f1Sev c:l>iyewov rra.ewv 
(1528-1530); "Look upon that last day always. Count no mortal happy till he has passed 
the final limit of his life secure from pain." (Translation by David Grene in Sophocles 
[1954).) 
96 The nurse asks Phaedra 111'\ TTctaxE~ ... " (Hippolytos 340) when trying to ascertain the 
source of her anguish; the members of the chorus cry of rrcfeea. with a sense of impending 
doom and loss, when they overhear Phaedra's 'confession' (Hippolytos 363). The nurse 
speaks of rrerrovea.~ when trying to whitewash Phaedra's 'trouble', and diminish its 
importance (Hippolytos 438). However, it is in Phaedra's use of TTctCJ'X(I) in various forms; 
as rra.O"f1µct1'(1)V, (Hippolytos 570) TT"f1j.lct1'(1)V, (Hippolytos 600) and rr<teo~, (Hippolytos 677, 
echoing her cry of despair at 570) that the quality of loss implicit in this word group 
becomes most obvious. Phaedra has lost her self respect. She can no longer function in her 
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All these terms - 8epctne6w, vy"Ut{vw, TTct80), ict'Tp'l.kl) - occur in the writings of 

the Athenian philosopher Epicurus.97 This is helpful, for Diogenes 

Laertius says of Epicurus that his style was lucid, and that the terms he 

used for things were 'ordinary' terms.98 Therefore Epicurus' use of 

healing language should reflect contemporary usage.99 

Epicurus uses the verb 8epctnev w to mean heaz,100 give service/ pay 
homage,101 and find comfort.102 Thus his use includes the range of 

meaning already noticed in the use of 8epctnevw. He uses the noun 

eepctrre\ct to mean care,103 in a similar sense to the care implied in the 

stewardship of property in inscriptions from the asklepieion.104 Where 

Epicurus uses the verb eepctnevw to mean heal, the healing agent is the 

teaching (Xoyo)) of the philosopher.105 It is by this Xoyo) that the anguish 

of humankind is healed (nct8o) clvepwrrov eepctneve'Tcti), and this Xoyo) that 

banishes the anguish of the soul ('To Tn) '1roXn) eicPctxXei nct8o) ).106 This use 

makes explicit the psychological dimension of the healing implicit in 

8epctnev w, a psychological dimension manifest in the behaviour of 

female world of husband and children. The only solution is to take her own life: death is 
her only cure (Hippolytos 600. This is the only occurrence of ttKo~ in the play, and means 
cure in the sense of relief from suffering). This sense of loss in rr®xw is echoed by Theseus' 
"emx8ov" (Hippolytos 817) when he learns of Phaedra's death and his loss of his wife, 
and by Hippolytus, when he cries "ota. rrc:taxoµev Ka.Ket" (Hippolytos 1079), when he 
realises that he has unjustly lost his father's love and respect. 
97 The son of Neocles and Chaerestrate, of the deme Gargettus, and the family 
Philaidae, Epicurus (341-271 BC) was brought up at Samos after the Athenians sent 
settlers there, and came to Athens at the age of eighteen. When Alexander of Macedon 
died and settlers were expelled from Samos by Perdiccas, Epicurus left Athens for 
Colophon, but returned to Athens in 307-6 BC, and later established a philosophical 
school. See Diogenes Laertius (1970) 10. 
98 (1970) 10.13: KEXP'llfet1. Se ~E~E1. KVp\4 Ketfct fWV rrpa.yµctf(l)V. 
99 For a collection, see App. 3:5. The text for Epicurus is based on Epicurus (1973). 
References in App. 3:5, and in the notes, are numbered by numeral, and then as in the 
edition cited, together with the page number of that edition, and the source. 
100 App. 3:5, 1: [247] (570, #64) Porphyrius (Potscher) ad Marcellam 31 34 10 
101 App. 3:5, 2: [1] 121 b (29) Vita Epicuri cum testamento 
102 App. 3:5, 4: [6] 55 (151) Gnomologi.um Vaticanum 
103 App. 3:5, 3: [54] (428) Epistularum fragmenta Plutarch ad. Coloten 1117d-e 
104 JG rr2, no. 1019 [138-7 BC], App. 3:2, 10 
105 App. 3:5, 1: [247] (570, #64) Porphyrius (Potscher) ad Marcellam 31 34 10 
106 Cf. the New Testament exorcism stories, and particularly Matthew's description of 
Jesus' behaviour (Ka.\ e~epcUiev fct TTVevµa.fa. ~oyqi, Ka.\ TTctVfet~ fOV~ Ka.KW~ EXOVfet~ 
e8epcfoevaev· [Mt 8.16)). For a discussion of the use of eKPct~~w in exorcism stories in the 
New Testament, see below, chapter nine, n.103. 
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Patroklos,107 in the behaviour of Isocrates' defendant,108 and in the 

account of the healing of Marcus Julius Apellas at Epidauros.109 

Thus Epicurus uses the verb eepa.rrevw to describe the healing action of 
teaching, teaching that banishes psychological suffering,110 and the noun 

rrc£eos- to name this emotional anguish. He also uses the verb rrCX:crxw to 

denote the suffering brought about by error.111 However, Epicurus not 

only uses rrc£eos- to denote mental and emotional anguish, he also uses the 

noun rrc£eos- to refer to physical suffering, the -rwv -roiJ crwµa.-r\ov rra.eoov, that 
he endured when he was m.112 

Epicurus uses other healing terms to describe the curative effectiveness of 

the pursuit of philosophy as a way of life. In his letter to Menoeceus, 

Epicurus states that the study of philosophy is necessary for the well-being 

(-re vyia.tvov) of the soul.113 In personal letters he stresses his own and 

his friends' "health" (vyia.{vov-res- ... vy[i]a.{vov-ra.s- ),114 and expresses the 

wish that the recipient also be in good health (vyia.{veis-).115 According to 

Diogenes Laertius (10.14) these greetings in personal letters referred to his 

friends' way of living as well as their physical health. Indeed physical 

health is inextricably linked with the hea~th of the soul in Epicurus' 

thought, in that pain is a distraction, an evil which ruins the soul and 
makes it weak116 whereas pleasure (freedom from pain and fear)117 saves 

the soul.118 Thus Epicurus advocates the choosing of virtues on account 

of pleasure, not for their own sake, but as medicine for the sake of 

107 Patroklos stayed with Eurypylos as long as he could, offering comfort, and talking 
with him (Iliad 15.390-404). See above, 10-11. 
108 Isocrates (1968) Aegineticus 11, 20-33; and see above, 55-8. 
109 IG IV2 1, no. 126 [ea. 160 AD], App. 2:5; and see above, 38-40. 
110 It should be noted that this teaching requires a positive response on the part of the 
student, in that the ~oyo~ must produce a discernible effect: freedom from pain and fear, 
which is the final end of the blessed life (1'0V1'0 100 µctKap{ws- {;ijv ecrri.. 1'E~o~ [App. 3:5, 15: 
[4] 128 (111) Epistula ad Menoeceum 128]). 
111 App. 3:5, 11: [6] 63 (153) Gnomologium Vaticanum 
112 App. 3:5, 9: [259] (672) Marcus Aurelius 9.41 
113 App. 3:5, 6: [4] 122 (107) Epistula ad Menoeceum 
114 App. 3:5, 8: [261] (679) Pap. Here. 176 5 XXIII Vo. 
115 ibid. 
116 App. 3:5, 10: [6] 37 (147) Gnomologium Vaticanum 
117 App. 3:5, 15: [4] 128 (111) Epistula ad Menoeceum 
118 App. 3:5, 10: [6] 37 (147) Gnomologium Vaticanum 
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health.119 And to be truly healthy, without pain or fear, is the ultimate 

aim of his philosophy. 

It is significant, although it comes as no surprise, that icfoµa.'I.. does not 

feature in Epicurus' healing language, for the pursuit of the philosophical 

life is a process, a way of life, requiring an active and continuous response 

in the student. Thus the AOYOS' of the philosopher heals (eepa.rrevE'I..), it is a 

treatment that requires the ignition of a continuing spark of recognition 

in the student to be effective, and this recognition-process continues 

throughout life. In this way the philosopher's AOYOS' produces a new way 

of living among those who heed his teaching, a way of life that banishes 

the rrc£eos- of mankind. Thus the continuous notions of work, comfort, 

care and service are combined in the verb eepa.rrevco. 

It is appropriate that this discussion of healing language conclude with 

two of the last literary witnesses to the contemporary efficacy and 

popularity of Asklepios at Athens. In both the majority of the terms 

encountered in the general language of healing are present. 

The story of the miraculous healing of a young maiden called 

Asclepigenia in Marinos' Vita Procli,120 illustrates the power of the 

prayer of a righteous man,121 the well-being of the asklepieion at 

Athens,122 the importance of maintaining the family line,123 and the fact· 

that the normal procedure in cases of illness was to seek the help of 

119 App. 3:5, 14: [1] 138 (31} Vita Epicuri cum testamento: Si.et Se 'TllV nsovnv Ka.\ 'TctS' 
UpE'TctS' a.\peiaea.i, OV Si' cW'T«S', ci>arrep 'TllV ia.'Tp\KT)v Si.et 'TllV vy\eia.v .... 
120 Vita Procli 29. According to Armstrong (1965) 199, Proclus, the Platonic Successor at 
Athens, (410-485 AD) was "the greatest of the later Neo-Platonists". For a discussion of 
his thought and influence, see Armstrong (1965) 199-204. 
121 Cf., for example, James 5.15-16 (re the prayer of a righteous man) in the New 
Testament; and the Babylonian Talmud (Berakhoth 34b) re the Jewish hasid Hanina ben 
Dosa (for a discussion see Vermes (1983] 72-76). Thus this story echoes earlier thought on 
the value of prayer, and the power of the holy man. 
122 "For the city still enjoyed the god's presence at that time and still held the temple of 
the Saviour unravaged (Ka.\ yap l'lV'TVXE'I. 'Tovrov n rro~is- fO'TE, Ka.\ etxev en clrr6penrov 'TO 
'TOV '(l)T'ijpos- \epov)" i.e. in the 5th century AD. 
123 This desire is probably not peculiar to Athens, but a universal desire, eloquently 
expressed by Athenian authors. It figures in lawsuits as a (supposedly) persuasive 
argument for justifying action. For example, this was the reason given in Isocrates (1968) 
(Aegineticus 12, 13, 34) for his client's adoption, and here it accounts for the father's 
despair: "Since Archiades rested all his hopes for his family line on her alone, he was 
grieved and greatly distressed, as was natural (o Se 'Apxicisa.s- err caJrfj µovTJ fctS' e~rr\sa.s
EXWV fOV yevovs-, -naxc:LA~E Ka.\ oSvvnpws- S'l.EKE'l.fO, ci>arrep nv eiKos-)." 
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physicians first, and only when they despaired of help to turn 
elsewhere.124 In it the terms iciaa.aea.i (meaning to cure/heal, referring to 
physicians), i<t-ro (meaning healed, referring to Asklepios), rra.ewv 
(referring to the physical suffering of the patient), and vyiew'ij (referring to 

the patient's return to health), occur. 

A young maiden, Asclepigenia, was stricken with a grievous illness, 

which the physicians were unable to cure (voac.p xa.Xen'ij Ka.-re{xeTo Ka.\ Tots

ia.-rpots- iciaa.aea.i dsvvci-rc.p). Her father turned to the philosopher Proclus 

and asked him to pray for his daughter. Proclus' prayer was effective, for 

after going to the asklepieion, and while he was praying (in the more 
ancient fashion), a change came over the girl and she suddenly found 

relief (evxoµevov Se a.VToiJ -rov cipxa.i6-repov Tporrov, clep6a. µeTa.po>-.1) rrep\ Tl)v 

K'OPT}V e~a.{ve-ro Ka.\ p~aTOOVT} e~a.{~VT}S' ey{yvETO"). The explanation given is 

that the "Saviour"125 (Asklepios), because he was a god, easily healed her 

(peta. yap 0 ~Cl>'T~p, waTe ee6s-, ici-ro). When Proclus left the asklepieion and 

visited Asclepigenia he found her relieved of her bodily suffering (-re 

awµa. Xe>-.vµevnv na.ewv), and in a healthy state (ev vyiew'ij 8e K'ct1"ct0'1"<taE'I. 

8'1.ciyovaa.v ). 

This story, although later in time, shows a continuity in the meaning of 

healing language. The verb icioµa.i, as in earlier inscriptions, still refers 

to the miraculous healing wrought by Asklepios, but also describes the 

actions of physicians.126 Similarly rrcieos- continues to refer to suffering, 

but, in this case the suffering is specifically defined as being physical in 

nature, and vyiew~ continues to refer to a restoration to a former state of 

health. 

Suidas,127 although he is writing much later,128 relates the story of the 

healing of Domninus (a philosopher of the Sth century AD) and Plutarch 

the Athenian (ea. AD 400).129 His account is interesting for several 

124 Marinos, Vita Procli 29 
125 Cf. the designation of Asklepios as "Saviour" in (i) inscriptions (see above, n.65); and 
(ii) literature (Aelius Aristides, Or. 50.9, and see below, chapter five; Hippokrates [1990] 
88, Letter 17.9; Aelian, De Natura Animalium 10.49). 
126 Of Asklepios, see IG rr2, no. 4514 [2nd c. AD], (App. 3:3); of physicians, see IG rr2, no. 
772 [ea. 252-1 BC {but dated 270-69 BC by Pritchett and Meritt}]. 
127 Lexicon, s. v . .O.oµvtvo~. 
128 Suidas was writing in the lOth century AD. 
129 App.3:4 
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reasons: it shows an understanding of and a sympathy for the Jewish 
religion (in particular Jewish abstention from eating pork); it shows a 
patien.t questioning a prescribed cure, and Asklepios' ability to offer an 
acceptable alternative; it implies that Jewish people could (and did?) go to 

Asklepios for healing help; and it uses the terms i'a.ais- (meaning cure), 

VO O"OS' (meaning disease), v yie\a. (meaning a return to former health)' 

Oepa.TTe\a. (meaning prescribed treatment), and TTctOos- (meaning illness, or 

physical suffering). 

Thus it can be seen that the literary evidence at Athens, comprising the 

language of inscriptions, poetry, history, oratory and philosophy, during 

the life span of the asklepieion there, shows definite trends in the 

meaning of healing words. The verb vyia.\vw, and its related forms, 

continues to indicate a return to former (good) health, and to indicate the 

maintenance of a healthy way of life. It is generally used in a holistic 

sense to indicate the general well-being and effective functioning of the 

state, family or individual, both in inscriptions and literature. In 

contrast, the verb TTctaxw, and its related forms continues to indicate 

suffering, whether it be mental anguish or physical pain. The verbs 

Oepa.TTevw, icfoµa.i and a~l;w, and their related forms, although overlapping 

slightly in their meaning on occasion, in that each can mean preserve, 

show a distinct difference in meaning and usage. The verb Oepa.rrevw is 

noticeably absent from the language of inscriptions and the literature 

surrounding activities at the asklepieion. It is clear that where divine 

intervention is required or expected the verbs icfoµa.i and a~ <w are 

preferred. Both can provide a permanent quick-fix. Successful healing 

by physicians (where the patients recover!) is also reported with the verb 

icfoµa.i. In contrast, the verb Oepa.rrevw is reserved for the description of the 

long and arduous nursing of the terminally ill, or the ascetic lifestyle of 

the true philosopher. Both are continuous in that nursing involves 

much "vexation of the mind and hard work for the hands" while the 

true pursuit of philosophy involves a life-long commitment, and both 

emphasise the value of providing psychological comfort and care. 

But is this difference in meaning reflected in the medical writings of the 

Hippokratic Corpus? 
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Plate 4. The "Asklepios of Mounychia." The expression of the face shows 
suffering and passion (Found in Piraeus) (Athens, N.M. 258) 
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Plate 5. Head of a statue of the goddess Hygieia from Tegea, commonly 
attributed to the sculptor Scopas (Middle of the 4th century BC) 
(Athens, N.M. 3602) 
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Plate 6. Votive relief from the asklepieion at Athens depicting an Athenian 
family (Athens, N.M. 1384) 
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Chapter Four 

Asklepios at Kos 

Ancient opinion was divided as to whether the origm of the Koan 

Asklepios was Trikka in Thessaly, or Epidauros.l Modern opinion 

favours Trikka,2 although the issue is still controversial.3 As well, the 

discipline of archaeology, which should have contributed much to settle 

the issue, has not yielded as much information as might have been 

hoped. Indeed, the history of archa~logy on the island has not been a 

happy one.4 Nevertheless, it is still possible to sketch an outline of the 

history of the asklepieion there, and, whatever the gaps in our knowledge 

of the history and functioning of the asklepieion, or of its relationship to 

the Hippokratic medical school, the writings of the Hippokratic Corpus,5 

local inscriptions,6 and the mimes of Herodas7 provide an immensely 

rich and varied field for a study of healing language in the classical and 

hellenistic eras. 

His tor~ 

Kos appears in Homer's catalogue of ships,9 contributing (together with 

the islands Nisyros, Krapathos, Kasos and the Kalydnian group) a 

) 

1 Herodotos 7.99 states that the colonists of Kos were Dorian, from Epidauros; Tacitus, 
Ann. 12.61 states that Asklepios came to Kos from Argos (meaning Epidauros? Furneaux in 
Tacitus [1961] 138, n.7, basing his ideas on this passage in Tacitus, also assumes that 
Epidauros was the original seat of Asklepios, and the origin of the asklepieion at Kos); 
Pausanias 3.23.7 implies that Epidauros and Kos had close ties; and Julian, Contra 
Galilaeos 200 A-B agrees. However, Herodas 2.97 states that Asklepios came to Kos from 
Trikka. 
2 Sherwin-White (1978) 335-340 
3 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1886) 49f. favoured Thessaly; Hicks (in Paton and Hicks 
[1891] xv) Epidauros; Paton (in Paton and Hicks [1891] 347) Knidos; while Edelstein (1945) 
2: 238-240, concluded that the asklepieion at Kos originated from Epidauros. Sherwin
White, (1978) 335-340, discusses the evidence for both Trikka and Epidauros and concludes 
that Trikka was "probably" the origin of the Koan cult. However, Jackson (1988) 143 
favours Epidauros. 
4 For a discussion of the problems, see Cohn-Haft (1956) 61-63; van Straten (1981) 129-132. 
5 The text and translation is that of the Loeb Classical Library edition of Hippocrates, 
vols 1-6 (1968-1988). See App. 4:1. 
6 The text used is tha! found in Inscriptiones Creticae I (1935), (see App. 4:3); and Paton 
and Hicks (1891), (see App. 4:2). 
7 The text used is that found in Herodas (1904), (see App. 4:4). 
8 It is not proposed, nor is it appropriate, to give a detailed history of Kos here, but rather 
to sketch an historical outline within which the language of healing manifest in the 
Hippokratic Corpus, local inscriptions, and the mimes of Herodas can be discussed. For a 
history of the island, see Sherwin-White (1978). 
9 Iliad 2.676-680 
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contingent of thirty ships to the Greek cause. These ships were under the 
leadership of Pheidippos and Antiphos, "sons both of Thessalos who was 
born to the lord Herakles".10 Thus the Dorian ancestry of the Koans, 

alluded to here in the Iliad, was, according to Herodotos, further 
strengthened by later colonisation from Epidauros.11 

Herodotos also tells us that Kos, which had been ruled by Skythes, but 
whose sort Kadmos had abdicated in favour of the people,12 was, in the 

fifth century, included in the satrapy of the Karian queen Artemisia, and, 

with three other states (Halikarnassos, Nisyra, and Kalydna) contributed 

five ships to Xerxes' navy.13 Later in the fifth century Kos was a tribute

paying ally of Athens,14 and, at the beginning of the Peloponnesian War 

was numbered among the allies of Athens.15 In 413 BC the island 

suffered a major earthquake, which destroyed a large part of the town of 

Kos, and in 412 BC the Spartan admiral, Astyochus, invaded and sacked 

what was left of the city and overran the country.16 Alkibiades fortified 

Kos for use as a base the following year and appointed a governor there.17 

Thus Kos suffered at the hands of both the Spartans and the Athenians 

during the final years of the Peloponnesian War because of its usefulness 

as a naval base. 

In 366, as a result of faction fighting, all Koans became citizens of one city 

named Kos,18 the towns of the island being Sl)µoi. After this 

centralisation the city grew in wealth and power.19 Kos joined the 

10 The Iliad twice mentions a storm sent by Hera, which swept Herakles off course to Kos 
on his return journey from Troy (14.249-55; 15.26-28). Herodas 2.96 refers to this, when he 
mentions Thessalos, the son of Herakles by Chalkiope, daughter of Eurypylos, king of Kos. 
11 Herodotos 7.99 
12 7.164 
13 7.99: "They were the most famous in the fleet, after the contingent from Sidon." Cf. 
Hippokrates (1990) 114-117. 
14 See Meritt, Wade-Gery, McGregor (1950) 213. 
15 Thucydides 2.9 
16 ibid. 8.41 
17 ibid. 8.108 
18 Strabo 14.2.19: "on account of a sedition, they changed their abode to the present city ... 
and changed the name to Kos, the same as that of the island. Now the city is not large, 
but is the most beautifully settled of all, and is most pleasing to behold as one sails from 
the high sea to its shore." Strabo goes on to describe the wealth of the island, and its 
famous citizens. (Loeb 6, translated by H. L. Jones.) 
19 Dio. Sic. 15.76: " ... the Coans transferred their abode to the city they now inhabit and 
made it a notable place (cl~i.O~oyov ); for a large population was gathered into it, and 
costly walls and a considerable harbour were constructed. From this time on its public 
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second Athenian Alliance, but revolted in 357 (with Khios, and Rhodes, 

supported by Byzantium and Mausolus of Caria) which resulted in the 
Social War of 357-5BC.20 Finally, the independence of the islands Kos, 

Khios and Rhodes, and the city of Byzantium was recognised by Athens 

in the peace of 354BC. 

During the campaigns of Alexander the island was subdued by 
Alexander's generals.21 Some of Alexander's doctors came from Kos.22 

On Alexander's death in 323 the island passed to the Ptolemies. 

In 309BC Ptolemy I brought Queen Berenike to Kos and their son Ptolemy 

II Philadelphos was born there in that year. Kos enjoyed special 

privileges under the Ptolemies: it had its own mint, and became a literary 

centre for Alexandrian writers.23 The painter, Apelles of Ephesus,24 who 

flourished at this time, and whose works of art adorned the Kos 
asklepieion,25 Hved for many years at Kos.26 

Indeed, the Koans seem to have enjoyed remarkable foresight in 
choosing powerful benefactors. They early supported Roman interests,27 

resisted those who would have led them to desert Rome,28 and helped 

Rome prosecute the Mithridatic Wars.29 They sheltered Roman citizens 

in the temple of Asklepios, when Mithridates VI was on the rampage.30 

For these reasons, and because his own physician, Xenophon, was a Koan, 

revenues and private wealth constantly increased, so much so that it became in a word a 
rival of the leading cities of Greece." (Loeb 7, translated by C. L. Sherman.) 
20 Dio. Sic. 16.7.21 
21 Ptolemaeus and Asandros (Arrian 2.5.7), and Amphoteros (Arrian 3.2.6). 
22 According to Arrian 6.11.1, it was either Kritodemos, a Koan physician, or Perdiccas, 
who removed a potentially fatal arrow from Alexander. 
23 Literary activity there is described by Theokritos (Idyll 7). The Koan poet, Philetas, 
was tutor of Ptolemy II when he was crown prince (295-2BC), and Ptolemy II Philadelphos 
seems to have maintained strong links with the island. For a discussion, see Nairn in 
Herodas (1904) xx-xxi. 
24 Both Strabo (14.1.25), and Herodas (4.72), state that Apelles was from Ephesus. 
25 Herodas 4.72-78; Strabo 14.2.19 
26 Pliny, Natural History 35.36.79 describes him as a Koan, probably because he lived 
there for so long, and his works of art adorned the asklepieion there. 
27 Livy 37.16.2 
28 Polybius 30.7, 9 
29 Plutarch, Lucullus 3.3 
30 Tacitus, Ann. 4.4 
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the emperor Claudius exempted Kos from taxation.31 Pliny described 

Kos as a "very famous and powerful island".32 Pliny also mentions 

inscriptions in the temple that described cures, and which Hippokrates 

was supposed to have copied.33 These have not been found. However it 

is because of its asklepieion and the Hippokratic school of medicine that 

Kos is chiefly remembered today. 

The asklepieion at Kos 
Herodas 
Both Strabo34 and Aristides35 described the asklepieion at Kos, but the 

best extant description of the asklepieion at Kos occurs in the fourth 

mime of Herodas.36 This mime describes the early morning visit of two 

women to the asklepieion, their offering, and their subsequent 

examination of and commentary on the works of art there. Since the 

mime "is a piece depicting actual life, generally the life of the common 

people, and employing their language" ,37 this description paints a 

remarkable picture of the asklepieion at Kos in the third century BC.38 

The mime is only ninety-five lines long, and is structured thus: The 

women salute Asklepios and his family, and offer their sacrifice and 

dedication.39 Then, while the vewKopo~40 attends to the sacrifice, the 

31 ibid. 12.61. Xenophon, who had acquired Roman citizenship, and practised medicine 
in Rome, was later credited with poisoning Claudius (Tacitus, Ann. 12.67). Xenophon 
maintained strong links with Kos (see below, n.160). 
32 Natural History 29.2.4 
33 ibid. See also 20.100.264, where Pliny reproduces a prescription supposed to counteract 
the poison of venomous animals, which was carved in verse on a stone in the temple of 
Asklepios at Kos. King Antiochus the Great was said to have used the preparation as an 
antidote for the poison af all venomous creatures except the asp. 
34 14.2.19: "a temple exceedingly famous and full of numerous votive offerings, among 
which is the Antigonus of Apelles." Strabo also mentions votive tablets recording cures at 
8.6.15, none of which have been found. 
35 38.15. This is only a fleeting mention in a speech about the sons of Asklepios: according 
to Aristides they didn't settle in the suburbs of Kos but filled every place with their 
medicine. However, Aristides (38.12) does say that the Asklepiads "cured" (i<faa.v'To) 
Kos and made it accessible to all, both Greek and barbarian (App. 5:6, 4). 
36 See App. 4:3. 
37 Nairn in Herodas (1904) :xxii 
38 The date of the mime has been placed between 270BC and 260BC. See Nairn in 
Herodas (1904) 44. 
39 Lines 1-20 (App. 4:4, 1-2) 

40 The VE(l)ICOPOS' seems to perform the function of a sacristan here: he attends to the 
sacrifice, reports on the omens (lines 79-80), and presumably is responsible for the opening 
of the doors (lines 55-56). The duties of a vewicopos- at a healing sanctuary are clearly 
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women tour the asklepieion, commenting on the works of art.41 After 

the veWKopo~ returns with favourable news, the women depart.42 

The first twenty lines of the mime are rich in detail concerning Asklepios 

and his family, and the rite of sacrifice at the asklepieion. The mime 

begins with Kynno's salutation: she hails Asklepios as "Lord Paieon,43 

ruler of Trikka, who lives at sweet Kos and Epidauros,"44 and continues 

by recounting Asklepios' lineage,45 and naming the members of 

Asklepios' family.46 As usual, Hygieia enjoys pride of place,47 but 

Panake, Epio, and Jaso are named as having altars dedicated to them in 

the Kos asklepieion.48 Asklepios' sons, Podaleirios and Machaon, are 

described as ''healers of savage sicknesses" .49 

After these salutations, Kynno asks Asklepios and his family to accept 

their sacrifice of a cock, apologising that they are not wealthy enough to 

afford to sacrifice an ox or a stuffed pig.SO This is interesting, for it 

implies that the cock was the poor man's offering.51 They also offer a 

delineated in an inscription from the arnphiaraon at Oropis in Boeotia. See JG VII, no. 
235 (App. 3:6). 
41 Lines 20-78 
42 Lines 79-95 (App. 4:4, 3-4) 

43 Asklepios is addressed as civ~ na.\.nov (1), TTct1'ep na.\.nov (11), and na.\.nov (81, 82, 85); 
and referred to as o na.wv (26). For the use of this term in Horner, see above, chapter one. 
44 Herodas 4, 1-2 (App. 4:4, 1). Herodas thus implies that Trikka was the origin of the 
asklepieions at both Epidauros and Kos, and that, at this time, these three sites were the 
most important of the asklepieions in the Greek world. 
45 Herodas 4.3 names Koronis and Apollo as the parents of Asklepios (App. 4:4, 1). 

46 4.5-9: Hygieia, Panake, Epio, Iaso, Podaleirios and Machaon (App. 4:4, 1). Cf. 
Hippokrates, Oath (App. 4:1, 4); and see App. 3:1, 1 (Athens, N.M. 1402), for a pictorial 
representation of Asklepios and his family. 
47 The woman, Kynno, describes Asklepios touching Hygieia with his right hand at 4.4. 
(App. 4:4, 1). It appears that Kynno is describing a sculpted group of Asklepios and his 
family. Hygieia's close proximity to Asklepios in the group is consistent with portrayals 
of Asklepios and his family (particularly Hygieia) on reliefs from the Athenian 
asklepieion (see App. 3:1, 7 [Athens, N.M. 1352]; 12 [Athens, N.M. 1345]; 13 [Athens, N.M. 
1335] and 16 [Athens, N.M. 1333]); and, from the Piraeus asklepieion (see App. 3:1, 4 
[Piraeus Museum 405]). 
48 4.5-6 (App. 4:4, 1) 

49 4.8: i'f11'fiPES' dyp\.wv VOVO'WV 

50 4.14-16 (App. 4:4, 1). For a pictorial representation of sacrificial offerings, see App. 
3:1, 13 -16 (Athens, N.M. 1335, 1429, 1333). 
51 So Nairn in Herodas (1904) 46, re line 12; but cf. Edelstein (1945) 2: 190: "The cock was 
indeed the most common sacrifice; the phrase 'a cock to Asclepius' was almost proverbial, 
not only on account of Socrates' offering" (Phaedo 118a). See also 190 n.23, where 
Edelstein maintains that the cock may have been of importance because it was the herald 
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votive tablet, a pinax,52 before ogling the works of art: statues, some 

sculpted by the sons of Praxiteles,53 and paintings by Apelles of Ephesus.54 

The paintings and sculptures are described in detail,55 and give a vivid 

picture of the adornment and atmosphere of the asklepieion. It was a 

popular place, at daylight Kynno complains about the crush of people.56 

When the women have completed their tour the veoo1Copos- returns with a 

favourable report on their sacrifice,57 and the women leave, after K ynno 

has given instructions concerning the carving up of the cock: the veoo1C6pos

is to receive the leg, the snake the clotted blood and cakes of ground 

barley with honey,58 and the remainder the women will take home to 

eat.59 The mime concludes with the veoo1Copos- complaining about his 

share.60 

Thus the fourth mime of Herodas is a comic sketch of the patrons of and 

the ritual at the asklepieion at Kos. However, while it provides valuable 

insight into the nature of both patrons and ritual, it also provides a 

mental picture of the beauty of the sanctuary, by describing the works of 

art in detail, and naming some of the artists. Nor is this all. 

Information in the mime confirms other reports of the origin of the 

of the dawn, or because of a belief in its apotropaic nature. The sacrifice to Asklepios of a 
cock is mentioned in JG rv2 1, no. 41 [ea. 400 BC]; and by Artemidorus, Onirocritica 5.9. 
52 Nairn in Herodas (1904) 47, re line 19, describes 1'0V rr\vcuca. as "a votive tablet of 
painted terra-cotta, with a picture of the diseased limb, &c., upon it". See App. 3:1, 18, 
for examples of votive offerings of this type found at the asklepieion at Korinth. 
53 4.23 
54 4.72-78 
55 A girl looking up at an apple (27-29), a boy strangling a goose (30-33), a statue of Batale 
(35-38), a naked boy so life-like his flesh throbs with life (59-62), a silver toasting-iron 
(62-65), an ox and its leader, and attendants (66-71). For a pictorial representation of an 
ox with its attendants from the asklepieion at Athens, see App. 3:1, 15 (Athens, N.M. 
1429). 
56 4.54-56 
57 4.79-86 (App. 4:4, 3) 

58 91-2: 1'0V rre;\a.vov ••• Ka.\ wa.urr~ (see App. 4:4, 4). a. Aristophanes, Ploutos 138 and 
1115, for the use of these cakes in sacrifices, and App. 3:1, 13 and 14 (Athens, N.M. 1335) 
for a pictorial representation of such a sacrifice. See also App. 5:3, lines12-15, an 
inscription from Pergamon, in which the Council and Demos at Pergamon decreed that the 
priest should take as a perquisite the right leg and the skin of all the sacrificial animals 
offered in the temple, and all the other offerings dedicated on the holy table: ~ctµpctvew 
Se I Ka.\ yepa. 1'WV avoµevwv i.epe{wv ev 1'001. i.epwi. I 1TctV1'(1)V O'ICE~OS' Se~i.Ov Ka.\ 1'cL Sepµa.1'a. 
ica.\ 1'cf>.Mcr. I 1'pcr.rre~wµa.1'a. rrctv1'cr. 1'ct rrcr.pcineeµevra.. 
59 4.88-93 (see App. 4:4, 4) 

60 4.93-95 
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asklepieion, and of Asklepios' lineage and family, and the language 

echoes other healing language and practices. 

We have already met the word Paieon, both as a title, and as an epithet.61 

In the mime it is used exclusively of Asklepios, although the language of 

the veooKopo~62 echoes the Homeric Hymn to Apollo.63 It is, as Nairn 

suggests, probably part of a liturgical formula. 

Healing method appears to be one of touch. Kynno thanks Asklepios for 

wiping away their diseases by laying his gentle hands on them.64 It is an 

image we have met before, both in inscriptions,65 and portrayed on 

archaeological reliefs.66 Indeed the image of Asklepios with his hand 

stretched out towards his patients is a common one on reliefs. 67 There is 

no evidence in the mime that Hippokratic medicine was practised at the 

Kos asklepieion,68 although Herzog has surmised that it was, based on 

the type of votives, and medical instruments, that he excavated.69 The 

evidence of Pliny would also seem to support Herzog's thesis.70 

It is,perhaps significant that women are represented as the patrons of the 

asklepieion in this mime. As at Athens,71 the asklepieion at Kos was 

61 See above, chapter one. 
62 See lines 82 and 85. Nairn in Herodas (1904) 56, re line 81, points out that lines 82-85 
are probably part of a formula used regularly by the priest or veoxopos-. See App. 4:4, 3. 
63 517: {~ Ilct{TJOV 
64 16-19: iTJTPct I VOVO"WV erroi.evµeo6ct TclS' ctTTE'1nlO"ctS' I err' nrr\cts- O"V xe\?ctS', as <Lv~, reivcts-
65 See, for example, JG rv2 1, no. 122:31 (App. 2:2, 31); JG rv2 1, no. 126 (Apps. 2:4 and 2:5). 
66 See, for example, Piraeus Museum 405 (App. 3:1, 4) and Athens, N. M. 1841 (App. 3:1, 5) 
and Athens, N. M. 2373 (App. 3:1, 6). For a discussion, see above, chapter three. 
67 See Plate 2, 42 (Athens, N.M. 173); and App. 3:1, 5 (Athens, N.M. 1841), 7 (Athens, 
N.M. 1352), and 11 (Athens, N.M. 1408). 
68 For a discussion of whether Hippokratic medicine was practised at the asklepieion, 
and Herzog's opinion regarding this, see Cohn-Haft (1956) 63, n.40. 
69 But cf. (i) Cohn-Haft (1956) 63, n.40, where Cohn-Haft chastises Herzog for "his 
arbitrary remarks on the relations between the Coan medical school and the asklepieion 
... [and) his reiterated claims for the rational medicine practised at the Coan asklepieion, 
claims apparently based ultimately upon an act of will rather than upon any evidence", 
and (ii) van Straten (1981) 65-151, who, while expressing doubt about their authenticity, 
nevertheless lists the votives in the Meyer-Steineg collection from the Kos asklepieion 
(129-132), noting that some of them betray (131) "considerable anatomical knowledge". 
70 Natural History 20.100.264. See above, n.33. 
71 Women were represented more frequently in the votive offerings, see Aleshire (1989) 
45-6. 
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more accessible to local women, than the asklepieion at Epidauros.72 As 

well, they have timed their visit before the public day begins,73 perhaps to 

fit in with their own daily schedule. And, as at Athens, their prayer is 

that they will return in full health (with larger offerings), bringing their 

husbands and children with them.74 As expected by now, the word used 

to denote health is vyil}s, here qualified by the adjective rro>.>.1}.75 

Modern archaeological excavations, conducted by Herzog in 1902, 

discovered the asklepieion on a hill slope two miles west of the town of 

Kos, and revealed that the main constructions there were no earlier than 

the fourth century BC.76 Thus the temple revealed is that visited by the 

women. Near the altar are bases of statues dedicated to Asklepios which 

are referred to in the fourth mime of Herodas.77 The asklepieion was 

built on three terraces, cut one above the other into the hill slope. It is 

still a magnificent site, commanding a fine view to the coast of modern 

Turkey.78 

The Hippokratic Corpus 

Healing language 
Kos forms a convenient centre for the study of the healing language of 

the body of medical writings known as the Hippokratic Corpus, for it was 

out of the teachings of the Kos medical school that they originated.79 

72 The distance from the ancient port at Epidauros to the sanctuary was far greater. See 
above, chapter two. 
73 Kynno comments on the time of day, the opening of the door, and the growing crush of 
people (lines 54-6). 

7 4 ein y6.p, ~ µeyurre, ialy\-a rro>.>. '6 I eXOoi.µev cW1\S' µe~ov' ip' clywevacx.i I aVV dvspmv KCX.i 

rrcx.m (lines 86-8). Thus, in this mime, it is the local and familial concerns of the women 
that are represented: a reflection of the decrees (App. 3:2), and the marble reliefs from 
the asklepieion at Athens (App. 3:1, 9-12 [Athens, N.M. 1431, 1384, 1408, 1345]); and a 
marble relief from the Piraeus asklepieion (App. 3;1, 4 [Piraeus Museum 405]). 
75 86: Ktiy\-a rro>.>. '6 
76 Herzog (1932). For a discussion of the evidence and a description of the site and its 
buildings, see Sherwin-White (1978) 340-346. 
77 Lines 20-22f. 
78 From the upper terrace one can see the town of Kos surrounded by orchards and gardens, 
the harbour, and, across the sea the peninsula of KnidQs and the promontory of Bodrum 
flanking the gulf of Kos, and, to the NW the islands of Kalymnos and Pserimos. 
79 Not all the treatises are Koan, however. Some are Knidian. On this issue, see Lonie 
(1965b) 1-30. It seems probable that the Corpus is a collection of medical treatises from 
varying schools, gathered together to form the library of the medical school at Kos, and 
attributed to Hippokrates because he was the founder of the school there. See Phillips 
(1973) 34, who concludes that "Hippocrates may have written some or none of the books 
which we have". 
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The Koan medical school was founded by Hippokrates in the fifth century 

BC.80 Very little is known about his life, but, according to his 

biographers, he was born in or around 460BC,81 and was a member of 

the Asklepiads, a family who claimed to be descended from Asklepios. 82 

The close link between the Hippokratic school of medicine and the 

healing god Asklepios, and his family, is illustrated by the Hippokratic 

Oath, in which the physician swears by "Apollo Physician, by Asklepios, 

by Health, by Panakeia, and all the gods and goddesses ".83 

Hippokrates taught medicine for a fee,84 and was known to both Plato85 

and Aristotle.86 His biographers stated that Hippokrates travelled widely, 

and was consulted by Perdiccas of Macedon. Artaxerxes of Persia wanted 

Hippokrates at his court,87 and, upon his refusal,88 asked the Koans to 

give him up.89 The Koans refused.90 He is said to have been in Athens 

at the time of the Great Plague, and to have treated those suffering from 

it.91 He is thought to have died at Larissa in Thessaly.92 

It is not known for certain whether Hippokrates was the author of any of 

the writings that bear his name.93 However that may be, his fame and 

influence grew over succeeding generations until it was his name that 

80 Plato, Protagoras 311b 
81 See Jones in Hippokrates (1972) xlii-xlvi for a survey of the literature surrounding 
Hippokrates' life. Three biographies exist: those of Suidas, Tzetzes and Soranus. They 
favour 460BC as Hippokrates' birth date, but Aulus Gellius 17.21, states that Hippokrates 
was older than Sokrates, which places his birth prior to 470 BC. 
82 Plato, Protagoras 311b. See Jones in Hippokrates (1972) xliv-xlvi, and Temkin (1991) 5, 
80-81. See also Smith in Hippokrates (1990) 1-18. 
83 Oath (App. 4:1, 4). Cf. Kynno's opening salutation in the fourth mime of Herodas, 1-11. 
84 Plato, Protagoras 311 b-c 
85 Phaedrus 270c, Protagoras 311 b-c 
86 Politics 1326a 14 f. 
87 Hippokrates (1990) 50-51, Letter 3 
88 ibid. 52-53, Letters 5, Sa, 6, 6a 
89 ibid. 54-55, Letter 8 
90 ibid. 54-55, Letter 9. For a discussion of these letters, 18-19. Later Kaan physicians 
were consulted by eastern royalty (Pliny, Natural History 20.100.264), Greek cities (e.g. 
Gortyn, see App. 4:3), and Roman emperors (e.g. Oaudius, Tacitus, Ann. 12.61, 67). 
91 See Jones in Hippokrates (1972) xliii, and Pinault (1986) 52-75. 
92 The supposed grave of Hippokrates is there, and Suidas believed this to be the case. 
But see Phillips (1973) 186-8, for a discussion of the biographical tradition surrounding 
Hippokrates. 
93 For a discussion of this problem see Edelstein (1967) 133-44; Lloyd (1975) 171-192; and, 
more recently, Temkin (1991) 5, 39f. 
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became synonymous with the foundation of scientific medicine,94 a 

reputation entrenched and perpetuated for all time by the great second 

century physician Galen.95 

The Hippokratic Corpus consists of approximately seventy works of 

varying age and authorship.96 All are anonymous. Scholars have 

commented on the treatises and tried since antiquity to ascribe 

authorship to some of them, with differing degrees of success.9 7 

Opinion, style and medical attitude varies within the Corpus.98 Despite 

this, the use of general healing terms within the Corpus remains 

surprisingly constant.99 

8EpU.TTEV a> 

It is at once obvious that the verb eepa.rrevw is used consistently to refer to 

medical treatment.100 This use is startlingly clear in Aphorisms where 

the pronouncement: 

"It is better to give no treatment (µn eepa.rrevew) in cases of hidden cancer; 

treatment (Oepa.rrevoµevoi) causes speedy death, but to omit treatment (µii' 

eepa.rrevoµevoi) is to prolong life"lOl 

makes it self-evident that the verb eepa.rrevw does not include any idea of 

cure in its meaning. It is, simply, the course of action prescribed in an 

attempt to improve the health or well-being of the patient. Thus 

eepa.rrevw implies an active process, an active and continuous attempt to 

94 Seneca, Epistulae 95.20: Maximus ille medicorum et huius scientiae conditor. Celsus 
(De Medicina, Prooemium 6-8), also says that Hippokrates was the first to separate 
medicine from philosophy. Interest in Hippokrates, and Hippokratic medicine, is 
illustrated by the work of Erotian, a Greek lexicographer of the first century AD, who 
listed works ascribed to Hippokrates, and early commentators of them. For a list of works 
known to Erotian, see Jones in Hippokrates (1972) xxxviii-xxxix. 
95 See Temkin (1973) 32-33, 58. 
96 For a list, see Jones in Hippokrates (1972) xxxviii-xxxix. 
97 In antiquity: Herophilus, Bacchius, Heraclides of Tarentum, Erotian, and Galen, to 
name a few. See Jones in Hippokrates (1972) xxxv-xlii. See also Edelstein (1967) 133-44; 
Phillips (1973) 28-37; and Lloyd (1975) 171-192. 
98 See Lloyd (1975) 171-192; and Lonie (1965b) 1-30. 
99 See App. 4:1 for a selection of references which illustrate the uses of the verbs 
eepa.rrevw, vyia.{vw, \®µa.i, and TTCtcr)((I.) in the Corpus. 
100 See App. 4:1. 
101 Aphorisms 6.38 (App. 4:1, 5). This can be shown to be true in contemporary medical 
treatment, where surgery on patients with terminal cancer has been shown to hasten the 
multiplication of cancer cells. 
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change an undesirable state of health for a better one. And, in some 

cases, interference of any sort can have an undesirable effect. 

Another aphorism102 states that vomiting (without fever) can be cured 

(a(l)'f~pwv), but implies that vomiting :with fever is difficult to cure (KctKov). 

The verb used to prescribe treatment is eepctrrevw.103 Thus this aphorism 

also makes a clear distinction between treatment (eepctrreuew) and cure 

(awn)piov). Similarly, the treatise Ancient Medicine, thought to have 

been written in the early years of the Peloponnesian War,104 discusses the 

proper treatment of patients in terms of eepctrrevw.105 

This meaning of eepctrrevw is further illustrated in the treatise The Art, a 

treatise thought to have been written at the end of the fifth century BC by 

a sophist who was not a physician, one who was interested not in science, 

but in "subtle reasonings and in literary style" .106 Thus this treatise 

should be particularly valuable for a pedantic and classical use of 

language in a medical context.107 Again, a clear distinction is made 

between the notions of treat and cure: 

"It is conceded that of those treated by medicine (niiv eepa.rrevoµevwv vrro 

iTITPuoiS') some are healed (e~vy\CX.{vovni.).11 108 

Indeed treatment is undertaken to prevent diseases growing worsel09 and 

there are differing degrees of treatment: while some patients are treated 

102 7.37. See App. 4:1, 6. 
103 ibid. Note that eepa.rrev w appears in the present active infinitive, implying 
continuous treatment. 
104 Jones in Hippokrates (1972) 5, places the date of composition as between 430 and 420 
BC. Jones suggests that the writer was "either Hippocrates or a v~ry capable supporter of 
the medical school of which Hippocrates was a contemporary member". However, Lloyd 
(1975) 171-179, discusses the authorship of this treatise (and others) based on external and 
internal evidence, concluding (178) that "None of the evidences ... can be said to establish 
with a reasonable degree of probability, let alone with certainty, the authenticity of any 
treatise in the Hippocratic Corpus." 
105 See App. 4:1, 1, 2, and 3. 
106 Jones in Hippokrates (1981) 186. Jones favours Plato's Hippias (Protagoras 337c-338b) 
as the author, basing his opinion on Hippias' style as depicted in the Protagoras, and 
comparing it with the style of The Art (186-9). This treatise appears in Erotian's list. 
See above, n.94. 
107 For a selection of passages, see App. 4:1, 7, 8, 9 and 10. 
108 The Art 4. See App. 4:1, 7. 

109 The Art 11 (App. 4:1, 10) : TiiS' ydp cW1'tiS' avveoi.6s- eonv ~cmep 1'0 eiseva.i. 1'WV vovcrwv 
Te a.iT\CX. Ka.\ 1'0 6epa.TTEVEW cW1'a.S' err{crTcx.crea.i. TTctCl'llO\ 1''601. 6epa.rre{T,1crW a.\ k'W~VOVO\ Te 
vooilµa.Ta. µeya.~vvecrea.i. (for the same intelligence is required to know the causes of 
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well, others are treated badly (Ka.KOOS' Bepa.rrevoµevoi.cri.). However, by 

employing the art of "good" medical treatment, patients can recover 
(vy'l.Ctcr8TJcra.v ).110 The verb chosen to designate those who escape disease is 
cirro~ev yw,111 while those who recover are described in terms of 
vyi.a.{vw,112 cr~~w,113 and cirra.A>.ctTTW.114 Medical attendants, i.e. those who 

do the nursing, are designated as oi eepa.rrevovTeS' .115 Patients are 

designated Toov Ka.µvovTwv116 and their sufferings described with the 

present tense of mfoxw.117 

Perhaps the clearest use of the meaning of eepa.rrevw is illustrated in the 

treatises known as Regimen II-IV,118 which are concerned with the early 

detection and treatment of health problems.119 In them the author 

discusses the beneficial use of certain foods and drinks, in conjunction 

with exercise, and gives advice on what course of action to undertake in 

the event of overindulgence in either food, or exercise, or both. This 

author finds dreams a significant indicator of impending illness.120 

Prescribed treatment has a very modern ring: attention to diet, (including 

the advice to eat less!), bathing, and regular exercise in the form of 

walking - after dinner, in the morning, and after exercise - is constantly 

diseases as to understand how to treat them with all the treatment that prevents illnesses 
from growing worse). 
110 ibid. 
111 Thucydides 2.51 uses oi Sux.rre~vy6re~ to designate those who recovered from the 
plague. For a discussion of healing language in Thucydides' account of the plague, see 
above, chapter three. 
112 The Art 4: vyi.uoaetaw ••• vyi.4aanacx.v (App. 4:1, 7); The Art 5: vyufoenacx.v (App. 4:1, 
8 ); The Art 11: vyux.venvcx.i (App. 4:1, 10). vyux.{vw is also the verb chosen in The Art 7 to 
describe those who are healthy in mind (vyux.wov01J yvwµY,J), and in body (vyicx.{vovro~ 
aWµcx.ro~). See App. 4:1, 9. 
113 The Art 5 : a«6µevoi. See App. 4:1, 8. 
114 The Art 7: clrr~>-.>-.~cx.v. See App. 4:1, 9. This is a very precise word meaning to get off 
free, or escape. 
115 That this is a continuous exercise is illustrated by the choice of tense: the present 
participle here, and again - roiai 6epcx.rrevovaiv - in the same passage (The Art 11, App. 
4:1, 10). 
116 ibid. Cf. James 5.15, where the person who is sick is designated as rov Kc1µvovrcx.. 
117 ibid.: mfoxovaiv. For a discussion of the use of this verb by Athenian authors, see 
above, chapter three. 
118 See Jones in Hippokrates (1979) for text and translation, and xlix-lv for a discussion. 
For excerpts, see App. 4:1, 12-20. 
119 As Jones points out (see above note), this is preventative medicine, a marked departure 
from the attitude of other treatises where the course of a disease is thought to be 
inexorable, and the author is interested only in prognosis (as in, for example, Epidemics I 
and III, and Prognostic). 
120 Regimen IV 
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recommended.121 Massage too is a regular feature.122 Prayer is also 
recommended.123 All these measures are active and deliberate changes 
in lifestyle, designed to.produce a change for the better in the patient's 
general health. Treatment continues until the patient has recovered, 
and even then permanent changes in lifestyle are recommended. The 
verb used to designate these treatments is eepa.rrevoo.124 Recovery, using 

the prescribed treatment, may be slow, or rapid.125 Thus the verb 

eepa.rrevoo signifies a method whereby human health can be restored and 

maintained. 

A much later treatise, Decorum,126 further illustrates this meaning of 

eepa.rrevoo, despite being "written in a quaint and obscure manner".127 

Disagreeable drinks are denoted eepa.rrevoµevoi,128 while the author notes 

that disease can sometimes be cured (iooµeva.) by surgery, or relieved 

(PoTt8eoµeva.)129 either through treatment (eepa.rrevoµeva.), or regimen 

(Sia.vrooµeva.).130 It is obvious that eepa.rrevoo still denotes the method of 

medical treatment, which may be successful in varying degrees, while 

icfoµa.i retains the notion of cure131 that is completely foreign to eepa.rrevoo. 

The treatise On Fractures, of which E.T. Withington says that "nothing in 

the Corpus has a better claim to be by Hippocrates himself" ,132 also uses 

121 For example: gentle walks (II.66 [App. 4:1, 13]), plenty of early-morning walks, but 
only short ones after dinner (III.75 [App. 4:1, 15]), long walks (III.78 [App. 4:1, 17]; IV.88 
[App. 4:1, 19]). 
122 See, for example, Regimen III.78; and note the use of oil in Regimen II.66.41-2 (App. 
4:1, 13). The verb used to describe the anointing with oil is here cl~e{~w, and is used in a 
purely physical sense. Cf. James 5.15. 
123 Regimen IV.90. (App. 4:1, 20). Jones notes here that the "Christian" corrector of ms. e 
struck out the words rij .•. npwoi.v". 
124 See App. 4:1, 12-19. 
125 Regimen III.75 (App. 4:1, 15) 
126 See Jones in Hippokrates (1981) 269-277, and (1979) xi-xii. 
127 Jones in Hippokrates (1981) 270, n.1. Jones comments (270) on its "general tortuousness 
of ... style". For a discussion, see 269-277. 
128 Decorum 14 (App. 4:1, 21) 
129 Cf. the use of the cognate form of this verb in a decree from Kos (App. 4:2, line 12: 'fctV 

po1c£eei.u.v), and also in the New Testament, where Poileei. µoi. are the words used in 
Matthew's account of the Canaanite woman's request of Jesus (Mt 15.25). 
130 Decorum 6 (App. 4:1, 22) 
131 Surgery implies a cure of a more instantaneous nature than the relief brought about by 
a method of extended treatment, or change in regimen. There is in these verbs (Oepcx.nevw 
and icfuµcx.i.) an implicit notion of aspect, that is important for an understanding of them. 
132 Hippokrates (1968) 85. Withington bases his conclusion on internal evidence and 
ancient testimony (84-5). 
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the verb Bepa.rrevw to denote prolonged and repeated treatment for chronic 
conditions.133 

But perhaps most interesting of all is the use of the noun 8epa.rre{a. in the 

confidentiality clause of the Oath,134 a Hippokratic writing which is so 

well known even in contemporary society: 

"I swear ... whatsoever I shall see or hear in the course of my profession (ev 

eepa.rre\11 ), as well as outside my profession (civev eepa.rre\lls-) in my 

intercourse with men, if it be what should not be published abroad, I will 

never divulge, holding such things to be holy secrets."135 

Here, the idea of a vocation, of a calling which provides continuous and 

confidential service at the most vulnerable times of life, is meant by 

8epa.rre{a.. In this way 8epa.rre{a. is more than an occupation, the term 

implies availability, succour, understanding of and compassion for 

humanity. 

Thus there is in the verb Bepa.rrev w and its cognate form the idea of 

continuous service, service performed with the express purpose of 

improving the health, and therefore the happiness, of the patient. It 

implies selfless and persevering care on an individual level, but does not, 

in and of itself, guarantee a cure.136 The verb usually reserved for the 

notion of cure is i<foµa.i, or cr'9i;w, and for a restoration of health uyia.{vw.137 

ic£oµcn 
The language of the treatise The Sacred Disease is different.138 The 

author of this treatise is sparing in his use of the verb eepcrneu w.139 

133 On Fractures 11 (App. 4:1, 23) 

134 See Jones in Hippokrates (1972) 291-297 for a discussion of the problems of authorship 
and content. Edelstein (1967) 3-63 detects a Pythagorean influence in Oath. 
135 See App. 4:1, 4. 
136 Cf. Isocrates, Aegineticus, above, chapter three. 
137 Cf. chapters two and three, above, and Aphorisms 7.37 (App. 4:1, 6); The Art 4, 5, 7 
and 11(App.4:1, 7-10). 

138 See App. 4:1, 24. 
139 See App. 4:1, 24:3 (vrro eepa.rre\lls-) and App. 4:1, 25:11 (µ1] eepcx.rrevewcn.). Perhaps this 
is because he Considers contemporary treatments (Ka.Oapµoto\,,. Ka.\ ErrCX.O\S'(icn.11 [1]) to be of 
a magical (µcx.ye\l'IS' [21)) rather than a medical nature. 
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Instead he is fond of the verb icfoµa.i and its cognate forms, while 

reserving vyia.{vw to denote a restoration of health.140 

The Sacred Disease is an early work. It was known to Bacchius,141 and 

Galen,142 and appears in Erotian's list of the genuine works of 
Hippokrates.143 Its authorship and date remains controversial.144 It has 

definite parallels with the treatise Airs, Waters, Places,145 causing some 

scholars to assume identical authorship.146 Jones however favours the 

notion that the author was a student of the author of Airs, Waters, Places, 

and assumes that he was a younger contemporary of Sokrates.147 If this is 

so the treatise was composed at the end of the fifth century, or the 

beginning of the fourth century. 

This author favours the cognate forms of icfoµa.i to describe the current 

"cure" for the disease about which he writes. So l) tncns- consists of 

purifications and incantations (Ka.6a.pµovs- rrpocr~epov-res- Ka.\ €rra.oisc£s- ).148 

Familiar therapeutic practices such as bathing and certain foods are 

forbidden, and, instead, bizarre instructions such as the prohibition 

against wearing black, lying on or wearing goatskin, putting foot on foot 

or hand on hand are prescribed.149 Thus the author explains that 

"having given nothing to eat or drink, and not having steeped their 

patients in baths" ,150 the practitioners cannot be blamed if the "cure" is 

ineffective. But the "cure" the author describes is not Hippokratic in 

character: it does not involve the active interference on the part of the 

physician described, for example, in Regimen, nor the active cooperation 

of the patient in participating in long-term changes in diet and exercise. 

It is not surprising then that the author is sparing in his use of the verb 

eepa.rrevw. In his single use of the verb, the author warns that the disease 

will be nourished and grow with the patient, unless appropriate 

140 See App. 4:1, 24:2. 
141 Bacchius lived early in the third century BC. 
142 See Jones in Hippokrates (1981) 129. 
143 See Jones in Hippokrates (1972) xxxviii. 
144 For a survey of modem scholarship, see Jones in Hippokrates (1981) 129. 
145 ibid. 130-131, where Jones sets these out in parallel passages. 
146 ibid. 129, 132 
147 ibid. 132 
148 The Sacred Disease 2 
149 ibid. 
150 ibid. 
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treatments (µn eepcx.rreveciicn.) be used.151 These appropriate treatments 

have not been discovered. Current treatment (vrro eepcx.rrehis- )152 is 

described in a disparaging tone and the author chooses icfoµcx.i to describe 

attempts to cure the disease by such magical means.153 However he does 

imply that, if it were to be discovered how to cause in men moist or dry, 

hot or cold, the disease could be permanently cured ({q)-ro).154 

Therefore, there is a distinct difference in meaning between the verbs 

icfoµcx.i and eepcx.rrev oo in the treatise The Sacred Disease. The verb icfoµcx.i 

retains the notion of a quick and complete cure, while eepcx.rrevoo continues 

to imply extended treatment, treatment that is Hippokratic in character. 

This idea of a cure, a quick-fix, implicit in the verb icfoµcx.i in Hippokratic 

writings, is neatly summed up in Aphorisms: 

Those diseases that medicines do not cure (ovK iT;'Tcti.) are cured (iii'Tcti.) by the 

knife. Those that the knife does not cure (ovK iii'Tcti.) are cured (iT;'Tct\.) by fire. 

Those that fire does not cure (ovK inni) must be considered incurable 
(dv\ct'Tct).155 

Thus, as in the healing language at Epidauros, and at Athens, at Kos 

icfoµcx.i denotes a cure, while eepcx.rrevoo describes treatment. In all centres 

vy\.ct{voo describes a restoration to health. 

What then of those who were trained in the principles of Hippokratic 

medicine at Kos? For information in this regard it is necessary to turn to 

the evidence available in inscriptions. 

Inscriptions 

The medical school at Kos gained distinction in the Mediterranean world, 

particularly in the hellenistic period, for training the citizens of Kos as 

physicians.156 Their excellence is demonstrated by the numbers of Koan 

151 See App. 4:1, 25:16. 
152 The only time the author chooses the word in preference to ii in01.s-. See App. 4:1, 24:3. 
153 The Sacred Disease 3: /1 Accordingly I hold that those who attempt in this manner to 
cure (iijaecc.i) these diseases ... /1 (App. 4:1, 24:3). 
154 ibid. 21 (App. 4:1, 25:21) 
155 Aphorisms 7.87 (App. 4:1, 26) 
156 For example, Alexander took a Koan physician on campaign (Arrian 6.11.1). For a 
discussion of the role of the physician in the Greek world, see Cohn-Haft (1956), and for 
the role of Kos in particular, 61-67. For the special difficulties in gaining access to Koan 
archaeological material, 61-62. 
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physicians honoured in decrees.157 Indeed, many public physicians 

throughout the Greek world were of Koan origin, and inscriptions show 

that cities made formal requests to Kos for the recommendation and 

service of physicians who would live and practise in their cities.158 If 

they were successful they were honoured in decrees, copies of which were 

sent back to Kos.159 In this way physicians could build a successful 

reputation.160 

Koan physicians were honoured by their own cities, as illustrated by the 

case of Xenotimos, who performed services above and beyond the call of 

duty during an epidemic in Kos.161 This inscription also shows that Kos 

had more than one public physician, presumably practising in different 

demes.162 Koan physicians were also honoured by other Greek cities 

where they practised, as illustrated by the Koan doctor, Hermias, who was 

honoured by the people of Knossos for his outstanding help during a 
revolution in Crete.163 

These two decrees, although describing entirely different situations - an 

epidemic and battle wounds - use similar language. Both use the verb 

S'Uta<P~oo to describe the saving action of both physicians: Xenotimos saved 

many because of his zeal,164 and worked zealously for the safety of those 

who were ill;165 while Hermias saved the wounded from great 

dangers.166 However there the similarity ends. Their "saving" methods 

are described in different language. 

157 Paton and Hicks (1891), and, as examples, Apps 4:2 and 4:3. 
158 For example, IC I, 7 (App. 4:3), lines 2-5. 
159 For example, the decree honouring Hennias, App. 4:3. For other examples, see Cohn
Haft (1956) 66, n.54. 
160 Note too the case of the successful Koan physician, Xenophon, personal physician to 
the emperor Claudius (Tacitus, Ann. 12.61, 67), whose name was inscribed at the Kos 
asklepieion (np(l)'I. T<i) Tei~ rra.Tplso~ evepyeTq.), and who carried out extensive renovations 
there (Fumeaux in Tacitus (1961) 139, note to 12.61). 
161 App.4:2 
162 App. 4:2, lines 7-10 
163 App. 4:3. Hermias' services were requested by the people of Gortyn, but, during a 
revolution he worked willingly for all the wounded, even those from allied cities (lines 6-
21). See also App. 4:5. 
164 'Tct~ rroXQr~ km'ovS~<•W si.Ea<00e rroXXov~ (App. 4:2, lines 14-15) 
165 e~ I Tctll ~np\a.11 'TWll 11oaev11Tlw11 (App. 4:2, lines 4-5) 
166 si.Ea<OOE a.VTO[V~ ey I µeycUi(l)ll KWSVll(l)ll (App. 4:3, lines 12-13) 
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Xenotimos is lauded for his painstaking care (ntv em.µeAeia.v).167 He 

brought help (Tctv I po[c£6eia.v)168 and a cure (Tctv cildecr'IJv)169 to the afflicted 

(Twv Ka.µvo[vToov1)170. The description of the sufferings frets- lkhlko1rra.6\a.s-)171 

of those who were ill is reminiscent of Thucydides' description of the 

plague at Athens.172 The decree, which confers a gold crown on 

Xenotimos173 for his services during the epidemic, begins and ends by 

praising the medical skill of Xenotimos,174 exemplified by his attention to 

detail, 175 and the zeal with which he undertook his task. The verb 

eepa.rrevoo, and its cognate forms, does not appear. From this we must 

assume that Xenotimos did not undertake the nursing of those who were 

ill, but visited numbers of them frequently and regularly, leaving 

effective medical instructions for their care. 

In contrast, Hermias displayed all his zeal in looking after (Ta.ts- eepa.rrefais-) 

the wounded,176 and constantly gave assistance without stint to those 

who called upon him.177 The scene is somewhat different. In a battle 

situation those who were wounded were probably placed in locations 

near to one another. One can then imagine the physician not only 

issuing orders for their care, and supervising that care, but probably 

carrying the major burden of that care~ providing surgical, bandaging and 

pharmacological treatment. One assumes from the decree that, when the 

people of Gortyn applied to Kos for a physician, their city of Gortyn was 

167 App. 4:2, lines 2, 9, 18 and 23 
168 App. 4:2, line 12. Cf. App. 4:1, 21, for the use of this word in the Hippokratic treatise 
Decorum, and above, n.129. 
169 App. 4:2, line 13 
170 App. 4:2, line 10. Cf. the Hippokratic use of this word above, and its use in the New 
Testament by the author of James (5.15). 
171 App. 4:2, line 8 
172 And of the sufferings of the Athenians at Syracuse. See above, chapter three. 
173 App. 4:2, line 17 
17 4 Ka.1'«. .,.av 1'elxJva.v .,.av I ia.1'pucll.v (App. 4:2, lines 3-4, 24) 
175 erri.µe>ie\a.~ (App. 4:2, lines 2, 23). This word can be translated either as painstaking 
care or attention to detail. The same word is used in the New Testament parable of the 
Good Samaritan (Luke 10.34). The Samaritan gave medical attention to the wounded 
man, and then made arrangements for him to be nursed by somebody else until he had 
recovered. The word emµe>ie\a.~ does not imply long-term continuous nursing like 
eepa.rrevw (see above, chapter three, for a discussion of this differentiation of meaning in 
Isocrates' Aegineticus). Indeed, Xenotimos would have been too busy to have provided 
such care in an epidemic. Rather, he must have visited many of the citizens, leaving 
effective instructions for those who did the nursing. 
176 App. 4:3, line 18 
177 drrpo~a.loW1'~ S1.E1'E>iei. OVVCX.V'T'WV 'T'Oi~ rra.pa.Kct>iovai. [cW'T'O)Jv (App. 4:3, lines 13-15) 
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without any physician at all.178 Thus Hermias found himself in the 

unenviable situation of being the only man in a war zone with a 
reputation for medical expertise.179 It follows that Hippokratic 

treatments - surgery, and treatment of wounds - would have been carried 
out by him alone. Normal arrangements for nursing (family, friends)180 

would not have existed. Family and friends would either have been 

absent, or busy. It is not surprising then that Hermias' therapeutic 

method is described by the noun 8epa.rrefu. 

Conclusion 
What then does the use of healing language from Kos - in inscriptions, 

the Hippokratic Corpus, and the fourth mime of Herodas - reveal about 

the meaning of healing words? Is there a difference in meaning 

exhibited at Kos, from the healing language used at Epidauros, and at 

Athens? 

The answer of course is negative. In fact, healing terms in literature and 

in inscriptions is surprisingly uniform in meaning. The verb crc4 (w 

continues to mean rescue and preserve, as we saw in Homer, 181 and as it 

was used by Athenian authors.182 In a healing situation, the verb cr~(w 

means to rescue and preserve from the danger of imminent death.183 It 

is generally used in an aoristic aspectual sense. Patients are "saved" on a 

particular occasion.184 

Similarly the verb icfoµa.i is generally used in an aoristic aspectual 

sense,185 and so is the verb that is most commonly used in a miraculous 

situation.186 It seems to be reserved for a quick-fix, that is complete. 

178 App. 4:3, lines 2-3. See also Cohn-Haft (1956) 64. 
179 The situation is reminiscent of that in which Patroklos found himself in the Iliad, 
where he answered Eurypylos' pleas for help (11.828-831), attended to his wounds (11.844-
848), and stayed to comfort and care for him (15.390-394). See above, chapter one. 
180 As implied in Isocrates, Aegineticus 25-26. 
181 Iliad 11.828-831 
182 See above, chapter three, n.65. 
183 See Apps. 4:2 and 4:3. 
184 Thus escaping death as the result of a war wound (App. 4:3), or as the result of a 
virulent disease (App. 4:2). 
185 See App. 4:1, 24, 3. 
186 See App. 4:1, 24, 3; and d. inscriptional evidence from both Epidauros and Athens. 
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Most common however is some form of vyictt'vw, signalling a restoration 
of former health, illustrated in inscriptions from Epidauros,187 in decrees 

at Athens,188 and in the Hippokratic Corpus.189 

By far the most interesting however is the verb eepctrrevw and its cognate 

forms. It too has an aspectual aspect, but in contrast to both c:r~~w and 

i<loµcti, the aspect of eepctrrevw is imperfect. This is usually signalled by the 

use of tense,190 or, in its cognate forms, by a description of the frequency 

and duration of the treatments described.191 It is rarely used in the aorist 

tense,192 and if it appears in the perfect tense it usually describes a present 

state achieved by long and regular therapies.193 It embraces physical,194 

emotional,195 spiritual196 and psychological197 therapies, and generally 

implies a permanent change in a person's way of life.198 

But is there a change in the use of healing language at the asklepieion at 

Pergamon in the hellenistic and early Christian eras? 

187 See Apps. 2:1 and 2:2. 
188 See Apps. 3:2 and 3:3. 
189 See App. 4:1, 7-10. 
190 For example, eepa.rrevw in the present tense: App. 4:1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 21. 
191 See, for example, App. 4:1, 12, 13, 15. 
192 For example, App. 4:1, 8 (The Art 5) and App. 4:1, 25 (The Sacred Disease 16). 
193 As in the inscription of Apellas (Apps. 2:4 and 2:5), and Plate 3, 43. 
194 JG JV2 1, no. 121:20 (App. 2:1, 20); JG rv2 1, no. 122:26 (App. 2:2, 26); JG rv2 1, no. 126 
(Apps. 2:4 and 2:5) embraces physical, emotional, and psychological therapy; Isocrates, 
Aegineticus 24-28 (see above, chapter three); and Hippokrates (see App. 4:1). 
195 Isocrates, Aegineticus 11 
196 Epicurus (App. 3:5, 1) 
197 JG rv21, no. 126 (Apps. 2:4 and 2:5) 
198 JG rv2 1, no. 126 (Apps. 2:4 and 2:5); Epicurus (see above, chapter three, and App. 3:5); 
Hippokrates (App. 4:1) 
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Plate 7. Portrait statue probably dated to the late Hellenistic period, after a 
classical prototype. It was found in the Odeum and was believed by 
the excavator to be a statue of Hippokrates (Kos Museum 32) 
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Plate 8. Headless statue of Asklepios; by his feet the figure of Telesphoros 
(Second half of the 2nd century AD) (Kos Museum 101) 
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Plate 9. Statue of Hygieia. She holds a snake to which she offers an egg; 
by her feet the figure of Eros-Hypnos (Second half of the 2nd 
century AD) (Kos Museum 98) 
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Chapter Five 

Asklepios at Pergamon 

Asklepios arrived at Pergamon from Epidauros during the fourth century 

BC,1 a healing site earlier associated with his father, Apollo.2 The 

sanctuary to Asklepios was established in a little valley, outside the city, 

below the acropolis. According to Wolfgang Radt, the present Director of 

Excavations there, the sanctuary was continually being expanded from 

the beginning: 

"In the pre-Roman period alone the excavators have distinguished 18 

building phases. The presently visible state of the sanctuary, however, 

belongs chiefly to a large-scale reorganization and extension carried out 

during the time of the emperor Hadrian (117-138)."3 

It was during this century that the asklepieion reached its zenith and 

became the focus of pilgrims from all over the world.4 It boasted a 

library, a theatre, temples, an underground passage, an elaborate water 

system, and flushing latrines.5 

The asklepieion at Pergamon is rich in sources of information for a study 

of treatment at an asklepieion, and for the use of healing language in the 

Graeco-Roman world. Inscriptions, literary and medical works survive 

in a quantity that necessi.tates selection. Accordingly, this chapter will 

focus on a selection of inscriptions,6 the wor~s of the second century 

physician Galen,7 and his patient, the emperor, Marcus Aurelius,8 and 

the literary works of the orator Aristides.9 

1 Pausanias 2.26.8 states that Archias, the son of Aristaechrnus, brought the god to 
Pergarnon. This gives a probable date of 350 BC for the founding of the sanctuary. 
2 It was from the acropolis at Pergarnon that Apollo watched battles in the Trojan War 
(Iliad 4.507-508), and it was to this place that he spirited the wounded Aineias for 
healing (Iliad 5.445-448). See above, 8. 
3 (1984) 28 
4 For Pergarnon as a major centre, App. 5:6, 9. For the patronage of Greeks and barbarians 
alike, App. 5:6, 27. 

5 For diagrams, see Radt (1984) 35, 37. 
6 Apps. 5:1, 5:2, and 5:3 
7 App.5:5 
8 App.5:7 
9 App.5:6 
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Inscriptions 

Inscriptions from Pergamon reveal a similarity of practice at the 

asklepieion there with other asklepieia in the Greek world. One, 
thought to be from the second century BC, is a decree concerning the 

duties of and the benefits to a priest of Asklepios.10 It complements 

information from other sources. Here the priesthood is hereditary in 

perpetuity.11 The priest is entitled to the right leg and skin of all 

sacrificial animals, and all the other offerings dedicated on the holy 

table.12 He is also entitled to exemption from all the obligations the city 

is entitled to impose;13 and to a front seat at all the games.14 As well, the 

priest is responsible for good conduct within the sanctuary,15 and has 

power over the temple servants.16 These regulations were to be enforced 

for all time to come (eis- llrra.v1"a. 1"0V xpovov).17 

Another inscription from Pergamon 18 details the ritual required at the 

temple of Asklepios. The inscription mentions a period of ten days, 

bathing, purification, and incubation. Pure white sacrificial victims are 

to be garlanded with olive shoots, and the suppliant19 is to wear neither 

seal-ring nor belt, but to enter barefoot. 

A third inscription is a hymn of praise to Asklepios.20 It is interesting for 

its use of the verb crq)~w in a nautical context,21 and for its similarity with 

the gospel stories of the calming of the storm.22 In it Asklepios is 

addressed as Saviour (croon) p ), and his attendance upon request, his 

10 App.5:3 
11 Ljnes 7-11, App. 5:3. Cf. Aleshire (1989) 72-86 concerning the priesthood of the 
asklepieion at Athens. 
12 Cf. Aristophanes Ploutos , 676-678; Herodas 4.88-90; and App. 3:1, 13 and 14 
13 Cf. the struggle of Aristides to be exep-lpt from such obligations (Or. 50.63-104). 
14 Cf. JG II2, no. 5045 [time of Hadrian]: 'Iepe(l)S' I 'AcrK>.11m.oO I rna.\Jwcvlo) ? [inscribed on 
front seat in the theatre of Dionysus at Athens]. 
15 Cf. the inscriptions from the asklepieion at Athens (App. 3:2). The same language is 
used: erriµe>.etoaa.i Se Ka.1. 1"ll) EVKoaµ{a.) ni) Ka.1'ct 1'0 ieplov I TTctOT)) 1'0'11 iepela.l W) <Lv 
cW1'W'I. SoKfj['I. I Ka.>.W) exew Ka.1. o~ (lines 24-26). 
16 Here: 1'WV iepwv rra.\swv (line 26). 
17 App. 5:3, lines 19 and 43 ~ 
18 App.5:2 
19 I assume that the person specified is a suppliant, rather than a priest. 
20 App. 5:1. Herzog attributes this hymn to the orator Aristides, however this is doubted 
by Behr in Aristides (1973) xvi, n. 'b'. 
21 App. 5:1, Une 13; and cf. chapter three, n.65. 
22 Mt 8.23-27. Cf. Mk 4.35-41; Lk 8.22-25 
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protection at sea, his calming of the winds and power over the waves are 
praised. The parallels with the nature and attributes of the New 

Testament Jesus are striking.23 

As at Athens and Kos, physicians were also among those who patronised 

the asklepieion at Pergamon, and prayed to the healing god Asklepios. 

The most notable at this time was the great Galen himself. 

Galen 
Galen was born in Pergamon around the year AD 130, during the reign of 

the emperor Hadrian, and died at the end of the century in the time of 

Septimius Severus.24 Thus his early education at Pergamon was at a 

time when the library there was second only to that of Alexandria, and 

when the asklepieion was flourishing. It was a time (in that area) of 

relative peace and order, where paganism was the norm, and the ideals of 

classical Greece were valued. 

At the age of seventeen, after studying philosophy, Galen began medical 

studies, studies which took him from Pergamon to Smyrna, Korinth, 

Alexandria, and Rome.25 He became highly respected as a physician, 

and, at Rome, numbered the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius and his 

son Commodus amongst his patients.26 

Galen's early study of philosophy had instilled in him a quest for "truth 

and knowledge" .27 As a result his pursuit of philosophical truth and his 

vision of medical knowledge were closely intertwined in his literary 

works. It was in the Hippokratic writings that Galen found his ideal.28 

Thus, in his medical practice and in his literary works Galen promoted 

23 ibid. 
24 For a brief account of Galen's life and work, see the introduction by Brock to Galen 
(1979) xvif.; and for a discussion of the problems pertaining to his biography, Temkin 
(1973) 3-9. 
25 This was in answer to a dream sent to his father by Asklepios. For a discussion of this 
and his early medical training, see Smith (1979) 62-77. 
26 Brock in Galen (1979) xvii-xviii 
27 De methodo medendi 7.1 
28 Temkin (1991) 47-50. For a discussion of Galen's interpretation of Hippokratic writings 
see Smith (1979), especially 72-74, 83. 
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his understanding of Hippokratic medicine.29 This understanding 

included severe criticism of his fellow physicians.30 His literary output 

ensured that he not only influenced contemporary thought, but also 

influenced subsequent medical thought,31 an influence that is still 

discernible today.32 

It is obvious from Galen's writings that he both esteemed and sought the 

healing aid of the god Asklepios. He mentions the construction of the 

temple of Zeus Asklepios,33 and how it was a common practice for people 

in their everyday-life to swear by the name of "Asklepios in Pergamon" .34 

Indeed he even prayed to the god on behalf of the emperor,35 and 

himself. He declared himself a servant (6epctrrevTl)v) of Asklepios because 

Asklepios had saved (Siecrwcre) him from the deadly condition of an 

abscess. Galen reports his declaration of servitude in the imperfect tense 

(cfoe~ctwov), signalling that his service to Asklepios was continuous.36 

Galen also used his association with Asklepios to lend credibility to the 

medical successes he claimed as his own. For example, he states that he 

had made healthy (uyiewovs clrre8e\~ctµev) men who had been ill for many 

years by correcting the disproportion of their emotions, a practice 

advocated by Asklepios. He then lists the composition of odes, comical 

mimes, and songs, as well as the pursuit of hunting, horse riding and 

exercising in arms, as among the god's successful prescriptions, describing 

the precise instructions issued by Asklepios in relation to the kind of 

hunting, the type of armour, and the duration and difficulty of the 

29 This was largely unquestioned in antiquity. It was not until the time of Paracelsus 
(1493-1541), that Galen's understanding of the ideas of Hippokrates was questioned. For 
a discussion, see Smith (1979) 13-18, 72-74, 83; and Temkin (1991) 46-50. 
30 For example, a scathing attack on Asclepiades (App. 5:5, 9 and 10). 
31 Temkin (1973) 1-133; Smith (1979) 13-44 
32 Temkin (1973) 135f. 
33 App. 5:5, 1 

34 App. 5:5, 2 

35 App. 5:5, 3 

36 App. 5:5, 4. In contradiction to this, Smith (1979) 63, states that Galen, although 
called by the god, was not in service to him. Certainly Galen's medicine seems secular, but 
then many of the prescriptions of the god are also secular in nature (for example those 
involving moderate exerdse and a restrained diet). 
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exercise to be undertaken.37 Another source, the orator Aelius Aristides, 
attests to and thus corroborates very specific directions like these.38 

Galen also notes the remarkable obedience with which the patients at the 

asklepieion followed bizarre directions of the god simply because they 

believed that the result would be of benefit to them, whereas they refused 
to follow the same instructions from physicians.39 He thus 

acknowledges the importance of positive thinking in the therapeutic 

process. He cites an instruction given by the god, which forbade the 

patient to drink for fifteen days - a rather difficult (and dangerous?) 

prescription to follow. Those undergoing this long and arduous 

treatment are denoted -rovs- eepa.rrevoµevovs-. 

Another extended treatment for an unnamed disease, presumably a skin 

condition of some sort, advocated by the god in a dream, and described by 

Galen,_ concerned the drinking of a drug and anointment of the body 

every day. Galen notes that the 

"disease after a few days turned into leprosy (e{~ >hrpa.11); and this disease, 

in turn, was cured (eeepa.rreven) by the drugs which the god comrnanded."40 

Again eepa.rrevw refers to the outcome of extended treatment.41 Thus 

Galen's use of healing language in association with the asklepieion at 

Pergamon in the second century AD reflects earlier healing language at 

other asklepieia. He addresses the god as rra.iwv,42 describes himself as a 

servant of the god with a cognate form of the verb eepa.rrevw (eepa.rrev-r~v),43 

and chooses the verb c:rcq {.w to describe his salvation from a life

threatening abscess.44 He describes those undergoing extended treatment 

as -rovs- eepa.rrevoµevovs- ,45 and cures brought about by extended treatment 

37 App. 5:5, 6 
38 App. 5:6, 14 
39 App. 5:5, 7 

40 App. 5:5, 8 
41 Galen's use of eepa.rrevw reflects its use by the Hippokratic authors (see chapter four, 
and App. 4:1), and the contemporary inscription IG IV2 1, no. 126 (App. 2:4) from 
Epidauros. 
42 Reflecting the language at Epidauros, Athens and Kos. See App. 5:5, 3. 
43 App. 5:5, 4 
44 ibid. This use of a~~w also conforms to the pattern of its usage in other centres: it is 
used here of an escape from a life-threatening disease on a particular occasion. 
45 App. 5:5, 7 
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with the verb eepa.rrevw,46 but reserves the verb icfoµa.i to describe the 

miraculous healing of a man who had swelled so excessively it was 

impossible for him to move himself (dXXct 'T"OV'T"ov µev d 'AcrKXrirrios
i<tcra.To).47 The restoration of health he describes with Vyl..EWOS'.48 

But is this use of healing language consistent with his other works that 

do not refer to treatment at the asklepieion? In his treatise On the 

natural faculties, a treatise called by one of its translators the 

crystallisation of Galenic thought,49 Galen uses the verb eepa.rreuw three 

times in a critical context.SO In a vitriolic attack on the opinions of the 

physician Asklepiades, Galen asks how. Asklepiades' opinions profited 

his treatment (eis- 1"ctS' eepa.rre{a.s- ), and answers that he was un~ble to treat 

(Suva.crea.i eepa.rrevcra.i) various diseases.St After noting that Asklepiades 

must be "either mad, or entirely unacquainted with practical medicine"S2 

Galen details his own successful treatment of jaundice. He notes that 

after treating the liver condition (µe'T"ct 1"0 Bepa.rrevcra.i) he has then removed 

the disease (clrrriXXct~a.µev 'T"OV rra.el)µa.Tos-) by a single purgation.S3 This use 

of the verb makes it clear that eepa.rreuoo denotes preliminary treatment 

which forms the necessary basis for further treatment that can lead to a 

cure. 

Galen's final use of this verb occurs in a passage criticising the ideas of the 

Erasistrateans, where he stresses the importance of understanding the 

causes of bodily function, in this case digestion. For, he says, if we know 

the cause, we should be able to treat the failures of function (1"ct cr~ttXµa.Ta. 
eepa.rrevcra.i.µev ).S4 

Here the verb eepa.rrevw occurs in the optative aorist in the apodosis of a 

conditional clause which allows a degree of doubt (however small) as to 

the outcome of a hypothetical situation. That is, the treatment should be 

46 App. S:S, 8 
47 App. S:S, 5 
48 App. S:S, 6 
49 Brock in Galen (19'.{'9) xxv, says of this work: "If Galen be looked on as a crystallisation 
of Greek medicine, then this book may be looked on as a crystallisation of Galen". 
SO App. S:S, 9, 10 and 11 
St App. S:S, 9 
S2 App. S:S, 10 
S3 ibid. 
S4 App. S:S, 11 
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successful, but may not be (depending on the correct diagnosis of the 

cause of the problem). Thus Galen is consistent in his use of eepa.rrevco to 
describe medical treatment, usually of an extended nature, that should be 
successful (but may not be successful in some circumstances). In this his 
use of eepa.rrevco reflects common usage, and lends credence to Galen's 

assertion that, since he was convinced that the chief merit of language 

was clarity, so, rather than using unfamiliar terms he chose to employ in 

his works terms that were in common use at that time.SS 

As Galen was unquestionably the most famous physician at Pergamon,S6 

so his most famous patient was the Roman emperor, Marcus Aurelius. 

In a study of the use of healing language in the Graeco-Roman world it is 

instructive to look at the ~riting of this articulate man to see how a 

Roman mind understood and used the verb eepa.rrevco at that time. 

Marcus Aurelius 

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (AD 121-180), was born at Rome, educated 

and adopted by his guardian and uncle, the Emperor T. Antoninus Pius. 

Herodes Atticus and M. Cornelius Fronto were among his tutors. He 

was converted to Stoicism by Diognetus, and strongly _influenced by 
Epictetus.S7 His writings "to himself" reveal a man of sincerity and 

dignity. 

Marcus Aurelius uses the verb eepa.rrev co six times in his writings, 

meaning to give service (2.13), to give treatment (3.13; 6.55), to cure (5.28; 

S5 On the natural faculties, 1.1. Galen's assertion, and his usage, rather detracts from the 
thesis of Hobart (1882) 1, that the New Testament author known as Luke was a physician, 
because he used the technical and medical language favoured by Galen. 
56 Another notable physician associated with the asklepieion at Pergamon was Rufus of 
Ephesus, who practised in the first century AD. In a medical work, taken from Rufus (see 
App. S:4) which refers to a cure (iaµa.) for epilepsy prescribed at the asklepieion, the verb 
eepa.rrevw is used in the reported conversation of a patient with Asklepios (cf. the reported 
conversations between patient (:lnd god at Epidauros [chapter two, and Apps 2:1, 2:2, 2:3, 
2:4); and between patient and god at Athens [App. 3:4)). In this conversation Asklepios 
offers the patient an alternative sickness to that of epilepsy, on the grounds that "it 
would be easier and ... would cure him more plainly than anything else (ci;\;\ov 
aa.~0'1'epov eepa.rrevaew )". The patient agreed, as long as the disease was no worse than 
his present condition. Freed from epilepsy, he was attacked thereafter by a quartan 
fever. Thus eepa.rrevw in this context does not refer to a complete return to health, but long
term future treatment. In this way Rufus too assumes the continuous aspect of this verb in a 
healing context. (For a discussion of the work and importance of Rufus of Ephesus see 
Smith [1979) 240-246.) 
S7 For a brief outline of his life see Haines in Marcus Aurelius (1979) xi-xv. 
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12.16), and to fulfil one's duty (6.12).58 The first occurs in a prescription 
for human contentment: 

"[a man] needs but to associate himself with the divine 'genius' in his bosom, 

and to serve it truly (yvncn(I)) Oepa.rrevew). And service (Oepa.rre(a.) of it is to 

keep it pure from passion and aimlessness and discontent with anything that 

proceeds from Gods or men."59 

Here, the verb 6epctrrevw demands an introspection and a knowledge of self 

(and god), and a commitment to a life of action governed by that 

knowledge. It is thus a call to a way of living. The concept of duty is 

implicit in this call to service. At another place Marcus cites as an 

example of fulfilling one's duty the due service (e6epc£rreves-) one should 

give to one's stepmother, even if one's natural mother were alive.60 

The other four instances of the verb 6epctrrevw occur in a more overtly 

medical context, although the ideas of service and duty still appear. In a 

medical simile comparing the behaviour of physicians with other men, 

Marcus advises how to carry out any human duty well, no matter how 

trivial.61 On another occasion Marcus posits the question: 

"If the sailors spoke ill of a steersman or the sick of a physician, what else 

would they have in mind but how the man should best effect the safety (10 

aom;'pi.ov) of the crew or the health of his patients (10 10\~ Oepa.rrevoµevoi~ 

vyiew6v) ?"62 

Here it is quite obvious that 6epctrrevw stands for those whom the doctor 
was treating at that time. Again the context includes the notion of doing 

all in one's power to bring about the best possible result. Thus, so far, the 

verb 6epctrrevw includes the notions of giving service, of living life in the 

best possible way, and of always trying to achieve a beneficial outcome in 

whatever one undertakes. The continuous aspect of the verb is self

evident. 

58 App. 5:7, 1-6 
59 App. 5:7, 1 
60 App. 5:7, 4 
61 App. 5:7, 2 
62 App. 5:7, 5 
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Marcus chooses eepa.TTevw two more times, and on both occasions the verb 

means cure. However the method on both occasions is not medical, but 

didactic in nature.63 In both passages an example of an 'illness' is given. 

In the first, the 'illnesses' from which the patient suffers are the personal 

problems of smelly armpits and foul breath. Marcus denies the 

productivity of anger in such a case, but advises talking with the person 

concerned (Ka.\ crU Xoyov exeiS" ): 

"By a rational attitude (Xoy'1.Kfj), then, in thyself evoke a rational attitude in 

him, enlighten him, admonish him. If he listen, thou shalt cure him 

(eepa.rrevae~ ), and have no need of anger.1164 

Thus it is that the Xoyo) is the healing agent, and this AOYOS" requires an 

active response in the listener. It is this active response to the Xoyo) that 

effects the 'cure•.65 There is then an element of persuasion implicit in 

the verb eepa.TTevw when it occurs in a teaching context. The illness cited 

is a curious example, and one that appears in Galen's work, referring to 

an actual person, a physician who suffered from this problem, and on 

that account was failing te attract patients.66 One wonders whether this 

was a common problem, or whether the association between Marcus 

Aurelius and Galen prompted philosophical discussion between them on 

such issues. 

Marcus also uses the verb eepa.TTevw in the context of treating those who do 

wrong ('Tov ~a.vXov ci.µa.pntvew). For, he says, such actions stem from a 

certain sort of disposition. His advice: 

63 App. 5:7, 3 and 6 
64 App. 5:7, 3 

65 Cf. Epicurus, App. 3:5, 1 

66 Galen, Comm. 4.9, Epid. 6 [17.B.151]: e1epo11 8' ict1po11 err\ 1iiS' nµe1epa.S' 'AcrutS' 
ot8a. 8vaw8E\S' EXOll'Tct 1~S' µ~a.S' WS' 8~ 10010 pll_ ~epew cW10V 1n11 et'o-08011 
ct'11epwrro11 11oaov111a. µn8e11a. 1<a.e~1.011. expii11 0J'11 a.v1011 ea.v1ov rrpw1011 iciaea.i 10 
aV'µrr1wµa. Ka.\ OV1'WS' em.xei.pei11 E1EpOVS' eepa.rrevew. This is a notable example for 
Galen uses idcrea.i to mean heal/cure, in contrast to eepa.rrevew, which seems in this context 
to mean treat medically rather than cure. eepa.rrevew is also linked with the verb 
errixeipei11, a verb which means to endeavour to ... , to make an attempt ... thus involving 
the idea of a process which requires effort, effort which may be either successful or 
unsuccessful in its outcome. This particular passage is cited by Hobart (1882) 1, to support 
his theory that the author of the third gospel was a physician, but, as we can see here, 
the same illustration occurs in the writings of Marcus Aurelius, and the same language is 
used. 
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"If then it chafes thee, cure. the disposition (ei ovv yopyos- ei, 1a.V1nv 

Oepcfoevaov ). 67 

Obviously this is not a quick process, but one that requires instruction, 

and a response to a call to a different way of living.68 It is again the >-.6yos

that is the healing agent. 

Thus the work of Marcus Aurelius illustrates several meanings of the 

verb eepa.rrevc.o that are reflected in contemporary and earlier thought, 

including the ideas of giving service,69 fulfilling one's duty,70 providing 

medical treatment,71 and curing through teaching.72 In all instances the 

idea of a continuing process is explicit. This long-term continuous aspect 

of eepa.rre{a. is also evident where Marcus acknowledges his debt to 

Rusticus, through whom he became 

"aware of the fact that I needed amendment and training for my character (To 

~Clj3etv ~ctVT~ctV TOV XP~i;ew 8\.0pOcfue(l.)S' Ket\ Oepctrre\a.s- TOV nOovS'")."73 

Marcus also uses other terms found in the language of healing: he 

chooses the verb vyia.\vw when he admits to being cured of his amatory 

passions (cl>-.>-.ct Ka.\ VC'1"Epov ev epc.onxots- TTct6EC'\. yev6µevov vyuiva.i).74 When 

he talks of taking watchful care over himself he chooses erriµe>-.eia. (rrpos

e1nµe>-.eia.v eµa.vTov).75 He also acknowledges the significance of dreams.76 

Thus the usage of healing terms in the writings of Marcus Aurelius 

67 App. 5:7, 6. It is interesting that the verb is here used in the aorist imperative (cf. Lk 
4.23), implying a completed action (a change in attitude?). Again the ~oyos- is the 
healing agent, and the clientele are those who dµo:prc£vew. 
68 The aorist active imperative singular form of Oepctrrevw occurs only once in the New 
Testament, at Luke 4.23, in Jesus' curious saying "'Ictrpe, Oep1£rrevaov aeCtV16v"'. It is in an 
attempt to explain the meaning of this saying that Hobart (1882) 1, cites Galen (see above, 
n.66). Hobart wanted to prove that 'Luke' was a physician, by showing this to be a 
medical proverb. The parallel in the work of Marcus Aurelius I find more telling, 
although Marcus' work would not have supported Hobart's thesis. 
69 For example, the Homeric Oepc£rrwv (see chapter one). 
70 Isocrates, Aegineticus (see chapter three). 
71 Hippokrates (App. 4:1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17); and Isocrates, Aegineticus (see chapter 
three). 
72 Epicurus (App. 3:1, 1) 

73 App. 5:7, 8 

74 App. 5:7, 10 

75 App. 5:7, 9. Cf. inscriptional use of this word at Athens (chapter three, and App. 3:2) 
meaning care of property, meticulous attention to detail, and responsibility for public 
order. 
76 App. 5:7, 11 
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reflects the healing language of his time. And like the inscription from 

Epidauros of the cure of Marcus Julius Apellas, the verb eepctrrevw includes 

a psychological element, and requires a degree of introspection on the 

part of the patient.77 

This introspection is also exhibited in the works of his contemporary, the 

orator Aelius Aristides. 

Aelius Aristides 

Publius Aelius Aristides was born in Mysia in AD 117. His father was a 

citizen of Smyrna, a wealthy landholder, and a priest of the Temple of 

Zeus Olympius, who, in AD 123 was given Roman citizenship by the 

emperor Hadrian. He was thus in a position to give his son the finest 

education available. Aristides studied under Alexander of Cotiaeum 

(who was later to be tutor to Marcus Aurelius) and other leading sophists 

in Smyrna, Pergamon and Athens. He chose to become an orator and 

travelled extensively in the eastern Mediterranean, visiting Kos, Knidos, 

Rhodes, Alexandria and Egypt, before setting out to try his art in Rome.78 

On the journey he became so ill that he was unable to practise his art and 

returned home, still ailing, where he received his first revelation from 

Asklepios~ This revelation, and his subsequent relationship with 

Asklepios, were to have a permanent effect on his life and thought. 

Aristides spent two years at the asklepieion at Pergamon as an incubant,79 

a time when he was utterly immersed in contemplating his own health 

and spiritual life. He is thus an invaluable source for a study of the 

Graeco-Roman understanding of the history of Asklepios and his family 

and their place and role in the universe, of healing practices at the 

asklepieion, of the relationship between the healing god and his patients, 

and for a study of healing language. 

According to Aristides the sons of Asklepios, Podaleirios and Machaon, 

played their part in history, healing the ills of cities,80 saving their 

subjects,81 and even causing the fall of Troy.82 In their involvement in 

77 JG IV2 1, no. 126 (App. 2:4) 
78 For a brief outline of his life and education see Behr in Aelius Aristides (1973) vii-xiii. 
79 AD 145-147 
80 App. 5:6, 2 
81 ibid. 
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history the sons of Asklepios show similarities with the Old Testament 

god Yahweh. However, unlike the Old Testament god, who showed 

divine favour to his chosen people of Israel, the healing Asklepiads were 
available to all, both Greek and barbarian.83 Indeed their deified father, 

Asklepios, had a definite role and function within Aristides' cosmos. 

This role shows definite affinites with the place and role of the New 

Testament Jesus. For Asklepios himself, and his father Apollo, like the 

Old Testament Yahweh, and the New Testament Jesus, formed part of a 

trinity. Asklepios was 

"he who saves that which already exists ~nd that which is in a state of 

becoming ... the son of Apollo, and the third from Zeus ... the father and 

maker of everything."84 

Indeed, Asklepios having all powers (rroccra.) Se exwv o 8eo) 1'ctS' Svvocµei)) 

had chosen to be men's benefactor in every respect, establishing healing 

places (ia.1'peta.) in their midst, where he ever sought to bring cheer to 

whosoever was in need.85 Here, he raised (clva.cr1'nva.i) people from the 

dead,86 restored (yev€crea.i cr~foi) the damaged limbs of men and women,87 

and delivered innumerable people from sufferings and distresses.88 He 

even stretched forth his hand (o 8eo) xetpa. wpe~ev) to those at sea in the 

midst of a storm,89 and advised people on how to settle their affairs.90 

Aristides deems Asklepios the gentlest and most manloving of the gods 

(o Se eeoS' Ka.\ eec.Ov o rrpa.o1'a.1'6S' 1'E Ka.\ ~i>-.a.vapwrr61'a.1'oS') ,91 as the great 

miracle-worker who does everything for the salvation of men (ov1'w 1'0V 

µeycf>-.ov 8<tVµa.1'0TTO'l.OV Ka.\ mtV1'a. err\ C'W1'T)p~ TTpct1'1'0V1'0S' cLV8pWTTWV ),92 It is no 

wonder that early Christian apologists thought of Asklepios as a threat to 

82 App. 5:6, 3 
83 App. 5:6, 4, and App. 5:6, 27. Cf. also the patrons at Epidauros (chapter two), and 
Athens (app. 3:4). 
84 App. 5:6, 10. Cf. the language of the creeds of the early Christians in Bettenson (1963) 
33-37. 
85 App. 5:6, 11. Cf. Mt 11.5; Lk 7.18-35 
86 App. 5:6, 12. Cf. Jn 11.1-57 
87 App. 5:6, 13. Cf. Mt 8.5-13; Mk 3.1-6; Lk 5.17-26; Jn 5.1-15 
88 ibid. Cf. the general healing episodes in the New Testament, for example, Mt 4.24; Lk 
6.17-19; and Jn 6.2. 
89 App. 5:6, 15. Cf. Mt 14.31: 'Inaoiis- eK1'e{va.s- 1"r1v xeipa. 
90 ibid. Cf. Mt 5-7 
91 App. 5:6, 18 
92 App. 5:6, 20 
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the infant church,93 and that the New Testament author of Revelation 
alluded to Pergamon as "the seat of Satan" .94 

Aristides reports extensively on healing practices prescribed by Asklepios. 
These include the taking of drugs, cold ablutions in rivers and the sea, 

extensive exercise, purgings, fasting, and the instruction to continue 

speaking and writing. Aristides chooses the verb i<toµa.i (iwµevos-) and its 

cognate form (-rots- ic£µcun) to describe these cures, and eepa.rrev oo to 

summarise the various treatments (eepa.rreveetcnv) in which the patients 
participated.95 

Dreams also form a central part of the healing experience, as at other 

asklepieia in the Greek world.96 Accounts of dream experiences not only 

describe healing prescriptions and practices, and explain miraculous 

cures, they are also a strong force motivating action. Thus Aristides can 

explain his action and motivation to his audience: 

"'Listen friends, a dream came to me, a vision sent from the gods,' said the 

dream itself .... May the dream then become waking reality, and the actual 

performance be like the prediction."97 

Indeed dreams are a means of salvation for mankind (n -ro Beaus- clvapwrroov 

Kl)secrea.i rro'l.Ei Ka.\ Si' oveipct-roov clvepwrrovs- cre,9~ecrea.i;). 98 They tell patients 

what they must do to be saved (crooenva.i).99 Similarly dreams play an 

important part in salvific action in both the Old and New Testaments.100 

93 Justin, Apologia 54.10, 22.6; Dialogus 69.3; Origen, Contra Celsum 3.25 
94 Revelation 2.13 
95 App. 5:6, 14. Edelstein (1945) translates this occurrence of eepcmevw as "healed", 
where a much better translation would be "treatments". 
96 Dreams were significant as a means of communication between the gods and men. For 
the ideas of Marcus Aurelius on the significance of dreams, see App. 5:7, 11. 
97 App. 5:6, 1 
98 App. 5:6, 28 
99 ibid. 
100 For example, in the Old Testament, the story of Joseph as told in Genesis 37-50; and in 
the New Testament, Mt 2.13-15, where Joseph is told in a dream how to save the infant 
Jesus from Herod. Cf. also God's visit to Solomon in a dream, and their conversation (1 
Kings 3.3-14); and the angel's command to Joseph in a dream to marry Mary (Mt 1.20-25). 
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Aristides' use of language is elegant and precise, so is particularly 

instructive for the study of the Greek language of healing.101 What does 

his use of language reveal about the meaning of healing words like 

8epa.rrevoo, ictoµa.i, vyil)s- and cr~'w? 

ac4tw 
The verb cr~'w is consistently used meaning to rescue or preserve from 
danger. The original Asklepiads saved their subjects from both bodily 

ailments and political ills (cirr' ciµ~oiv cr~'ovTE) TOV) VTTT)k'OOV) ).102 

Asklepios is denoted as the saviour (crwT~p) of the whole universe, as the 

one who saves that which already exists and that which is in a state of 

becoming (cr~'wv Tct TE ovTa. de\ Ka.\. Tct yiyvoµeva.).103 It is in a nautical 

metaphor that the notion of safety inherent in the verb cr~'w and its 

cognate forms is most clearly expressed: 

"Therefore no one would say that these regions have no harbor, but most 

correctly and justly is it said that this is the most secure and steadfast of all. 

ports, receiving the greatest number of people and affording the most in 

tranquillity. Here, the stern-cable of salvation for all is anchored in 

Asklepios (OVKOVV ovSe cl~(µeva. ~naa.i 1'\~ ctll etva.i .,.~ 'TlJSE, cl~~· eKeivo 

op0o1'a.1'0V Ka.\ S\KctW'Tct'TOV ~eyew, w~ ~pa. OV'TO~ ~iµevwv ctTTct111'(1)11 

OXVPW'Tct'TO~ Ka.\ pepa.i61'ct1'0~ Ka.\ TT~Efo'TOV~ sexoµevo~ Ka.\ ya.~ yJVlJ TT~Eia'TOV 

rrpoexwv, ev ~ miow e~ 'AO"K~TJTTioii 1'~ err(yvia. 1'-n~ O"W1'TJp(a.~ n'°P'TTJ'Ta.i)."104 

Asklepios is the god who has no leisure to do anything except to save 

men (eKetvo) ciyei crxoX ~v a.xxo n rrpctTTew ~ cr~'ew dvepc.Orrovs-) .105 He is a 

great miracle-worker who does everything for the salvation of men (ouno 

TOV µeyctXov ecwµa.TOTTO\.OU !CCL\. TTctVTa. err\. O"(l)TT)pt~ TTpctTTOVTO) civepc.Orrwv) .106 

101 Behr in Aelius Aristides, (1973) xiv, says that he was "justly famous for the precision 
of his style. His efforts to conform to the highest canons of Atticism earned him the title 
'divine' among posterity and commended him as a model to the theorists on composition." 
The influence of Plato, Demosthenes, and Isocrates is obvious in his work. 
102 App. 5:6, 2 

103 App. 5:6, 10. Here the influence of Platonic terminology is clearly evident, as it is in 
Jnl. 
104 App. 5:6, 9. Cf. the verb a~<w in a nautical context above, 92, and chapter three, n.65. 
Cf. Mt 8.23-27 
105 App. 5:6, 19 
106 App. 5:6, 20 
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The means of gaining this salvation is communicated through 
dreams.107 

UY1.tlS' 
Prayer is an important part of healing ritual in the life of Aristides. 

When he prays for health he chooses a cognate form of the verb vyut{vw: 

" ... relieve me of my disease and grant me as much health as is necessary in 

order that the body ~ay obey that which the soul wishes ... (1'nS' 1'E v6aov 

TrctVE'T'E Ket\ Si.So(l)'T'E vyi.efas- 1'E oaov o'ts- ~ '\jroX'l1 pov~E'T'ct'I. 1'0 awµct 

VTrctlCOV EW )" •108 

Indeed health (rij vyie{~ xpc.Oµevos-) is the means by which a remedy is 

found for all pains and troubles,109 and, while the art of doctors exists for 

no other purpose than to cure (rroietv vyiets- ), many of the sick are cured 

without doctors and art (rro>-.>-.o\ 'TWV K'ctµVOV'TWV vyiet) y{yvovnn xwp\) Ut'TPWV 

K"a.\ 'TEXV'fj) ).110 Thus vyins- continues to refer to a restoration to a healthy 

state by human and divine means.111 

icfoµa.1. 
In a healing context, the verb icfoµa.i occurs when describing the successful 

intervention of the god, or other members of his family, in the lives of 

humans. When the sons of Asklepios, Podaleirios and Machaon, dwelt 

among men they went about healing (iwµevoi) the ills of cities,112 and 

healed (i&:cra.vTo) Philoktetes, even though his ailment was thought to be 

incurable (clv{a.Tov).113 Similarly they cured (ic£cra.v'To), and made 

accessible to all, the island of Kos) 14 Places of healing (ia.Tpeta.) 115 were 

established, where the healing (ic.Oµevos-) god116 prescribed his cures (Tots

i&:µa.cri).117 Many were cured (ictencra.v) by the water from the sacred well at 

107 App. 5:6, 28. Cf. above, n.100 
108 App. 5:6, 6 
109 App. 5:6, 11 

110 App. 5:6, 26 

111 Cf. the inscriptions at Epidauros (chapter two, and Apps 2:1, 2:2, 2:4), Athens (App. 
3:2), and the Hippokratic writings (chapter four, and App. 4:1). 
112 App. 5:6, 2 

113 App. 5:6, 3 
114 App. 5:6, 4. Cf. Septuagint, App. 6:1, 12 
115 App. 5:6, 11 

116 App. 5:6, 14. Cf. Septuagint, App. 6:1, 2, 26, 28 
117 App. 5:6, 14 
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the asklepieion at Pergamon.118 Indeed, in contrast to Asklepios, 
physicians were many times not only unable to cure (Ucrcx.crecx.i) as the god 
could, but were even unable to identify Aristides' complaintsf119 

Aristides also uses the verb icfoµcx.i in a political context to denote the 

healing that unification, brought about by a common purpose, can 
bring;120 and in a military context to denote Pharnabazus' attempt to 

retrieve a military situation.121 

Does Aristides use the verb eepcx.rrevw in a different context? 

Bepa.nev (IJ 

We have already seen how Aristides sums up the various treatments 

prescribed by Asklepios with the verb eepcx.rrevw.122 He also describes 

himself as one of the servants of Asklepios (Tots- 'TOV'TOV eepcfoovcrw ).123 

Otherwise the verb is noticeably absent from literature concerning 

Asklepios.124 Perhaps this should not be surprising. We have already 

seen how the verb was absent from the literature surrounding the 

asklepieion at Athens. So in what context does Aristides choose to use 

the verb eepcx.rrevw? 

A survey of two orations125 reveals that Aristides consistently uses the 

verb to denote a form of service. The cognate form 0epcx.rrdcx. occurs 

referring to the service of the body,126 and, in the same passage, the verb 

is used to describe how medicine and gymnastics, justice and legislation 

"ever serve aiming at the best (Kcx.t cid rrpos- To peXncrTov eepcx.rrevovcrci>v )" for 

the body and soul of humankind. The verb eepcx.rrevw also includes the 

idea of nurture. For, he says, as to nurture (eepcx.rreucrcx.i) belongs to art, so 

118 App. 5:6, 21. Cf. Septuagint, App. 6:1, 13 
119 App. 5:6, 27 

120 App. 5:6, 44: i4e'tl; and 45: Uaa:ro 
121 App. 5:6, 43: i<qievov 

122 See above, n.95, and App. 5:6, 14: eep<trreveeicrw, in a passage which describes 
Asklepios as {Wµevo~, and his cures as 1'0t~ \clµcun.. 
123 App. 5:6, 18 

124 The literature surveyed is that included in Edelstein (1945) vol. 1. 
125 Or. 1 and 2. See App. 5:6, 24-47 
126 App. 5:6, 24 
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art is the maid (eepa:.rra:.\vns-) to nature (~vcris- ).127 Conversely, the negated 
form of eepa:.rrevw (cleepa:.rrevcna:.v) means neglect.128 

The verb also includes the idea of medical treatment, a meaning with 
which we are already familiar. Medical treatment is, of course, a form of 
service. Aristides differentiates between human and divine healing 

thus: 

"For many of the sick become well, some by human art, some by a divine 

portion. Those by human art, being treated by physicians; those by a divine 

portion, desire leads to what will profit them (rro~~o\ yap Ka.\ -rwv Kaµv6v-rwv 

vyi.ei~ y\yvov'Ta.\. oi µev clvepwrr\vlJ ('TEXV'()l, oi Se ee\q. µo\pq.. 00'0\. µev ovv 

clvepwrr\vlJ -rexvlJ, vrro ia.-rpwv eepa.rrevoµevoi, oao\. Se ee\q. µo\pq:, eTT\.0vµ\a. 

<W-rov~ c1:ye\. err\ -ro ovijaov·).11129 

Again, those who become well are vyt.Et) y{yvoVTO:.'I., either by divine or 

human means.130 Those undergoing human treatment are designated 

0epa:.rrev6µevoi, while for those who become well by divine means it is 

desire (errievµ{a:.) that is the motivating force. Aristides further elaborates 

on human medical treatment in a passage commenting on the art of the 

physician who is called upon to treat patients whom he has never seen 

before: 

"Indeed, a doctor's art commands him to treat (eepa.rrevew) whatever chance 

person has requested his aid, even if someone has just now come from the ends 

of the earth. What of necessity is left, other than conjecture? If he will not 

know all men and will treat (eepa.rrevae\.} whoever approaches him, ... 11131 

Here, the medical treatment is obviously one of trial and error. 

Aristides also advocates the addition of oratory to a physician's medical 

art, as a preliminary treatment (rrpoeepa:.rrev ew ), before touching the 

127 App. 5:6, 29 
128 App. 5:6, 39 
129 App. 5:6, 25. My translation differs slightly from the Loeb translation here. I think 
the present passive participle eepa.rrevoµevo\. requires a present tense translation, rather 
than the past and completed "cured" of the Loeb translation. 
130 Cf. The inscriptions from the asklepieion at Epidauros, and the writings of the 
Hippokratic Corpus. 
131 App. 5:6, 31 
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instruments of medicine. Indeed, he deems oratory the "wisest of drugs 
( 1'cP cro~ct1'cp 1'WV ~µciK"wv ).11132 

Here it is the power to persuade that is the healing agent.133 Thus 
eepa.rrevw in a 'teaching' context implies the ability to have an effect on the 
hearer that will, in turn, produce a voluntary change in the hearer's 

attitude and/ or life-style. 

The idea of service in the verb eepa.rrevw and its cognate forms frequently 

appears in a discussion about the role of oratory in serving the will of the 

people in Aristides' second oration.134 Aristides asks the question: 

''What method can be contrived to know and continuously serve (Oepa.rrevacti 

sui 1'eXov~) the will of the people?"135 

He asserts that orators do not serve pleasures (~Sov<ts- eepa.rrevovoi.v), but 

chastise desires (em.evµ{a.s- crw~pov{{,ovcriv),136 and, while he denotes 

flatterers as servants (eepa.rrev1'a.{) of tyrants, in the same passage he also 

says of tyrants that it is impossible to get any moderate treatment from 

them, to say nothing of service beyond their duty (1'nS' VTTEP 1'0 rrpocrnKoV 
eepa.rre{a.s- ),137 Service beyond one's duty is a meaning of eepa.rrevw we 

have already encountered in the writings of Marcus Aurelius.138 

The art of oratory is not always successful of course. It did not persuade 

the Greek allies to fight at Salamis, instead they ha.d to be forced into it, 

and undergo "treatment" (eepa.rre{~), a treatment that was successful.139 

Thus the verb eepa.rrevw includes the ideas of medjcal treatment, service, 

nurture and persuasion in its meanings as used by Aristides. It implies a 

positive attitude on the part of the agent, and a receptive and active 

132 App. 5:6, 40. Cf. Aeschylus, Prometheus 379-380; Plato, Critias 106B; Seneca, Epistles 
75; Tertullian, Pall. 6 
133 Cf. the Xoyo~ of the philosopher (Epicurus, App. 3:5, 1), and of the rational man 
(Marcus Aurelius, App. 5:7, 3). . 

134 Perhaps this is not surprising in Or. 2 (To Plato: In defence of oratory)! See App. 5:6, 
32-38. 
135 App. 5:6, 35. a. Epictetus 1.19; Josephus (App. 6:2); and Philo (App. 6:3, 1, 2, 12) 
136 App. 5:6, 34 
137 App. 5:6, 38 

138 See above, 97-101. 
139 App. 5:6, 42 
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response on the part of the recipient. For both parties the association 
endures for some time. In this way the aspect of eepcr.rrevco and its cognate 

forms remains continuous. 

Conclusion 

A survey of a selection of inscriptions from Pergamon, and of a selection 

of the works of those who had some connection with the asklepieion 

there shows a remarkable degree of consistency in the use of healing 

language by authors as diverse as the orator Aristides, the Roman 

emperor Marcus Aurelius, and the physician Galen. As well, their use of 

healing language mirrors that of other asklepieia, in differing locations 

and at earlier times. 

So what can we conclude from a study of healing language at four major 

asklepieia in the Mediterranean world? The most obvious result seems 

to be the static nature of the meaning and contextual use of words such as 

crc~~co, i<toµcr.i and vyia.{vw. The verb crc9~co continues to mean the rescuing 

from the possibility of imminent death on particular occasions, i<toµcr.i 

continues to denote (successful) medical treatment, and is the verb used 

to describe the intervention of the god and miraculous healing, while the 

verb vyia.{vw continues to imply a restoration to a previous state of (good) 

health. 

However, the most interesting word is the verb 8epcr.rrev co and its . 

associated forms, for rather than remaining static, it burgeons in meaning 

from the loving and loyal service required of the Homeric Sepe£ rrcov to 

include the notions of medical treatment,140 medical nursing (involving 

physical drudgery and emotional support),141 persuasive teaching that 

brings about a change in a person's way of life,142 a vocation of service,143 

fulfilling one's duty,144 and worship.145 All these ideas are of course 

expressed through loving service. But it is the continuous nature of the 

verb 8epcr.rrevco and its cognate forms that demands attention. That the 

verb also acquires a degree of introspection by the time of the New 

140 Hippokrates (App. 4:1); Galen (App. 5:5, 7) 
141 Thucydides 2.47.4; 2.51.2-3, 5; Isocrates, Aegineticus (see chapter three). 
142 Epicurus (App. 3:5, 1); Marcus Aurelius (App. 5:7, 3, 6); Aelius Aristides (App. 5:6, 40) 
143 Hippokrates (App. 4:1, 4); Galen (App. 5:5, 4) 
144 Marcus Aurelius (App. 5:7, 4); a decree (App. 4:3) 
145 IG 112, no. 974, line 24; IG VII, no. 235, lines 21-22 
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Testament is evident from its use by such diverse characters as the 

supplicant Marcus Julius Apellas,146 the emperor Marcus Aurelius,147 

and the orator Aelius Aristides.148 

That there were similarities between the nature and attributes of the 

pagan god, Asklepios, and the New Testament Jesus has also been noted. 

It is in the literary works of the orator Aristides that these similarities are 

most obvious. 

It is important to ask then whether healing language as exemplified by its 

use at asklepieia in the Greek world can contribute anything to our 

understanding of the Greek language of healing as used by the New 

Testament authors. 

146 JG N2 1, no. 126 (App. 2:4) 
147 App.5:7 
148 App. 5:6 
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Part Two 

The language of healing in the New Testament 

Ka.\ rrepiilyev ev 0A'(l 1"U rC£AiAa.~ 

8iS<fuK-oov ev 1"ct\s' crvva.yooya.ts- cW'T"WV 

Ka.\ KY)pvcrcroov 1"0 eva.yyeA\OV 1"llS' pa.criAEUtS' 

Ka.\ 0epa.rrevoov micra.v v6crov Ka.\ micra.v µC£Awc\a.v ev ,.43 Actci} 

Matthew 4.23 



Chapter Six 

Jewish use of Greek healing language in the Septuagint, Philo of 
Alexandria, and Josephus 

Before attempting a detailed study of the healing language of the New 
Testament, it is important to analyse the Jewish use of Greek healing 

language in the Septuagint,1 and in a selection of the writings of Philo2 

and Josephus,3 to ascertain whether there are any particularly Jewish 

connotations in Greek verbs such as Bepa.rrevw and ici'.oµa.i.. that might have 

a bearing on their use in the New Testament, and to ascertain how far the 

use ef these verbs reflects their use in the healing language of the Greek 

world, as outlined in Part One. 

Septuagint 
It is at once obvious that ici'.oµa.i.. is the verb chosen to describe the healing 

activity of the Septuagint god,4 while eepa.rrevw describes the activity of 

humans,5 except on one rare and extremely important occasion. In 

Wisdom it is God's healing >.a yo~ which healed (e'eeptl rrevcrev) all 

humankind, rather than the human use of herbs or poultices.6 This is 

an unusual use of eepa.rrevw and will be discussed below.7 The verb icfoµcn 

1 FOr the incidence of the verbs eepcr.rrev<i> and \ctoµcr.i. in the Septuagint, based on the list 
given in Hatch and Redpath (1897) 648, 668, see App. 6:1. 
2 Space does not allow a survey of all Philo's treatises, so a selection of four of his works 
was made. For the incidence of the verb eepcr.rrev<i> in these four treatises, see App. 6:3. 
3 Similarly, space does not allow a survey of all Josephus' works. For the incidence of the 
verb eepcr.rrev<i> in The Life, The Jewish War, and in Jewish Antiquities, books 5-11, see 
App. 6:2. 
4 Choosing a name for the Septuagint god poses a dilemma: the "Septuagint god" is 
clumsy, "the Lord", although more popular in the Septuagint as a title, open to ambiguity 
(particularly in New Testament discussions below), and "Yahweh" inappropriate, as we 
are dealing with Greek texts. Therefore, in the interests of a smooth text, the Septuagint 
god will be denoted hereafter simply as "God" in the sense of a proper noun, as 
"Asklepios" in Part One. Similarly, for convenience, the masculine person.al pronoun will 
be used to refer to the Septuagint god, without in any way excluding the possibility that 
the ~ptuagint god may have had androgynous characteristics. App. 6:1 illustrates the 
problem of naming the Septuagint god: for example, ee6~ (1, 5), ic:Vpi.o~ (2, 5, 6, 8, and so 
on), and 'Yvfo-Tov (43). While recognising that the use of titles has figured in the 
attribution of Hebrew texts to a Priestly, Yahwist or Elohist source (see Campbell [1989] 
116-121), a discussion of the origin of Hebrew texts is outside the scope of this enquiry. 
5 See App. 6:1. This reflects the use of \ctoµcr.i. in Asklepiadic literature discussed in Part -
One. 
6 App. 6:1, 40 
7 See below, 115-7, and n.69. 
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is the more popular verb, occurring almost three times as frequently as 
eepa.rrevoo. 8 

Like Apollo in the Greek world, God in the Jewish world is the source of 
both suffering and healing.9 And, like Apollo, God also answers 

prayer.10 And as Apollo's epithet is Paieon,11 so God is known as the 

healing god, the verb ictoµa.i forming an epithet.12 When humans pray to 

God for healing, they do so using the verb i.!oµa.i,13 while God speaks of 

healing using the same verb.14 

Problems in need of healing vary. They range from individual human 

emotional, spiritual and physical illnesses, and collective human 

spiritual ills, to the dysfunction of things necessary for the maintenance 

of human life, such as the water supply, and the land itself. 

At this stage, then, it is important to ask questions about the healing 

nature and activity of God. Why does God heal? What are his healing 

methods? Who are his patients? Is there any clue in the answers to 

these questions to the meaning of general healing terms like VY'\.nS' I i.!oµa.\. 

and eepa.rrevoo in Jewish usage? 

As we have already seen, the Septuagint god heals in answer to prayer.15 

In fact, the Septuagint god seems to have acute hearing, and this is just as 

well, for his people expect-him to hear them!16 He also has an intimate 

8 Forms of ictoµcx.\. occur sixty-three times, eepcx.rrev (I) twenty-four times. Of these 
occurrences, Uoµcx.\. appears ten times in Isaiah, eight times in Jeremiah, seven times in 
Psalms, five times each in Hosea and 1-4 Kings, four times each in Tobit and Deuteronomy, 
three times each in Proverbs and Chronicles, twice each in Wisdom, Job and Leviticus, and 
once each in Genesis, Exodus, Numbers, Ecclesiastes, Sirach, Zechariah, Lamentations and 
4 Maccabees. Forms of eepcx.rrev(I) occur four times in Tobit, three times each in Sirach, 
Esther and Proverbs, twice each in Wisdom, 1-4 Kings, Esdras and the Letter of Jeremiah, 
and once each in Judith, Isaiah and Daniel. See App. 6:1. Again this reflects the 
incidence of Uoµct\. and eepcx.rrev(I) in the Asklepiadic literature discussed in Part One. 
9 App. 6:1, 9, 36, 57, and 64. For the actions of Apollo, see above, chapter one. 
10 App. 6:1, 1, 15, 18, 19, 23, 44. Cf. chapter one. 
11 See above, chapter one. Asklepios also receives this epithet (App. 3:2, 6). 
12 App. 6:1, 2 and 28: d {<Oµev6S'; 26: 1'0'11 i<Oµevov. Cf. JG 112, no. 4533, line 30 (App. 3:2, 6) 
of Telesphoros. Cf. also Aristides (App. 5:6, 14) of Asklepios. Cf. also the Lukan use at 
Acts 10.38. 
13 App. 6:1, 5, 22, 24, 73 
14 App. 6:1, 2, 9, 15, 18, 58, 59, 60, 62, 63, 68 
15 See above, n.10. 
16 App. 6:1, 1, 15, 17, 18, 19, 23, 44, 64 
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knowledge of human emotions,17 and human actions. When his people 

err, he is moved to healing action by their repentance.18 He is a serious 
god, who expects to be obeyed.19 He is capable of anger,20 but also 

displays other emotions common to humans, such as love,21 and 
compassion,22 and can feel pain.23 Thus the Septuagint portrays God as 

a being interested in the affairs of humankind, ready to intervene in 

history for the ultimate good of his people.24 

What problems does God heal? Individual human problems reflect 

universal human desires, as at Epidauros.25 The desire for children,26 

the need to be free from disease and thus able to function as part of the 

community,27 the desires for freedom of movement,28 for sight,29 and 

indeed to be free from all ills,30 feature in the Septuagint stories. As well, 

emotional trauma31 and spiritual pain32 demand the attention of the 

healing God. However, the healing God does not only attend to 

individual personal distress. Collective distress,33 and distress caused by 

failures of function in the water supply,34 and the land,35 move God to 

take action. 

Can anyone other than God heal? It appears that only God or his agents 

are capable of the healing expressed by the verb i<toµa.i. It is mostly used 

17 App. 6:1, 17 
18 App. 6:1, 18, 24, 57, 70 
19 The Septuagint god does not display the humour of the Greek healing god Asklepios 
(see App. 2:1, 2, 8), although Asklepios too expects obedience from those who approach 
him for healing help (see App. 2:2, 35, 37). 
20 App. 6:1, 6, 7, 60, 63, 74 
21 App. 6:1, 59, 60 
22 App. 6:1, 8, 15, 18, 22, 24, 39 
23 App. 6:1, 66 
24 For a discussion of the intervention of God in history, see Campbell (1989) 316f. 
25 See above, chapter two, and Apps 2:1, 2:2. 
26 App. 6:1, 1 
27 App. 6:1, 3, 4 
28 App. 6:1, 22 
29 App. 6:1, 51, 52, 55, 69 
30 App. 6:1, 26: TT~ TctS' VOO"OVS' 

31 App. 6:1, 28 and 69: Tovs- avvTe1pi.µµevovs- Tilv KapS\ev 
32 App. 6:1, 8, 23, 24, 66 
33 App. 6:1, 19, 37, 58 

34 App. 6:1, 13. Cf. Aelius Aristides, App. 5:6, 19, 21 
35 App. 6:1, 18, 25 
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of the action of God himself,36 although his agent Elijah repaired (icfocx:ro) 

the altar,37 and Elisha treated the water supply with salt, acknowledging 

the result as the work of God.38 Raphael, the angel of God, also heals, 

having been sent on a mission specifically for this purpose.39 

In contrast, erring humans are unable to heal in the same way. For 
example, the king of Assyria was "unable to heal" (ovK Y{suvc£cren ictcrcx.crecx.i) 
or relieve pain.40 The negated form of ic£oµcx.i also occurs denoting 
laziness,41 and dissatisfaction42 in humans, as well as the incurable 

nature of disease sent by God.43 When human agents do "heal" there is 

always some qualification. For example, although the people of 

Jerusalem "heal" (ioov-ro) the wounds of the people, they do so 

superficially (e~oueevovv-res- ), mouthing the word "Peace" without there 

being true peace (eiplf vn).44 Thus their word is impotent. Indeed the 

healing "word" and the concept of "peace" are integral to the notion of 
health and healing in the Septuagint, "peace" being particularly 

prominent in Isaiah,45 Jeremiah,46 and Sirach in a healing context.47 In 

Sirach eiplf vn appears upon the face of the earth as the result of God's 

healing work through the agency of physicians.48 "Peace" in this sense 

appears to be akin to holistic health with a spiritual emphasis, and so the 

Greek word eipnvn is used in preference to the Greek word vyins-. 

36 This action is mostly positive, but it can be brutally negative too. See App. 6:1, 6, 7, 61, 
74,and 75. 
37 App. 6:1, 12 
38 App. 6:1, 13 
39 App. 6:1, 51, 52, 53 and 55. For a discussion, see below, 117-8. 
40 App. 6:1, 56 
41 App. 6:1, 31 
42 App. 6:1, 80 
43 App. 6:1, 6, 7. The parallel with the nature of an angry Apollo in the nature of God is 
here evident, in contrast to the benevolent natures of the New Testament Jesus, and the 
Greek Asklepios. 
44 App. 6:1, 71. Perhaps there is a link in meaning here with the Markan report of Jesus' 
words to the haemorrhaging woman (Mk 5.34). 
45 App. 6:1, 66, 68 
46 App. 6:1, 71 
47 App. 6:1, 43 
48 App. 6:1, 43, v. 8 
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How then does God heal? Information is rather sparse on this point. 

Like Asklepios, he is represented as communicating in conversation,49 

although his audience appears to be more selective than the audience of 

Asklepios.50 It is through a selected group of agents that God delivers a 

message for all his people, a message that is usually spiritual in nature. 

His primary concern appears to be the spiritual health of his people. As a 

result, while physical ailments do attract his attention, he is also depicted 

as healing "mistakes" .51 This healing is dependent on a change in 

living, on a rearrangement of priorities, on undoing past and avoiding 

future "mistakes".52 God's healing method is rarely described, and when 

it is, it is usually in a metaphorical sense. For example, he binds up 

emotional wounds,53 and heals with his hands.54 His mercy also heals.SS 

Where physical healing is concerned usually only the result is noted. 

For example, Abimelech "was healed", and his wife and female slaves 

bore children.56 However, on several occasions we are told that it is the 

Xoyos- of God which heals: 

"[God] sent forth his word and healed them (cirrecrrei.:\ev 'TOV ~6yov cW'TOiJ Ka.\ 

Uaa.'To cui-rov S' )'', 5 7 

and, 

"For neither herb nor poultice healed them, but your healing word, 0 Lord, 

healed all people (Ka.\ ydp OV'TE Po'TctVT} OV'TE µ~a.yµa. eeepctrrevaev cW'TOVS', 

cl:\~<t o a6s-, Kvpi.e, :\oyos- o rrev'Ta. i4!evos-)''. 58 

49 App. 6:1, 2, 9, 13, 15, 18, 59, 60, 63, 67, 68. Cf. Asklepios at Epidauros (Apps 2:1, 2:2, 2:3, 
2:4); Athens (App. 3:4); and Pergamon (Apps 5:4, 5:6). 
50 The great men and women in Jewish history: Abraham, Moses, Samuel, Elisha, Elijah, 
Saul, David, Solomon, the prophets, Sarah, Judith, and so on. Unfortunately we do not 
have evidence such as the inscriptional evidence of Epidauros for the common Jewish man 
and woman. 
51 App. 6:1, 8: 'TctS' dµap'T\a.s', usually translated as "sins". See also App. 6:1, 18, 24, 44. 
Cf. Marcus Aurelius (App. 5:7, 6) and chapter five, n.67. 
52 App. 6:1, 18, 57, 62, 64 

53 App. 6:1, 28 

54 App. 6:1, 36 
55 App. 6:1, 39 

56 App. 6:1, 1 
' 57 App. 6:1, 27 

58 App. 6:1, 40 
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Human "word" too can heal, as we are told in Proverbs, but it can also 
injure:59 

"There are those whose words injure like swords, but the tongues of the wise 

bring healing (eW\v oi >ieyovTe~ n1p<.Om:ovaw µ<txa.i.pa.i, y>ici>aaa.i Se ao~wv 
i<i>VTCX.1.)"60 

Thus it is only wise human word that can heal, and the word must be 

heard to be effective. Similarly God's word must be heard, and also 

understood, and obeyed, for healing to occur: humans are rewarded 
according to the ways of their hearts,61 they are healed if they pray and 

seek God, and turn from their wicked ways,62 and if they pray and give up 

their faults, directing their hands aright.63 If they return to God they will 

be healed and will live, and understand.64 In this way "life" and 

"knowledge" appear to be part of God's healing. However it is possible 

for humans to be unaware of God's healing presence, a watchful presence 

that brings comfort (1Ca.\. ecroµa.i cWTOtS' 00s- pa.TT~OOV liv8pOOTTOS' err\. Tcl.S' cria.yOVctS' 
a.v,-ov) and power (Svvlf croµa.i a.vn~) in love (ciya.rrlf crews- µov ). 65 Thus 

awareness - seeing with their eyes and hearing with their ears - is an 

important component of the human-God relationship as portrayed in the 

Septuagint.66 But ultimately it is God who is portrayed as being 

responsible for the nurturing of the health of the people, a health that is 
expressed by the Greek word e{pnvn.67 

Thus the verb icfoµa.i in the Septuagint denotes the activity and nature of 

the Septuagint God, and on occasion, of his agents. It is the preferred 

verb in a healing context, and is the verb that is put into God's mouth 

when he speaks of healing. 68 In this incidence and use it reflects the 

language of healing in the Greek world. In contrast the adjective vyilfs- I 

chosen in the Greek world to describe health, is not favoured as much as 

59 Cf. App. 6:1, 29, 33 
60 App.6:1,33 
61 App. 6:1, 17 
62 App. 6:1, 18 
63 App. 6:1, 44 
64 App. 6:1, 57 
65 App.6:1,59 
66 App. 6:1, 62. Cf. the saying "He who has ears to hear, let him hear" (Mt 11.15). 
67 App. 6:1, 66 
68 App. 6:1, 9,15, 18, 58, 60, 62, 63, 68, 70 
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the Greek word eip~vn in the Septuagint, which includes a strong spiritual 

emphasis in its notion of health. But what of the verb 6epa.rrevco? 

In contrast to the verb icfoµa.i, the verb 8epa.rrevco is not put into God's 

mouth, nor does it describe divine healing, except when it refers to the 

healing >-.6yos- of God.69 Instead the verb 8eRa.rrevco describes the activity of 

humans as they repair,70 flatter,71 pay attention to personal 

presentation,72 or give service.73 In a medical context 6epa.rrevco describes 

medical treatment akin to modern medical nursing/4 or is linked with 

the healing properties of herbs and medicines. 75 

That there is a distinct difference in the quality of physical healing 

denoted by icfoµa.i and 6epa.rrevco in the Septuagint is most clearly seen in 

the story of the healing of Tobit.76 Tobit was partially blind, and went to 

the physicians to be treated (rrpos- TOVS" ia.Tpovs- 6epa.rrev8fiva.i). The 

treatment was unsuccessful, for his eyesight deteriorated in proportion 

with the drugs (Tct ~ctpµa.Ka.) he was given, until he was completely blind.77 

Thus, as in the Hippokratic writings, the use of 8epa.rrev co does not 

necessarily imply a successful outcome, but a course of treatment, which 

may or may not, be successful in its outcome.78 In this story God 

intervened and sent the angel Raphael to heal (iciaa.a6a.i) Tobit.79 Tobit 

was amazed that a stranger wished to speak with him, for he described 

himself as a man who was living in death (l:wv eyoo EV VEk"pO\S" e{µi), unable 

to see the light of heaven. His words imply that his physical affliction 

69 Wisdom 16.12 (App. 6:1, 40). According to Arndt' and Gingrich (1957) 359 eepcmevw is 
here used in the "one isolated instance: of God". 
70 App. 6:1, 21 
71 App. 6:1, 30, 32, 34 
72 App. 6:1, 11 
73 App. 6:1, 20, 38, 42, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 67, 77, 78, 79 
74 App. 6:1, 14. Cf. Thucydides 2.47.4, 2.51.2-3, 5; Isocrates, Aegineticus (see chapter 
three). 
75 App. 6:1, 40, 43, 50 
76 App. 6:1, 49-55 
77 App. 6:1, 50 
78 See above, chapter four. 
79 App. 6:1, 51. Raphael was also sent to heal Sarah, the daughter of Raguel. In order 
for her to be healed, Raphael had to bind (Sijacn) the evil demon, Asmodeus. The method 
has a magical ring: smoke made from the heart and liver of a fish before a person troubled 
by an evil spirit was supposed to ensure that the spirit never troubled that person again 
(Tobit 6.7-8). Cf. the treatment given to a man possessed by an evil demon by Eleazar, a 
contemporary of Josephus (App. 6:2, 27). 
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denied him social intercourse, placing him outside the community. 
Raphael told him to have confidence (ec£paei) that he would soon be 
healed by God (eyyvc; rrapll 'Tq) eeq> ictacuTElct\ ae).80 But when Tobit's son, 

Tobias, talks about his father's subsequent healing, he uses the verb 
eepctrrevoo.81 At this stage of the story, Tobias still believes Raphael to be a 

human friend, who knew the appropriate treatment for his father's 

condition. The treatment prescribed by Raphael was to anoint Tobit's 
eyes with the gall of a fish, in order to remove the white films from his 

eyes.82 While Raphael consistently uses icfoµcti in this context, Tobias 

understands him to be prescribing 'medical' treatment, and therefore 

describes his treatment with the verb eepctrrevoo. When Raphael later 
-i. 

explains that God sent him to heal Tobit, he again uses the verb icfoµcti. 83 

This story illustrates a consistent pattern of usage in the Septuagint: 

divine healing is described by the verb i<Loµcti, whereas human healing 

treatment is described by the verb eepctrrevc.o. For the most part this 

human healing involves the use of herbs (PoT<Lvn)84 or drugs (~ctpµctKct).85 

However it can also include the notion of nurturing care invoved in 

preventive medicine: 

"before you fall ill, take care of your health (Ka.i rrpo clppware\a.~ 

eepa.rrevov )"86 

as well as the care given in nursing the_ sick or wounded. King Joram 
was nursed (eeepctrreve'To)87 for arrow wounds, recovered sufficiently to 

leave his sick bed, only to be killed soon after.88 

80 App. 6:1, 52. Cf. Jesus' words on the water when he tells the disciples to have 
confidence (Mt 14.27; Mk 6.50). 
81 App. 6:1, 54 

82 App. 6:1, 53. The ms. 1.i.: prefers the verb vyia.\vw here, in the present tense, and 
describes the resto.ration of eyes with this disease to their former functioning state of 
health, a meaning reflected in the Greek Asklepiadic texts discussed in Part One. The 
verb vy\CX.\vw also appears at 5.20 and 5.21, signifying Tobias' safe and healthy return to 
his father. Luke uses the same language in his parable of the prodigal son, when 
describing his safe return to his father (Lk 15.27). 
83 App. 6:1, 55 
84 App. 6:1, 40 
85 App. 6:1, 43, 50 
86 App. 6:1, 41 
87 App. 6:1, 14 
88 4Kings9 
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What then does the Septuagint have to say about physicians and their 

profession? 

It is in Sirach that the Septuagint gives advice concerning physicians and 

comments on their place in God's plan for health (eipnvn) upon the face of 

the earth. According to Sirach God created physicians, and they are 

therefore worthy of honour. For although healing (ia.cris-) comes from 

God, he gave skill (erricrTl)µnv) and medicines (~t'Lpµa.K"a.) to men, to heal 

(8epa.rrevw) and to take away pain c-npev TOV rr6vov).89 However, if anyone is 

sick and prays, God will heal (it'LcreTa.\) that person, and, similarly, if 

physicians also pray, God will grant them success and gracious healing 

(ia.crw x<lpw). The passage ends with the rather daunting advice: 

"He who sins before his Maker, may he fall into the hands of a physician (d 

cquxp-rc£vwv eva.vn. 'T'OV rroilfaa.vTo~ cW'T'OV eµrreaoi e{~ xetpa.~ {a.Tpo0)!"90 

Again this passage makes it clear that eepa.rrevw in a healing context refers 

to human treatment (albeit using resources provided by God), while 

i<loµa.i refers to divine healing. 

However the verb eepa.rrevw only appears seven times in a healing 

context.91 It appears more often in the context of giving service: to 

God,92 to Wisdom (cro~(a.),93 to the people of Israel,94 to King Artaxerxes,95 

to idols,96 and in Daniel's vision.97 This idea of giving service is carried 

to its extreme in a pejorative sense in Proverbs, where 6epa.rrevw appears 

on three occasions in the sense of to flatter.98 The verb also appears in 

the first book of Esdras in the context of making repairs to the market 

places and walls of Jerusalem.99 In its negated form the verb 6epa.rrevw 

89 App. 6:1, 43 
90 App. 6:1, 44 
91 Sirach 18.19 (App. 6:1, 41) 38.7 (App. 6:1, 43); Tobit 2.10 (~) (App. 6:1, 50), twice in 
12.3 (+~)(App. 6:1, 54); 4 Kings 9. 16 (App. 6:1, 14); and Wisdom 16.12 (App. 6:1, 40) 
92 App. 6:1, 42, 48, 49, 67 
93 App. 6:1, 38 
94 App. 6:1, 20 
95 App. 6:1, 45, 46, 47 
96 App. 6:1, 77, 78 
97 App. 6:1, 79 
98 App. 6:1, 30, 32, 34. Cf. Epictetus 1.19 
99 App. 6:1, 21 
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describes a state of unkemptness: Saul's son had not dressed his feet (ovK 
• , ' , :\ 100 eaepctrrevaev -rovs- rroSctS' /. 

Thus it can be seen that the verb aepctrrev oo appears with a range of 
meanings in the Septuagint, meanings which include serve, give medical 

care to, flatter and repair. All of these meanings refer to the activity of 
humans, with one notable exception: when aepctrrevoo describes the effect 

of God's healing word (Xoyos- ... wµevos- ),101 

We have already seen how the Septuagint god communicates with his 

people by word, as well as action. Indeed it is his word that usually 

guides his people towards a right way of living, and therefore a right 

relationship with him. The end result of this right relationship -

between humans, between humans and God, and between humans, God 

and the land - is eipl)vT}, a concept that is usually translated either by 

health or peace, in a holistic sense. Thus God's >i.oyos-, when it is heard 

and acted upon, produces holistic health. In this way God's >i.oyos- and 

the verb aepctrrevoo have a special relationship. This relationship has 

implications for the significance of the use of aepctrrev oo in the New 

Testament.102 

But what of Jewish authors whose works were closer in time to the 

writings of the New Testament? Since the verb aepctrrevoo appears to have 

acquired a specialised meaning in a Jewish spiritual and teaching context, 

it is important to ask whether Jewish writers of the first century use 

aepctrrevoo in the same way as the Septuagint, or whether there is a trend in 

their work towards using the verb in a. more medical sense. For this 

purpose the Jewish authors Philo and Josephus have been chosen. 

Philo 
Philo of Alexandria, generally known as Philo Judaeus, was born about 20 

BC and lived until after AD 40.103 He was thus a contemporary of Jesus 

of Nazareth, although there is no evidence that he was aware of his 
existence. Philo, a citizen of Alexandria, the city which was both the 

100 App. 6:1, 11. Cf. Aelius Aristides (App. 5:6, 39) 

101 App. 6:1~ 40 
102 See below, chapter seven. 
103 Philo, Leg. ad Gaium 31 refers to himself as having been an old man at the time of the 
embassy to Caligula (AD 39-40), which implies that he was born sometime around 20 BC. 
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major centre of the Jewish Dispersion and the centre of Hellenic culture, 
was steeped in both Jewish religion and Greek philosophy. He wrote in 
Greek, but with a thorough knowledge of the Pentateuch as written in the 
Septuagint,104 so his work is invaluable for a study of the use of Greek 

healing language, by a Jew, who was living at the time of the events 

portrayed in the New Testament. 

Since Philo's writings were so voluminous, a study of his use of the verb 

eepcirrevw will be restricted to four of his treatises.105 In Every good man is 

free the verb eepcirrev w appears three times, meaning to court 106 and to 

worship.107 The noun eepcirrev-rlf s- also appears, meaning a servant (of 

God). In his description of the Essenes, Philo remarks that: 

"they have shown themselves especially devout in the service of God, not by 

offering sacrifices of animals, but by resolving to sanctify their minds (errel.6n 

icclv 'Toi~ µct>iwfa. eepa.rrev1a.\ eeov yeyovoai..v, OV ~q;a. ica.1a.e6ov1e~. cl>i>i' 

ieporrperrei~ 'Tct~ ecw1wv Sux.vo\ct~ ica.1cuncev~ew cl~1.0vv1e~ )."108 

So devout service, in Philo's opinion, is not signalled by outward 

attention to ritual, but inner holiness. 

This meaning becomes more evident in Philo's treatise The 

Contemplative Life, a description of a group of people known to him 

who called themselves the Therapeutae and Therapeutrides. Philo, 

discussing the significance of their name, explains that it was derived 

from the meaning of the verb eepcirrevw, either in its sense of cure, or in its 

sense of worship. He explains that his reason for attributing the sense of 

cure to the meaning is: 

''because they profess an art of healing better than that current in the cities 

which cures only the bodies, while theirs treats also souls oppressed with 

grievous and well-nigh incurable diseases, inflicted by pleasures and desires 

and griefs and fears, by acts of covetousness, folly and injustice and the 

countless host of the other passions and vices (n1oi rra.poaov ia.1p~v 

104 Most of Philo's quotations come from the Pentateuch. See Philo (1971) xxviii-xxxiv. 
105 See App. 6:3. 
106 App. 6:3, 1, 2 

107 App. 6:3, 3 
108 App. 6:3, 4 
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ETTetyyeXXOVTCt\ Kpe\aaovet nis- Ket1'd rro>iei.s--~ IJ,EV ydp awµet1'ct eepetTTEVE\ 

µ6vov, eKe\v11 Se Ket\ "1Vx«s- v6aoi.s- KeKpetT11µevets- xet>ierretis- Te Ket\ svoi.ctTois-, 

~S' EYKet1'EaK11WetV ~Sovet\ Ket\ erri.evµ \et'\. Ket\ XVTTet'\. Ket\ ~poi rrXeove~\eti 1'E 

Ket\ cl~oa6veti. Ket\ clsi.K\eti Ket\ 1'0 1'WV ci'>iX(l)V rrctewv Ket\ Kctk"\.WV clvt1VV1'0V 

rrx 'ijeos- )'' .109 

Thus to cure in the sense of eepcinevoo involves healing the soul as well as 

the body, incorporating spiritual, mental, emotional and physical healing. 

Indeed, while not excluding the importance of physical health, the 

spiritual, emotional and mental health of a person appears to be more 

important in Philo's definition of eepcinevoo. Thus to cure in the sense of 

eepcinevoo is to strive for holistic health. How do the Therapeutae do this? 

The answer lies in their life of worship, the other meaning attributed by 

Philo to eepcinev oo. Philo gives a detailed description of the way the 
community lived and worshipped, particularly admiring their piety.110 

In this way Philo makes it clear that holistic health and spiritual worship 

are inextricably entwined in the notion of eepcinev oo. This is further 

explained by Philo's definition of an incurable (cieepctnevToi) disease, loss 

of sight. He explains that: 

"And by this I do not mean the sight of the body but of the soul, the sight 

which alone gives a knowledge of truth and falsehood (Xeyw se ov Tnv 

ac4.tet1'0S'1 clxXd Tljv 'ilVXns-1 ~ 1'0 clx11ees- Ket\ 1'0 ljl'eVSOS' IJ.OVlJ yv(l)p{<e1'et'\.)."l 11 

Indeed physical and spiritual blindness is an important motif in both 

Greek112 and Jewish113 literature. This has important implications for 

the motifs of blindness and sight in the New Testament healing miracles. 

The community of the Therapeutae consisted of both men and 

women.114 They lived and worshipped in harmony, sharing their 

109 App. 6:3, 5 
110 ibid. 
111 App. 6:3, 6 
112 For example, Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus, where Teresias the blind prophet is the 
one who 'sees' the truth, and Oedipus, who cannot bear to physically see once he 'sees' the 
truth. 
113 For example, Tobit in the Septuagint (App. 6:1, 52-55), and Paul in the New Testament 
(App. 8:1, Acts 9.1-22). 
114 For a discussion of the role of the women in this community, see Kraemer (1992) 113-
117, 126-127. She concludes (127) that their "form of asceticism ... did not so much change 
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contemplative life, and forming a single choir.115 Philo states that their 

chief aim was piety,116 and concludes that they lived in the soul alone.117 

If we admit that Philo's definition of eepa.rrevoo is relevant to a study of 
healing language, then it is obvious that in a healing context in a spiritual 
work, eepa.rrevoo should never be understood in a purely physical sense. 

Indeed, Philo makes it clear that it should be understood in a primarily 

spiritual sense, and this spiritual sense is intensified when eepa:.rrevoo is 

placed in a teaching or contemplative context. 

This is borne out in Philo's other uses of eepa.rrevoo.118 In Flaccus, an 

historical rather than a spiritual work, the verb eepa.rrevoo appears meaning 

to be devoted,119 and to flatter,120 and, as we have seen, it is only in a 

spiritual context in Every good man is free that the verb means to 
worship,121 rather than to court.122 

Even this limited survey of Philo's use of eepa.rrevoo shows that the verb 

has not acquired any great medical significance by his time, but that in a 
healing and teaching context it refers primarily to spiritual health and 

healing, while incorporating emotional, mental and some physical 

aspects. What then of the later Jewish writer, Josephus? 

the rules for all women as it simply redefined Therapeutic women as men". Cf. GT114 
(Robinson [1978) 130) 
115 App. 6:3, 8. 
116 ibid. 
117 App. 6:3, 9 
118 In The eternity of the world, a treatise thought by some to be non-Philonic, the 
negated adjectival form of eepcttrevw is "a fatal delusion (cleepcttrevrcp µeviq.)". See App. 
6:3, 10. 
119 App. 6:3, 11. 
120 App. 6:3, 12 
121 App. 6:3, 3. Cf. 4 
122 App. 6:3, 1, 2 
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Josephus 
Josephus was born in Palestine of an eminent family in the year AD 37-
38,123 after the recall of Pontius Pilate from Judaea, and in the year 
Caligula became Emperor. As part of his education, Josephus studied the 
tenets of the Sadducees, the Essenes and the Pharisees, then spent three 
years in the wilderness as the disciple of Bannus. He became a Pharisee, 

visited Rome in AD 64, and on his return attempted, without success, to 

prevent revolt against Rome.124 He became responsible for affairs in 

Galilee, and after the troubles there, was captured by the Romans in AD 

67.125 After Vespasian's accession, Josephus was freed, and returned to 

Jerusalem with Titus until it fell in AD 70.126 He spent the rest of his life 

at Rome, writing his History of the Jewish War, and Jewish Antiquities. 
He was thus a Jewish priest, soldier, statesman, Roman citizen127 and 

author. How does Josephus use the verb eepa.rrevw? 

A survey of The Life, The Jewish War, and books 5-11 of Jewish 
Antiquities, shows that Josephus mostly uses the verb eepa.rrevw to me_an 
to court or to flatter.128 He uses it in the context of bribery,129 political 

alliances,130 favouritism to cities,131 winning support,132 and flattery.133 

However eepa.rrevw can also mean to tend humans;134 and, in a religious 

context, to tend objects,135 to worship God,136 and to serve God.137 

123 Life 1-6 
124 ibid. 7-19 
125 ibid. 414 
126 ibid. 416-422 
127 ibid. 423 
128 The verb eepa.rrevw occurs thirty-three times in the works surveyed. Of these 
occurrences the broad meaning of to court or flatter appears nineteen times. See App. 6:2, 1, 
2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 28. 
129 App. 6:2, 2, 3, 6, 25 
130 App. 6:2, 1, 5, 9, 10, 11, 18, 22, 23 
131 App. 6:2, 13 
132 App. 6:2, 17, 19 
133 App. 6:2, 7, 20, 28 
134 In the sense of fulfilling a servant's duties: App. 6:2, 14. 

135 In this case the ark: App. 6:2, 26. Cf. IG n2, no. 1019 (App. 3:2, 10) re the care of 
sacred property at the asklepieion at Athens. 
136 App. 6:2, 24, 32 
137 App. 6:2, 8 
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In a medkal context, the verb eepctrrevoo appears eight times in the works 

surveyed.138 In five of these the patients die,139 despite, or perhaps even 

because of,140 the treatment given, so Josephus definitely does not use the 

verb in the sense of cure! One concerns a physician, who, called in to 

treat (eepctrrevaa.i) the patient Phasael, injected him with noxious drugs 

and so killed him. This particular use of eepa.rrevoo is cited by Arndt and 

Gingrich as an example of the verb meaning to restore,141 a curious 

example, given the context. In six of the other occurrences Josephus uses 

the verb eepa.rrevoo to mean nursing treatment. He tells us that Herod 

recovered (aool:e-ra.i),142 and that, not long after, he affectionately nursed 

(croµ TTct8WS' eeepcfoevev) Pheroras, a display of greater humanity (evp{O"KE'TO Se 
'Hpoo5T}S' µe-rpioo-repos-) than he had hitherto shown. However, Pheroras 

died after a few days. Thus eepa.rrev w is invested by Josephus with an 

emotional quality we have witnessed before in a similar nursing context 

in the work of Isocrates.143 Moreover eepctrrevoo in this case also denotes a 

virtuous quality in the character of the carer.144 

Later, when recounting the events surrounding Herod's death, Josephus 

denotes those doing the nursing, as -rwv eepa.rrevo v1wv, and Herod's 

different modes of treatment as eepa.rre{ct.145 Similarly, Joram's medical 

nursing care, when he was being treated for arrow wounds is described by 

the imperfect passive of eepctrrevoo, eeepa.rreve-ro.146 In this usage Josephus 

is faithful to the language of the Septuagint,147 and also reflects Greek 
usage.148 

138 App. 6:2, 4, 12, 15, 16, 30, 31, 33, and 34. It also occurs at 27, which would make its 
occurrence nine times in a medical context. However, as the text has been questioned, this 
occurrence will be discussed separately. See below, 126. 
139 App. 6:2, 4, 15, 16, 31, 34 
140 App. 6:2, 4 
141 c1957> 
142 This use of the verb a<.9'C1> reflects Greek usage (see above, 64, 86-7, 109) and is also 
present in the New Testament (Apps 7:10, 7:11). 
143 Aegineticus. See above, chapter three. 
144 App. 6:2, 15 
145 App. 6:2, 16 
146 App. 6:2, 30, and above, n.74. 
147 App. 6:1, 14 
148 Cf. Thucydides 2.47-55; Isocrates, Aegineticus (chapter three); and the Hippokratic 
Corpus (chapter four). 
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Patients can recover because of their nursing treatment, or die in spite of 
it. Ochozias, despite receiving treatment (6epcmev6µevos- ), died from his 
wound soon after.149 Similarly, two of Josephus' friends, taken down 

from Roman crucifixion at the order of Titus, died while being nursed (oi 

µev Svo -reAev-rwcn.v eepcx.rrev6µevoi), despite the most careful treatment 
(eepcx.rrel.cx.s- erriµeAe<ITttTl'JS' ), while a third lived (o Se -rpl.-ros- e~ncrev) because of 
it.150 Josephus himself, after receiving medical attention (eepcx.rrevee{s), 

later recovered.151 Thus, for Josephus, the verb eepc:trrevco in a medical 

context refers to nursing treatment, treatment which may or may not, be 

successful.152 The one example in the works surveyed where the verb 

could be used in a spiritual healing context occurs in a doubtful text.153 

Here the text: 

"Nay, be ye righteous and, casting out wickedness from your souls and purging 

them, turn with all your hearts to the Deity and persevere in honouring Him 

(clXXct y{vemie sfra.ioi, Ka.\ 'TtlV rrovTJp{a.v eKPa.Xov'TES' 'Twv i.jroxwv Ka.\ 

6epctTTEVOV'TES' cW'TctS', oXct'l.S' 'TctiS' Sia.vo{a.is- rrpocr'Tperrecr6e 'TO 6eiov Ket\ 

'T\.µWV'TES' 8'1.ct'TEXei'TE")" 

according to Thackeray and Marcus,154 is doubtful, and an emendation, 

clpenf v in place of cx.vTctS', has been proposed, so that the text would then 

read 'and cultivating virtue' instead of 'and purging them'. While this 

emendation seems sensible, given Josephus' consistent use of eepcx.rrevco in 

the sense of 'to cultivate' in all its senses, and his rare use of the verb in a 

medical sense to signify anything other than nursing attention, it is 

possible that Josephus is using the word in the spiritual sense we have 

noticed in Philo' s use of the verb. The text as it stands would then make 

perfect sense, and a better translation would be 'and (spiritually) 

nurturing them'. Given the context, this seems a better solution to the 

problem. One must be cautious, however. If Josephus is using the verb 

eepcx.rrevco in this sense, it is the only occurrence of this type in the works of 

Josephus that have been surveyed. 

149 App. 6:2, 31 
150 App. 6:2, 34 
151 App. 6:2, 33 
152 Cf. the use of the verb in the Hippokratic Corpus (App. 4:1), and at Pergamon (Apps 
5:4, 5:5). 
153 App. 6:2, 27 
154 Josephus (1977) 175, n. d 
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There remains one passage that is important in its use of the noun 

eepctrrefo. in a healing context. It is where Josephus discusses the practice 

of exorcism, a practice of ancient origin, that was still undertaken by his 

contemporaries.155 The purpose of the passage was to glorify the wisdom 

of Solomon, who had left behind prescriptions for successful exorcisms. 

Josephus claims to have been present at such an event, carried out by one 

of his countrymen, Eleazar. Josephus bolsters the credibility of his 

account by appealing to the witness of important bystanders: no less than 

"Vespasian, his sons, tribunes and a number of other soldiers"! The 

treatment prescribed, and the incantation hinted at, is reminiscent of 

incantations for exorcism found in the magical papyri.156 The 

prescription (eepctrre\ct), details procedural instructions which include the 

use of a ring containing a herb, and the recitation of potent words. 

'Proof' that the procedure has been successful is given by the mysterious 

overturning of a basin of water, at the exorcist's command (rrpocr-rcfocrc.o). 

Clearly the procedure entails a magical element, an element that was 

acceptable to Josephus' audience. It is significant that the gospels of the 

New Testament do not recount exorcism in either the same language, or 

using the same magical props. In the New Testament it is generally the 

word of _command that leads to a successful outcome.157 

Conclusion 

What then has a survey of the use of the language of healing in the 

Septuagint, and of the verb eepctrrevc.o in a selection of the writings of Philo _ 

and Josephus revealed about the Jewish use of Greek healing language? 

The use of the verb icfoµcti seems straightforward, and reflects its use in 

the healing language of the Greek world, as outlined in Part One. It is 

the God-word in the Septuagint, describing divine healing and clothing 

God's healing promises. This is consistent with the use of icfoµcti to 

describe divine healing at Greek asklepieia. 

155 App. 6:2, 29 

156 PGM XCIV.17-21 contains the words "depart" and "Solomon". See Betz (1986) 304. 
Another, PGM IV.1727-64, (Betz [1986] 62), gives an "excellent rite for driving out demons": 
it uses olive branches, placed and used a special way, a formula, and an inscribed 
phylactery to be worn by the patient afterwards. The formula, to be spoken over the 
patient's head, hails the "God of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Jesus Chrestus (Chrestus here 
being the excellent rather than the anointed) the Holy Spirit and Son of the Father". 
This spell doesn't leave anything to chance! Cf. Tobit 6.16-18 
157 See Mk 1.25; Mk 9.14-29. Cf. Mk 5.1-20; Mk 7.24-30 
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The adjective vyins- also describes physical health (and therefore safety) in 
the Septuagint, as it does in the Greek world, as well as a restoration to a 

former state of physical health. However when the Septuagint wishes to 
speak of health in a holistic sense, or with a spiritual emphasis, it uses the 

Greek word e{pnv11 to express this concept. In this way Jewish use differs 
from Greek usage. 

In contrast with the verb icfoµ~i the verb eep~rrev w describes human 

activity in the Septuagint, except where it refers to the healing AOYOS" of 

God. This use of eep~rrevw reflects Greek use of the verb in describing 

human treatment, or extended treatment carried out at the command of 

the Greek healing god, Asklepios, but Greek usage also refers to the 

healing AOYOS" of the human philosopher.158 The Jewish authors, Philo 

and Josephus, further illustrate that the use of eep~rrevw in a secular 

context differs greatly from its use in a spiritual context. In a spiritual 

and teaching context the verb eep~rrevw refers primarily to the health and 

well-being of the soul, and the nurturing of the God-human relationship. 

In this sense the verb eep~rrevw is both active and passive. When passive 

it describes the result of God's healing AOYOS", but this result demands an 

active and ongoing response in the life of the hearer of the word. Thus 

humans can be both healed and themselves take an active part in the 

healing process. Jewish use of the verb eep~rrevw then can differ from 

Greek usage, although it generally retains its imperfect aspect when 

referring to human activity, whether in a spiritual or secular context. 

In a spiritual or teaching context then, Jewish use of the verb eepctrrevw 

should be understood primarily in a spiritual sense. What significance 

does this have for the use of Greek healing language in the New 

Testament? 

158 Epicurus (App. 3:5, 1) 
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Chapter Seven 

The synoptic gospels: BepciTTEVC.1> 

The synoptic authors chose to present Jesus of Nazareth as a healer par 
excellence. As l<oine Greek was the lingua franca of the time it was by this 

medium the synoptists proclaimed their message. Thus we are bound, as 

they were, by the semantic networks of meaning of the Koine Greek of the 

first century of our era.1 As well, we must be alert for any essentially Jewish 

connotations that may colour the meaning of Greek terms.2 Therefore it is 

to a consideration of semantics that we must turn if we are to understand the 

essence of the synoptists' message. But before an analysis of the New 

Testament language of healing, it is important to discuss the synoptists' 

portrayal of the place and importance of Jesus' healing ministry in their 

gospels. 

The place and importance of healing in the synoptic gospels 
Teaching (8i8ctO'K'C.1>11.), preaching (Kl}pvcrcrC.1>11), and healing (eepctrrevc.ov),3 were 

the three components of the ministry of Jesus of Nazareth. His authority 
(e~ovaUx.) to teach and preach, and the credibility of his ministry rested on his 

ability to perform miracles, mostly of healing. More than an)': other of his 

deeds or words while living, Jesus' healing ministry was presented by the 

synoptists as evidence of the divine nature of his commission. Indeed, 

Matthew4 reports that Jesus himself, when asked by messengers from John 

the Baptist whether he was "o epxoµevos- ,"5 listed his response to suffering in 

the world as his credentials: 

1 Which is why an understanding of Greek healing language as outlined in Part One is both 
a relevant and necessary background for an understanding of the thought of the NT authors. 
2 Such as that already noted in the healing language of the Septuagint, and contemporary 
Jewish authors, such as Philo and Josephus. 
3 Mt4.23 
4 It is not my intention to imply that "Matthew" was the author of the gospel commonly 
known by his name, nor that ''Mark" is the author of Mark, nor that "Luke" is the author of 
Luke-Acts, nor that "John" is the author of John. It is merely for convenience that I refer to 
these works in this traditional way. 
5 The term "o epxo~_E'llO~,'' while probably alluding to the Messiah, does not imply divinity 
in Jewish thought, but a divinely appointed "king", i.e. a second David, or a second 
Moses/liberator. It is because of this second Moses/second liberator aspect that the 
Messiah, in Jewish thought, was expected to perform cniµeict Kcti 1"EPct1"ct Kcti svvllµei~ as the 
first Moses/first liberator did in Egypt and in the Wilderness. (For example, cf. the feedings 
of the 4,000[Mt15.32-39; Mk 8.1-10] and 5,000[Mt14.13-21; Mk 6.30-44; Lk 9.10-17; Jn 6.1-
14] with the feedings in the wilderness [Exodus 16.1-36; Numbers 11.1-35].) 
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"And in reply Jesus said to them, 'When you have made the journey back tell 

John what you see and hear: the blind see and the lame walk, lepers are 

cleansed and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up and the poor have good news 

preached to them; and blessed is he who takes no offence at me' (Ka.\ clrroKp\Se\~ 

d 'IT)O'OV~ etrrev cW1'0t~. Ilopev0EV1'E~ clrra.yye~a.1'e 'IwctVV'Q a ciKove1'e Ka.\ P;\ErrE1'E" 

1'V~Xo\ dva.pxerrovaw ica.\ x<.ll;\o\ rrepirra.1'ov01.v1 Xerrpo\ Ka.6a.p~oV1'a.i Ka.\ K°*o\ 

cUcOVOVO'\.V1 ica.\ veicpo\ eye\povfa.\. ica.\ TT1'<.oXo\ eva.yyeX~OV1'a.\." Ka.\ µa.KcXpW~ ecrnv o~ 

e«v µn O"Ka.VS~WO'ij ev eµo\)."6 

This is a most interesting reply. It is typical of Matthew7 that he has Jesus 

quote the Old Testament - here the Septuagint version of Isaiah 35.5-6 and 

61.1,8 a passage highly charged with symbolism. Taken in a metaphorical 

sense it is indicative of the synoptists' portrayal of Jesus' mission: i.e. to open 

the eyes and ears of all people so that they could understand his message; to 

produce action (the lame walk); to sanctify (lepers are cleansed); to give 

new life (the dead are raised up); and to give hope to the hopeless (TTTWXOt: 

the poor in spirit);9 with the result that those who hear and understand the 

message are indeed blessed (µctKctp'l.OS' ).10 

Luke recounts a similar story,11 while Mark, typically, prefers to portray 

Jesus in action. However, all three synoptists focus on Jesus' healing 

ministry, and its place in his struggle against evil. 

The synoptists present Jesus as acknowledging evil as a present, terrifying 

and powerful force, as interfering with God's plan for the perfection of 

creation. They depict his life as the ultimate struggle against evil, in 

whatev~r form it chose to manifest itself. Jesus saw evil as always 

producing some kind of suffering - and he sought actively to overcome and 

6 Mt 11.4-6 
7 See Hawkins (1909) 154-158; Barclay (1976) 161-164; Beare (1981) 5-49. 
8 These passages in the Hebrew Bible are known to have been interpreted of the Messiah in 
Jewish thought. See Wilcox (1979a) 231-243. 
9 Cf. Mt5.3 
10 For a discussion of the meaning of this word see de Heer (1968). 
11 Lk 7.18-35. Luke's context is different: he places this story straight after Jesus has raised 
the widow of Nain's son from the dead. Luke also uses Isaiah 61.1-2 in his story of Jesus 
reading in the synagogue at Nazareth. There it is a prelude to Jesus' explanation that his 
message is worthy for gentiles too, which is the catalyst for his rejection by the people of 
Nazareth. Thus, just in this example, we can see the synoptists' use of the same material in 
different contexts, and for different purposes. 
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bind it. His ministry, without the healing component, would have been 

impotent. Thus the synoptists devoted more than one third of their 

narrative space to the description of Jesus' healing activity. If we compare 

each gospel we find that Mark devoted 40% of his narrative, Matthew 40% 

and Luke 35% to accounts of Jesus' healing ministry.12 

The gospels of Matthew and Luke are both longer than Mark's, and both 

include more healing stories (twenty-five13 each, cf. Mark: nineteen).14 

Matthew records eleven general healing episodes and fourteen specific 

cases.15 He does not record any successful healings by the disciples, 

despite their having been given the commission and authority to do so. 

Luke, in contrast, cites seven healing episodes and seventeen specific cases.16 

He also records .healing activity by the disciples, although not in as much 

detail as Mark.17 

Luke generally gives more precise information about diseases than Matthew, 

sometimes more than Mark,18 and tells of a greater number of female 

patients. He shares the stories of Peter's mother-in-law, Jairus' daughter, the 

haemorrhaging woman, and the healing of the man with the withered hand 

with Matthew and Mark, but gives the extra detail that Peter's mother-in-law 

had a high fever,19 and that it was the man's right hand which was 

12 For an analysis see Wilkinson (1980) 18-19. It is curious that Luke, who is thought to 
have been especially interested in events of a medical nature, actually devotes 
proportionally less narrative space to these events than Matthew or Mark. 
13 For a discussion of the importance of the number five, and three, seven, and ten, and 
multiples of them,. particularly in Matthew, see Hawkins (1909) 163-7. 
14 See Apps 7:1, 7:2, 7:3, 7:4, and 7:5. 
15 See Apps 7:1 and 7:5. 
16 See Apps 7:3 and 7:5. 
17 For a discussion, see below, 136-8. 
18 But note the instances where Mark gives a fuller account of healing miracles: 7.31-37, 
9.14-29; and a fuller account of medical practices: 6.13, 7.31-37, 8.22-26. 
19 Lk 4.38-39. Hobart (1882) 4, notes that Galen stated that it was usual for ancient 
physicians to distinguish degrees of fever in this way (De different. febrium 1.1 [7.275 Kiihn]; 
Cur. per Ven. Sect. 6 [11.270 Kiihn]), but Cadbury (1969) 51, n.1, disagrees: "Galen does not 
say that physicians make a technical distinction between big fevers and small ones, but - in 
two places - that 'big fever' is an inaccurate expression (since the nature of a fever is not 
defined in quantitative terms), though common among physicians", citing De comp. medic. 
per genera 3.2 (13.572 Kiihn); and De different. febrium 1.1 (7.275 Kiihn). Cadbury is anxious 
to refute Hobart's c;:laims that Luke's language was medical, and therefore indicative of his 
belonging to the medical profession (vi). However, in this case, it could also have been an 
attempt to heighten the element of miracle in the story. 
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withered.20 Two stories peculiar to his gospel are the cases of the bent 

woman,21 and of Mary, Joanna and Susanna, who are not only named, but 

also described as " ... some women who had been healed of evil spirits and 

infirmities ... ", with the added information that Joanna was the wife of 

Chuza, a steward of Herod Antipas, and that these women (and others) 

"provided for them (i.e. Jesus and his disciples) out of their means" .22 Thus 

Luke provides important sociological and economic information. He also 

emphasises Jesus' compassion,23 and the sabbath healings.24 It is Luke who 

has Jesus refer to himself as a physician,25 and who has Jesus tell the parable 

of the Good Samaritan, which is significant in its account of healing 

practices.26 So Luke, although using material found in both Mark (and 

Matthew) for many of his healing stories, provides more social information 

and sometimes more medical detail, uses a wider healing vocabulary and 

includes more healing stories. 

Matthew also uses material found in Mark, but his language is highly 

stylised, following a systematic pattern: a formula for general healing 

(eepa.rrevw plus a general statement);27 and a formula for specific healings in 

response to a request made in faith: (i) in absentia (icfoµa.i.);28 (ii) through the 

touch of the patient (cirr-roµa.i ... aoS~w);29 and (iii) through Jesus' touch 

ca:rrToµa.i, K"pa.-rew).30 For particular healings of a similar nature his choice of 

words is deliberate and uniform ({cfoµa.i, aoS~w, Ka.8a.p{~w). For general 

accounts of healing ;Matthew uses 8epa.rre6w in the active voice followed by 

general formulae whic}J. are vague as to the nature and extent of the healings 

20 Lk 6.6-11. Hobart (1882) 7, assumes that it is Luke's medical background that makes him 
distinguish which hand was withered, especially as this detail is omitted by both other 
synoptists. However, if we assume that the man was right-handed, this information would 
have elicited more sympathy from Luke's audience. Cf. other details in Lukan healing 
stories designed to elicit sympathy: the only daughter of Jairus (8.42); the only son of the 
widow of Nain (7.12). 
21 Lk 13.1CH7 
22 Lk8.2-3 
23 For example, for the widow at Nain (7.11-18). 
24 Where Mark (3.1-6) and Matthew (12.9-14) only cite the man with the withered hand, 
Luke includes this healing (6.6-11), but adds the stories of the bent woman (13.10-17) and the 
man with dropsy (14.1-6). 
25 Lk 4.23. For a full discussion of this incident, see below, 155-7. 
26 Lk 10.25-37. See below, 137. 
27 See below, 144, 146-7. 
28 See below, chapter eight; and Apps 8:3 and 8:4. 
29 See below, chapter nine; and Apps 7:10, 7:11 and 7:12. 
30 See below, chapter nine; and App. 7:13. 
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performed. These formulae, through repetition, stress the magnitude of the 

healings and Jesus' role as a wonder-worker.31 In this sense, like Homeric 

formulae, they become extensions of personality and assume the role of 

epithets. Thus, for the reader, healing becomes an expected part of Jesus' 

behaviour.32 

The synoptic gospels make it clear that Jesus' healing, preaching and 

teaching ministries formed an indissoluble unity. They went together. 

Each part was the logical extension of the other. Thus Jesus was concerned 

with the whole man: with the health of his spirit and soul, body and mind. 

Mental distress, bodily pain, poverty and hunger all moved him with 

compassion. He saw all suffering, whatever its form, as the manifestation of 

evil. He saw his role as a struggle against suffering and evil. It is the 

combination of .his perception of eviI,33 his holistic approach to the health of 

h umankind,34 and his compassion35 that set him apart from all other 

wonder-workers.36 In this he exhibits a completely new approach to 

medicine and to humankind, and reveals a new perception of God. 

Mark 

Mark, as the earliest canonical gospel,37 and including much of the material 

presented by Matthew and Luke,38 must have priority in any analysis of 

31 For a discussion of Jewish wonder-workers see Vennes (1983) 58-82. 
32 Thus, in the terms of contemporary narrative critical study, the 'implied author' 
manipulates the expectation of the 'implied reader'. (For a discussion, and an explanation 
of contemporary narrative critical study, see Moloney [1991), and [1992) 19-42.) 
33 There is no concept of this in the literature surrounding Asklepios. 
34 However it is obvious from the works of Aristides especially (see App. 5:6), and even 
from the inscription of Marcus Julius Apellas at Epidauros (see App. 2:4), that treatment at 
asklepieia by the first and _second centuries AD was holistic, including psychological, 
spiritual, mental and physical prescriptions. 
35 Asklepios is not recorded as having been moved by the emotions implicit in the term 
cm~a.yxvU;oµa.i, as Jesus was (see Part One). 
36 Other wonder-workers were common enough to attract literature surrounding their 
amazing feats. See, for example, Philostratus, Life of Apollonius (esp. 4.45); and Lucian, 
Philopseudes (esp.· 11). In the healing sphere, exorcists were common in Syria and Palestine 
(Lucian, Philopseudes 16; and Josephus, Ant. 8.45-9 [App. 6:2, 29)); and the Roman emperor, 
Vespasian, is reported to have healed a blind man and a maimed man (Tacitus, Hist. 4.81; 
Suetonius, Vespasian 7; Dio 45.8.1). 
37 There is still debate concerning the dating of Mark. Recent scholarship suggests that it 
could be as early as AD 41 (see Hengel [1985) 2), although Hengel himself favours AD 69 as 
the earliest date for Mark. But see also Robinson (1985) who argues for an earlier dating for 
parts of John's gospel than Mark. 
38 It is noJ proposed here- to go into what has become known as the Synoptic Problem, or 
the relative merits of Source, Form or Redaction Criticism. It is sufficient to note that until 
the late 1960s scholars favoured the idea that Mark was the earliest canonical gospel, and 
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Jesus' healing ministry. For it is in Mark's account that one comes closest in 
time to the historical Jesus,39 and closest to an unidealised account of his 
actions.40 

Several interesting features at once emerge. For Mark, Jesus' healing power 
is proof of Jesus' identity. There are no miraculous birth stories, as in 

Matthew and Luke, nor is there any lengthy genealogy. Mark, in contrast, 

begins his gospel with the highly theological statement: 

''The beginning of the good news of Jesus Christ [the Son of God] ('Apxn 'Tov 

eva.yyeX \ov 'Inaov Xp\O"Toii lv\oii Oeoiil )"41 

and then, in the first chapter alone, reports 25% of his healing miracles - as 
proof of Jesus' identity and the arrival of the "kingdom" .42 As well, 

seventeen of the nineteen cases of healing reported by Mark occur in the first 

eight chapters of his gospel, prior to Peter's recognition and declaration of 

Jesus as the Messiah (8.29).43 Therefore Mark's placing of the healing 

miracles is no accident, for, to him, Jesus himself is proof of his own identity, 

manifest in action. Mark uses Jesus' healing miracles to force his audience 

to the same conclusion. 

There is a sense of urgency in Mark's account. Events move at speed (Ka.i 

eve us-), and are often portrayed in the perfect tense, creating a vivid 

atmosphere of present time, of a breathless, eye-witness account.44 Mark is 

that both Matthew and Luke used Mark and another source, known as Q, to compose their 
gospels, and that Matthew and Luke had access to further material exclusive to each of 
them. Since then other theories have been advanced, and no one solution has found 
universal approbation. See Hawkins (1909); Streeter (1930); Dibeliu~ (l935); Bultmann 
(1963); Farmer (1964); Perrin (1969); Goulder (1974); Stoldt (1980); Farmer (1983); 
Sanders and Davies (1989). While a study of the synoptic use of the language of healing 
does not provide a simple solution, it does support the idea of the priority of Mark, and also 
that Mark (or some form of Mark) was known to the authors of both Matthew and Luke. 
39 For the historical Jesus, see Schweitzer (1948); McCown (1940); Wrede (1971); Robinson 
(1983); Sanders and Davies (1989). 
40 For a discussion, with examples, of passages in Mark supposedly altered or omitted by 
Matthew and Luke, see Hawkins (1909) 117-125. 
41 Mk 1.1 
42 Thus, from the very beginning, Mark's gospel is unashamedly polemical. It is a mistake 
to underestimate both the purpose and the craft of the author of this gospel. 
43 See App. 7:4. 
44 (i) Mark's penchant for the historic present tense has long been noted by scholars. See 
e.g. Hawkins (1909) 143, 214; Barclay (1976) 88, 130; Sanders and Davies (1989) 266. 
(ii) A discussion of the authorship of Mark is outside the scope of this work at this stage. It 
is sufficient to note that many believe that Mark is the John Mark of Acts 12.12, 25; 15.37. 
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also fond of the imperfect tense in unusual places, to stress continuing 

action.45 

Mark stresses the demonic nature of illness, and the a priori recognition of 

Jesus' identity by the demon world. Three46 of the six general healing 

episodes47 noted in Mark describe people cured of demonic possession. 

Four of the thirteen specific healing cases describe the activity of the spirit 

world, one case described as a demonic unclean spirit,48 the other three as 

unclean spirits.49 In this way illness, as in Matthew and Luke, is portrayed as 

the manifestation of evil, and Jesus' healing ministry is the logical outcome of 

his desire to combat and overcome the forces of evil at work in the world. It 

is significant that Jesus' identity is first recognised, and proclaimed, by an 

unclean spirit: 

''What have you to do with us, Jesus of Nazareth? Have you come to destroy 

us? I know who you are: the holy one of God. (T\ nµ iv Ka.\ cro{, 'Incrov 

N~apeve; ~ees- clrro~ecra:•. ,;µ~; oisct ere 'T\s' et, o c!yws- 'TOV eeov.)"50 

In this way, Mark, at the outset, presents a dualistic understanding of the 

cosmos, of Good versus Evil, with Jesus as the agent of Good, with authority 

(e~ovcna.) over the agents of EviI.51 Thus Jesus is portrayed as bringing to 

fulfilment Judaistic eschatological hopes, as inaugurating the kingdom of 

God. Jesus' authority to heal, and particularly to triumph in his battle 

against demonic power is, to Mark, proof of his identity. 

In antiquity both Papias and Irenaeus suggested that Mark was Peter's interpreter (Eusebius, 
Ecclesiastical History 3.39.15, citing Papias; and 5.8.3, citing lrenaeus). - The rather breathless 
style of the gospel supports this idea of an eye-witness account. However the gospel could 
also be the product of an excellent raconteur, attempting to place his reader in the middle of 
the action. 
45 See below, 136-9. Mark's use of the imperfect tense has not hitherto been given much 
attention. 
46 :Mk 1.32-34; 1.39; 6.13 
47 Mk 1.32-34; 1.39; 3.10; 6.1-6; 6.13; 6.53-56 
48 Mk 7.24-30 
49 Mk 1.23-28; 5.1-20; 9.14-29 
50Mk1.24 
51 In Jewish thought the "evil" power is not independent of God, but also created by him, j 
so that there is no 'ontological' dualism: at most an 'ethical' dualism. However, when 
reading the gospels the synoptist portrayal of evil assumes an almost ontological nature. 
One wonders then how much the synoptists and their contemporaries were influenced by 
the dualistic thought inherent in the Persian religions. 
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The battle with demonic power is given prominence in Mark. It figures in 

many of the healing miracles, in Jesus' motives for choosing the twelve, and 
in their commission. Mark gives three reasons for Jesus' choosing of the 

twelve: 

"And he appointed twelve [whom also he named apostles] so that they might be 

with him, and that he might send them out to preach and to have authority to 

cast out demons. (tea.\ EtrO\llaEV SWsEKU, loVS' Ket\ ctTTOOTOXOVS' wv6µcurev,l ivet dicnv 

µE1" cW1'0V Ket\ ivet cirroOTeXXlJ cW1'0VS' k'l'IPVO'O'EW k'et\ EXEW e~ova\a.v Ek'tl~Xew 1'ct 

Set\µOV\cx.")"52 

Thus-companionship is to produce a mission - a mission of two equal parts -

preaching and casting out demons. Later Jesus gives the twelve authority 

over unclean spirits: 

"and he gave them authority over unclean spirits (tea.\ es\sov cW1'0iS' E~OVaWV 1'WV 

rrvevµct1'(1)111'<iiv dKcxecfp,.(1)11•)"53 

and sends them out two by two. Their mission was successful in this 

respect, for Mark reports: 

"And after going out they preached- that people should repent, and they began 
' 

casting out many demons, and used to anoint with oil many who were ill and 

began healing [them]. (Ket\ E~EXOOV1'ES' ek'llpv~etV ivet µe1'etvoc00i..v, Ket\ Set\µOVW. 

rroxxa. E~EP~Xov, Ket\ -nxei~v EXet\<i> rroXXOVS' dppcOOTOVS' Ket\ eeepctrrevov.)"54 

This is a most significant passage. There is no parallel in Matthew's gospel, 

and Luke only records in very general language that: 

"and going out they began travelling through the villages, preaching the gospel 

and healing everywhere (e~epxoµevoi Se silf pxov1'o Ket1'ct 1'ctS' KwµetS' 

EVetyyeX ~oµEVO\ Ket\ 8epetTTEVOV1'ES' TTetV1'etXOV)."55 

It is the only account in Mark of the success of the disciples' healing practices, 

and the only occasion in Mark where anointing with oil is mentioned as a 

therapeutic practice. 

52 Mk 3.14-15 
53 Mk6.7 
54 Mk 6.12-13 
55 Lk9.6 
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Anointing with olive oil was a common therapeutic practice in the ancient 

world. 56 It had several functions. If the skin was broken it served as an 

antiseptic by providing an effective barrier against harmful bacteria, and as 
an emollient, preventing bandages sticking to the wound.57 As well, it was 

used extensively to treat skin disorders, and as the emollient agent for 

massage, particularly in the treatment of muscular complaints and 

bruising.SS Matthew does not mention this practice, while Luke only 

mentions it in his account of Jesus' parable of the Good Samaritan.59 No 

gospel writer records that Jesus himself ever used it as a therapeutic 

technique. However it is unlikely that the disciples would have employed 

methods of which Jesus did not approve, and far more likely that they would 

have emulated his actions in every possible way. It is interesting to note, 

that the Good Samaritan, when attending to the wounded man, poured on to 

his wounds a mixture of olive oil and wine, a treatment advocated by 

Hippokrates.60 In Luke, the operative word is errixew, not found elsewhere 

in the New Testament in the language of healing.61 

The only other mention the practice of anointing with oil receives in the New 

Testament, in connection with healing, is in the letter of James62 where James 

gives procedural advice, to be followed in cases of sickness: 

"Is anyone among you ill? Let him call for the elders of the church, and let 

them pray over him, after anointing him with oil in the name of the 

56 Hobart (1882) 28-9, cites Hippokrates, Morb. Mui. 656, Affect. 526, Artie. 829, Ulcer. 881, 
Epid. 1157; Aretaeus, Cur. Acut. Morb. 98; Dioscorides, Mat. Med 2.205, Medic. Parah. 2I.128; 
Galen, Comp. Med. 5.1 (12.815 Kiihn), Antid. 2.17 (14.201 Kiihn). See also App. 4:1, 13. 
57 Hippokrates, In the Surgery 12, and see also Withington in Hippokrates (1968) xx-xxi. 

58 (i) Celsus, De Medicina 2.14.4: " ... For it is desirable that even in acute and recent 
diseases the body should be anointed and then gently stroked, but only during remissions 
and before food .... " See also Pliny, Nat. Hist. 15.5 and 23.39-40. 
(ii) Wilkinson (1980) 152-4 
59 Lk 10.25-37 
60 Hippokrates, Morb. Mui. 656: iiv Se a.i µfiTpeti e~\axwcn, rrepwfaJretS' cWTctS' iJSetn x~iepcj) Kett 
<0.e\'llfcts- e>.et\ql Kett oi'.V(j). 
61 Hobart (1882) 28, citing Hippokrates, Dioscorides and Galen, concludes that "emxeew, 
peculiar to St. Luke, is of frequent occurrence in the medical writers, and often, too, used in 
conjunction with E~et\OV Or otVOS', or both together." 
62 Sidebottom (1986) 61, notes that oil was used as a healing agent amongst the Hebrews, 
and that oil was a symbol of joy. See Psalm 45.7: "e>.etiov clyct>.>.i..c1crews-" (LXX: WA.AMO! Ml!. 
44 [45] 8). But see also Isaiah 1.5-6: "rr®et Ke~ct>.n eis- rr6vov Kett rr«aet KctpS\a. eis- >.urrnv. clrro 
TTOS<iiv E(l.)S' Ke~liS' OVTE Tpctiiµet OVTE µ<.6>.w'ljf OVTE rr>.nyn ~>.eyµet\vovcra, OUK ecrnv µ~etyµet 
emeeiveti OVTE e>.et\OV OVTE KetTctSeaµovs-" (LXX). 
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Lord ... (daeevei 1'\S' ev vµiv~ rrpocnc~eactas(I) 1'0VS' rrpeajlV1'EPOVS' 1''i\S' eKK~Y}o{ctS', Ket~ 

rrpoaev~cta6(l)O'ctV err' cW'l'OV cl~e{'ljfctV1'ES' (cW'l'OV) e~ct{q> ev 1'cQ civoµctn 'l'OV 

icvp\ov· ••• )"63 

Here it is possible that the act of anointing with oil might have a sacramental 

function either instead of, or as well as, a physical function. But, given the 

medical context of contemporary medical practice, James is probably 

endorsing the use of current medical knowledge in conjunction with prayer. 

The verb ci>-.e!~w does not normally carry any other than a physical 
connotation.64 

Whatever their meaning and purpose, these three references do show that 

the practice of anointing with oil was implemented by the disciples in 

response to their healing commission, that it was part of their therapeutic 

technique, and that the early church continued to use it as part of its healing 

ministry. 

Mark's use of the imperfect tense to account for the healing ministry of the 

disciples is also significant: 

" ... And they began casting out many demons, and used to anoint with olive oil 

many who were weak, and they began healing them ... ".65 

In contrast to the completed action of preaching, healing by the disciples is 

represented as an ongoing affair, as the beginning of a process. The nature 

of the healing ministry of the disciples is not characterised by instant cures 

and completed actions as is Jesus' ministry. 

Mark has often been criticised for his use of Greek tense. However it would 

appear that Mark was more discriminating in his choice of tense than at first 

sight seems obvious. Indeed, Mark's choice of tense appears to be 

deliberate, designed to convey a distinct difference between the disciples' 

63 James 5.14 
64 This is the verb used at Mark 6.13 to describe the disciples' therapeutic technique, and at 
Mark 16.1 to describe the women's intention to anoint the body of Jesus with spices. It is 
also the verb used to describe the behaviour of the woman who anointed Jesus' feet with 
perfume (Luke 7.38). Luke puts this verb into the mouth of Jesus (7.46). See Trench (1961) 
129: "~e{~w is the mundane and profane, xp{ew the sacred and religious, word." Cf. 
Hippokrates, Regimen II.66 (App. 4:1, 13) where cl>.e\~ is used in a therapeutic context. See 
above, chapter four, n.122. 
65 Mk 6.12-13 
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and Jesus' healing ministries, and a distinct difference between the disciples' 

preaching and healing. activities. 

Mark's choice of language is varied. It is not as highly stylised as Matthew's, 
nor like Luke's,66 but it does appear more spontaneous. Where Matthew 
carefully groups different sorts of healing, and is consistent in his use of 
language to describe them, Mark's language is more varied. In this way 

Matthew appears to have carefully categorised the healing stories in his 

gospel that are parallel to those found in Mark, and described each category 

in uniform language. Thus Mark's and Matthew's selection and treatment of 

healing language must be another argument in favour of the priority of 

Mark's gospel; an argument, to my knowledge, not hitherto discussed.67 

Matthew 

An analysis of the way Matthew portrays the authors of healing, their 
methods of treatment, and the illnesses of the patients treated, through the 

language used to describe these events, reveals certain patterns: patterns of 

behaviour, patterns of treatment, and patterns of language.68 

Matthew lists twenty-five69 separate occasions when Jesus healed people. 

According to Matthew only Jesus was capable of healing,70 despite giving 
his disciples the authority,71 and the command72 to do so. Healing usually 

occurred after a period of withdrawal, in response to compassion on the part 

of Jesus,73 or faith in his power on the part of the patient,74 and was by word 

66 For a discussion of Luke's healing language, see below, especially chapter eight. 
67 See also App. 7:7 for an analysis of Matthew's and Mark's presentation of controversial 
issues. - -

68 It also raises several questions. What was the purpose of Jesus' healing ministry, in his 
mind, in the minds of his disciples, and in the minds of the early Christians? If the answers 
to these questions differ, why is this so? 
69 Fourteen specific, and eleven general (see Apps 7:1 and 7:5). I cannot accept 13.58 as 
does Wilkinson (1980) 22. The word svvUJ,leiS' is ambiguous. However I would divide the 
Galilean tour, described in 4.23-25 into two (or more) general healing episodes. Note the 
general description here, and for a discussion of Matthew's use of healing language to 
describe general healing episodes, and the epithetical nature of his descriptions, see below, 
144-7. 
70 Mt 17.14-20 
71 Mt 10.1 
72 Mtl0.8 
73 Mt 14.14; 20.34. The feeding of the 4,000 (15.32-39) was also in response to compassion 
felt by Jesus (15.32). The verb used is crrrXa.yxv~oµa.i. For the use of this verb in a healing 
context see App. 7:13. 
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or touch.75 Healing involved an effort of will by Jesus and an active 

response by the patient. 

The illnesses treated varied. Those specifically cited possibly reflect the 

prevalent medical problems of the time: four instances of blindness,76 three 

instances of paralysis,77 two maimed,78 epilepsy,79 leprosy,80 fever,81 

haemorrhaging,82 deafness,83 crippleness,84 a withered hand,85 and death 

itself.86 However, of those illnesses specifically cited, people suffering from 

demonic possession greatly outnumbered those suffering from all other 

illnesses. 87 

In seven instances Jesus healed people "possessed": on two occasions the 

patients being only demonic,88 on five occasions their "possession" being 

compounded by intensity,89 blindness and deafness,90 dumbness,91 and 

epilepsy.92 

74 The centurion's "boy" (8.5-13); the Canaanite woman's daughter (15.21-28); the 
haemorrhaging woman (9.20-22). 
75 Three verbs occur in healing accounts which describe the 'touch' of Jesus: ctrr1"oµa.i., 
Kpa.1"E(J) and em.1"\el\µ'I. C1"cis- XE\P~J. c!rr1"oµa.i is the most common, but occurs only in synoptic 
stories, and only in the middle voice. See Apps 7:12, 7:13, and below, chapter nine. For a 
discussion of Jesus' rare use of saliva, see below, chapter nine, n.134. 
76 Mt 9.27-28; 15.30-31; 20.30; 21.14 (App. 7:1) 
77 Mt 4.24; 8.6; 9.2 (App. 7:1) 
78 Mt 15.30-31,; 21.14 (App. 7:1) 
79 Mt 4.24 (App. 7:1) 
80 Mt 8.2 (App. 7:1) 
81 Mt 8.14 (App. 7:1) 
82 Mt 9.20 (App. 7:1-) 
83 Mt 15.30-31 (App. 7:1) 
84 Mt 15.30 (App. 7:1) 
85 Mt 12.10 (App. 7:1) 
86 Mt 9.18, 23-26 (App. 7:1). The blind, lame, paralysed and maimed are also mentioned in 
inscriptions from Epidauros (see above, chapter two; and Apps 2:1 and 2:2). 
87 Demonic possession is notably absent from the literature surrounding the asklepieia, but 
present in Jewish material. In the Septuagint, the book of Tobit deals with demon 
possession (see App. 6:1, 51); while Josephus also describes Jewish exorcism (see App. 6:2, 
29). Exorcism, exhibiting a Jewish influence, also features in the magical papyri (see PGM 
4.1227-64 in Betz [1986] 62, and PGM 94.17-21 in Betz (1986] 304. 
88 Mt 4.24, 8.16: Sct\j.lOll~OµEVOVS' 
89 Mt 8.28: Svo Sa.\j.lovll;oµevo'I. ... x~erro\ >. \a.v ; 15.22: Ka.K<i)s' Sa.\j.lov{<e1"a.i. 
90 Mt 12.22: Sa.\j.lov~oµevos- 1"v~>.os- m\ K~S' 
91 Mt 9.32: ~v Sa.\j.lov~6µevov 
92 Mt 17.14-20 
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As well as illnesses specifically cited, Jesus healed disorders in bulk on nine 
occasions; on ten, if the blind and maimed in the temple are included.93 

The language used to decribe these is imprecise and all embracing. It is not 

possible to ascertain the nature and extent of these healings. It is possible to 

ascertain that, in Matthew, the verb 8epctTTevoo in the active voice, followed by 

a general number, becomes a repetitive formula in the language of healing, a 

refrain used to sum up Jesus' behaviour with people, particularly crowds.94 

Luke 
Luke has the same number of healing stories as Matthew (twenty-five),95 but 

is far more specific in his accounts of them. Where Matthew has eleven 

general healing episodes and Mark five, Luke has seven,96 and even gives 

specific information in these. For example, Luke describes the disciples' 

healing activity (9.6); and names Joanna (wife of Chuza), Susanna and Mary 

as being amongst a large group. As well he gives details of seventeen 

specific healing episodes (Mark thirteen, Matthew fourteen) performed by 

Jesus. Of these, five patients are women (Mark and Matthew four each).97 

Luke's interest in women is reflected in the rest of his gospel: it is Luke who 

tells the stories of Elizabeth, and Anna the prophetess,98 of Martha and 

Mary; and it is Luke who describes Jesus' compassion for the widow of 

Nain, and the subsequent "healing" of her son.99 Luke is also more 

interested in the poor, and the outcast. Therefore his purpose appears to be 

to appeal to people of all stations in life, and of both sexes. His is a gospel 

for all humankind. 

93 Mt21.14 
94 For a discussion of the significance of the use of this verb in general healing episodes, see 
below, 144-52; and for a detailed analysis of the verb itself, see Apps 7:8 and 7:9. 
95 App. 7:3 
96 App. 7:5 
97 App. 7:6 
98 These two stories are parts of the first two chapters of Luke, which contain material 
unparalleled in other gospels. As well, Luke's gospel has a second preface at the beginning 
of chapter 3. This has led some scholars to suppose that Luke adapted this material, and 
inserted it as a new beginning to his gospel (see Ropes [1960] 69). However, Moloney 
(1992) 105, n.12 presumes "that Luke 1-2 form the prologue to the Gospel of Luke." 
Certainly the theological interests and issues raised in the first two chapters of Luke are 
reflected in the rest of the gospel, as Moloney, 101-130, shows. Luke's interest in women, 
and compassion for mothers, is also reflected in his choice of healing stories in the later 
chapters of the gospel. 
99 Lk 7.1-11 
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Luke is also more explicit in his analogies between health or wholeness, and 

righteousness. It is Luke who has Jesus refer to himself as a physician at 

Nazareth in a pejorative tone,100 and it is Luke who has Jesus explain: 

''The healthy have no need of a physician, only those who are ill; I am not here 

to call the righteous, but sinners [irreligious people], 101 to repentance102 (Ov 

xpe\ctv exovaw ot vy'l.Ct(VOVTE~ \a.1pov clA>.li ot KCQC~ EXOVTe~· OVK e>.~>.vea. Ka.>.Eaa.\. 

Succx:\ov~ clA>.li dµap1~ov~ e(s- µmivo'l.Ctv )." 103 

So the synoptists portray Jesus' mission as a mission to heal humankind, and 

the physical heatings exemplify this. To illustrate this Luke includes a cross

section of society amongst those who were healed: sons,104 a daughter,105 a 

mother-in-law,106 a state slave,107 a temple slave,108 a beggar,109 the outcast 

(lepers);llO and those from "acceptable" society.111 Luke also includes a , 

range of diseases: those demonic,112 feverish,113 weak,114 leprous 

(unclean),115 maimed,116 paralysed,117 haemorrhaging (unclean),118 

epileptic,119 dumb,120blind121 and wounded.122 

100 Lk 4.23. For a discussion of this saying see below, 155-7. 
101 Arndt and Gingrich (1957).43, cite the use of d.µa.pT<l)>.o~ in Lk 5.30 as meaning 
"irreligious, unobservant people, of those who did not observe the law in detail". Here, this 
saying occurs in the same context (a dispute with the Pharisees and their scribes concerning 
the keeping of the law, especially with regard to table-fellowship). 
102 The Greek verb µe1a.voe(I) and its cognate forms are generally used in the gospels in the 
same sense as the Hebrew shub, which means to turn back or return (to God). See Cranfield 
(1959) 43-46. 
103 Lk 5.31-32 
104 Lk 7.11-18; 9.37-43 (App. 7:3) 
105 Lk 8.40-42, 49-56 (App. 7:3) 
106 Lk 4.38-39 (App. 7:3) 

· 107 Lk 7.1-10 (App. 7:3) 
108 Lk 22.49-51 (App. ·7:3) 
109 Lk 18.35-43 (App. 7:3) 
110 Lk 5.12-14; 17.11-19 (App. 7:3) 
111 Lk 4.38-39; 5.17-26; 8.2-3 (App. 7:3) 
112 Lk 4.31-38; 4.41; 6.17-19; 7.21; 8.2-3; 8.26-39; 9.37-43; 11.14-16 (App. 7:3) 
113 Lk 4.38-39 (App. 7:3) 
114 Lk4.40; 5.15-16; 8.2-3; 13.10-17(App. 7:3) 
115 Lk 5.12-14 (App. 7:3) 
116 Lk 6.6-11 (App. 7:3) 
117 Lk 5.17-26 (App. 7:3) 
118 Lk 8.43-48 (App. 7:3) 
119 Lk 9.37-43 (App. 7:3) 
120 Lk 11.14-16 (App. 7:3) 
121 Lk 7.21; 18.35-43 (App. 7:3) 
122 Lk 22.49-51 (App. 7:3) 
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Like Matthew and Mark, Luke portrays illness and disease as the 

manifestation of evil, as the work of Satan.123 

But what are the terms the synoptists use to describe the healing activity of 

Jesus, and what do they mean? Are these terms reflected in John's gospel, 

and other New Testament writings? 

8epeTTEVCO 
It is to a consideration of the verb 8epa.rrevw and its family of words124 that 

we must tum first, as this family of words is by far the most popular in the 

New Testament language of healing. At first sight this is surprising, as it is 

completely contrary to the incidence of the verb in healing language 

surrounding the Greek asklepieia,125 and the incidence of the verb in the 

Septuagint in a healing context.1~6 8epa.rrevw occurs in verbal form forty

three times in the New Testament, thirty-five times in the synoptic 

gospels.127 It appears once in John's gospel,128 five times in Acts129 and 

twice in Revelation.130 eepa.rrevw occurs almost twice as frequently as the 

other medical healing verb i«oµa.i, which only occurs in verbal form twenty

six times.131 The very popularity of 8epa.rrevw seems to have led to its 

neglect in semantic studies, scholars consistently having studied words that 

appear infrequently, while taking for granted the meaning of words which 

appear frequently and in similar contexts.132 It is time then to redress this 

123 See especially Lk 13.10-17 (App. 7:3). 
124 See Apps 7:8 and 7:9. 
125 See chapter two, and Apps 2:1and2:2; chapter three, and App. 3:2; chapter five. 
_ 126 See chapter six, ai:id App. 6:1. _ 
127 It is at once obvious that Luke is most at home with the Greek language. He uses 
eepa.TTEV(I) in a variety of forms (thirteen in his gospel, and a further three in Acts), whereas 
Matthew only uses seven different forms, and of his sixteen usages the same form occurs 
eight times. Mark, although only using eepa.nev(I) five times, uses it in three different forms, 
and is carefully selective in his use of tense. See Apps 7:8 and 7:9. 
128 John 5.10. See App. 7:8. _ _r.. 

129 Acts 4.14; 5.16; 8.7; 17.25; 28.9. See App. 7:8. 
130 Revelation 3.3, 12 
131 See Apps 8:3 and 8:4. \cfoµa.i in cognate form occurs thirteen times, seven times 
denoting a physician, three times referring to the gifts of healing, and three times as the 
noun "healing". See App. 8:3. 
132 So Hawkins (1909), although stating (2) that it is "much more important to examine 
words which are used more frequently, though it may not be exclusively" does not consider 
the role of eepa.nev(I) in its own right. As his object is to contribute to the study of the 
Synoptic Problem, this is perhaps understandable. However, less easily understood is the 
complete absence of eepa.TTeV(I) in the works of Hobart (1882), and Cadbury (1969), for, even 
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imbalance, and analyse the use and meaning of this verb. In order to do this 

eepa.rrev w will be considered in three different contexts in the synoptic 

gospels: as it appears in general healing episodes, in specific healing 

episodes, and in thought and conversation.133 

8epa.nevw in general healing episodes 

In Part One we saw how eepa.rrevw in a medical context meant to give medical 
treatment and was used to describe a process, and that in a teaching context it 

meant to change one's way of life. In meaning its aspect was generally 

continuous. So it is interesting to find that this imperfect aspect of the verb 

also appears in the New Testament. According to Matthew, when Jesus 

began his ministry he was: 

eepa.rreV(l)V rrUa'a.v voaov k'a.\ rrUa'a.v µ~cuc\a.v .134 

This eepa.rrevwv behaviour is linked to the activities of Sl.8<101Cwv and ICT}pvaawv. 

It is the first of two instances of Matthew using the present participle of 

eepa.rrevw, the second occurring at 9.35 in identical language. Both usages 

occur in general healing episodes, describing Jesus' behaviour while 

travelling. No other New Testament author uses eepa.rrevw in this form to 

describe Jesus' behaviour.135 Thus eepa.rrevw in the form of a present 

participle in Matthew is part of a formula used to describe Jesus' behaviour 

while travelling. These two instances form a doublet. Both occur 

immediately prior to collections of Jesus' sayings, in chapters 5-7 and 10. 

Several suggestions have been put forward to account for this doublet,136 

but as Luke also uses a present participle to describe the disciples' healing 

behaviour while travelling (9.6), behaviour exhibited in response to their 

commissipn (9.1,.2), it seems most probable that Matthew's use of the 

though Hobart chose to focus on words that were peculiar to Luke, some comment on 
Luke's use of eepa.rrev(I) in a discussion of healing language would surely have been justified. 
That the meaning of eepa.rrev(I) in the New Testament is far from certain is illustrated by 
comparing Beyer in Kittel et al. (1965) 129: "eepa.rrev(I) is used ... in the sense of 'to heal,' and 
always in such a way that the reference is not to medical treatment, which might fail, but to 
real healing'' with Moulton and Milligan (1930) 289: " ... eepa.rrev(I), used as a medical term, 
means strictly 'treat medically' rather than 'heal' ... ". Arndt and Gingrich (1957) 359, cite 
both meanings, i.e. to "treat" (medically) and to "heal". As well, there is an imbalance in 
terms of the space devoted to each word group, especially in Kittel et al. (1965): 4 pages 
(128-132) for the eepa.rrev(I) word group; 21 pages (194-215) for the '®µa.i word group. 
133 For the occurrence of eepa.rreV(I) in commands and commissions see below, chapter ten. 
134 Mt4.23 
135 Although Luke uses a present participle to describe the disciples' healing behaviour 
while travelling at 9.6. 
136 See Hawkins (1909) 92-3. 
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formula is to describe Jesus' habitual behaviour while travelling from village 

to village.137 And, just as Jesus' teaching and preaching was habitual 
behaviour, either reported by the use of a present participle (as in both these 
instances), or introduced by a verb in the imperfect tense, as eS{Sa.O'K'EV 

a.v-rovs- >.eywv (5.2), so it is perfectly normal for Matthew to emphasise this 

behaviour by repeating his description. 

8epa.rrevco also appears in the active indicative imperfect tense. We have 

already noted in some detail Mark's use of the imperfect tense to describe the 

disciples' healing behaviour in response to their commission.138 Luke also 

uses the imperfect tense139 to describe Jesus' behaviour in a crowd situation 

(4.40), where "having laid his hands upon each one of them,140 he began 

healing them." Does this imply that 8epa.rrevco in a crowd situation in the 

imperfect means one-by-one in Luke? Or is the healing therapy the 

beginning of a process? It is surprising that a possible answer to this 

question is found in the synoptic use of 8epa.rrevco in the 3rd person singular 

active indicative aorist, e8epctrrevcrev. 

Mark uses e8epcfoevcrev three times in his gospel,141 each time describing 

Jesus' behaviour in a crowd situation. In the first episode (1.34) the patients 

are described as TTOAAOVS' k'a.K'WS' exov-ra.s- rrouciXa.is- VOO'Ol.S'. These patients 

were ''brought'' to Jesus, at sundown, i.e. after the sabbath had ended. Mark 

reports. that "the whole city (Capernaum?) was gathered together about the 

door." The second episode (3.10) is also a general healing episode in a very 

large crowd situation. Here the crowd "followed" Jesus, and were so 

anxious to touch him that he was in danger of being crushed - the reason 

being that he had healed-many (rroXXovs- ycip e8epcfoevcrev), so th':lt as many as 

suffered (etxov µ«crnya.s-) were anxious to touch him (a.v-rov ct"'cov-ra.i). This 

137 This could be a description of Jesus' sabbath behaviour. It was his custom (Luke 4.16) 
to teach and preach in the local synagogue, if there was one, and this behaviour usually 
included a healing component: S'l.8ctaKWV ev 1'a.iS' avva.ywya.iS' cW'TWV Ka.\ K\1pvaawv 'To 
eva.yye>-.\OV 1'nS' P~E\a.s- Ka.\ eepa.rrevwv miaa.v '1100'0'11 Ka.\ rr«cra.v µ~a.K\ctv ev 'Tei) ~a.cj) (teaching 
in their synagogues and preaching the good news of the Kingdom and healing/ treating 
every disease and every weakness among the people [Mt 4.23]). 
138 See above, 136-9. 
139 Another Lukan usage (in the present tense) describes the scribes' and Pharisees' 
perception of Jesus' sabbath behaviour in the story of the man with the withered hand (6.7), 
a usage of eepa.rrevw that is entirely in keeping with the use of all four gospel authors. For a 
full discussion, see below, 154-60. 
140 For the language, see App. 7:13, and for a discussion, below, chapter nine. 
Ml · Mk 1.34, 3.10, 6.5 
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healing behaviour makes unclean spirits recognise him and proclaim his 
identity (3.11), although Jesus commands them to secrecy (erre-r{µa.), as in the 

first healing episode recorded by Mark.142 Thus these two instances of 

eepa.rrevoo in the 3rd person singular aorist describe Jesus' behaviour in a 

crowd situation, with people who "follow'' or are ''brought" to him. Both 

episodes follow accounts of Jesus' teaching in the synagogues.143 

Mark's final use of this form of eepa.rrevoo occurs in his description of Jesus' 

activities at Nazareth.144 Again it describes a general healing episode in a 

crowd situation. Mark reports that Jesus was unable to do any mighty 

works there except that he laid his hands on a few who were ill and healed 

them (Ka.\ OUK eSvva.To fret rroificra.i ouSeµfo.v Svva.µw, ei µn OA(yo'I.) cippoocrTO'\.) 

erriee\) Tli) xetpa.) eeep<foevcrev).145 Neither Matthew nor Luke describe this 

episode in these terms. Matthew (13.58} states that "he did not do many 

mighty works there because of their unbelief" (Ka;\ OUK errofalO'EV fret SvvclµE'I.) 

TTOAAli) S~ TtlV cirricrTfo.v a.VToov), while Luke does not report any mighty 

works at all!146 Can it be, then, that the prerequisite for Jesus to exhibit 

eepa.rrevoov behaviour is the willingness of the people present to listen to his 

message? Perhaps Matthew can provide the answer. 

Although Matthew chooses to omit eepa.rrevw from his account of the episode 

at Nazareth, he is fond of the 3rd person singular aorist indicative of this 

verb to describe Jesus' behaviour. This form of eepa.rrevoo accounts for half of 

Matthew's use of this verb and in every instance it describes Jesus' behaviour 

in a crowd situation (as in Mark), when people either "follow" him, or are 

''brought" to him. In seven of the eight instances147 the language used to 

describe the maladies of the people who "follow", or are ''brought" is vague 

and generalised: 

TTCtV'Ta.S' 1'0VS' KCXK6)s- EXOV'Ta.S' ... e6epc£rrevaev (4.24; 8.16) 

with the added information at 4.24: 

142 Mk 1.21-28 
t43 Mk 1.21£.; 3.1-6 
144 Mk6.1-6 
145 Mark describes the laying on of hands in healing episodes more frequently than either 
Matthew (who doesn't use it at all) or Luke. See App. 7:13. 
146 Lk 4.16-30. This is odd, and must be deliberate, for Luke likes to record wondrous 
things. ) 
147 Cf. 12.22: a specific healing in a crowd situation. For a discussion, see below, 151-2. 
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Similarly: 

rox>.o\l rro>.>.o\, Kct\EOepctrrevaev cW1'0V~ TTctV1'~ (12.15) I 
e6epctrrevaev Tov~ dppWo-rov~ cWTWV (14.14), 

ETEPOV~ rro>.>.ov~ ·- m\ eOepctTTEVO'EV cW1'0V~ (15.30), 
ox>.oi. rro>.>.o\, ica.\ eOepctTTEVO'EV cWTOV~ (19.2), 

1'V~>.o\ Ket\ XcMO\... E0EpctTTEVO'EV (21.14). 

It is not possible to ascertain the nature and extent of these episodes. It is 

possible to ascertain that eeepcfoevcrev followed by a general number becomes 

a repetitive formula in Matthew's language of healing, a refrain used to sum 

up Jesus' behaviour with people, particularly crowds, and, in every instance 

this behaviour is accompanied by the activities of preaching and teaching. 

Indeed, Matthew even substitutes the verb eepa.rrevw for 81.SctcrKw, when using 

the same material as Mark.148 Thus Matthew uses eepa.rrevw in the 3rd 

person singular aorist as a gnomic aorist, describing the habitual action of 

Jesus, and the usual result of his preaching and teaching. Since Matthew 

places all these instances in a teaching context, the inference is that eepa.rrevw 

refers to spiritual, rather than physical, healing. 

Luke also uses this form of eepcmevw in a general healing episode, to describe 

the treatment of diseases (v6crwv ), illnesses/ chronic irritations (µa.cr-r{ywv) and 

evil spirits (rrvevµcfrwv rrovnpcilv ). The context is significant. This episode 

occurs between the question from John the Baptist concerning Jesus' identity, 

and Jesus' answer to him. That the aorist eeepcfoevcrev· describes completed 

action is emphasised by Luke's use of ev EKEtV'IJ T'Q oopq.. The stress on the 

instantaneous and the miraculous is typical of Luke. However, in this case, 

one cannot help wondering if the instantaneous nature of the "cure" can be 
explained by conversion.149 

Luke also likes to use the passive voice of eepa.rrevw. In fact, eepa.rrevw in the 

passive voice only occurs fourteen times in the New Testament, and, of these 
fourteen, ten are peculiar to Luke.150 Luke is the only New Testament 

148 Cf. Mk 10.1; Mt 19.2 
149 Lk 7.21 
150 ~uke five, Acts five. The other four are found in Matthew (17.18), John (5.10), and 
Revelation (13.3, 12). See App. 7:9. 
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author to use eepa.rrevw in the passive voice in the present and imperfect 

tenses, and all occur in general healing episodes. The present passive 
infinitive of eepa.rrevw, eepa.rreveaea.i.., occurs only once, at Luke 5.15, in a 
narrative passage. Jesus is in a crowd situation and we are told that the 

people came "to listen and to be healed of their infirmities (daeeveiwv )." 
Luke is fond of the broad term "claaeveioov" and uses it often in accounts of 
general healing episodes in conjunction with eepa.rrevw.151 One wonders 

what sort of infirmities they were: mental? emotional? spiritual? physical? 

or a combination of some or all of them? The inference here is that it is 

Jesus' "message" that heals, and that this is a process. Hence the use of the 
present infinitives: dKoveiv and eepa.rreveaea.i... His audience were "great 

crowds" (ox>-.oi rro>-.Xo\) who came to "hear" (an active infinitive requiring an 

active response by the listener) and "be healed" (by an unnamed agent). 

Luke does not mention any physical contact by Jesus, such as his laying his 

hands on them, as at 4.40. The therapy in this case seems to be not only 

listening, but also hearing (and understanding) Jesus' message. Here 
eepa.rreveaea.i is very much linked to the idea of the arrival of the kingdom 

(an awareness of God's presence), and the change in thinking (µentvoia.v, 

5.32) that this brings in their lives, and the resultant,,sense of community 

belongingness that this engenders. Again, the primary emphasis of 

eepa.rrevw appears to be spiritual, and its aspect continuous. 

Luke uses the 3rd person plural passive imperfect eeepa.rrevov-ro on three 

occasions, once in his gospel, and twice in Acts )52 All three episodes are 

general healing episodes, the main characters being Jesus, Peter and Paul 

respectively. In the gospel episode Luke is careful to use eepa.rrevw and 

icfoµa.i contiguously.153 It is, as one would expect by now, a crowd 

situation. The people came to listen/hear (dKovaa.i), and be healed (ia.efiva.i). 

It was those who were troubled by unclean spirits who eeepa.rrev ov-ro. 

Again, the therapy appears to be the "message" of Jesus. 

The context of the next occurrence of eeepa.rrevov-ro is so atypical that one 
wonders whether most of the episode,154 or indeed the entire context155 

151 Lk 4.40, 5.15, 8.2, 10.9, 13.10-17; Acts 5.16, 28.9. But cf. Mt 10.8. Mark prefers the 
term appwaroS' in conjunction with 6epctrrevw (6.13). 
152 Lk 6.18; Acts 5.16, 28.9 
153 Luke likes to use 6epcmevw and i®µcti contiguously. For a full discussion 'of the 
significance of this see below, and chapters eight and ten. 
154 Acts 5.12-15 (App. 8:1) 
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could be an interpolation. Certainly eepa.rrevw is used in a crowd situation, 

in a general healing episode, and those healed were ''brought'' to Peter. The 

patients were the weak (TOVS' ciaeevets-), and those afflicted by unclean spirits 
(dxxovµevovs- vrro rrvevµctTOJV cliccxecfpTwv ). This is all perfectly in keeping with 

other usages of eepcirrevw. The healing agent is unspecified, again a perfectly 

normal Lukan practice. But the context is unnatural. There is no mention 

of teaching, which is most unusual. The context is also unnatural: the 

episode is sandwiched between the account of the deaths of Ananias and 

Sapphira,156 and the apostles' imprisonment by the Sadducees and their 

miraculous release by an angel.157 It is appropriate that the episode is 

introduced by the vague general statement: 

"many signs and wonders (<r11µeta. ica.\ -repa:ra. rroXXct) were done among the 

people by the hands of the apostles." 

The preceding episode is characterised by greed and violence, injecting an 

atmosphere of fear, this episode by magic,158 and the following by 

violence.159 The language of the actual verse in which eeepa.rreVOVTO appears 

is entirely predictable, it is the context which is unnatural. Thus Jesus' 

gospel teaching, motivated by compassion 160 and focusing on love161 and 

forgiveness,162 is replaced by fear-inspiring signs and wonders. Perhaps 

this is the strongest argument yet for the verb eepcirrevw implying conversion. 

Certainly these fearful events caused the number of believers to grow 

mightily.163 The whole chapter appears highly hellenised. 

The final occurrence of eeepctTTevovTo occurs at Acts 28.9, in a general healing 

episode on the island of Malta, and Paul is the central figure. It follows the 

specific healing episode where Paul visited Publius' father and prayed, and 

putting his hands on him healed him (em.ee\s- TctS' xetpa.s- a.vTc.\) icfoa.To 

155 Acts 5.1-15, 19-26 (App. 8:1) 
156 Acts 5.1-11(App.8:2) 
157 Acts 5.17-21 
158 Peter's shadow: 5.15 
159 It may be significant that this is not a "we" passage, and that, in fact, no punitive 
miracles occur in "we" passages (see Apps 8:1and8:2). 
160 See Mt 9.36; and cf. Mt 14.14, 20.34; Mk. 1.41, 9.22; Lk 7.11-18. Luke also has the verb 
cm>-.a.yxv\l;:oµa.i motivating the actions of the Good Samaritan (10.33). 
161 Mk 12.28-34; Mt 22.34-40; Lk 10.25-28; Jn 13.34-35 
162 Lk 5.17-26 
163 Acts 9.31, 9.35, 9.42, 12.24, 19.20 (see Apps 8:1 and 8:2) 
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a.vTov).164 He had been sick with dysentery and fever (rrvpe-rots- Ka.\ 

8vaev-rep{c.p). Publius fulfilled the hospitality requirements laid down by 

Jesus as a prerequisite for healing.165 Paul also fulfilled the instructions 

Jesus· gave to the disciples.166 Luke chooses icfoµa.i to describe this 
healing.167 The very next verse describes the healing of a crowd of weak 
people (oi Aoirro\ oi ev -r'ij v~ac.p exov-res- ciaeeve\a.s-) who came and were 
healed (TTPOmlPXOVTO Ka.\ e8epa.TTEVOVTO). This is a far happier context for this 
form of eepa.rrevoo than that described above.168 But, as with Peter, no agent 

is specified, the Lukan and Jewish way of signalling that "God" was the 

source of healing treatment. And, as with Peter, the catalyst for the 

gathering of the crowd is an event, rather than teaching. As well, an 

element of magic was introduced in the episode prior to the healing of 

Publius' father, where Paul was bitten by a viper without ill effect. It seems 

that the editor of Acts was most anxious to balance all features of the stories 
concerning Peter and Paul,169 and to set the scene for a miraculous event. 

Thus it becomes obvious that both audience and setting have important 

effects on editorial comment. 

Luke also uses eepa.rrevoo in the third person aorist passive at Acts 8.7, in a 

general healing episode in Samaria, with Philip as the central character. The 

people there "gave heed to what was said by Philip, when they heard him 
(ev -rq) ciK"ovew) and saw the signs (-rci ariµeta.) which he did." The illnesses 

cited are more specific than is usual with a form of eepa.rrevoo: the lame and 

the paralysed (rroAAo\ 5e rra.pa.AeAvµevoi Ka.\ XCIJAoi), rather than the infirm. 

However, there are crowds of people (oi oxAoi), and eepa.rrevoo is used in 

conjunction with preaching (8.4). As with the passive use of this verb with 

Peter (5.16) and Paul (28.9) as the central characters, no agent is specified, the 

inference being that again "God" was the source of healing. As in the 

164 A.cts 28.7-8 (App.8:1) 
165 Mt-10.8-14; Lk 9.4-5 
166 Lk 10.1-12. Similar requirements and instructions are noted at GT #14 in Robinson 
(1978) 119. 
167 This is significant. The form is the aorist middle: iclaa:ro, elsewhere used only of Jesus. 
See App. 8:4. 
168 The account of the healing of Publius' father, and the following crowd episode, both 
occur in a "we" passage. 
169 Peter's shadow (5.15), Paul's immunity (28.3-6), Paul's aprons (19.12). However, only 
Paul has his actions described with the aorist middle of \aoµa:i, a tense only used elsewhere 
by Luke of Jesus (see App. 8:4). 
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gospels, people are healed when they hear and understand Philip's message, 

and are conscious of the presence of the kingdom. 

Luke descdbes another general healing episode with the pluperfect passive 
of eepetrrevw at Luke 8.2.170 Here it is part of a general healing that contains 

some specific information. The use of the feminine participle, and the 

following very specific information concerning three of the women, 

including their names, is typical of Lukan precision concerning identity.171 

Luke provides the important sociological and economic information that the 

women contributed to the support of Jesus and his disciples out of their 

means. They had been healed of evil spirits and infirmities (rrvevµchwv 

rrovl}pwv Ket\ cicreevei.Wv). The result was that they were included in the new 

c9mrimnity and travelled with Jesus (on this occasion at least). Their "cure" 

was discipleship, i.e. listening, understanding, and acting on Jesus' message. 
In short, they were Te8epetrrevµeveti.172 

Thus, in general healing episodes, 8epetrre6w is the preferred synoptic word to 

describe the effect of Jesus' (or Peter's, Philip's or Paul's) presence, and in the 

gospels it is always linked with preaching and teaching. 

8epctrrevw in specific healing stories 

In contrast to the wealth of occurrences of eepetrrevw in general healing 

episodes in the synoptic gospels, eepetrrevw occurs relatively few times in 

specific healing episodes. We have already noted that Matthew only uses 

the 3rd singular aorist eeepcfoevcrev once in a specific healing episode (12.22), 

and then it is in a crowd situation, in an episode that forcefully links healing 

activity with teaching and preaching. As with other instances of this form of 

8epetrre6w, the man, who was 8etiµovi.{.6µevos- Tv~Xos- Kett K~OS', was brought 

to Jesus by unnamed persons. This incident is used by Matthew as a 

catalyst for Jesus' teaching (12. 23-50). It is obvious that his audience is both 

170 The only occmrrence of the pluperfect passive of eepcmevw in the New Testament (see 
App. 7:9). 
171 Cf. the information given concerning the identity of the victims of punishment miracles 
in Acts (App. 8:2). 
172 Cf. the case of Marcus Julius Apellas (JG IV2 1, no. 126; Apps 2:4, 2:5 and chapter two), 
who was told by the priest of Asklepios at Epidauros that he was healed ('reeepcfoevacn), and 
the time had come for him to pay up! Presumably those were also his marching orders: it 
was time for him to rejoin his community and get on with his life. For him, and also for the 
Lukan women, to be healed involved an active response. Cf. Moulton and Milligan (1930) 
289, who translate this inscription thus: "treatment has been pres(!ribed for you, and you 
must pay the physician's fee", with the comment that "the actual treatment is to follow". 
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blind and dumb to the significance of his person and message. Therefore 

this healing takes on a symbolic significance. Jesus healed the blind and 
dumb demoniac so that he could speak and see; Jesus treated his audience 

by preaching and teaching. Their therapy was to "hear" and "see" (i.e. 

understand) his message. It is not surprising that the man is also 

characterised as a demoniac: to be unable to "hear" and "see" Jesus' 

message is, in synoptist thought, to be separated from God, i.e. in the grip of 

"evil". It is interesting that Matthew reports that it was specifically the 

Pharisees who misunderstood Jesus' teaching and healing actions on this 

occasion, and who cited the source of his power as Beelzebul. Later Jesus 

was to call them "blind" guides.173 Thus, as in general healing episodes 

Matthew again uses the active form of eepa.rrevw in a teaching context. 

Matthew's use of eepa.rrevw in the passive voice is quite different. Indeed, 

while forms of eepa.rrevw occur fourteen times in Matthew,174 eepa.rrevw occurs 

only once in the passive voice,175 in an episode that is significant for its 

unusual language, context, and content. As well as being the only occasion 

in Matthew where eepa.rrevw appears in the passive voice, it is also the only 

occasion where rrc£axw appears in Matthew's language of healing, and the 

only occasion where em.n.µc£w occurs in the act of healing. 

The condition of the patient, the son of the man requesting the cure, is 

described as: 

Jesus' treatment is recorded thus: 

ica.\ ETTE1'\i.IT)O'EV cW1'4i 0 'IT)O'OVS', ica.\ e~ijMev d.rr' cWTOV 1'0 8a.i.µ6vwv· Ka.t eeepa.rrev6T) 0 

rra.~ d.rro TiiS' cq,a_s- eKe\vTJs-) 77 

173 See below for a discussion of the significance of the verb eepa.rrevw in Pharisaic thought 
and conversation. 
174 Mt 4.23, 24; 8.7, 16; 9.35; 10.1, 8; 12.15, 22; 14.14; 15.30; 17.18; 19.2; 21.14 
175Mt17.18 
176 Mt 17.15. One would expect exei., in keeping with Matthew's normal usage. But note 
the manuscript variation. Metzger (1975) 43, re 17.15 rrUo-xei. {C}: "The reading ica.ic<i)s' exei. 
appears to have been substituted for ica.ic<i3s- mfoxei., either as a more idiomatic Greek 
expression or because Ka.KWS' TTcXoxE\ was thought to be pleonastic." 
177Mt17.18 
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This is the only occasion in Matthew where a Sa:1.µ6viov is specifically linked 

with epilepsy. And here, despite Jesus' previously giving the twelve 
authority (10.1) to ''heal", and the command (10.8) to do so, they were unable 

to do so in this case (17.16), much to Jesus' chagrin (17.17). ~hen the 
disciples ask Jesus privately why they were unable to ''heal", the reply is: 

Then follows the famous saying about faith the size of a mustard seed. 

In this story, Jesus cured by command, with authority and anger 

(erreT{µ 11crev ). As has been noted, this is the only occasion in Matthew that 

errinµllw occurs in the act of healing.179 However, the use of this verb to 

describe Jesus' behaviour on another occasion is worth noting. At 8.26 Jesus 

ETTET{µ11crev the winds and the sea, and then, just as at 17.20, chided the 

disciples for their o'A iyorricrT(a.v. The similarity in usage, and the 

combination of terminology, are too striking to ignore. The linking of 

ETT'\.1'1.µctW and 0A'\.Y01T1.C'T{a. in both stories highlights Jesus' immense E~ovcna., 
over the forces of nature,180 and over the forces of evil.181 Both episodes 

attempt to measure success or failure in terms of faith. The disciples, guilty 

Of OA'\.YOTT'\.C'T{a. in chapter eight, nevertheless are given authority to "heal" 

(10.1) by Jesus. However, they remain guilty of o'AiyorricrTfa (17.20), and 

therefore of failure. Faith therefore, for Matthew, both of the person 

requesting the healing, and of the person performing the healing, is of 

enormous importance to the outcome.182 This particular healing, in 

common with other healings specificc;llly cited by Matthew183 is a healing 

performed in response to a parental request, made in faith. However, 

through his choice of language, Matthew highlights the immense 

significance of this particular healing story. 

178Mt17.20 
179 But see 12.16, where it occurs after a healing episode. See also App. 7:13 for the use of 
this verb in the context of other healing stories in the New Testament. 
180 Mt8 
181 Mt 17. But the sea was associated with evil in the Old Testament, so that, in both 
episodes, Jesus is depicted as overcoming the power of evil. (See, for example, Isaiah 27.1) 
182 Note the episode in Nazareth, where the people were without faith (13.58). 
183 See below, chapter eight. 
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Howard Clark Kee,184 attempting to isolate the meaning of erriTiµctoo in 

Mark's exorcism stories, has noted that it is equivalent to a Semitic root 

found in several of the Qumran texts.185 

He has pointed out that the common translation of erri1"iµctoo as "rebuked", 

does not do it justice, but rather that the use of ETT\.1"\ll®> describes: 

" ... the word of command that brought ... hostile powers under control ... " 186 

Therefore this story contains several interesting features, described in 

unusual language. Matthew's single usage of erreT\µ naev to describe the act 

of healing, and the single usage of mfoxei and eeepctrreven, all combine to 

signal the uniqueness of the episode. Not least of these is the use of 

0epctrre6oo in the passive voice, describing the intervention and activity of 

God.187 On other occasions when the passive voice of a healing verb is 

required to describe a healing episode, Matthew chooses to use ic£oµcti, ac.Pi;oo 

and Kct0ct\pw.188 The context of this story is also significant: it is the first 

healing episode after Peter's declaration of Jesus' identity.189 This story is 

designed to provide further 'proof' of the veracity of Peter's declaration, 

should the reader require it. 

The use of eepcx.rrevoo in thought or conversation 

Jesus is reported by the synoptists as using 0epctrre6w in direct speech on five 

occasions.190 Matthew reports that Jesus used eepctrrevw in the future tense 

(eepctrrevaw), describing his intention, in reply to the centurion's request to 

heal his son,191 although the centurion uses forms of ic£oµcti when making his 

184 (1968) 232-246 
185 ibid. 232 
186 ibid. 246 
187 The other two instances of this form of 6epcmevc.o occur in Revelation (13.3,12), in a 
description of the vision of the first beast. It had seemed to have a mortal wound on one of 
its heads, but the wound had been healed. The inference is that the scarring is visible, so 
that the state of the beast, while healed, is different to its original state. This usage of 
6epctrrevc.o is in keeping with the Lukan usages of 6epctrrevc.o, and that of the author of the 
gospel of John: the third person passive is the Jewish waycof describing the activity of God 
without mentioning the divine name. For example, the passive voice is also used in this 
way in Matthew's account of the Beatitudes (5.3-10). See Wilcox (1965) 127-8; Beare (1981) 
129; Wilcox (1984) 1017. 
188 See Apps 8:3, 8:4, 7:10, 7:11, 7:13. 
189 See App. 7:4. 
190 Mt 8.7, 10.8; Lk 4.23, 10.9, 14.3 
191Mt8.7, the only occasion Matthew uses 6epctrrevc.o in the future tense (see App. 7:9). 
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request.192 The second time in Matthew that Jesus uses eepa.rreuw in direct 

speech is when he commissions his disciples, and commands them to 

"6epa.rreveTe" (10.8). Luke also reports this command to the disciples using 
the same form of eepa.rrevw (10.9))93 

An interesting form of eepa.rreuw occurs at Luke 4.23, where Luke has Jesus 

recount the proverb " 'Ia.Tpe, eepcfoevcrov crea.vTov"'' referring to himself, the 

only use of the aorist active imperative of eepa.rreuw in the New Testament. 

What does this proverb (TTctpa()oAl)) mean? 

Although many explanations, ranging from physical to behavioural 

abnormalities, have been attempted,194 no one explanation has been 

completely satisfying. Therefore we must seek some answer from the 

context in which this saying occurs. Jesus (according to Luke) had only just 

begun his ministry prior to this episode at Nazareth. Following his 

baptism,195 and the temptation in the wilderness,196 Jesus, in the power of 

192 Mt 8.8: iuenae1'ct,_ See App. 8:4. 
193 For a discussion of the language of commands and commissions, see below, chapter ten. 
194 Hobart (1882) 1, says of this saying: "there would seem to have been somewhat similar 
sayings used in the [medical] profession''. However Hobart, contrary to his usual practice, 
only cites the following example (Galen, Comm. 4.9, Epid. 6. [17. B. 151]): E1'epov S' ia.1'pov err\ 
1'iiS' yjµe1'EPctS' 'A<rl4S' oiSct SvawSE\S' EXOV1'ct 1'ctS' µctXctS' WS' sict 1'0V1'0 µ n ~epew cW1'0V 1'nv 
e\aoSov ct'vepwrrov VOO"OVV'T'ct µnSevct KctOctp'l.OV. expiiv oJv cW1'0V EctV1'0V TTPW1'0V i<tO"Oct'I. 1'0 
croµrrnq.lct Ket\ OV1'WS' emxeipeiv hepOVS' eepo:rrevew. This is a notable example, for Galen uses 
i<taacti to mean heal/cure, in contrast to Oepo:rrevew, which seems in this context to mean treat 
medically rather than cure. eepctrrevew is also linked with the verb emxewetv, a verb which 
means to endeavour to, to make an attempt thus involving the idea of a process which requires 
effort, effort which may be either successful or unsuccessful in its outcome. As far as the 
physician himself was concerned, his disability was of a physically repellant nature -
SvaWsE'l.S' exov1'ct 1'ctS' µctxcts- - and that Jesus himself was physically repellant in some way 
has been suggested by those seeking to find a meaning for Jesus' use of this proverb 
concerning himself. This may have a factual foundation. Certainly there seems to be some 
evidence that Jesus was physically unattractive, for Origen, Contra Celsum 6.75 reports 
Celsus as saying that Jesus' body was, "as they say, small and ugly and undistinguished". 
However, Morton Smith (1978) 32, suggests that abnormal behaviour on Jesus' part led 
others to assume he was demonic and therefore insane (Jn 7.20, 8.52, 10.20), and so, in the 
eyes of others, in need of medical treatment himself. This explanation of the meaning of 
Luke 4.23 is unsatisfactory. Luke has not mentioned any exorcisms prior to Jesus' saying. 
To make any sense, the answer must lie in Luke's preceding material, not in unrelated 
incidents in other gospels. Cf. the use of this form of eepctrrevw in the writings of Marcus 
Aurelius (App. 5:7, 6), and for a discussion, see above, chapter five. Cf. also the use of 
6epctrrevw in the Septuagint (App. 6:1), Josephus (App. 6:2) and Philo especially (App. 6:3), 
where in a teaching and spiritual context (and Luke certainly places this story in a teaching 
and spiritual context) eepctrrevw refers primarily to the health and well-being of the soul, and 
the nurturing of the God-human relationship. 
195 Lk 3.21-22 
196 Lk 4.1-13 
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the spirit, returned to Galilee. As a result of this a report was circulated 

concerning hill)., and he began teaching (eS\Scicncev) in their synagogues, 
being glorified by all.197 So, all we know of his behaviour198 (and all that 

he could expect the people of Nazareth to know of his current behaviour 
prior to his visit there - after all we do not know how long he had been away 
from Nazareth) was that he was a gifted teacher, whose custom was to go to 

the synagogue on the sabbath (4.16). He is described only as being "in the 

power of the spirit" (whatever that may mean) and being glorified because 

of his teaching. So Luke has given us only a location (Galilee), and an 

example of his behaviour there: teaching. When Jesus arrived at Nazareth 

he continued this behaviour by attending the synagogue there on the 

sabbath, reading and interpreting scripture.199 The scripture chosen is 

significant. It is a proclamation of Jesus' mission, but although those present 

speak well of him, and wonder, Jesus does not expect to be accepted. He is 

defensive when he talks to them, and then, it seems, deliberately offensive 

when he recounts those whom God has helped in the past - a widow and a 

Syrian leper - while ignoring the Israelites. Matthew and Mark do-not 
record Jesus' reading from scripture or his interpretation of it at Nazareth.200 

The only comment the three synoptists share is that concerning a prophet 

being without honour in his own country. Why does Luke include these 

sayings, and at this point? 

After reading the scripture and announcing its fulfilment, Luke reports that 

Jesus said, "Doubtless you will quote to me this proverb, 'Physician, heal 

yourself; what we have heard you did at Capernaum, do here also in your 

own country."201 This is the first we have heard of Jesus' actions at 

Capernaum, apart from his teaching and being "in the power of the spirit" in 

Galilee. Luke does not record any healing miracles until Jesus' next visit to 

Capernaum,202 and only one of these, a general healing episode, contains the 

word eepcirrev oo.203 eepciTTev oo then, must have more than a physical 

connotation. It must have a spiritual dimension, that is the product of 

197 Lk 4.14-15 
198 The role of reader in the narrative is important here. See above, n.32. 
199 Lk 4.18-21 
200 Although both place him in the synagogue, teaching. See Mt 13.53-58; Mk 6.1-6. 
201 Lk 4.23 (Apps 7:3, 7:8) 
202 Lk4.31-41 (App. 7:3) 
203 Lk4.40 
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spiritual teaching.204 So, it would seem that Jesus is commenting on his 
own spiritual relationship with God, which would be a perfectly normal 
thing to do in his home town, after the extraordinary spiritual claims he has 
just made in his interpretation of scripture. It is possible that Jesus was 
referring to a physical shortcoming205 as well, but it is far more likely that he 

was attempting to overcome the genuine and natural disbelief that could be 

expected to be shown by those who had watched him grow up, in the light 

of the extraordinary claim he has just made. 

Jesus' final use of 8epa.rrevoo in conversation occurs at Luke 14.3, where Jesus 

asks the lawyers and Pharisees whether it is lawful to heal/treat people on 

the sabbath. Indeed 8epa.rrevoo is always the healing verb chosen by the 

synoptists206 when Jews, especially Pharisees, wonder and talk about Jesus' 

healing activities. Thus do the Pharisees wonder whether Jesus will heal on 

the sabbath,207 the ruler of the synagogue commands people to come and be 

healed/ treated on any other day but the sabbath,208 the Pharisees perceive 

Jesus' behaviour in Luke's account of the sabbath healing of the man with the 
withered hand.209 Finally, it is used to describe the perception of the man 

lame from birth, whom Peter had caused to walk, in the Lukan account in 

Acts, by the rulers, elders and scribes, and the high priest and all who were 

of high-priestly family.210 It is the only occurrence of the verb eepa.rrevoo in 

this (very long) story. Luke chooses specific language to describe the 

healing itself: the man's feet and ankles were made strong (ecr-repec.Oencra.v), 

so that, jumping up, he stood and began walking about (e~a.AAoµevos- E0"1"TJ 

Ka.t rrepi.errcfrei), walking about and praising God (rrepirra.ni>v Ka.\ ctAAOµevos

Ka.t a.ivwv 1"0V ee6v). Peter later (3.16) describes the man as made strong 

(ecrTepeOJO"ev), and in perfect health (oAOK'AT)p\a.v); and when describing him to 

all the rulers, noted above, who saw him as 1"0V Te0epa.rrevµevov (4.14), Peter 

describes him (4.9) as a man who has been saved (crecroo1"a.i). Later (4.22), 

Luke describes the incident as: To crnµetov 1"0V1"o 1"TlS' icroeCIJ). As in the three 

204 See above, chapter six, and n.194 above, for a discussion of the meaning of eepa.rrevw in 
a spiritual and teaching context. Cf. also Epicurus (App. 3:5, 1). 

205 See above, n.194. 
206 But note that John also (5.10), in his only use of eepa.rrevw, uses it to describe the man 
who had been healed by Jesus on the sabbath, when the Jews addressed him. (Cf. John 9.1-
41) 
207 Mk3.2 
208 Lk 13.13 
209 Lk 6.6-11; cf. Mt. 12.9-14; Mk. 3.1-6 
210 Acts4.14. SeeActs3.1-26,4.1-22. 
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synoptic gospels, Oepa.rrevw is chosen to describe a person perceived as a 

patient by Jewish elders. Elsewhere the healing language is clinical (the 
miracle itself), or other words are chosen (crc~w, icfuµa.i). 

In the synoptic accounts all healings where the verb Oepa.rrevw is used to 
describe authoritative thought in a controversial sense occur on the sabbath. 
When the Pharisees wonder what Jesus will "do", they do so in terms of 
Oepa.rrevw. Does this have any significance for the meaning of Oepa.rrevw? 

All three synoptic gospels contain parallel accounts of the sabbath healing of 

the man with the withered hand.211 Mark notes that they (the Pharisees) 

watched him (Jesus), to see if he would heal (Oepa.rrevaei) the man. Luke's 

account is similar: he adds that the scribes were there as well, and he 

changes Mark's future tense Oepa.rrevcrei to the present Oepa.rrevei. Both Mark 

and Luke frame Jesus' question about the legality of his actions around the 

words "to save life" ('lrox~v awaa.i), while Matthew prefers to illustrate the 

point with an example of conditions under which it was permissible to break 

the sabbath law,212 also a story about saving life. Luke adopts this method 

of illustration in the sabbath healings peculiar to his gospeI.213 The 

important point to note here is that Jesus equates all these healings with 

saving life. Pharisaic law allowed the sabbath to be broken where there was 

a "threat to life".214 This explains why, when Jesus spoke in terms of saving 

life, the Pharisees were unable to openly accuse Jesus of wrongdoing. Jesus' 

form of questioning was normal rabbinical practice, where points of law 

were disputed. So, it appears that implicit in the meaning of Oepa.rrevw is the 

concept of saving life. However Luke tells us (6.6) that when Jesus healed 

the man with the withered hand, his primary purpose in going to the 

synagogue had been to teach (Si.SctalC'ew). Similarly, in the case of the bent 

woman (13.10), Jesus was in the synagogue, teaching (Si.SctO"IC'c.ov). Thus the 

healings, clothed in the question-and-answer rabbinical teaching technique, 

illustrate Jesus' teaching. But they also exemplify "work". All stories, put 

into Jesus' mouth as examples of saving life, involve work.215 Indeed, in the 

story of the bent woman, the ruler of the synagogue, 

211 Mk 3.1-5; Mt 12. 9-14; Lk 6.6-11 
212 Mt 12.11-12 
213 Lk 13.15, 14.5 
214 Wilcox (1982) 176. See especially 176-177, and n.247, for a discussion of Pharisaic law 
and practice regarding the sabbath. 
215 Mt 12.11-12; Lk 13.15; 14.5 
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"indignant because Jesus had healed (eeepctrrevaev) on the sabbath, said to the 

people, 'There are six days on which work ought to be done (Sei epyc£{.ea0a.i); 

come on those days and be healed (0epa.rreveaee), and not on the sabbath 

day."'216 

He obviously understands healing treatment to be work (epylt~ecrea.i).217 

That a Jewish ruler understands the meaning of 6epa.rrevw in this way is 

entirely consistent with the use of the term by all other New Testament 

authors.218 Luke's description of the healing itself is clinical. Jesus 

"said to her, 'Woman, you are freed from your weakness.'219 And he laid his 

hands upon her, and immediately she was made straight, and she began 

glorifying God." (Ka.\ etrrev cuhij, rvva.i, clrroXeXvaa.i -rns- claeeve\a.s- aov, Ka.\ 

ETTE0T1KEV cW'Tlj -rcts- xe\pa,s-· Ka.\ TTo:pa.xpnµa. clvcq,e(.(;en, Ka.\ eSol;a.{.ev 'TOV ae6v )220 

Luke does not leave the reader in any doubt as to the physical symptoms of 

the patient (Ka.\ nv <royKVTT'T"OVO"a. Ka.\ µ n 8vva.µev11 ctVa.KV'\jla.i eis- 1"0 rra.V'T"EAES') I 
the length of her illness (e'T"T} 8eKa.oK1"W), or her physical state after the healing 

(rra.pa.xp~µa. clvwp600611). Nor does Luke leave the reader in any doubt as to 

his understanding of Jesus' perception of the cause of her illness: she was 

separated from God (i.e. in the grip of Satan). This story makes it dear that 

6epa.rre6w is a theological ratper than a technical healing term. (No other 

general descriptive healing term occurs in this story.) It is a description of 

the process which occurs when the gap between the patient and "God" is 

dosed, when an individual's sense of alienation and separation is destroyed. 

Thus 6epa.rrevw is used in the New Testament in the sense of the Hebrew 

"shalom", particularly by the synoptists. 

Thus the notion of 6epa.rrevw in Pharisaic thought in the synoptic gospels 

involves the idea of sabbath-breaking work. This idea is also found in the 

gospel of John, where, in the context of a controversial sabbath healing, Jesus 

says: 

216Lk13.14 
217 Cf. Jn 5.1-15 
218 See below, 160. 
219 Luke (13.11) describes her as having had a spirit of "weakness" (claeeve\a.s-) for eighteen 
years. 
220 Lk 13.12-13 (App. 7:3) 
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The patient in this case had been sick for thirty-eight years. Jesus chose to 
heal him, one of many who were ill, on the sabbath. John's only use of 
eepa.rrevw occurs in this story, as a description of the man - Tql Te8epa.rrevµevcp 
- when the Jews addressed him.222 John explains (5.16) that "this was why 

the Jews persecuted Jesus, because he did this on the sabbath." Thus Jesus' 
answer (5.17): ''My Father is working (epyct,eTa.i) still, and I am working 

(epycf,oµa.i)" is significant. So it seems when the Pharisees wonder what 

Jesus will do, and they think in terms of eepa.rrevw, that eepa.rrevw for them 

involves the notion of work in a sense that the other components of Jesus' 

ministry - preaching and teaching - do not. And yet the gospel authors 

continually link the word eepa.rrevw with Jesus' teaching, and preaching. 

Perhaps this is why the three words go together as an indissoluble unity to 

describe Jesus' ministry - eepa.rrevw is the visible effect of teaching and 

preaching, the 'action' product of the message. 

So, following a study of eepa.rrevw as it occurs in thought and conversation, it 

becomes apparent that eepa.rrev w is consistently used by Jews, and 

particularly Pharisees, in the context of Sabbath teaching and healing. 
When not used in thought or conversation223 the verb eepa.rrevw is used in a 

descriptive sense: to describe Jesus' behaviour, the disciples' behaviour, and 
crowd response to the behaviour of Jesus, Peter, Philip, and Paul.224 But 

what of the meaning and usage of the cognate forms of eepa.rrevw? 

221 Jn 5.17: "My father is still working, and I also am working." See Jn 5.1-18. 
222 John prefers to use VY\ll~ to describe Jesus' language to the patient, and to describe the 
state of the man after Jesus had spoken to him. See below, chapter nine, and Apps 9:1 and 
9:2. 
223 There are two other occasions when eepctrrevC1> is used in direct speech in the New 
Testament by people other than Jesus, and the Jewish hierarchy. The first occurs at 
Matthew 17.16 when the father of the epileptic boy explains to Jesus that the disciples were 
unable to heal his son (see above, 152-5); and the second is a Lukan usage at Acts 17.25, 
occurring in a speech of Paul's at Athens about the nature of God: "nor is he cared for 
(6epctrreve1'ct\) by human hands, as though he needed anything, since he himself gives life 
and breath and everything to all." It is significant that Paul, an ex-Pharisee, should be 
quoted as using this word in this context. Here the notion implied in eepctTTEVCI> is definitely 
one of "nurturing", embracing the continuous ideas of serving, looking after, diagnosing 
and attending to needs. 
224 It also describes the healed beast (Revelation 13.3, 12). 
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The noun eepctrre\ct occurs three times in the New Testament, twice in Luke's 

gospel, and once in Revelation.225 Luke uses the genitive singular form 

(eepctrrdcts-) twice, the first occurring in a general healing episode, 

immediately prior to his account of the feeding of the 5,000. 

"After he (Jesus) welcomed them (the crowd) he began speaking to them of the 
kingdom of God, and those in need of treatment he began healing (1ecd -rov~ 

xpe'4v exov-r~ eepa.rre~ ia.1'0)11226 

Again, in keeping with the verbal use of eepctrrevc.o in crowd scenes, the 

therapy appears to be Jesus' message about the kingdom of God. This is a 

striking example of Luke's use of eepctrre6w and ictoµcti side-by-side, and it is 

obvious that Luke is investing both words with a primarily spiritual 

meaning. His use of the imperfect tense of ictoµcti also introduces the notion 

of process to the event, perhaps implying treatment of individuals both one

by-one, and by degree, the degree of healing being dependent on the degree 

of listening to (dicovw) and understanding of Jesus' message. 

Luke's second use of eepctrrefas- occurs in his account of Jesus' reply to Peter, 

concerning the wise and faithful servant, "whom his master will set over his 

household (eepctrre\cts-), to give them their portion of food (avroµe-rpiov) at the 

proper time."227 In this context eepctrre\cts- means "household," (i.e. the 

individuals living in the house under the jurisdiction of the master, who, in 

this instance, is -responsible for providing their life-sustaining food), rather 

than "treatment". However, the sense of nurturing is common to both uses 

of the word.228 Elsewhere the gospel authors portray Jesus as equating food 

with spiritual teaching, both in word,229 and deed.230 

225 The accusative singular eepa.rre'4v occurs at Revelation 22.2 in a description of the tree of 
life, where the leaves of the tree are described as being for the healing treatment of the 
nations (Ka.\ 1'ct ~v;>..;>..a.1'ov ~v;>..ov ei~ 8epa.rre'4v 1'WV eavwv). Wilcox (1977) 85, states that ~v;>..ov 
here "refers to the 'tree of life,' recalling Gen. 2:9b; 3: 22,24 (and also passages found in 
certain of the apocalyptic books)", such as 1 Enoch 24:4; 25:1-6; T. Levi 18:11; 4 Ezra 8:52; 
1QH8:5. 
226 Lk 9.11. See below, chapter eight, for a discussion of Luke's use of forms of eepa.rrev<.0 
and i®µa.i. in close proximity. 
227Lk12.42 
228 Cf. Mt 24.45, where Matthew uses oik'e1'e~ in a parallel saying. 
229 Mt 4.4 (Deut. 8.3); Mk 6.52; Jn 4.31-34; 6.25-27, 34, 35, 48-51 
230 Mk6.34-44; 8.1-10; Mt14.13-21; 15.32-39; Lk9.11-17; Jn6.1-14 
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The cognate form 8epcfowv occurs only once in the New Testament.231 His 
used to describe Moses' relationship with God, as faithful servant (8epcfowv), 

in contrast to Jesus' relationship with God as son (via S' ). So 8epct rrwv 

faithfully reflects its Homeric meaning and usage,232 when used to describe 

Patroklos' relationship to Achilleus, by Achilleus (Iliad 16.244), and by 
Patroklos (Iliad 23.89-90). Thus the notions of love and loyalty, nurture and 

service, are implicit in both Homeric and New Testament usage. 

Following our investigation of the incidence of all forms of 8epa.rre6w in the 

New Testament are we then any closer to an understanding of the meaning 

of this family of words? 

So far we have established: 

(i) that it is consistently used by the synoptists to describe the effect of Jesus' 

presence in crowd situations, and that this effect is linked with preaching 

and teaching, 

(ii) that Matthew can even substitute it for the verb 81.ScroKw in material with 

a Markan parallel,233 which implies that, for him, the activities of teaching 

and healing were similar, 

(iii) that it is invariably the Jewish, and especially Pharisaic, word for 

sabbath healing, and that there is implicit in its meaning the notion of 

"work" in the Jewish and Pharisaic understanding of the term, 

(iv) that it was part of Jesus' ongoing commission to his disciples, and their 

response to this commission was reported by the synoptists in the imperfect 

tense and linked with the activities of preaching and teaching, 

(v) that discipleship seems to be the result of many 8epa.rrevw episodes. 

Thus 8epa.rrevw seems to be a description of a process which occurs when the 

gap between a human and God is closed, i.e. when an individual's sense of 

alienation and separation from God is destroyed, and that individual 

becomes aware of the presence of the kingdom (i.e. "God"), and inclusion in 

a new spiritual community. In this way 8epa.rrevw is primarily a spiritual 

term, but it can have a holistic effect, affecting the physical, mental, and 

emotional state of a person, as well as a person's spiritual state. 

231 Hebrews 3.5 (App. 7:8) 
232 See above, chapter one. 
233 Cf. Mk 10.1; Mt 19.2 
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But perhaps the meaning of 6epctrre6w will become clearer still after a study of 

the other general healing terms the New Test~ment authors chose to use in 

their narratives. The next important term to consider in this context is . , 
ur.oµct'\.. 
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Chapter Eight 

The New Testament use of ic£oµa:i. 

icfoµa.'1. occurs twenty-six times in verbal form in the New Testament.I Of 

these twenty-six, fifteen are Lukan usages (gospel eleven,2 Acts four3). 

Matthew uses icfoµa.'1. four times,4 John three times,5 and Mark once.6 

icfoµa.'1. also appears once in Hebrews,7 and in the letters of Peter8 and 

James.9 

It is again obvious that Luke is most at home with the Greek language. 

He uses icfoµa.'1. in a variety of forms, in differing tenses, and voices. He is 

the only author to use icfoµa.'1. in the present and imperfect tenses in the 

middle voice (six times), always describing the activities of Jesus, 

although he designates Peter as the channel in one instance (Acts 9.34).10 

Luke chooses the aorist tense of the middle voice only to describe the 

activities of Jesus and Paul (Acts 28.8).11 Indeed, the only other authors 

to use the middle voice are Matthew (quoting the Septuagint), and John 

(once quoting the Septuagint, and once in reported speech). All other 

instances of the verb i~oµa.'1. appear in the passive voice, a typically Jewish 

way of describing the activity of God.12 

Mark 

The only use of the perfect tense of icfoµa.'1. in the New Testament occurs, 

not unexpectedly, in Mark's gospeI.13 It is his only use of the verb, and 

1 See Apps 8:3 and 8:4. 
2 Lk 5.17, 6.18, 6.19, 7.7, 8.47, 9.2, 9.11, 9.42, 14.4, 17.15, 22.51 (App. 8:3) 
3 Acts 9.34, 10.38, 28.8, 28.27 (App. 8:3) 
4 Mt 8.8, 8.13, 13.15, 15.28 (App. 8:3) 
5 Jn 4.47, 5.13, 12.40 (App. 8:3) 
6 Mk 5.29 (App. 8:3) 
7 Hebrews 12.13 (App. 8:3) 
8 1 Peter 2.24 (App. 8:3) 
9 James 5.16 (App. 8:3) 
10 See App. 8:4. 
11 See Apps 7:3, 8:1, 8:3 and 8:4. 
12 As noted above (c!tapter seven), the third person passive is the Jewish way of 
describing the activity of God without mentioning the divine name. See Wilcox (1965) 
127-8; Beare (1981) 129, 133; Wilcox (1984) 1017. 
13 Mark likes the perfect tense. See above, chapter seven, n.44 (i). It is possible that 
that this may reflect the Aramaic/Hebrew perfect(ive) form. 
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appears in the third person singular indicative, in a passive sense, in his 

story of the haemorrhaging woman in her thoughts concerning the state 

of her body, after she had touched Jesus' cloak (Ka.\ EYVC&> Tql awµa.n. OT\. ia.Ta.1.. 

cfoo TiiS' µcfonyos- CS.29>). The woman thinks in terms of ac.9(.w and icfoµa.i; 

Mark reports Jesus as using the terms a~l;.w and vyil)s-. Mark's use of the 

perfect form makes it perfectly clear that, in this case, the woman is 

experiencing a present state, following a completed action. No more 

treatment is necessary. Jesus too makes it obvious that the action is 

completed: he knew that power had gone out from him (n1v e~ a.thou 

8vva.µw e~eMovaa.v CS.30)). Thus icfoµa.i in Mark describes instantaneous 

healing, as a result of faith, faith so great it causes Jesus to comment. 

Mark chooses this verb for the healing of an "unclean" woman. 

Matthew does not follow suit, only choosing iocoµa.i to describe gentile 

healings. Matthew concludes his description of this healing with a 

passive form of a~l;.w, while Luke, in contrast, is quite happy to conclude 

his narrative account with a passi~e form of ic£oµa.i,14 although, like 

Mark, he has Jesus issue a command after his statement "Daughter, your 

faith has saved you (evyctTT)p, ~ TTWT'l.S' O'OV O'EO'WK'E'V ae)" .15 Mark adds vrra.ye 

eis- e{pnvnv, K'a.t iaei vyi1k tlrro TtlS' µocanyos- O'OV, which Luke reduces to 

rropevov eis- eipnvnv )6 However, all three synoptists focus on the link 

between a~l;.w and rr\ans- in this healing story.17 

Matthew 
Matthew uses the aorist passive18 third person singular of iocoµa.i on two 

occasions, to describe two healings: those of the centurion's boy (8.13), 

and the Canaanite woman's daughter (15.28). Both occasions record 

Jesus' ability to heal in absentia, in answer to a "parental" request.19 On 

14 Lk 8.47: 'iclen. Cf. Mt 9.22 
15 Mt 9.22; Mk 5.34; Lk 8.48 
16 Lk 8.48. See above, chapter six, for a discussion of the use of eipiivn and vyiiiS' in the 
Septuagint (App. 6:1, 43, 66, 68, 71); and below, chapter nine. 
17 See below, chapter nine, for a discussion of the frequent linking of these two word 
groups. 
18 The aorist passive of \cWµcii occurs ten times in the New Testament, accounting for 83% 
of the use of this verb in the passive voice. As one would expect, Luke uses it the most -
four times in his gospel - Matthew twice, and John once. Other examples of the aorist 
passive occur once each in James and 1 Peter, and once in Hebrews. See App. 8:4. 
19 The centurion's paralytic TT<iiS' (8.5-13), and the Canaanite woman's badly demonic 
daughter (15.21-28). The Greek term TT<iiS' is ambiguous, but whether a slave, servant or 
son, the centurion had an emotional, legal, and financial investment in his well-being. 
Whatever his status, the centurion was acting in loco parentis for him, and therefore with 
parental authority. 
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both occasions the faith of the "parent'' in Jesus' power is noted by Jesus, 
and healing is in response to this faith: 

"'Yrra.ye, WS" err\crrevaa.s- yevnen,-w aoi. (8.13) 

~Q yvva." µeyaM aov ii rr\crris-· yevnen,-w aoi Ws- ee~ei.s- (15.28) 

On both occasions, like the e8epctrreve11 episode discussed above,20 the 

healing occurred from the very hour Jesus had spoken to the "parents": 

ica.\ iUen d rra.ts- c a.V,-oo > ev ,.~ Wi>ci. eice\v1J (8.13) 

Ka.\ iUen ii 8VYct1"1'IP cWTT\S' ctTT<l TT\S' Wpa,s- EKE\Vl'IS' (15.28) 

Therefore icfoµcti in Matthew only records specific healings which are 

performed in absentia, are in answer to the faith of a "parent" in Jesus' 

e~ovcnct, and are instantaneous. The use of the passive voice also signals 

that Matthew is justifying these healings by appealing to a higher power. 

The use of the third person passive in Jewish thought describes the action 

of God, and accounts for the instantaneous nature of these cures (and of 

the cure of the epileptic boy, which Matthew described with the passive 

voice of the verb eepctrrevw).21 

It is significant that Matthew chooses icfoµcti to recount these gentile 

healing stories. In the first story, the centurion, a member of the Roman 

occupying forces,22 would have been seen as an outsider by the Jewish 

people, as a particularly loathsome gentile. In the second story, the 

mother is a Canaanite, and therefore not only a member of a gentile 

nation, but a gentile nation with a long history of inciting Jewish 

enmity.23 The mother's importunity is the catalyst for a conversation 

between the mother and Jesus concerning the relative claims of the Jews 

and the gentile_s on Jesus. Jesus is reluctant to act: he ignores her, and 

then questions her about her rights. When she asks only for scraps (i.e. 

what the Jews themselves did not want) Jesus makes it clear that it is only 

her exceptional faith that causes the healing of her daughter. 

20 See above, chapter seven, 152-5. 
21 ibid. Also see abQve, n.12. 
22 Despite the comments in Sanders and Davies (1989) 307 to the contrary, it was normal 
practice for client princes to second Roman officers, so this man could easily have been a 
Roman centurion as both Matthew and Luke understood him to be. 
23 Mt 15.21-28 
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Therefore; in both instances of gentile healing - the centurion's boy, and 

the Canaanite woman's daughter - Matthew takes pains to make the 
healing action intelligible and acceptable to his Jewish audience. It is 
significant that in this story he appears to have reworked Mark's 
version,24 using different language to describe the healing itself (Mark 
does not use icfoµa.i), and also to describe the mother. (Mark defines her 

as a Syro-Phoenician, the more common gentile, rather than Jewish, 
word for people of that region.)25 

Therefore Matthew's choice of language is a conscious decision, a 

decision that can only be explained if icfuµa.i has a gentile connotation to 

Matthew and does not involve any on-going treatment or association 

between Jesus and the patient. This explains why he chooses to use 

eepa.rrevw in his account of the healing of the epileptic boy, a boy with 

whom both he (and his disciples) had direct contact.26 There isn't any 

teaching associated with the healings described by icfoµa.i, nor is there any 

physical contact. Instead, Matthew uses a Greek verb that has enjoyed a 
long history in the language of healing in the gentile world27 to describe 

healings of two extraordinarily gentile people - is there a more genuine 

gentile than a soldier of a foreign occupying army, or a Canaanite 

woman? - but he stresses the extraordinary faith of each to explain God's 

intervention to his Jewish readers. 

Matthew also uses i<toµa.i when quoting the Septuagint.28 i<tcroµa.i is part 

of a most significant passage, linking healing with seeing and hearing 

(and therefore understanding) God's message. Thus it is Jesus' message 

that causes the blind to see, the deaf to hear, and that ultimately brings 

healing. In Matthew it is obvious that Jesus is referring to spiritual sight, 

24 Mk 7.24-30 
25 Thus the healing language of this story would support the theory, put forward by Ross 
Saunders (1991) 6, that" ... Jesus came to bring the kingdom of God especially to the Jews, 
and only to those gentiles who showed outstanding faith .... " 
26 Mt 17.18 
27 We have seen how Uoµct'I. was already in use as part of the language of healing in the 
Iliad (see above, chapter one). But it is also important to note that icfoµct'I. described the 
intervention of God in the Septuagint (see App. 6:1, and chapter six), as well as the 
healing action of Asklepios at Epidauros, Athens and Pergamon. 
28 The future indicative first person singular of i<toµct'I. occurs three times in the New 
Testament, at Matthew 13.15, John 12.40, and Acts 28.27, in parallel quotations of the 
Septuagint. John quotes Isaiah 6.10 (see App. 6:1, 62), in a passage explaining why people 
did not recognise Jesus' identity. A more accurate version of the longer passage (Isaiah 
6.9-10), appears in Matthew and Acts. 
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spiritual hearing, and spiritual health. For he explains (13.16), that the 

eyes and ears of the disciples are blessed (µa.Kctpun), because they see and 

hear what many prophets and righteous men before them had longed to 

see and hear, but had not.29 

Luke-Acts 

The author of Luke-Acts does not use the verb i<:toµcti in the same way as 

the authors of Matthew and Mark, or indeed in the same way as the 

author of ]o.hn.30 However, as in Mark and Matthew, icfoµcti in the 

passive is used to describe the intervention of God. It is Luke's use of the 

middle voice that differentiates his work from the other gospel authors.31 

As we have seen, both Mark and Matthew only choose i<:toµcti in specific 

healing episodes, and then in the passive voice.32 In contrast, Luke uses 

both the middle and passive voice of icfoµcti in both general and specific 

healing episodes. 

The Lukan use of icfoµcn in general healing episodes 

Both Lukan usages of the imperfect middle of i<:toµcti occur in his gospel, 

and describe the behaviour of Jesus in a crowd situation.33 Both are also 

linked to his preaching and teaching, and both appear in close proximity 

to a form of eepctrrevw. Thus it is at once obvious that, for Luke, it is 

29 At Acts 28.27, Paul uses this quotation as the final justification for his mission to the 
gentiles. Here healing is spiritual healing, incorporating spiritual understanding and 
perception, which, according to Paul, is the "salvation of God" (10 aWfnpi.ov foii eeoii 
C28.28J). Luke ends Luke/Acts by noting (28.31) that Paul continued "preaching the 
kingdom of God and teaching about the Lord Jesus Christ ... (Kl'}pvaawv fllV peta\Ae\cx.v fOV 
eeoO Ket\ S\.S~wv fct TTep\ fOV icvp\ov 'Inaoii Xp'l.Cffoii). It is a fitting quotation to use at 
the end of his story about the preaching, teaching and healing message. 
30 Thus the implication in the words of Oerke in Kittel et al. (1965) 204, that: "All the 
Gospels use iaaecti of the work of Jesus, especially Luke" is questionable. Luke does use 
iaa6cti of the work of Jesus (and, surprisingly, of Paul, see below, 172), but his use of this 
verb is quite different from the other gospel authors. 
31 Fourteen forms of icfoµcti in the middle voice occur in the New Testament. Of these 
fourteen, eleven are Lukan, while two appear in the gospel of John (one quoting the 
Septuagint [12.40, see above, n.28), and one [the aorist subjunctive] in the reported speech of 
the official who asks Jesus to heal his son [4.47]), and one in Matthew's gospel (in a 
parallel quotation from the Septuagint [13.15, see above, n.28]). Of the eleven Lukan 
forms, five occur in the present tense, one in the imperfect, one in the future (in the parallel 
quotation from the Septuagint [28.27, see above, n.28]), and four in the aorist. See App. 
8:4. 
32 Except when quoting the Septuagint. This is true also of John (see App. 8:4). 
33 See App. 8:4, \410. 
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important to establish a link in meaning between icfoµa.i and eepa.rrevc.o.34 

In the first episode (6.19) Luke chooses eepa.rrevc.o for those in the crowd 
who were troubled by unclean spirits (oi evoxXouµevoi clrro TTVEVµct'TC.OV 

dica.6ctp'TWV e0epa.TTEVOV'TO), whereas icfoµa.i is reserved for those of the crowd 

seeking to touch Jesus (ica.\ m'i> 0 oxXo> E~tl'TOVV ctTT'TEcr6a.i cW'TOV, on Suva.µ"> 
rra.p' a.thou e~nPXE'TO ica.t ia'TO TTctV'Ta.> ). Luke also differentiates in the voice 
of the verbs, although being careful to keep both in the imperfect tense. 

e0epa.TTEVOV'TO is in the third person plural passive, implying intervention 
by "God", whereas itho, in the third person singular middle, describes 

Jesus' behaviour. ''Healing" in the imperfect tense and the middle voice 

is not instantaneous, but rather a process, especially in crowd situations. 

The language of this whole episode is immensely important for an 

understanding of Luke's message: 

"They came to hear him and to be healed from their illnesses; and those 

troubled with unclean spirits began being healed. And all the crowd were 

seeking to touch him, because power was radiating from him and he began 

healing them all (oi ~aov dKovaa.i cW'T'OV Ka.t ia.aijva.i drro 'T'WV v6awv cW'T'wv· 

Ka.\ o\. EVOXXOVµEVO\ ctTTO TTVEVµct'fWV ctKa.6ap1'WV E6EpCX.TTEVOV1'0. Ka.\ mi~ 0 

ox>.o~ E{ll1'0VV c!rr1'e0'6a.\ cW'T'OV, 01'\ Svvcqa~ rra.p' cW'T'OV E~llPXE1'0 Ka.\ ici'T'O 

TTctV'T'a.~ )."35 

Thus, for Luke (as for Mark and Matthew), healing by God or Jesus, is 

dependent on hearing (clicoDcrcn), and understanding, the message. It is 

this awareness of God's presence (the arrival of the kingdom) that brings 

spiritual healing (a process of understanding the message? inner peace? 

inclusion in the spiritual community?), and Jesus' touch that brings 

holistic health. This episode is immediately prior to Luke's account of 

Jesus' teaching about those who are blessed (µa.icctpioi). 

Luke's use of the aorist passive infinitive ia.e-ijva.i in the same passage 

deserves comment here. This is its only occurrence in the New 

Testament,36 and describes a crowd of people who came to hear Jesus and 
to be healed of their diseases (oi ifMov clicovcra.i a.ihoD ica.t ia.enva.i clrro 'Tillv 

34 That there is a difference in meaning is obvious from Luke's use of both verbs. Perhaps 
each verb has a different meaning for different audiences. Is Luke's choice of healing 
language governed by his intended audience? 
35 Lk 6.18-19 
36 Lk 6.18. See App. 8:4, ia.aijva.i. 
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voawv ctvni3v). Here healing is obviously dependent on hearing the 

message, and the use of the aorist passive infinitive implies that this is an 
instantaneous conversion experience. Luke immediately contrasts this 
with 8epctrrevw37 in the 3rd person plural imperfect passive, for "those 
troubled by unclean spirits" (6.19), and ic£oµcti in the 3rd person singular 

imperfect middle for a description of Jesus' effect on all those whom he 
touched.38 Thus Luke invests ic£oµcti with the spiritual notion of the 

perception of God's presence (i.e. an awareness of the presence of the 

kingdom), and the physical notion of a healing process, inherent in Jesus' 

touch. In this way, the Greek medical "curing" verb assumes a 

theological dimension, and Luke also draws a parallel between the 

healing powers of God, and of Jesus. 

Luke's second use of the imperfect middle form of ia'.oµcti is immediately 

prior to his account of the feeding of the 5,000: 

"after he [Jesus] welcomed them [the crowd] he began speaking to them of the 

kingdom of God, and those in need of treatment he began healing (Ka.\ 

clrroSe~ctµevos- cW1'0VS' e>.ct>.ei. cW1'0iS' rrep\ r'fis- pctaV.e\a.s- 1'0V eeoii, Ka.\ 'TOVS' 

xpe\a.v exov1'a.S' eepa.rre\a.s- i<iro )."3 9 

Again Luke uses a sense form of Bepctrrevw and ia'.oµcti in close proximity. 

Thus both his Jewish and his gentile audience are alerted to his meaning. 

Their linking so closely with the message of the kingdom of God implies 
healing that is primarily spiritual in nature, but, as we have seen, this 

spiritual healing is holistic in effect, affecting the emotional, mental and 

physical state of a person as well. It is no accident that this episode is 
r 

immediately prior to the feeding of the 5,000. 

The Lukan use of Uoµa.'1. in specific healing episodes 

All four uses of the third person singular middle aorist form of ic£oµcti in 
the New Testament are Lukan.40 Luke only uses this form to describe 

the activities of Jesus (on three occasions) and Paul (on one occasion). 

37 See above, 148. 
38 See above, 169. 
39 Lk 9.11. See Apps 8:3 and 8:4. 
40 Lk 9.42, 14.4, 22.51; Acts 28.8 (see App. 8:4, i4cra.1'o). 
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The first (9.42) is a description of Jesus' action in Luke's version of the 

healing of the epileptic boy.41 All synoptic gospels emphasise the 

significance of this healing by placing it after Peter's declaration of Jesus' 

identity,42 and his transfiguration. Luke is curiously condensed in his 

account; it is Mark who gives the more clinical case history.43 All three 

synoptists use this healing to portray Jesus' chagrin at the disciples' lack 

of faith. Luke is the only synoptist to choose i<toµa.i to describe the result 

of Jesus' action, action described by the verb ernnµctc.o.44 As we have seen 

Matthew signals the importance of this episode by using the verb errvnµctc.o 

and the passive voice of eepa.rrev c.o, whereas Mark describes the whole 

episode in precise language reminiscent of the Hippokratic description of 

an epileptic seizure. 45 

Luke's second use of this form occurs in his description of Jesus' action, 

when he heals the man with dropsy, on the sabbath.46 Luke again uses 

forms of eepa.rrevc.o and {cfoµa.i in the one healing story. This is the only 

sabbath healing story recorded in the synoptic gospels that includes ieoµa.i 

in its healing language. The reason is that it is a story peculiar to Luke, 

and the only sabbath healing to take place outside a synagogue. 

Nevertheless, it occurs in the house of a leading Pharisee, so Luke is still 

careful to retain eepa.rrev c.o when recounting conversation with the 

Pharisees. Thus he puts eepa.rrevc.o into the mouth of Jesus, when Jesus 

asks the Pharisees whether it is lawful to heal (8epa.rrevcra.i) on the 

sabbath.47 All that Luke says of the actual event is that Jesus, "took him, 

healed him, and let him go (Ka.\ ETT°l.Actjloµevos- {fua.To cWTOV Ka.\ ctTTEAVO'EV )", a 

most unsatisfactory description of a specific healing episode. The focus of 

the story is a controversy between Jesus and the Pharisees.48 The man 

41 Lk 9.37-43 
42 See App. 7:4. 
43 Mk 9.14-27 
44 But note that this verb is also found in the Lukan story of the healing of Peter's mother
in-law (App. 7:13). It is curious that Luke, who is generally thought to have belonged to 
the medical profession, should choose to use em:ri.µctw in a story where the illness was a 
fever. 
45 Thus, in medical terms, Mark's story contains a fine piece of medical history, in contrast 
to the stories in both Matthew and Luke. Cf. Hippokrates, The Sacred Disease, 10. If 
Luke is supposed to have been a physician, what does this make Mark? 
46 Lk 14.1-6 
47 See above, 157. 
48 Indeed Luke is fascinated by Jesus-Pharisaic controversies. For an analysis of 
Pharisaic issues raised by the synoptists, and a comparison of their treatment of them, see 
App. 7:7. 
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with dropsy is just a convenient prop in a dramatic altercation 

concerning the law, and the law, for the Pharisees and Jesus, concerned 

the meaning of eepcnrevw.49 Luke, however, chooses to describe the event 

with Uoµa:.\., a word aimed at his gentile audience. 

Luke's final gospel use of Ucra:.'To describes Jesus' action when he heals the 

severed right ear of the high priest's slave at the Mount of Olives.SO 

There is no synoptic parallel to this healing, Mark only noting that the 

man's ear was severed,51 while Matthew, typically, expands Mark's 

sayings in an effort to explain Jesus' betrayaI.52 It would seem then that 

an unhealed slave was incompatible with Luke's conception of Jesus, and 

incompatible with the message he wanted to convey.53 

Luke's fourth and final use of idcra:.'To describes Paul's behaviour, and its 

effect on Publius' father at Malta.54 This episode occurs in the final "we" 

passage of Acts. Paul, after praying (rrpocrev~<tµevos- ), "placed his hands on 

him and healed him (err\.6ds- 'TctS' xetpa:.s- cW'Tql Ucra:.'To cWTov )". Publius had 

fulfilled the hospitality requirements laid down by Jesus,55 with the effect 

that Paul healed (completed action) Publius' father of specific ailments 

(fever and dysentery).56 As in the gospels this healing brought the weak 

(exov'TES' clcreeve{a:.s-) of the rest of the population to Paul, and they began 

being healed (eeepa:.rrevovTo ). Luke contrasts the aspect of the two healing 

episodes by using the aorist tense of icfoµa:.\. for the healing of Publius' 

father, and the imperfect passive of eepa:.rrev w for the rest of the 

49 So Jesus argues for an extension to the Pharisaic rule that the sabbath should be broken 
if there was a threat to life. See above, 157, re eepcx.nevaei (Mk 3.2); re eepcmevei (Lk 
6.6,9); and Jesus' examples of "saving'' life: Mt 12.11; Lk 13.15; 14.5. See also Wilcox 
(1982) 176. 
50 Lk22.51 
51 Mk 14.43-50 
52 Mt 26.47-56 
53 The institution of slavery was a normal and accepted part of the culture of the Graeco
Roman world. It is interesting that Luke, in the story of the healing of the centurion's 
"boy" is the only author to designate him as a Sov~o~ (7.3), although he does later 
designate him as TT~\~ (7.7), as does Matthew (8.5); while John designates him as vi6~ 
(4.46). 
54 Acts28.8 
55 Mt 10.11-14; Mk 6.8-11; Lk 9.1-6, 10.4-9, especially 10.8-9; GT #14. 
56 This is a puzzling Lukan use of Uoµ~i. Certainly, Luke also uses the middle voice for 
the words of Peter (Acts 9.34), but in the present tense, and in a conversion context. That 
this use (Acts 28.8) appears in a "we" passage, and the Peter episode does not, is perhaps 
significant. As well, the deliberate use of the aorist tense and middle voice (only used 
elsewhere of Jesus) is striking. 
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population. It is curious that Luke does not mention Paul preaching the 

gospel during this general healing episode.57 

Two other Lukan uses of icfoµcti in the middle voice occur in Acts. Both 
instances occur in speeches given by Peter, and both are in the present 
tense. Luke is the only author to use the present tense of icfoµcn in the 
middle voice in a healing context.SB The present participle (nominative 
singular masculine), only appears once in the New Testament,59 in a 

speech given by Peter to the centurion Cornelius, and Cornelius' 

kinsmen and close friends as a description of Jesus' activity. It occurs in a 

chapter redolent of Homeric repetition of visions and orders. It is a 

crucial chapter for Luke's message that it was God's will that the gentiles 

receive the gospel. Peter describes to Cornelius how God sent the word 
(-rov Xoyov) to Israel, preaching good news of peace (eva.yyeXi~oµevos

e{pnvnv) by Jesus,60 who: 

"went about doing good and healing all that were oppressed by the devil, for 

God was with him (os- Si.:iiMev evepyeT<3v Ka.i iwµevos- rrc£na.s- TOVS' 

Ka.TctSVVa.O'TEVOµevovs- VTTO TOV Si.a.jlo>iov, on 0 6eos- nv µeT' a.tiToii" .61 

Here, Luke is obviously using iooµevos- in the gospel sense of eepa.rrevwv, a 

word more familiar to his gentile audience62 in its healing connotation, 

and yet he is careful to define those receiving this healing as those who 

were spiritually oppressed or separated from God. Thus icfoµa.i is 

invested with a spiritual dimension. 

The other instance of i<toµa.i in the middle voice occurs in Peter's speech 

to the bedridden Aeneas: "Jesus Christ heals you ... " ({cha.( ere 'Incrovs-

57 However it is tempting to conclude that this is a "conversion" scene, in keeping with 
the gospels' use of 6epa.rrevC1>, and in keeping with the effect on the surrounding population 
of other specific healings recorded in Acts (see App. 8:1, Acts 9.32-35, and 36-43). 
58 See Apps 8:3 and 8:4. 
59 Acts 10.38 
60 Acts 10.36 
61 Acts 10.38 
62 icloµa.i. had enjoyed a long history in the Greek language of healing, in the sense of 
"curing", and also described the healing intervention of "God", both in Asklepiadic 
literature (Part One), and in the Septuagint (App. 6:1); whereas 6epa.rrevC1> in the Greek 
language of healing contained the on-going notions of service, nurture, caring for, and 
medical treatment (nursing). See above, Part One. This particular use of ic£oµa.i. is very 
interesting, for it reflects the language of Wisdom 16.12 (App. 6:1, 40): Ka.i yctp ovTe 
PoTctV'll OVTE µct>ia.yµa. e6epctrrevaev cWTOVS', ~>id. 0 Cl'OS', Kvp\E, >ioyos- 0 TTctVTCt i<.Oµevos-. 
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XpicrTOS' ).63 This healing is important as a catalyst for mass conversion: 

all the residents of Lydda and Sharon turned to the Lord (rrctvTES' ... 

ETTE0"1'PE'1rctv err\ 1'0V icVpwv).64 We are not told why Peter chose Aeneas. 

The story appears only as an explanation for mass conversion. It is part 

of a conversion account, sandwiched between the conversion of Saul, and 

the raising of Dorcas (which also led to mass conversion). Luke appears 

to be trying to appeal to a hellenistic audience. He is certainly narrating 

events taking place in the hellenistic world, a world which seems far 

removed from the world of Jesus. Perhaps this accounts for the 

difference in healing accounts in the gospel and Acts, and Luke's need to 

stress signs and wonders in Acts, rather than the message of the gospel, 

which is love in action in the form of Jesus.65 

This is noticeable when we compare these instances with the Lukan 

gospel usage of this verb. A good example, where Luke chooses the 

present infinitive of id'oµa.i in the middle voice,66 occurs in an 

introductory statement to the story of the healing of the paralytic who 

was let down through the roof by his friends.67 Luke notes (5.17) that the 

power of the Lord was to heal (K'ct\ Svva.µis- KVpfov nv eis- 1'0 i«aea.i w.h6v). 

However this healing allows Jesus to discuss his mission to forgive sins 

(heal) with the Pharisees and the teachers of the law, which is the 

spiritual focus of the story. Again Luke is investing icfoµa.i with a 

spiritual dimension. Neither Mark,68 nor Matthew,69 use icfoµa.i in this 

story. 

63 Acts 9.34 (see App. 8:4). 
64 Acts9.35 
65 Indeed, one is conscious of a definite change, of a sense of loss, once the human Jesus 
disappears from New Testament healing narrative. See App. 8:1, and especially App. 
8:2. Note also that the New Testament healing vocabulary changes after the gospels and 
Acts, referring to doctrine rather than people. This is most noticeable with the verbs 
icfoµa.i. and vyi.a.\v(I) and their derivatives (see Apps 8:3, 8:4, 9:2). However, as we have 
seen, even eepa.rrev(I) occurs in different contexts in Acts (see above, 148-50). 
66 Although the perfect infinitive of i<toµa.i. would appear in the same form - i«oea.i. - it is 
certain that a present infinitive is intended at Luke 9.2, where Jesus commissions the 
disciples with a string of present infinitives, and it is probable that a present infinitive is 
intended at Luke 5.17 also. These are the only two occurrences of this form of i«oµa.i. in the 
New Testament (see App. 8:4). For a discussion of Luke's use of ~a.i. at 9.2, see below, 
chapter ten. 
67 Lk 5.17-26 
68 Mk2.1-12 
69 Mt9.1-8 
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Like Matthew, Luke also uses the aorist passive twice in his gospel,70 but 
in two different healing stories. The first occurs in Luke's version of the 

story of the haemorrhaging woman, when she declares how she had been 

immediately healed (ws- icfell rra.pa.xpfiµa.) after she touched the fringe of 
Jesus' cloak.71 Luke had previously explained that although the woman 

had spent all her livelihood on physicians she was unable to be treated 

(8epa.rrev6fiva.i). While he does follow Mark, as does Matthew, in focusing 

on the link between aoS~c.o and rr{aTl.S', Luke is the only one to combine 

Oepa.rrevc.o and icfoµa.i in his story. By now, this does not surprise us. It is 

significant that he chooses the passive form of both verbs in this story. 

As a haemorrhaging woman, this woman would have been classed as 

ritually "unclean" by her Jewish contemporaries, and therefore would 

have been excluded from participating in the religious life of her 

community. Mark records that she had been ill for twelve years,72 thus 

her sense of isolation and alienation must have been unbearably acute. 

Both Mark73 and Luke74 report Jesus as instructing her to "Go in peace", 

both choosing present imperatives (Mark: ifrra.ye; Luke: rropevov). The 

idea of a life journey in a continuing state of peace (eipnvl}v), as a result of 

a faith (rrfons-) action which saved (aeac.oKev) is thus introduced. In this 

way it becomes obvious that the woman's physical health is only a guide 

to a mu,ch deeper spiritual message. 

We have already seen how the synoptists consistently use eepa.rrevc.o to 

describe the active effect of Jesus' proclamation of the presence of the 

kingdom, and how this effect produces a change in thinking (µentvoia.) 

and includes those who experience it in a new spiritual community, a 

spiritual community that is aware of the presence of God. These people 

experience shalom. The nearest Greek word to this Hebrew word is 

eipnvll, the word chosen by Mark as Jesus' command, and retained by 

Luke.75 For twelve years this woman had been excluded from her 

spiritual community. Now, as the result of her action, and the 

70 In the aorist passive indicative 3rd person singular. See App. 8:4, i«en. 
71 Lk8.47 
72 Mk 5.25. Jairus' daughter, whose story is closely linked with this one, is also, 
according to Mark (5.42), twelve years old. Obviously the number twelve is of religious 
significance. 
73 Mk5.34 
74 Lk8.48 
75 Cf. the use of eipl]vn in the Septuagint (and see App. 6:1, 43, 66, 68, 71). Cf. also Acts 
10.36. 
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intervention of God (passive verbs), she is restored not only to physical 
health, but to membership of her community. Thus the primary focus of 

this story is the restoration of this woman to full participation in her 
spiritual community. 

Luke's other use of this form of icfoµ<t\. has a similar focus. It occurs in 

Luke's story of the ten lepers who were cleansed (EK"a8ctp{a8T}a<tv).76 One of 
them, a Samaritan, seeing that he was healed (isoov on i&:en), returned to 

thank Jesus, praising God. Thus ict8T} describes the man's perception of 

himself. This story closely parallels Luke's story of the haemorrhaging 

woman, who has the same perception of herself (8.47), and to whom 

Jesus is repm::ted as making the same comment: "Your faith has saved 

you (~ irwns- aov aeawKev cre)."77 Both these people, the woman and the 

leper, would have been isolated from full participation in their 

communities because of their physical ailments. Both were ritually 

"unclean". Both suffered further social disabilities through no fault of 

their own: one on the basis of sex, the other of race. Thus Luke's 

language makes it clear that Jesus' primary healing activity was holistic, 

restoring people to the fullest possible participation in their spiritual 
comm uni ties. 78 

Luke, like Matthew, also uses i&:oµ<t\. in the speech of the centurion who 

asks Jesus: 

"But say the word, and let my boy be healed (~Xct eirre Xoycp, Kc:d {ttel),.w d 

rrcti~ µov )!"79 

Earlier he had asked that Jesus might come and save (S\.<taooaT,1) his slave.80 

There is a significant manuscript variation, citing the Matthaean i«BnaeT<t\. 

here.81 It is notable that both variations occur in the 3rd person passive, 

76 Lk 17.11-19 
77 Lk 8:48; 17.19 
78 It is perhaps worth noting that Luke does not use eepctrrevw in the story of the 
Samaritan leper (or, for that matter, in the parable of the good Samaritan). 
79 Lk 7.7. The aorist passive imperative 3rd person singular, Ute1)1"w, occurs only here in 
the New Testament (see App. 8:4). 
80 Lk 7.3 
81 See Metzger (1975) 142. 
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both synoptists preferring the passive voice to describe an in absentia 

healing. Luke sums up the boy's return to health as vyux.{vovTCt.82 

The synoptic authors also use cognate forms of icfuµcn, especially the noun 

ia:rpos. Forms of ia.Tpos, the Greek word for "doctor/physician", occur 

seven times in the New Testament, six times in the synoptic gospels,83 

and once in Colossians.84 

The genitive singular ia.Tpov occurs three times, once each in Matthew, 

Mark, and Luke, in parallel sayings of Jesus.85 In each case Jesus is 

replying to a question of the Pharisees (Matthew), the scribes of the 

Pharisees (Mark), the Pharisees and their scribes (Luke), concerning his 

choice of those with whom he shared table-fellowship. Mark, and 

Matthew both report Jesus as saying: 

"Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are ill (ov 

XPEUtV EXOV<n.V o\. ia)cvov1e~ ia.1pov d>.>.' oi KCU<'Ws' EXOVfE~86 )." 

82 Lk 7.10. Cf. IG 1v2 1, 122: 21 (App. 2:2, 21), where Arata of Lacedaemon, after visiting 
the asklepieion at Epidauros on behalf of her daughter, returned home to find her 
daughter vyi..a.\vovaa.v. Cf. also Lk 15.27, where a slave tells of a father's joy because his 
estranged son returned home vy\CX.\vov1a.. Cf. also Tobit 6.9 (it) andTobit 12.3 (it). See App. 
6:1, 53, 54. 
83 Mt 9.12; Mk 2.17, 5.26; Lk 4.23, 5.31, 8.43 (see App. 8:3). The genitive plural ia.1pwv 
(Mark 5.26) and the dative plural ia.-rpoi~ (Luke 8.43) of the noun ia.1p6~ occur in parallel 
accounts of the story of the haemorrhaging woman (Mark 5.21-43; Luke 8.40-56). This 
story has already been discussed at length, (see above, 164-5, 175) but it is important to 
note here that Matthew omits any reference to doctors in his account (9.18-26), in contrast 
to Mark, who tells us that "she had suffered much under many physicians (Ka.\ rro>.>.~ 
rrct6ovaa. vrrd rro>.>.<iiv ia.-rpwv), and had spent all that she had" (5.26). Luke omits the 
reference to her suffering at the hands of physicians, but states (in a disputed text) that 
she had spent all her living upon them. (Metzger (1975) 145, states that the evidence for 
the shorter text is "well-nigh compelling''. But the language of the longer text looks 
remarkably Lukan. Accordingly, I have included ia.-rpoi~ in the incidence of forms, but 
will not discuss it at length, as it does look ''like a digest of Mk 5.26.") Mark's choice of 
m:foxw emphasises the woman's sufferings (cf. Mt 17.15, the only use of this word in a 
healing context in Matthew's gospel [see above, 152-5]), and emphasises the contrast in his 
portrait of Jesus as a physician with other physicians. 
84 In the phrase AovK~ o \cx.1p6~, at Colossians 4.14. The author not only designates Luke 
as \cx.-rpo~, he also designates him as ciya.rrn-ro~, thus measuring his esteem for Luke, as well 
as identifying him by his profession. It has been widely assumed that this Luke is the 
author of Luke-Acts, an assumption of which I am not altogether convinced. However, 
the question of authorship is outside the scope of this study. 
85 Mk 2.17 =Mt 9.12 = Lk 5.31 
86 exw Ka.K<l>s' does not always mean "feeling poorly" in a physical sense only: it can 
apply to mental and emotional distress as well. Here the present participle implies the 
notion of the duration of time. These people are in an on-going state of "feeling poorly'', 
whether physically, emotionally, mentally, or spiritually. 
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while Luke substitutes vyict\VOV1"E~ for iaxvoV'l"E~, a word that implies 

holistic health rather than just physical well-being.87 Luke has several 

other differences, but, overall, he reflects Mark more faithfully than 

Matthew in this story, inserting slivers rather than chunks.88 Matthew 

adds material, amongst which is a quotation from the Septuagint.89 He 

refers to this quotation again (12.7), in the context of another Pharisaic 

controversy.90 Luke's differences are important however: where Mark 

says that Levi rose and followed Jesus, Luke adds that he left everything, 

and rose and followed him. Mark does not describe the food, but Luke 

tells us that Levi made him a great feast. Perhaps Luke's most important 

addition is that of ei~ µeTctVo\.ctv to Mark's and Matthew's version of Jesus' 

final saying: 

''J have not come to call the righteous but sinners (OV yap eXnXv6a. ICC1.XEcra.'I. 

S'l.k'a.WVS' ~Xct dµap1wXovs- )1191 

so that Jesus' final saying on the question of his companions is 

''I have not come to call the righteous but sinners (literally: those who have 

missed the mark) to repentance (literally: a change in thinking; i.e. a going 

back [to God]92 (ov1e eXT\'Xv6a. 1ea.Xeaa.i. S'l.k'a.fovs- clXXct ciµcxp-rwXovs- eis

µe1c£voia.v )."93 

Thus Jesus' concept of his work as a physician is couched in purely 

spiritual terms: he states his mission as an intention to change a person's 

way of life, by changing that person's attitude to life itself. Thus a change 

87 Cadbury (1969) 183 states that vyia.\vov1es- is "a good Greek word", replacing what he 
calls "perhaps another Latinism in Mark's use of iaxvw = valeo." But iaxvw has a long 
history in the "best'' Greek literature meaning bodily strength, see: Sophocles, Trachiniae 
234; Sophocles, Ajax 502; Xenophon, Cyropaedia 6.1.24: OTT(i)S' vyia.{VO\EV 1ea.1. iO')(VO\EV, 
where iO')(vw is used of bodily strength, and vyia.\vw in a more holistic sense; Xenophon, 
Memorabilia 2.7.7; Aristophanes, Vespae 357; meaning to be powerful, to prevail, see: 
Aeschylus, Prometheus Vinctus 510; Euripides, Hecuba 1188; Aristophanes, Aves 1607. 
88 Cf. Mt 9.9-13; Mk 2.13-17; Lk 5.27-32 
89 Hosea6.6 
90 See App. 7:7. For a discussion of the significance of this quotation, see Beare (1981) 
227-8. 
91 Mk2.17; Mt9.13 
92 The Greek verb µna.voew and its cognate forms are generally used in the New 
Testament as the equivalent of the Hebrew shub, which means to turn back or return (to 
God). See Cranfield (1959) 43-6. 
93 Lk5.32 
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in th~nking is to produce a new way of living. Now, it has been noted by 
scholars that while gospel authors may change the context and 
interpretation of Jesus' sayings, there is surprising agreement between 
them on the actual words that Jesus is supposed to have said,94 which 

makes Luke's addition here all the more important. While the English 
word "repentance" contains the negative connotations of misgiving and 

regret, Luke seems to be also stressing a looking forward, anticipation as 

well as regret. It is a statement of challenge that looks forward to a 

positive change, a change that Jesus hopes to bring about in the lives of 

those people who have been alienated from God. 

The vocative 'IctTpe occurs only once in the New Testament, in Luke's 

gospel (4.23) out of the mouth of Jesus, in reference to himself. This 

saying has already been discussed at length.95 It is obvious that Luke 

wished to portray Jesus as a spiritual physician. 

All three occurrences of the noun 'tctcris- in the New Testament are Lukan, 

one appearing in his gospel,96 and two in Acts.97 The gospel usage occurs 

in a Lukan saying of Jesus, in answer to the Pharisees' warning to him 

that Herod wanted to kill him. Luke is far more interested than the 
other synoptists in recounting Jesus' relationship with the Pharisees.98 

Here, their warning to Jesus is recounted only by Luke, as is Jesus' reply: 

"Go and tell that fox, 'Behold, I cast out demons and bring healings to 

completion (icfoeis- ctTioreXw) today and tomorrow, and on the third day I 

finish my course .... "' 

It is appropriate that Luke chooses the present tense for all three verbs 

(eKjlctXXoo, drroTeXc.13, TeXeioOµcti), and that this passage occurs in a teaching 

passage,99 between the sabbath healings of the bent woman,100 and the 

94 See Cadbury (1933) 416; (1958) 188; Wilcox (1975) 209. 
95 See above, 155-7. 
96Lk13.32 
97 Acts 4.22, 4.30 
98 In Luke's gospel Jesus appears to know many Pharisees well, and to be on good terms 
with them. He is often in their homes, as a guest (7.36-50; 11.37-12.3; 14.1-6). Luke 
includes the same controversial issues as Matthew and Mark, but places their final issue 
(the great commandment) as a central issue in his. work, and includes his own special 
material. See App. 7:7. 
99 Lk 13.22-35 
100 Lk 13.10-17 
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man with dropsy,101 both sabbath healings peculiar to Luke. Again Luke' 

focuses on the effect of Jesus' teaching: healing. Again healing is 

inextricably bound up with Jesus' message. 

In Acts, the genitive singular i<taec.os- of the noun icX:ais- occurs as the 

summing up - this sign of healing ('T'o anµetov 'T'OV'T'O 'T'llS' i<taec.os-) - of the 

first healing episode recorded in Acts.102 The actual account is described 

in clinical language: rri..ct'c.o is used to describe Peter's grip on the man; 

a'T'epeoc.o to describe the state of his feet and ankles, after Peter had spoken 

to and touched him.103 His condition is given in the terms of a clinical 

case history: he was over forty,104 and had been lame from birth.105 

Immediately he was able to jump up (e~ctAAoµa.i..), and walk about 

(rrepi..rra.'T'ec.o).106 Peter describes him as being in perfect health ('T'l)v 

OAOK'AT}p{a.v),107 and as "saved" (aeaw'T'a.i).108 The Pharisees (4.14) see him 

as the man who had been treated/healed (nh 1'e6epa.rrevµevov), the 

Pharisaic word for healing.109 

Luke's final use of ia.ais- occurs in the same chapter of Acts110 in a 

corporate prayer that describes the place and function of Jesus in the 

history of creation.111 Again the the "word" and healing are linked: 

"grant to thy servants to speak thy word (>i<O.eiv TOV >ioyov crov) with all 

boldness, while thou stretchest out thy hand to heal (ev TW TllV xetpc£ !crovl 

EKTe{vew cre e\s- \ctcnv), and signs and wonders are performed through the 

name of thy holy servant Jesus (Ket~ anµeiet Ket~ TepetTet y{veo1leti 81.tt Tov 

ovoµetfOS' 10V d.y\ov TTet\.SOS' O"OV 'I11crol.i).11112 

101 Lk 14.1-6 
102 Acts 3.1-4.31 (see above, 157-8; and Apps 8:1, 8:3). 
103 Acts3.7 
104 Acts 4.22 
105 Acts3.2 
106 Acts3.8 
107 Acts 3.16 
108 Acts4.9 
109 Acts 4.14. See above, 157-8. Luke does not explicitly state that this healing was 
performed on the sabbath, but perhaps the fact that "Peter and John were going up to the 
temple at the hour of prayer, the ninth hour" implies this. 
110 Acts 4.30 
111 Acts 4.24-30 
112 Acts 4.29-30. Cf. Aelius Aristides (App. 5:6, 15) where Asklepios stretched forth his 
hand to save people in a storm at sea. 
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Thus, as the message (word) of Jesus was linked with eepa.rrevw in a Jewish 

context in Matthew, and with icfoµa.i to describe the intervention of God 

in gentile healings in his gospel, so Luke links the "word'~ (1"ov Xoyov) 

with "healing" (ia.cn.v) and "signs and wonders" (Ollµeta. K"a.t 1"epa.1"a.) in an 

account dedicated to a gentile reader.113 

John 
It is perhaps appropriate that we move from "signs and wonders" in Acts 

to a consideration of the use of icfoµa.i in the gospel of John. John chooses 

to use icfoµa.i three times in his gospel, in two healing stories,114 and in a 

quotation from the Septuagint.115 The third person singular aorist 

subjunctive of i&oµa.i occurs only once in the New Testament, in John's 

account of the reported speech of the official (pa.criXtK"OS') who asked Jesus 

to heal his son (Ka.\ l}pw1"a. iva. k'c:t1"c:tPtl Ka.\ ~Oll1"c:t'I. cW1"ov 1"ov vi6v ).116 This is 

the first healing reported in John, and the second sign (mwetov).117 It 

appears at the end of a 'gentile' chapter: after the story of the Samaritan 

woman at the well, Jesus' declaration of identity,118 and the belief of the 

Samaritans. The boy's fever left him at the seventh hour,119 the hour at 

which the father spoke to Jesus. It is an in absentia instantaneous 

healing - Jesus does not touch the patient, or the father.120 It is 

instructive to compare John's treatment of this story with Matthew's and 

Luke's treatment of the same story.121 In John's account the man 

requesting Jesus' help is a pa.criXtk'OS', in both Matthew and Luke he is a 

Ek'c:t1"0V1"a.pxos-; in John the patient is the man's vies-, in Matthew his rra.ts-, 

and in Luke his Sovxos- (although Luke later designates him a rra.ts- ),122 

113 Lk 1.1-4; Acts 1.1 
114 Jn 4.46-54; 5.1-15 (see Apps 8:3, 9:1). 
115 Jn 12.40 (cf. Mt 13.15; Acts 28.27; Isaiah 6.10 [App. 6:1, 62]). 

116 Jn4.47. Cf. Mt 8.5-13; Lk 7.1-10 
117 John uses ring composition to record his selection of healing miracles. There are five 
healings: four specific and one general. The general episode occurs in the middle (6.2). 
The first (4.46-54) and last (11.1-57) specific episodes both deal with death, and are in 
response to a family request, made in faith. The second (5.1-15) and fourth (9.1-41) 
specific healings are both of patients chosen by Jesus, on the sabbath, and are highly 
symbolic. Both represent spiritual ignorance. See App. 9:1. 
118 Jn426 
119 The number seven has symbolic significance for John. For a discussion of the 
importance of particular numbers, see Hawkins (1909) 163-7. 
120 See Robinson (1985) 69, n.158, for an interesting discussion concerning the identity of 
the father. 
121 Is this story from a 'Q' source? 
122 Lk 7.7 (see above, 176). 
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The boy's condition in John is rjcreevei, in Matthew m:x.pa.XvnKo S', Sewws

pa.cra.vi~6µevos-' in Luke Ka.KOOS' exwv nµeXXev TEAEVTctV. In John the man asks 

that Jesus ictO'TITct'I. his son, in Luke that he Sia.crwcrlJ his slave. In Matthew 
Jesus says eepa.rrevcrc.o in reply, in Luke he doesn't say anything but goes 

with him, while in John Jesus says "Unless you see signs and wonders 
you will not believe"! In Matthew and Luke the man tells Jesus to say 
the word, and the boy will be healed (Matthew: ict81)creTa.i; Luke: ia.el)Tw, 

but some manuscripts dte ia.e~creTa.i), which allows Jesus to comment on 

the man's faith, faith he had not found in Israel. Matthew chooses the 

passive aorist of ic£oµa.i to describe the boy's recovered state, whereas Luke 

uses the present participle of vyia.\vw. In John's account Jesus uses the 

verb ~c:tw to describe the boy's return to health, and John comments that 

the man and his whole household believed (err{O"TEVO'EV ctl.hOS' Ket~ n o{K{a. 

a.vTov oX n).123 In this way John stresses the consequence of the healing: 

i.e. gro~p conversion. The language used by each author reflects a 

deliberate choice. As we have already noticed, Matthew reserves the 

verb ic£oµa.i to describe only gentile healings, Mark the self-perception of 

an 'unclean' woman, while Luke is fond of the word, and John uses it in 

conjunction with other words like ~c£w, eepa.rrevw, and vyi~s- to convey an 
impression of holistic healing.124 

John also uses i<foµa.i in his account of the healing of the man who was by 

the Beth-zatha pool, in Jerusalem, on the sabbath.125 John uses both 

eepa.rrevw (5.10) and ic£oµa.i (5.13) to describe the man in his narrative, both 

in the passive voice, while in direct speech Jesus uses vyi~s- (5.6), as does 

the man himself in reported speech (5.15). This healing is highly 

symbolic and John has chosen all three healing words to encompass the 

spiritual, emotional, mental and physical aspects of this man's "cure" ,126 

123 Jn 4.53. Cf. the stories in Acts (9.36-43; 20.7-12) where the participial form of ,cro, is 
chosen to describe the revived condition of both Dorcas and Eutychus (see App. 8:1). The\ 
result of the healing of Dorcas had the same effect: many believed (Acts 9.42). 
124 Thus although John does choose to use Uoµcx.i, there is not the same indication of the 
gentile-Jewish controversy in John's account, that is evident in Matthew. 
125 The aorist passive participle (nominative singular masculine) ictee{s-, occurs only once 
in the New Testament, in John's gospel (5.13), as a description of this man (see App. 9:1, 
8:4). 
126 On the basis of the language it is tempting to conclude that the man might be symbolic 
of Israel: he had been ill for thirty-eight years, the same time as the people of Israel 
wandered in the wilderness. 
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The use of \cfoµcn in the epistles of the New Testament 

The verb ic£oµa.i only occurs in three other New Testament texts: 

Hebrews, 1 Peter, and fames; and, on each occasion, in a form not used by 

any other New Testament authors.127 

Hebrews 
In Hebrews the verb appears in a passage extolling the benefits of God's 

discipline.128 Here the author of Hebrews is definitely referring to 

spiritual healing: 

"Therefore lift your drooping hands and strengthen your weak knees, and 

make straight paths for your feet, so that what is lame may not be put out of 

joint, but rather be healed (ivct µJ1 1'0 x~ov eK1'pctrrfj, ictafj se µ~Aov)" .129 

This is typical of the use of healing words by New Testament authors 

other than the gospel authors. As the early Christian movement foct:I.sed 

on Christian behaviour and church doctrine, so the healing vocabulary 

came more and more to refer to spiritual health which was the result of 

right doctrine.130 

1 Peter 

In 1 Peter the verb appears in the author's call to the Jewish exiles of the 

Dispersion to be submissive, even as Christ was.131 He argues that "by 

his wounds you have been healed (o~ ,.~ µw>-.wrri ut8Y}1"E)". As at Hebrews 
12.13 this use of icfoµa.i refers to spiritual healing, and appears in the 

context of teaching about correct Christian conduct. 

James 

In fames ic£oµa.i occurs in a passage giving advice as to procedure in the 

case of suffering (K"a.K"orra.eet), for which the author advocates prayer; 

happiness (evevµet), for which he advocates praise; and infirmity (dcreevet), 

for which he advocates prayer by church elders and anointing with oil in 

the name of the Lord.132 James stresses the role of the prayer of faith, 

127 See Apps 8:3 and 8:4. 
128 Hebrews 12.13: the aorist passive subjunctive 3rd person singular ictafj (see App. 8:4). 
129 Hebrews 12.12-13 . 
130 See Apps 8:3 and 9:2. 
131 1 Peter 2.24: the aorist passive indicative 2nd person plural, icle111'e (see App 8:4). 
132 James 5.16: the aorist passive subjunctive 2nd person plural, ia.61i1'E, (see App. 8:4). 
See above, 137-8, for a discussion of the therapeutic use of oil in the ancient world. 
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which, he says, will save (awaei) the sick man (rev KctµvovTa.)133 whom the 

Lord will raise up (eyepet). James also stresses the spiritual nature of this 

healing, saying that if the weak person has committed sins he will be 

forgiven. So the instruction is: 

"to pray for one another, that you may be healed (OTTWS' icteij'Te), [for] the 

prayer of a righteous man (Suca.\ov) has great power in its effects" )34 

However, it would be incorrect to assume that James is speaking 

primarily of physical weakness here, as he designates the illness as 

cfoeevet, a word used by the gospel authors most frequently to denote those 

who were healed in general healing episodes in a teaching context by 

hearing the message of Jesus, i.e. by conversion.135 James is writing to 

Jews of the Dispersion (1.1), Jews scattered throughout the Graeco-Roman 

world, so it is appropriate that he, like Luke, should use the more 

common Greek medical verb icfoµa.i to describe healing.136 However, like 

Luke, he too uses-it with a spiritual dimension in its meaning. James is 

also anxious to establish rules for correct Christian procedure in certain 

circumstances, so, again, this is an example of the Christian use of healing 

language to promote behaviour that the author thought to be 

theologically correct. 

1 Corinthians 

The cognate form of ic£oµa.i, t'a.µa. also appears three times in 1 

Corinthians.137 In each case ia.µa. refers to the spiritual gifts of healing 

(xa.p{aµa.nt ia.µctTwv), in this chapter entirely devoted to an exposition of 

133 The use of Ketµ V(I), among other things, is cited as an example of the superior use of 
Greek by the author of fames. See Davids (1982) 58, who claims that "the writer of the 
epistle is an able master of literary Koine." Dibelius (1981) 252 interprets this whole 
procedure as an exorcism. Davids (1982) 194 disagrees. He states that it is "not a magical 
rite, nor an exorcism". Dibelius (1981) 252 also states that the use of oil was a remedy 
from folk medicine. He draws a parallel with the use of oil by the disciples at Mark 6.13. 
However, as we have seen (above, 137-8), oil was used in Hippokratic medicine. See App. 
4:1, 13. 
134 James 5.16. ·Cf. the Babylonian Talmud (Berakhoth 34b) re the Jewish hasid Hanina 
ben Dosa (for a discussion see Vermes [1983] 72-6); and Marinos, Vita Procli 29 (above, 62-
3) for similar ideas about the effectiveness of the prayer of the righteous man. 
135 Particularly Luke (see above, 148). 
136 James is also-expecting prayer to effect the intervention of God here, so icfoµa.i reflects 
its use in Asklepiadic literature. 
137 1Corinthians12. 9, 28, 30: in the genitive plural icxµct'T(l)V, (see App. 8:3). 
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spiritual gifts, and their place and function within the Christian 

community. 

What then does the verb icfoµa.i mean in the New Testament? Has any 

pattern of usage emerged, or do different authors use the verb in 

completely different ways? Are we now in a better position to comment 

on the meaning of icfoµa.i? 

A study of the use of icfoµa.i has established that: 

(i) Each synoptist uses icfoµa.i in different ways. Both Mark and Matthew 

use it rarely, and then only in the passive voice to signify the 

intervention of God.138 Mark only uses it once, for a woman's self

perception,139 while Matthew reserves it for accounts of instantaneous in 
absentia gentile healings, performed as a result of parental requests made 

in faith.140 In contrast, Luke is fond of the verb, and uses it contiguously 

with eepa.rrev c.o in healing accounts, in both the middle and passive 

voice.141 Luke invests icfoµa.i with a spiritual dimension, using icfoµa.i 

and eepa.rrevc.o in close proximity to each other, while faithfully reserving 

eepa.rrevc.o for Jewish thought and conversation, and as the subject of 

Pharisaic controversy. Thus audience is critical for Luke (as for 

Matthew), and this becomes most obvious in their different uses and 

selection of icroµa.i and eepa.rrevc.o. 

(ii) John uses i~oµa.i sparingly in healing accounts,142 preferring a range 

of healing words that are holistic in effect, and which emphasise the 

symbolic nature of his healing stories. 

(iii) Other New Testament authors use the verb in a teaching context, 

referring to right doctrine, or correct Christian practice.143 

138 Reflecting the use and meaning of Uoµa.i in both Asklepiadic literature (see Part One) 
and the Septuagint (see App. 6:1). In this way both Mark and Matthew justify the 
healings they describe in this way (Mark: an 'unclean' woman; Matthew: gentiles) by 
appealing to a higher power. There is in their use of i<toµa.i a clue as to the identity of 
their readers: Matthew's audience must be of Jewish origin. (Dare one posit a 
predominantly male audience for Mark?) 
139 Mk 5.29 (see App. 8:3). 
140 Mt 8.8, 8.13, 15.28 (see App. 8:3). 
141 That Luke feels constrained to use both verbs contiguously so consistently, points to a 
difference in meaning for different readers, and thus implies an audience of differing 
cultural and social origins. 
142 Jn4.47,5.13 
143 Hebrews 12.13; 1 Peter2.24; James5.16 
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How then does our understanding of the use of the verbs icfoµa.i and 

6epa.rrevw affect our understanding of the New Testament portrayal of 

Jesus' healing ministry? 

Conclusion 
An analysis and comparison of the usage of 6epa.rrev w and icfoµa.i has 

established: 

1. The priority of Mark's gospel.144 

2. That Matthew wrote for a primarily Jewish audience,145 and Luke for a 

gentile audience that included Jewish people.146 

3. That Luke had an intense interest in Pharisaic issues. While all three 

synoptists portray Jesus as spending leisure time in Pharisaic houses, 

discussing points of law, Luke focuses on Pharisaic issues and Pharisaic 

companionship more than Mark, or Matthew.147 However, all four 

gospel authors agree in portraying Jews (including Jesus), and particularly 

Pharisees, as using the verb 6epa.rrevw to denote sabbath healing.148 From 

this it would appear that Jesus himself was a Pharisee, a Pharisee that had 

discovered a new way of thinking, a way of thinking that contradicted 

contemporary Pharisaic thought and practice.149 Hence the gospel 

interest in and portrayal of Pharisaic opposition to Jesus' ministry. 

144 That Mark is prior to Matthew is obvious from their healing language; and that 
Mark is prior to both Matthew and Luke is also obvious from their selection and treatment 
of controversial Pharisaic issues (see App. 7:7). 
145 See above, 165-8, for a discussion of Matthew's use of icfoµa.i to describe the 
intervention of God in gentile healings. 
146 See especially Luke's use of the verb Ufuµa.i. 
147 See App. 7:7. This may be either because of his association with Paul, an ex
Pharisee, or it may indicate that he was especially anxious to explain Jesus' departure 
from accepted Pharisaic law. 
148 See above, 154-60. (But cf. John 9.1-41) 
149 Wilcox(1982) 131-195 argues that Jesus was a Pharisee, and concludes (185) that "No 
other known movement in First Century Judaism provides us with as close a 'fit' to Jesus 
and his movement as does Pharisaism, and the tension between him and the Pharisees 
thus probably arises out of his very nearness to them, its intensity reflecting the fact that 
he was viewed as representing one strand - a non-conforming one - within it. This enables 
us to make sense of the motif of Pharisees 'testing' or 'observing' Jesus or his disciples: his 
teaching and practice - or theirs - is under scrutiny to see whether or not it is in conformity 
with expected Pharisaic guidelines in such matters. Thus the questions in the main 
concern table-fellowship, Sabbath-keeping, purity, and other points of law. He is not an 
'am ha-'aretz, who is careless about the rules, but resembles rather a l).asid, a pious man 
whose emphasis in matters of halakhah is more stringent in duty to fellow man and less so 
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4. That eepctrrevw does not primarily denote physical healing, but is 

primarily a spiritual term denoting spiritual healing, while including the 
holistic effects of mental, emotional and physical health. Indeed 8epctrrevw 

often describes conversion (i.e. a change in thinking), especially in 
general healing episodes describing crowd events. Conversion involves 
active participation in and experience of the kingdom of God, inclusion 

in the spiritual community. It is the active response of teaching and 

preaching (clKovw), the active effect of 8"1.8cta1Coo, which involves saving 

service (epyctl;oµct'I.). Thus eepctrrevw provides a practical meaning for Jesus' 

command to love one another. In this sense the aspect of eepctrrevw is 

continuous. 

5. That Luke introduces icfoµct'I. in conjunction with eepctrreu w, and 

substitutes it for eepctrrevw in gentile settings, because the word is more 

intelligible to his gentile audience. As we have seen in Part One, 

eepctrrevw in a medical context refers to medical treatment in the Greek 

world (i.e. nursing care), and in a teaching/ oratorical context it implies 

persuasion. It seems that Luke didn't want to dispense with either the 

notion of 'nurture' or 'persuasion' implicit in eepctrrevw. However he did 

want to introduce a word that could imply both a 'cure' and 'divine 

intervention' in its meaning. As we have seen in Part One, both notions 

are present in the Greek world for ieoµct'I.. So Luke chooses to use both 

word groups contiguously. Thus audience has a great effect on the gospel 

message. 

6. That to translate both words as "heal" is misleading, as, in our modern 

secular society, readers understand this term in a purely physical sense, a 

sense not intended by the New Testament authors. 

But what of other important terms that appear in healing stories? Does 

their use shed any light on the meaning and purpose of Jesus' healing 

ministry? 

in questions of 'purity' and table-fellowship than is the case with acceptable Pharisaic 
norms. His healing and other miracle-working activities fit the same pattern .... " 
Wilcox reaches this conclusion by studying Jesus in the light of his Jewish environment. A 
study of the gospel depiction of the Pharisaic use of eepcx.rrevw and Pharisaic disputes 
supports his conclusion. 
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Chapter Nine 

Other New Testament healing words: ac,6~00 IC'ct8a.\poo cinToµa.i vy\.Ct(voo 

There are several other general healing terms that appear in the New 
Testament language of healing and, of these, vyia.\voo and cr~~oo are the 
most important. Forms of the vyia.\voo vyilf s- family of words occur 

twenty-two times in the New Testament,1 while forms of 8ia.crc.9~c.o crc.9~c.o 

also occur twenty-two times in healing stories.2 As well, a study of the 

synoptic use of Ka.8a.{pc.o3 and ct'1noµa.i4 in healing stories reveals much 

about the reporting method of each synoptist, and about Jesus' healing 

methods. Thus each word group will be considered in turn. It is to a 

consideration of the 8ia.crc.9~c.o crc.9~c.o family of words that we shall turn first, 

and, as with eepa.rrevc.o and icfoµa.i, we shall consider the synoptic use of this 

word group as it appears in general and specific healing episodes. 

S1.Ctcrc,6tf.I> ac.6too in general healing episodes 

This verb group appears twice, in parallel synoptic episodes, in the 

passive voice. The third person plural imperfect passive indicative 

ecr~~ovTo occurs only once in a healing context in the New Testament. It 

is, not surprisingly,5 in Mark's gospel (6.56), and occurs in an account of 

general healing episodes in the region of Gennesaret. Mark reports that 

the people there began bringing sick people (Tovs- K'ctK'WS' exovTa.S' ... Tovs

dcreevovvTa.S') to any place where they heard Jesus was (villages, cities, or 

country), and they asked him whether they might touch the hem of his 

cloak (iva. K"ctv Tov K"pa.crrre8ov Tov lµa.Twv cWTov llwoovTa.i). And as many as 

touched him were healed on each occasion (Ka.\ ocroi ctV n'lfa.v'l"o a.V'TOV 

ecr~l:OV1"0). Mark's choice of the imperfect tense, implying continuous 

action over a period of time, is supported by his description of Jesus' 

1 See App. 9:2. 
2 Forms of these verbs have been restricted to healing stories that appear to have a 
physical element, as this family of "salvation" words appears so often in the New 
Testament, in differing contexts. See Apps 7:10 and 7:11. The twenty-two cited are: Mt 
9.21, 9.22, 9.22, 14.36; Mk 3.4, 5.23, 5.28, 5.34, 6.56, 10.52; Lk 6.9, 7.3, 8.36, 8.48, 8.50, 
17.19, 18.42; Jn 11.12; Acts 4.9, 4.12, 14.9; James 5.15. Also relevant are Acts 4.12 
(aw1"11p{ct); Acts 16.17 (dsov ac1>1"11P\cts-); Acts 16.30 (awew); Acts 16.31 (awen01J); and Acts 
28.28 (TOVTO TO aWTllP\0'11 TOV eeov) because they appear in close proximity to healing 
stories (or language). 
3 See App. 7:13, "Other". 
4 See Apps 7:12 and 7:13. 
5 See above, 136-9, for a discussion of Mark's use of the imperfect tense. 
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movements. Mark links a~'c.o with ltrrToµcti. Matthew has a similar story 
(14.36). Luke does not use this verb in a general healing episode,6 and 

this is the only general healing episode in Mark7 that does not include a 
form of eepctrrevc.o. We are not told what specific weaknesses the people 
suffered, only the very vague TOV) k'a.KW) exovTct) ... TOV) <iaeevovvTct). In 

all other healings in Mark where a~'c.o occurs we are told the physical 
nature of the problem,8 whereas here the description of the ailments is so 

vague and generalised that it is impossible to determine anything other 

than that a positive result occurred in the lives of those who reached out 

and touched (n'lfctvTo) Jesus. 

Matthew chooses the aorist passive indicative to report the general 

healing episode at Gennesaret.9 In his account the men of the region 

brought all those feeling poorly (rr<tVTct) TOV) k'ctK'W) exovTct)) to Jesus. 

Again a~'c.o is linked with ltrrToµcti: 

"They began asking him if they might only touch the hem of his cloak (Ka.~ 

na.peKcU.ouv <Wrov \va. µ6vov ctl.jl'(l)Vf<t'I. rov Kpa.oiresou roil \.µa.rfuu <Wroii), and 

as many as touched (it) were healed (Ka.\ 00'0'1. nl.jl'a.vro Sieawenaa.v)." 

As in Mark, the passive voice of the verb is chosen, although (typically) 

Matthew has chosen the aorist tense, signifying a single completed action. 

As in Mark, this is the only general healing episode in Matthew that does 
not include a form of eepcmevc.o, but includes forms of li'rrToµcti. When the 

people "reach out'' in faith they are "healed". 

S'14a'~'w a~'w in specific healing episodes 
An interesting feature of the use of this word group is that Jesus is 

portrayed as the only person to use a~'w in direct speech in specific 

6 Hobart (1882) 8-9 compares these passages with Luke 6.19, an important general healing 
episode discussed above (149, 168-9). He states (9) that "Luke uses a term strictly medical 
(i.e. iciro), the other writers one less precise". However, we have seen that Luke uses 
i<toµa.i. in a holistic sense, but with a spiritual emphasis (see chapter eight), especially in 
crowd scenes. Mark and Matthew may be doing the same thing here with Sia.crc.9<(1) and 
a<.9<(1). 
7 Matthew's parallel account, at 14.36, is also the only general healing episode in 
Matthew that does not include a form of eepa.TTeV(I). Neither passage mentions teaching, 
and perhaps this is why eepa.neV(I) does not appe~r. The choice of a'9<(1) in the passive 
voice implies the intervention of God. 
8 A withered hand (3.4); Jairus' daughter: dying (5.23); the haemorrhaging woman (5.28, 
34); and blind Bartimaeus (10.52). 
9 The only occurrence of this form: SieaWenactv, in the NT. Cf. Mk 6.56. See App. 7:11. 
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healing episodes.to Jesus uses aciS'w when discussing the legality of 

healing on the Sabbath with the Pharisees, and in the healing of the 

haemorrhaging woman, a blind man, and in the Lukan story of the ten 

lepers. 

Both occurrences of the aorist active infinitive of ac,9,w in New Testament 

healing stories come out of Jesus' mouth in the parallel accounts of the 

sabbath healing of the man with the withered hand.11 While all three 

synoptists preserve this story,12 only Luke retains Mark's form of ae,9'w in 

the question that Jesus puts to the Pharisees,13 while choosing to make 

other substitutions. In Mark, Jesus asks whether it is lawful on the 

Sabbath to do good Or to do harm (dyct00V TTO\.'~O'ct'I. 1) KctK'OTTO'l.YlO'ct'I.), to save 

life or to kill Nrvxnv O'WO'ct'I. n cirroKretvcti). Luke "improves" Mark's Greek 

by framing Jesus' question thus: ciyct0orroiilacti 1) KctKorroiilacti, "'vxnv O'WO'ct'I. n 
cirroXeacti, while Matthew prefers to give an illustration of "saving" life, 

rather than retaining the question in these words.14 The use of aciS'w is 

significant. Jesus equates this healing with "saving" life.15 Since 

Pharisaic law did allow the sabbath to be broken where there was a "threat 

to life"16 Jesus' question is a quite legitimate example of Pharisees 

engaging in disputes concerning matters of halakhah.17 But what did 

Jesus mean by his question? The man was not in danger of dying, in a 

physical sense. However Jesus obviously felt that his life was threatened 

in some way. Certainly a physical disability of this nature would prevent 

10 However the verb does appear in indirect speech in the active voice. The active aorist 
subjunctive third person singular of Sia.a~~w occurs only once in a healing context, in the 
reported speech of Jewish elders, in Luke's account of the healing of the centurion's 
servant. Matthew (8.5-13) does not use Sia.a~~w in this story, while John (4.47) chooses 
i4oi,1'ct\. Luke makes Jesus comment on the centurion's faith (rr{anv 7.9), and then (7.10) 
chooses vy'l.ct\vov1'a. to describe the servant's condition when the centurion returns home (cf. 
IG JV2 1, 122, 21 [App. 2:2, 21]). See App. 7:11, 8\a.O'Wcn;i. 

11 Mk 3.4; Lk 6.9 (see App. 7:10; and App. 7:11, a<llaa.i). 
12 Mk 3.1-6; Lk 6.6-11; Mt 12.9-14 
13 In Mark Jesus puts the question to the Pharisees; in Luke he puts it to the Pharisees and 
scribes. 
14 Mt 12.11-12 
15 But note that the word for 'life' is 'ljlvxn. 
16 See Wilcox (1982) 176-7, and n.247, for a discussion of this issue. Cf. Hull (1974) 1, who 
claims that: "The Jewish objection to the healings on the sabbath was ... not the sabbath 
activity itself but the magical techniques used by Jesus." However the language used by 
the gospel authors would seem to question this interpretation. See above, 158-60, on the 
link between eepa.rrevw and epy~oµa.i. 
17 However, all three synoptic authors record that the Pharisees thought of this sabbath 
healing in terms of eepa.rrevw. See above, chapter seven. 
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the man from leading a normal life, it would also exclude him from full 

participation in the religious life of his community.18 So, in restoring 

the man's hand, Jesus was not only physically healing the man, he was 
giving him the opportunity for full spiritual participation in his 

community. Thus, in this way, a~l;w as it is used here is holistic in 

meaning. 

On other occasions when Jesus uses the verb a~l;w in healing stories, he 

does so in the active perfect tense.19 This form appears six times in New 

Testam~nt healing stories, in all three synoptic gospels. On all occasions 

it comes out of the mouth of Jesus to a person who has been healed in the 

saying "Your faith has saved you (1\ rr\ans- aov aea(l)K'eV ae)." It occurs in all 

three synoptic accounts of the healing of the haemorrhaging woman.20 

As well, all three synoptists choose the verb ctrrToµa.i to describe the 

woman's touch, a verb that is often chosen to describe the touch of those 

who reach out in faith,21 and is linked with ac.Pl;w. 

The second parallel account that features this saying is the account of the 
healing of the blind man near Jericho.22 Both Mark and Luke state that 

discipleship is the result of this man's healing, Mark stating: "and 

immediately he saw, and began following him on the way (Ka.i ev8VS' 
dvePXe"1ev, Ka.\ tlKOXoveei WTci) ev Tfj oSci) Cl0.52))" I while Luke (Ka.\ rrcipa.xpfiµa. 

dvePXe"1ev, Ka.\ l}KoXoveei a.VTci)) adds: "praisi:µg God. And all the people, 

when they saw it, gave praise to God (So~c1l;wv Tov ae6v. Ka.\ mis- a xa.Os- iswv 
eSwKeV a.tvov Tc.\) ee<.\) (18.43))". Mark gives the blind man's name as 

Bartimaeus, in contrast to Luke, who makes him an anonymous beggar. 

This seems an unusual practice for Luke, if we assume that he was 

working from Mark's account.23 In other places Luke provides precise 

personal details.24 This is the only specific Lukan account of the healing 

18 See Leviticus 13.46 
19 The active perfect indicative third person singular aeaWKev: see App. 7:11. 
20 Mt 9.22; Mk 5.34; Lk 8.48 
21 See below, 192f. 
22 Mk 10.52; Lk 18.42; cf. Mt 20.29-34 
23 So some have thought that the name was added to Mark's account after Luke made use 
of it (see Sanders and Davies [1989) 172). 
24 For example, the names of Mary, Joanna, and Susanna (8.2-3) in a passage peculiar to 
Luke. He also retains the identities of Peter's mother-in-law (4.38-39), and Jairus (8.40-
42); and in Acts names Aeneas (9.32-35), Dorcas (9.36-43), Eutychus (20.7-12), and Publius' 
father (28.7-9) and, of course, Saul (9.1-22), in his twelve healing episodes; and carefully 
identifies each of the seven victims of punishment in Acts either by name-or parentage, 
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of blindness, apart from that of Paul in Acts.25 Both accounts are 
conversion accounts and result in active discipleship: the blind man 
follows Jesus, praising God, and all those nearby also praise God; Paul 
began preaching (e'°1pvcrcrev C9.20)) and converting others. Thus physical 

blindness in Lukan writings is used as a motif denoting spiritual 

blindness. Certainly the use of a~'w in both synoptic accounts invests 
this healing with a spiritual dimension. Matthew records a similar 

episode which also includes discipleship as the result,26 but Matthew 

features two blind men.27 He also omits Jesus' saying, and therefore 

cr<P,w, but includes ctrrToµa.i to describe Jesus' touch.28 

The third episode in which this saying of Jesus appears occurs in a story 

peculiar to Luke (17.11-19). On the way to Jerusalem, between Samaria 

and Galilee, ten lepers asked Jesus to have mercy on them. All found 

they were cleansed when they followed Jesus' instructions to show 

themselves to the priests. One, a Samaritan, a foreigner (dXXoyevns- ), 

returned to praise God and thank Jesus. Jesus told him his faith had 

"saved" him. This story links several words that appear frequently in 

healing stories: eXectw,29 Ka.0a.{pw,30 ictoµa.i,31 TTW1'\.)' and cr<P~w. 

The author of the epistle James also links ictoµa.i and rr(crns- with the verb 

cr<P,w.32 It appears in a passage in James giving advice as to procedure in 

the case of suffering. James advises prayer, for "the prayer of faith will 
save the man laid low33 (n evxn -rns- TTWTEW) O'WO'E\. TOV Ketµ vov-ra.)". As in 

the gospel healing stories cr<P'w is linked with rrfons-. 

and gives their location, history, and occupation as well. (See Apps 7:3, 8:1 and 8:2) Thus 
it is curious that he would omit Bartimaeus' name, in a parallel account, supposedly based 
on Mark. The language used certainly presupposes a parallel account. 
25 Acts 9.1-22. But see the general healing episode at Luke 7.21, and 147-8, above. 
26 Mt 20.29-34 
27 See Jerernias (1975) 86 f. where he discusses the tendency of the author of Matthew to 
heighten the element of miracle by exaggerating numbers cited in Mark. 
28 Matthew also features ci'nToµeti. in his other account of the healing of two blind men 
(9.27-31), an account thought to be a duplicate of this account (Mt 20.29-34). See Sanders 
and Davies (1989) 172. 
29 The blind men also attract Jesus' attention with this word. See Mk 10.47; Lk 18.38; Mt 
20.30. 
30 See below, 199-203. 
31 See above, chapter.eight. 
32 James 5.15: acfuei. (see App. 7:11). The future active indicative third person singular of 
a~(I) only occurs once in a healing context. 
33 The use of Kclµvw, among other things, is cited as an example of the superior use of Greek 
by the author of James. See Davids (1982) 58, who claims that "the writer of the epistle 
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Several interesting patterns emerge from a study of the use of a~~w in the 

active voice in New Testament healing stories. 

1. ac.Q~w appears ten times in the active voice in a healing context. Of 

these ten, eight appear in direct speech, always out of the mouth of Jesus. 
Thus only Jesus uses a~~w in direct speech in the active voice in a healing 

context. 
2. Furthermore, where Jesus says "~ rr\ans- aov aeaWKev ae", in each case, 

there is a strong spiritual emphasis. The blind men all "followed" Jesus, 

as soon as they could "see"; the haemorrhaging woman, and the leper, 

both having been excluded from full participation in their communities 

because of "uncleanness", were told to continue their life journey,34 

having been saved by faith. Thus a~~w, like eepctrrevw and icfoµcti, includes 

the notion of discipleship in its meaning. 

3. a~~w likes to appear in close proximity to a form of rr\ans-, and/ or 
., 
ctTTTOµct\.. 

In the passive voice the verb ac.Q ~w appears in differing forms in six 

specific healing episodes: the accounts of the haemorrhaging woman, the 

accounts of the healing of Jairus' daughter, and the raising of Lazarus; 

and the Lukan stories o,f the healing_ of the Gerasene demoniac, and of 
both the lame men in Acts. 

ac.Q~w appears in two forms in the parallel accounts of the healing of the 

haemorrhaging woman: in the thought of the woman,35 and as a 

concluding description of her healed state.36 In both Matthew and Mark, 

healing (awel)aoµcti) is here thought of by the haemorrhaging woman as 

being conditional on her touching (ct'lfooµcti) Jesus' cloak. Matthew also 

uses ae,9~w to conclude his account of the healing of the haemorrhaging 

is an able master of literary Koine." Dibelius (1981) 252 interprets this whole procedure 
as an exorcism. Davids (1982) 194 disagrees. He states that it is "not a magical rite, nor 
an exorcism". Dibelius (1981) 252 also states that the use of oil was a remedy from folk 
medicine. He draws a parallel with the use of oil by the disciples at Mark 6.13. 
However, as we have seen (above, 137-8), oil was used in Hippokratic medicine (see App. 
4:1, 13). ic«µvw appears frequently in the Hippokratic Corpus identifying those who were 
patients (see App. 4:1). 
34 See above, 175, and App. 8:4: \4611. 
35 Twice in the first person future passive indicative of aw'w in the _parallel accounts of 
Mark (5.28) and Matthew (9.21). See App. 7:11, awenaoµa.i. 
36 The third person singular aorist passive indicative eac.6011 occurs as Matthew's final 
description of the woman (9.22); and also in the Lukan account of the healing of the 
Gerasene demoniac (8.36). See Apps 7:10 and 7:11. 
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'''' '''" '' IddM h woman: Keti ecrwen n yvvn etrro wpets- EKEWT'IS'. n ee , att ew uses a 

combination of forms of m~'w, ci'rrToµeti and rr\crns- in this story. Neither 

Mark nor Luke uses this form in their parallel accounts. It is significant 

that Matthew describes this healing, that of an "unclean" woman, with a 

passive verb, implying the intervention of God.37 

ac.Q'w also appears in the accounts of the healing of Jairus' daughter, in 

both Mark and Luke, occurring in direct speech between Jairus and Jesus. 

In Mark's account, Jairus uses the verb in his request that Jesus come and 

lay hands on his daughter {ivet ei\ewv em.e'ijs- 'T'ctS' xe\pet) cuJT'ij), in order that 

she might be healed and might live (ivet crweij Ket\ (.l)IJ'T,l).38 Later, when he 

is told that his daughter has died, Jesus tells him: "Do not be afraid, only 

keep on believing (µn ~opov, µ6vov rrfoTeve (5.36))." Thus again rr{crns- is 

linked to cr~(.w.39 In Luke's parallel account of this story Luke expands 

Jesus' Markan saying to "Don't be afraid. Only believe, and she will be 

saved (µn ~pov, µ6vov rrW'T'evcrov, Ket\ crwel)creTeti)."40 

Similarly, crwel)creTeti comes out of the mouths of the disciples to Jesus, in 

the Johannine story of the raising of ,Lazarus (11.12), after Jesus had told 

the disciples that Lazarus was sleeping (ei KeKo{µ T'l'T'etl. crwel)creTeti). Both 

stories deal with death/sleep, and both link a form of cr~(.w with a form of 

rricrTevw. Indeed, John makes Jesus claim that he did not go to Lazarus 

earlier "in order that you (disciples) might believe {ivet rricr1'EVO'T'l1'E ( 11.15) )". 

John uses this story to stress Jesus' identity, and the link between belief 

and life: 

"Jesus said to her (Martha), 'I am the resurrection and the life (ii dvcto-1«01.~ 

Ket\ ii {.wn); he who believes in me (o TT\O'fEVWV ei~ eµe), though he die, yet 

shall he live (Kctv clrroectv'Q {.ncrefet'I.), and whoever lives and believes in me 

shall never die (Ket\ mi~ o {.wv Ket\ rr"1.0"1evwv ei~ eµe ov µTi clrroectv'Q ei~ Tov 

eti<i5vet·). Do you believe this? (lT'\.O"fEVE'I.~ fov10;)' She said to him, 'Yes, 

37 As does Mark, in his only use of the verb \cloµet'I. (see above, 164-5). 
38 Mk 5.23: the third person aorist passive subjunctive cr~ij only occurs once in the New 
Testament in a healing context (see App. 7:11, cr~ij). 
39 lirr1oµet'I. does not appear in this story however, rather Kpet1ew is used to describe Jesus' 
touch (5.41), as in the parallel accounts in Luke (8.54), and Matthew (9.25). Kpa.1ew is a 
strong verb. It implies a more overpowering touch than O:rr1oµa.i (see below, 204f.). 
40 Lk 8.50: the third person singular future passive indicative, cr~ncre1a.i, appears twice 
in a healing context, here and at John 11.12. 
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Lord; I believe (eyw nen\o'Tevicct) that you are the Christ (o XpWTos-), the Son 

of God (o v\Os- TOV eeoil), he who is coming (o epxoµevos-) into the world."41 

Later Jesus uses TT\.0'1'evw twice, once to Martha (ectv TT\.O'TEVO'T,IS' CU.40)), and 

once in prayer (tva. TT\.O'Tevawaw Cll.41)). TT\.0'1'evw also appears in the 

narrative. The result of Lazarus' restoration was, predictably, that "many 

of the Jews ... believed (eTTfo1'evaa.v )" ,42 so that the chief priests and the 

Pharisees wonder what to do about him, saying, 

"If we let him go on thus, everyone will believe in him (nci'.VTES' nWTevaov01..v 

e\s- cWTov), and the Romans will come and destroy both our (holy?) place (Tov 

Tonov) and our nation."43 

Thus the verb TT\.0'1'evw occurs nine times in this story, six times out of the 

mouth of Jesus,44 once in narrative describing result,45 once out of 

Martha's mouth affirming her belief,46 and once expressing the fear of 

the chief priests and Pharisees.47 It is linked with the verb ~c£w, a verb 

that appears in six of ten New Testament stories dealing with death 

(sleep).48 

In the Lukan story of the healing of the Gerasene demoniac Luke puts 

a~~w into the mouths of bystanders who explain how the Gerasene 

demoniac was healed: mos- eac.Oell o Sa.iµovwee\.s-.49 The result in the life of 

this man (as in the lives of the blind beggar, and the Samaritan leper) was 

discipleship. People found the man "sitting at the feet of Jesus, clothed 

and in his right mind (K"a.0nµevov ... iµa.naµevov K"a.t aw~ovovv1'a. TTa.pd 1'0VS' 

TToSa.s- 1'00 'Illaou)" .so However, when the man begged "that he might be 

with him (etva.i O"Uv cuhq))", Jesus "sent him away51 (clTTeAvaev Se a.lhov )", 

with instructions to "return home and declare how much God has done 

41 Jn 11.25-27 
42Jn11.45 
43Jn11.48 
44 Jn 11.15, 25, 26, 27, 40, 41 
45 Jn 11.45 
46Jn11.27 
47Jn11.48 
48 Mk 5.23; Mt 9.18; Jn 4.50ff.; Jn ll.25ff.; Acts 9.40; Acts 20.12 
49 Lk 8.36: the third person singular aorist passive indicative eaWen . Cf. Mt 9.22, and see 
Apps 7:10 and 7:11. 
50 Lk8.35 
51 Lk 8.38 (see Vermes (1983] 49). 
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for you" .52 Thus this story does not exhibit the secrecy motif that is so 

prominent in many other healing stories.53 

The verb cr~~w also appears in two Lukan healing stories in Acts in the 

same form. The aorist passive infinitive crwefiva.i occurs in both accounts 

of the healing of different lame men.54 The first comes out of Peter's 

mouth in his speech to the Council, explaining the healing of the lame 

man at the temple gate.55 Although Luke uses a range of healing words 

in this story: O'~~(I), eepa.TT ev w, v yil)s I ia.O'\.) I OAOK'A T}p{a., (Svva.µ \.)' O'T}µetov)' 

Peter's speech revolves around the importance of faith (n{crns) in Jesus' 

name (3.16), and he explains how the man was healed (crecrw-ra.i)56 in the 

name of Jesus (4.9-10), and that there isn't any salvation (n crw-rnp{a.) in 

anyone/anything else (4.12), for there is no other name by which we must 

be saved (~ Set awa'ijva.i l)µlis C4.12)). Thus it was n{crns which led to the 

OAOK'AT}p{a.v (3.16) of the man who was lame. The result in the behaviour 

of the man was (as with the blind beggar at Luke 18.43) that he began 

praising God (3.8), and soon "everybody began praising God" (4.21). His 

restoration became this "sign of healing (To crnµetov -roO-ro -rfis icicre(I)) )" ,57 a 

catalyst for mass conversion. 

The second appearance of crwa'ijva.i occurs in the Lukan account of Paul's 

healing of the man lame from birth.58 Paul saw that "he had faith to be 

made well (K'a.\ iswv OT\. exei TTWT\.V TOV awa'ijva.i)." Again ac,9~w depends on 
, 

TT \.O'T\.) . 

What then of the use of the a~~w Sia.a~~w family of words in New 

Testament healing stories? 

52 Lk8.39 
53 Mark 5.19 contains the same command, but cf. Mk 1.44 = Lk 5.14 =Mt 8.4; Lk 8.56 = Mk 
5.43; Mk 7.36; Mk 8.26; Mt 9.30. See also Wrede (1971). 
54 The first where Peter (and John?) is the agent (Acts 3.1-26, 4.1-31); the second where 
Paul is the agent (Acts 14.8-11). See App. 8:1. 
55 Acts4.12 
56 Acts 4.9: the third person singular perfect passive indicative afow-rcr:1. occurs only once 
in the New Testament in a healing context (see Apps 7:10 and 7:11). 
57 Acts4.22 
58 Acts 14.9 
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Matthew uses forms of er<.P~c.o Sux.er<.P~c.o four times in two healing stories.59 
Both incidents record the healing of those who touched Jesus' clothes, in 
faith. Jesus claims that it was the faith of the haemorrhaging woman 
which saved her: "n nfons- erov ereerc.oKev ere" .60 The faith of those at 
Gennesaret is also noted: "Ka:~ netpeK<lXovv etv"Tov tva. µ6vov ci'wwv"Ta.i "Tov 

Kpa.crTTeSov 'TOV iµa.1'\ov cW'TOV Ket~ oero'I. nwa.vTO 8ieerc.Oeriera.v". 61 The thoughts of 
the haemorrhaging woman: "e>.eyev ycl.p ev ea.v'Tfj, 'Ectv µovov ct'lfc.oµa.i 'TOV 

iµa.1'\ov a.v"Tov erc.oel)eroµa.i" ,62 echo the description of the crowd, in content 

and language. And like the man's demonic epileptic son,63 the 

centurion's "boy" ,64 and the Canaanite woman's daughter,65 the 

haemorrhaging woman was healed from the hour that Jesus spoke to 

her: "Ket~ eerweri tl yvvn cfoo 'TTlS' WPetS' fre{vris-". 66 er<.P~c.o and Sieter<.P~c.o then, in 

Matthew, record instantaneous healing of those who touched Jesus' 

clothes in faith. The verb chosen to describe that touch on each occasion 

is ctTT'Toµeti. In Matthew it is only Jesus who uses er<.P~c.o in the active voice. 

Mark uses er~~c.o on -more occasions than Matthew. However, as in 

Matthew er<.P~w is linked with ctTT'Toµeti in the story of the haemorrhaging 

woman, in (almost) identical language: "ecl.v ci'wc.oµa.i K~v 'TWV lµet"Twv cW'Tov 

erc.oel)eroµeti". 67 Jesus' saying is identical: "n n\crns- erov ereerWK'ev ere". 68 Like 

Matthew, Mark also uses er~~c.o with ci'n"Toµeti to report the healing of 

crowds of people at Gennesaret,69 but he chooses the imperfect, rather 

than the aorist, to describe these events, implying a series of episodes 

over a period of time. Ma!k uses er<.P~c.o on two other occasions, occasions 

where Matthew chooses to omit er<.P~c.o. The first is in Mark's story of the 

sabbath healing of the man with the withered hand,70 where Jesus asks 

the Pharisees whether it is lawful on the sabbath to save life <wvxnv erwera.i), 

59 Mt 9.21, 22, 22; 14.36 (see Apps 7:10 and 7:11). 
60 Mt9.22 
61 Mtl4.36 
62 Mt9.21 
63 Mt17.18 
64 Mt8.13 
65Mt15.28 
66 Mt9.22 
67 Mk5.28 
68 Mk5.34 
69 Mk6.56 
70 Mk3.4 
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or to kill, wording that is retained by Luke.71 Mark also has Jesus repeat 

the saying, "n rr\ans- aov aea(l)l('ev ae" to Bartimaeus,72 a saying preserved by 

Luke.73 Thus, in Mark, as in Matthew, it is only Jesus who uses a~~w in 

the active voice in direct speech. 

Luke chooses to use a~~w more than Mark, in more healing stories. As 

in Mark, Luke retains awacti. in the story of the sabbath healing of the man 

with the withered hand.74 Luke also retains Jesus' saying, "n rr\ans- aov 
aeawKev ae", in the stories of the haemorrhaging woman,75 and the 

healing of the blind beggar near Jericho.76 However Luke also puts this 

saying into the mouth of Jesus, when he addresses the Samaritan leper, 

who returned to thank him for his health.77 Jewish elders also use 

Si.cta~~w, when they request Jesus' help on behalf of the centurion,78 and 

bystanders explain how the Gerasene demoniac was healed in terms of 

a~~w.79 Finally, Luke puts awel)ae1'ct1. into the mouth of Jesus, when he 

tells Jairus not to fear, only believe, and his daughter will be saved.80 

This same form of C'cQ~W comes out of the mouths of the disciples in 

John's only use of this word in a healing story, the raising of Lazarus.81 

It is interesting that the same form is used by both Luke and John, in 

stories concerning "sleep" and "death", and that in both stories the link 

between "belief" and "salvation" is stressed. 

Other Lukan uses of a~~w in healing stories occur in two stories in Acts.82 

The first three forms come out of Peter's mouth in the Lukan account of 

71 Lk6.9 
72 Mkl0.52 
73Lk18.42 
74 Lk6.9 
75 Lk8.48 
76Lk18.42 
77Lk17.19 
78 Lk7.3 
79 Lk8.36 
80 Lk8.50 
81 Jn 11.12 
82 Acts 3.1-26, 4.1-31 and 14.8-11. But forms of a<9'w also occur in the story that is the 
result of the healing of the slave girl who had a spirit of divination (16.30, 31). The girl 
herself had shouted (16.17) that Paul and his companions were proclaiming the way of 
salvation (dsov (1'(1)1"1\P(ets- ). As a result of her healing Paul and Silas were imprisoned. 
There the gaoler asked them "What must I do to be saved? (1"{ µe Set rroi.etv ivet O'(l)(lci);)" 
(16.30). Paul's and Silas' answer to the gaoler's question: "Believe in the Lord Jesus, and 
you will be saved, you and your household (Il\a"!"Evaov ... , Ket~ awencn:J all Ket~ d otKos
aov )." The result was that he believed (TTETTW1"EVKWS' 1"4) 6e4i (16.34l), and he and his 
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the healing of the lame man,83 a story which emphasises the man's 

faith.84 The second story is the Lukan account of Paul's healing of the 

man lame from birth.85 Again faith is linked with a~,oo. Thus the 

exploits of Peter and Paul are balanced, in deed, and word. 

The only other New Testament use of a~'oo in a (physical?) healing 

context, is at James 5.15, where James says that the prayer of faith will 

save the man laid low (1) evxn -r'ijs- TTtO'TEOOS' O'WO'El, TOV Kctµvov-rct). Again 

rrfons- is linked with ac.Pl:oo. 

Thus the use of ac.Pl:oo and 81,<tcrc.9l:oo in healing stories denotes far more than 

physical healing. Like eepa:rrevoo and the Lukan use of ictoµcti the a~l:oo 

8ictcr~ l:oo family of words in healing stories is primarily spiritual in 

meaning. Those that are "saved/healed" are those who reach out to 

Jesus in faith. Faith is emphasised and some form of discipleship is the 

usual result. Thus there is a strong element of conversion in healing 

stories that feature a~ 'oo or 8ictcr~ 'oo in their healing language. And, 

unless it comes out of the mouth of Jesus, the verb usually appears in the 

passive voice. 

There are other important healing words in the New Testament healing 

narrative. Indeed, a study of one generally leads to a network of 

associated others. One of these is the verb K<t8ct\poo. 

tca.ea.{poo 
K<tB<t\poo occurs in two healing stories in the synoptic gospels: the synoptic 

parallel account of the leper's cleansing,86 and the Lukan story of the ten 

lepers.87 It also occurs in Matthew's account of Jesus' command to the 

disciples,88 and in the Matthaean and Lukan account of Jesus' reply to the 

messengers of John the Baptist who question his identity.89 

family were baptised. Again TT'l.OTEVW is linked with aw<w. This is obviously a conversion 
account, and is not supposed to describe physical healing. But that this combination of 
terminology appears so often in "healing'' stories is too striking to ignore. Discipleship 
must be part of the healing/ saving proc~ss. · 
83 . Acts 4.9, 12, 12 
84 Acts3.16 
85 Acts 14.9 
86 Mk 1.40-45; Mt 8.1-3; Lk 5.12-13. 
87 Lk 17.11-19. See above, 176, 192. 
88 Mt 10.8. The second person plural present active imperative Ka8ctp\<e-re occurs only 
once, out of the mouth of Jesus. This instruction, to "cleanse lepers" (>ierrpovs- Ka8ctp~e-re) 
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A study of the synoptic use of Ka.ea.\pw reveals a pattern of treatment 
concerning the same healing story. In the parallel accounts of the leper's 
cleansing the request of the leper is reported in (almost) identical 
language,90 Jesus' reply is reported in identical language,91 Jesus' action is 
reported with the same verb (cinToµa.i),92 and Jesus' instruction to the 

leper to show himself to the priest and fulfil the requirements of the law 

is also reported in very similar language in each account. Similarly, 

Jesus' request for secrecy is also reported in identical language93 by all 

three synoptists. Thus all three synoptists report Jesus' speech in 

identical language, and are v~ry similar in their reporting of indirect 

speech. 

However, for' all these similarities, there are significant differences in 

their accounts. The location of each incident is different. Mark does not 

specify a location, but places Jesus somewhere in Galilee (1.39), while 

Matthew says that Jesus had come down from the mountain (where he 

had been teaching) and that great crowds had followed him (8.1). Luke 

appears in a long list of instructions to the newly commissioned disciples of where to go 
(and where not to go), what to say, what to do, and what to take with them. Cf. Mk 3.13-
19, 6.7-13; Lk 6.12-16, 9. 1-6; and GT #14. For a discussion of this use, see below, chapter 
ten. 
89 Mt 11.5; Lk 7.22. The third person plural present passive indicative Ka.Oa.p(~ov'Ta.\. 
occurs twice, in the Lukan and Matthaean accounts of Jesus' reply to the messengers from 
John the Baptist. Both replies are based on the Septuagint version of Isaiah 35.5-6, 42.18 
and 61.1. However Isaiah does not mention the cleansing of lepers, (nor the raising of the 
dead), and so Ka.6a.\pw does not appear in the promises of Isaiah. This raises the question 
of the origin, significance, and purpose of this saying. 
90 The aorist active infinitive Ka.Oa.pfoa.i.. appears three times in the parallel synoptic 
accounts of the leper's cleansing (Mk 1.40; Mt 8.2; Lk 5.12). On each occasion it comes out 
of the mouth of the leper, when he addresses Jesus with the words: "If you want to, you 
can make me clean (edv OeX"Q~ Svva.aa.( µe Ka.6a.p\O"a.i..)". The request is framed in identical 
language in the three accounts, except .that both Matthew and Luke preface the leper's 
request with the vocative Kvpu;. 
91 The aorist passive second singular imperative Ka.Oa.p(a1h1n occurs three times, in the 
parallel synoptic accounts of Jesus' saying to the leper: 0EXW, Ka.6a.p\aenn. Jesus' saying is 
reported in identical language in each gospel. 
92 The result is reported in different language however. The aorist passive third person 
singular indicative eKa.6a.pfoen occurs twice, as a narrative summation of the story of the 
leper's cleansing in the Markan and Matthaean accounts. Mark (1.42) describes the result 
thus: "Ka.\ evav~ clni;Mev cln' a.V'TOV ,; Xerrpa., Ka.\ EKa.6a.pfoen". Matthew (8.3) reduces 
this to: "Ka.\ evee~ ek"a.6a.p\aen a.V'TOV ii Xerrpa.", while Luke (5.13) prefers: "Ka.\ evee~ ,; 
Xenpa. clni;Mev cln' a.V100". This difference shows that while the synoptists are 
comfortable changing the language of narration, they are far less likely to tamper with 
direct speech. 
93 Matthew and Luke omit Mark's µnsev. 
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places Jesus in an (anonymous) city (5.12). Both Mark and Matthew 
describe the man as a XeTTpos-, while Luke says he was TTXnpns- XeTTpa.s-.94 
And while all three report Jesus' secrecy instruction, and his command to 
go to the priest and offer the gift that Moses commanded,95 the sequel is 

entirely different in each gospel. Matthew launches straight into the 
account of the healing of the centurion's servant (8.5-13), while Mark 

reports that the leper disobeyed Jesus' demand for secrecy, and spread the 

news so much that Jesus could no longer openly enter a town but was out 

in the wilderness, where people were coming to him from all the 

surrounding area (1.45). Luke does not ascribe the lack of secrecy to the 

leper himself, but just states that the report concerning Jesus circulated, 

with the result that great crowds gathered to listen to him, and 

eepa.TTevecrea.i. cfoo TWV clcreevei.Wv (a mass conversion?)96 after which Jesus 

withdrew to the wilderness and prayed.97 Thus the synoptists, while not 

tampering with the words of Jesus, are quite happy to alter location, 

audience, and effect. 

There is one other striking difference in this story. Mark reports Jesus' 

compassion (1.41) and anger (1.43), details that both Matthew and Luke 

choose to omit. The language is difficult. While crTTXa.yxvi.cree{s (1.41) has 
a doubtful attestation98 (opyi.cree{s being the variant reading),99 it occurs in 

other places in the gospels as the motive for healing,100 and does give a 

94 Lk 5.12. Hobart (1882) 5-6, sees this as an indication of Luke's medical profession. 
However Jeremias (1975) 86 sees details like this as an indication of Luke's wish to 
heighten the element of the miraculous. Luke also makes the leper "fall on his face" 
(rrea<l>v err\ rrpoao.mov), whereas Mark (yovvrreni)v) and Matthew (TTpOO'EKVVE'I. cW'l'ql) make 
him "kneel". 
95 See Leviticus, chapters 13 and 14 for the law regarding leprosy. The rite that the 
priest had to perform has a strong element of magic in it: see especially Leviticus 14.2-32. 
96 See above, chapter seven. 
97 Lk 5.15-16 
98 arr>.a.yxv\.0'6e\S' is the reading preferred to opy\.0'6e{S', but with a high level of doubt, 
and therefore designated category (D}. See New Testament (1975) 123, and Metzger (1975) 
76-77. 
99 Schweizer (1981) 58, prefers opyiaee\S' because of "the horror of the misery which 
accompanied the disease"; however, Metzger (1975) 76, states that the "character of the 
external evidence in support of opyiaee{S" is less impressive than the diversity and 
character of evidence that supports arr>.a.yxv\.0'6e\s-." He suggests (77) "that the reading 
opy\.0'6e{S' either (a) was suggested by eµpp\µnaclµevoS' of ver. 43, or (b) arose from confusion 
between similar words in Aramaic ... ". 
100 It is not specifically given as the motive for healing in any episode in Mark, although 
it does occur as a possible motive in the request of the epileptic boy's father, when he asks 
Jesus to help his son (9.22). However Matthew uses this form (20.34) to explain Jesus' 
healing of the two blind men, and twice uses eo_:rrXa.yxv\aen (9.36; 14.14), firstly to describe 
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credible reason for Jesus' touching an unclean person (a touch which 

rendered him ritually unclean).101 However, the verse in Mark (1.43): 

Ket\ eµppi.µ YJO"ctµEVOS' cx.tJ.rq} EV6US' e~epcx.>-.ev ctV'rOV is puzzling. Just what does 

this verse mean? While eµppi.µcfoµcx.i. does appear in one other place in a 

healing story,102 eKPct>-.>-.oo normally appears in Mark (in a healing context) 

in stories related to exorcism.103 It certainly seems inappropriate in this 

instance. Some commentators have taken the view that Mark views this 

entire episode as an exorcism, and that Jesus is here addressing the 

demon rather than the man.104 However Mark does use this term in 

another healing story (that of Jairus' daughter (5.40)) to describe the 

physical expulsion of people,105 a story that also contains a touching verb 

(Kpcx.-rncrcx.s- [5.41]). It is most unlikely that this story could in any way be 

Jesus' emotion at seeing the crowds "harassed and helpless" (9.36), and secondly, as his 
motive for healing the weak among the crowd (Kcd ecrrrAa.yxvfoen err' c:W-rois- Ka.~ 
eeepcfoevcrev -revs- clppwa-rovs- c:W-rwv), before the feeding of the 5,000 (14.14). Luke also 
uses EcrTTAa.YXv\cren as the motive for Jesus' healing of the only son of the widow of Nain 
(7.13). 
101 See Leviticus ch.13, ch.14. Jesus also touched ('J))j(a.-ro) the bier of the son of the widow 
of Nain (Luke 7.14). 
102 Not in Mark! He prefers em.nµc£w (1.25, 9.25), 8\.COOTEAAOµa.i (5.43, 7.36), and emnµcfw 
when commanding the disciples to secrecy (8.30). However, Matthew reports that Jesus 
eveppiµ1len c:W-rois- (9.30), in his first story of the healing of two blind men, when he 
demands that they keep their healing secret, a request that was disobeyed (9.31). But, 
when a similar request for secrecy is made in a general healing episode in Matthew, 
Matthew chooses to use the verb erri-riµcfw (12.16). Jeremias (1975) 92 says of eµppiµcfoµa.i 
that it "presumably paraphrases the oriental sign-language for a command to be silent", 
and, given the context of its appearance in both these healing stories, this would make 
sense. However, if we compare the context of John's use of this word in the story of the 
raising of Lazarus (11. 33, 38), this meaning does not make any sense at all. 
103 But it is not as popular as one might think. Mark describes Jesus' activity thus only in 
general healing episodes (1.34, 1.39) and that of the disciples (6.13). He also puts this 
word into the mouth of the Syro-Phoenician woman (7.26), and the disciples (9.28). 
However, in the story of the healing of Jairus' daughter, Mark (5.40) describes Jesus' action 
when he banishes the people from the sick room in terms of eKPctAAW (eKPa.Awv). 
Similarly, Matthew reports that Jesus banished the crowd (e~ePAnen d OXAOS') in his 
account of the same story (9.25). Luke (8.51) prefers to describe Jesus' action thus: "he 
permitted no one to enter with him, except Peter and John and James, and the father and 
mother of the child". Matthew uses eKPcLAAW in exorcism stories to describe Jesus' 
behaviour (8.16), and its result (9.33); and also puts this word into the mouth of demons 
(8.31), the Pharisees (9.34, 12.24), and the disciples (17.19). Luke uses the word sparingly. 
He describes Jesus' behaviour (11.14), and puts this word into the mouth of John (9.49), and 
"some" of Jesus' critics (11.15). Similarly he omits it from his account of Jesus' commission 
to his disciples (Luke 9.1), while both Matthew and Mark choose to use it in their accounts 
of Jesus' commission to the disciples (Mt 10.1, 10.8; Mk 3.15. See below, chapter ten). 
104 Beare (1981) 204, takes this view, and also prefers the reading opywee{s- to that of 
CTTTAa.YXvwee\s-. However Mark's other uses of eKPcU.Aw do not support this interpretation. 
It is not used to describe Jesus' behaviour in the specific demonic episode (l.23-28), only to 
voice the request of the Syro-Phoenician mother (7.26), and the question of the disciples 
(9.28). In general healing episodes it appears at 1.34, 1.39, and 6.13. 
105 See above, n.103. 
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regarded as an exorcism, when Mark has stated explicitly that Jesus 

touched (n'lfa.To) the man.106 Therefore eKPctX>-.c.o must refer to bodily 

expulsion. 

The Lukan story of the ten lepers corresponds in some details to the 

synoptic story of the man with leprosy. Again Jesus is approached by the 

"patients" (17.12-13). This time, however, Jesus does not touch them, 

but, as on the other occasion, instructs them to show themselves to the 

priests (17.14). On the way they were cleansed (E'Ka.ea.pfo-encra.v).107 Only 

one of them, seeing that he had been healed (ic£e11)l08 turned with a loud 

voice praising God (17.15), and "fell on his face" at Jesus' feet, thanking 

him. He was a Samaritan, an cl>-.>-.oyevns- (17.16,18). Jesus comments on 

the absence of the other nine (17.17-18), and instructs the man to get up 

and go on, for his faith has saved him (17.19). One wonders what 

happened to the other nine! Certainly the inference is that they have not 

experienced the same faith (TT{crT'l.)) as the Samaritan leper, and are 

therefore excluded from the same sa~vation (cre,9~c.o).109 

Jesus' method of healing 

As has been noted Jesus' method of healing involved either word or 

touch, or a combination of both. Three verbs occur in healing accounts 

which describe the "touch" of Jesus:llO ctTTToµa.i, Kpa.Tt~c.o and eTTi-r{e11µi (Ttt) 

xetpa.) ).111 ctTTToµa.i is the most common, but occurs only in synoptic 

stories, and only in the middle voice,112 (It does not feature in healing 

stories in either John or Acts.) It appears twenty-five times in synoptic 

healing stories, and in four other significant places.113 It appears in both 

general and specific healing episodes. 

106 Mk 1.41. But cf. Mark's story of the epileptic boy (9.14-29). Jesus touches (Kpcn~o-a.~) 
the boy after his "cure". 
107 The aorist passive third person plural indicative eKa.6a.p{ae110-a.v occurs twice in the 
Lukan account of the healing of the ten lepers. One occurs in a narrative description: "Ka.t 
eyeveTO ev 'T~ vrrc:tyew cW'TOV~ EKa.6a.p{ae110-a.v" (17.14), while the other comes out of the 
mouth of Jesus: "Ovxt oi SeKa. eKa.6a.p{aenaa.v{' (17.17). 
108 See above, 176, and App. 8:4: icten. 
109 See above, 198f. 
110 See below n.134 for a discussion of Jesus' rare use of saliva. Cf. Vespasian's use of 
saliva (Tacitus, Hist. 4.81), and see Jeremias (1975) 88-9. 
111 Hobart (1882) does not consider any of these expressions. 
112 See App. 7:12. It is odd that ci'rrToµa.i does not appear in Kittel et al. (1964). 
113 Twice in the Markan and Lukan parallel report that they brought children to Jesus in 
order that he might touch them (Mk 10.13: ci'1Vll'Tct'I.; Lk 18.15: ci'rr'Tll'Tct'I.); describing Jesus' 
touch when he allayed the disciples' fear after the Transfiguration (Mt 17.7: d.'ljfctµevo~); 
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ciuToµa.i in general healing episodes 

Luke uses ci'rnoµa.i in a general healing episode following the words 

ctl('QV<ra.i ... ia.ei}va.i ... eBepa.rreuovTo.114 Luke reports that "the entire crowd 

were seeking to touch (and keep on touching) Jesus, because power was 

radiating from him and healing them all (K"a.t TTCtS' 0 OXAOS' e~l)TOVV ctTTTE0-8a.\. 

a.1hoil, on Suva.µ \.S' rra.p' a.VTOV e~nPXETO K"a.t ici:ro rr<lv-ra.s- )". Luke is the only 

author to use the present tense in this context, but his account could be a 

parallel report to the general healing episodes at Gennesaret described by 

both Matthew and Mark. 

Both Mark and Matthew choose a combination of two forms of the aorist 

tense of ctrrToµa.i in parallel accounts of the general healing episode at 

Gennesaret.115 In both accounts the people reached out to touch Jesus, 

and in both accounts Mark and Matthew choose to use a combination of 

the verbs c1rrToµa.i and cro;i~w.116 The language of this account mirrors the 

language used in the synoptic parallel accounts of the healing of the 

haemorrhaging woman.117 

ciuToµa.i in specific healing episodes 

The verb c1rrToµa.i appears in nine specific healing episodes: the parallel 

accounts of the haemorrhaging woman and the leper; in the Markan 

stories of the man who was both deaf and dumb, and the blind man; in 

the Matthaean accounts of the healing of Peter's mother-in-law, and both 

his accounts of the blind men; and the Lukan stories of the widow's son 

and the temple slave.118 

and where the Pharisees discuss the woman who anointed Jesus, and describe her touch in 
the present tense (Lk 7.39: cLTTTETcti). 

114 Lk 6.18-19. The present infinitive <LrrTecr6a.i occurs only once, in this Lukan general 
healing episode. 
115 ni,jla.vTo ... cti,jlwvTa.i Mk 6.56; Mt 14.36. 
116 See above 188-94, and below, 205-8. 
117 The aorist middle subjunctive first person singular, ci'i,jlwµa.i, occurs twice, in the 
Markan and Matthaean parallel account of the the thought of the haemorrhaging woman 
(Mk 5.28 =Mt 9.21). In her mind, salvation (rescue/healing?: aw{.w), is dependent on her 
being able to touch Jesus (cti,jlwµa.i). Thus the language chosen by the synoptists Mark and 
Matthew here-mirrors the language in their parallel account of the general healing 
episode at Gennesaret (Mk 6.56; Mt 14.36). 
118 Lk 22.51: d.i,jia.µevo~, in a story peculiar to Luke (see above, 172). 
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The most popular form of cirr-roµa.i is the aorist third person singular 

middle indicative nwa.-ro, which occurs fifteen times in seven synoptic 

healing stories, eight times describing Jesus' touch (in six stories), and 

seven times in the combined parallel accounts of the healing of the 

haemorrhaging woman, describing her touch,119 Jesus' question,120 the 

disciples' question,121 and the woman's confession.122 Forms of both 

rr{crris- and crqi~col23 appear in the three synoptic accounts of this story. 

Elsewhere this form only describes Jesus' touch in healing stories. The 

first, the synoptic parallel account of the healing of the leper,124 is 

interesting because all synoptists are happy to agree that Jesus "touched" 

the leper, a touch that would have made him ritually unclean.125 And 

yet, in the same story, all three synoptists are careful to point out that 

Jesus commanded the man to show himself to the priest, and fulfil the 

requirements commanded by Moses.126 Thus, in the one story, Jesus 

shows disregard for the law concerning himself, and yet concern that the 

leper should exactly fulfil legal requirements.127 

The form nwa.-ro also occurs in Luke's story of the son of the widow of 

Nain, describing Jesus' touching of the bier (7.14). This touch would 

have rendered Jesus ritually unclean,128 as did his touching the leper. 

Thus again Jesus shows disregard for his own ritual purity. 

119 Mk 5.27 = Mt 9.20 = Lk 8.44. The woman's touch would have rendered Jesus unclean: 
see Leviticus 15.19-30. 
120 Mk 5.30 = Lk 8.46. Jesus also uses another form of ctTT1'oµcn in Luke's account of Jesus' 
questioning: the aorist middle participle, d.*etµEVOS', (nominative masculine singular) at 
8.45. Here Luke has chosen it in preference to the repeated Markan form n*cx.1'o (5.31). 
121 Mk5.31 
122 Lk8.47 
123 See above, 194. 
124 Mk 1.41=Mt8.3 = Lk 5.13 
125 See Leviticus, chapters 13 and 14. 
126 Cf. Mk 1.40-45; Mt 8.1-4; Lk 5.12-16. The requirements are set out in Leviticus 14.1-32. 
The priest and the cleansed leper perform a highly magical ritual, which, when 
performed, signals the leper's purification, and his right to re-enter society. 
127 This acts as a 'proof' that the miracle has taken place. 'Proof' of the miracle by 
means of tangible evidence is also a common feature of healings at Epidauros (see Apps 2:1 
and 2:2). 
128 See Leviticus 22.4-6: " ... Whoever touches anything that is unclean through contact 
with the dead ... shall be unclean ... ". 
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Matthew chooses n'lirctTO to describe Jesus' touch when healing Peter's 

mother-in-law,129 and chooses the same form to describe Jesus' touch in 

both his accounts of the healings of the two blind men.130 In both these 

incidents the patients approach Jesus and attract his attention.131 In the 

first incident Jesus touched their eyes (nl.!fct-ro -rwv d~ct>-.µoov), and issued the 

command "Let it be to you according to your faith (KctTct Tl)v TTWT'l.V vµwv 
yevnen-rw vµtv)" (9.29), echoing the language used to the centurion (8.13), 

and the Canaanite woman (15.28). This is the only story where Matthew 

chooses to use eµppiµcfoµcti in a secrecy command, a command which was 

disregarded.132 In the case of the second incident involving two blind 

men, Jesus, overcome by compassion (arr>-.ctyxviaee{s- 20.34), touched their 

eyes Cn'ljrct-ro -rwv dµµcfrwv ). In both cases the cure was instantaneous.133 

Mark chooses ~rr-roµcti in two of his most controversial healings.134 He 

chooses n'ljrctTO to describe Jesus' touch in the story of the healing of the 

deaf and dumb man, a healing story peculiar to his gospel.13 5 

"Touching" figures prominently in this healing. Jesus is requested (7.32) 

to lay his hand on him (err\.01) cWTci) TTlV XElpct) by the crowd, but his touch is 

described thus: 

129 Mt 8.15. Mark (1.31) chooses Kpa.rncra.s- to describe this touch, while Luke prefers to 
make Jesus "rebuke" (errer{µncrev) the fever (4.39). See Sanders and Davies (1989) 279. 
130 Mt 9.29; 20.34 
131 Mt 9.27; 20.30 
132 Mt 9.30-31. See above, n.102. 
133 Mt 9.30; 20.30 
134 Mk 7.31-37: the deaf and dumb man; Mk 8.22-26: the blind man. Hull (1974) 76, 82f., 
uses these two healings as examples of his theory that Jesus used magical techniques, and 
cites as evidence Jesus' touching of the afflicted parts, the use of saliva, and a foreign 
command (7.31-37); and the protracted nature of the cure with the use of saliva, and 
frequent touching (8.22-26). If we compare healing methods at Epidauros, the 'touch' of 
the god (JG IV2 1, 122, 31: cforoµa.i.), his use of his fingers (JG IV2 1, 121, 18), and the use of 
saliva by temple dogs (JG IV2 1, 121, 20 and 122, 26) are well documented (see chapter two, 
and Apps 2:1 and 2:2). A more telling example is the witness of Jesus' contemporary, Pliny 
the Elder, who records that human saliva was thought to have healing properties, 
especially for the treatment of lichens, leprous sores, ophthalmia, carcinomata, pains in 
the neck, and even to expel insects from the ear canal. In some cases the saliva had to be 
from a fasting human being (Natural History 28.37-8). Thus, far from recording techniques 
that he considered to be magical, Mark could be reflecting current medical thought in the 
portrayal of Jesus' use of touch and saliva. Saliva was also used in a magical fashion at 
that time, as Pliny's account also shows, and yet the instances specifically recorded by 
Mark are those which were used in medical, not magical, practice. The physician Galen 
also comments on the healing properties of saliva (On the natural faculties 3.7.163). 
135 Mk 7.31-37 
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"he put his fingers in his ears (epa.Aev -rovs- ScucnlXovs- <W1ov eis- 'Tct cE-ra. 

cW'TOV), and he spat and touched his tongue (Ka.\ TT'TVO'ctS' nwa.10 'TtiS' yXWcrO'TlS' 

cW'TOV)" .136 

In the Markan story of the protracted healing of the blind man, d:1noµa.i 
occurs only once, in the reported speech of the people who brought the 

blind man to Jesus, and begged that Jesus might touch him.137 This 

healing is unusual for its description of Jesus' touch, and its protracted 

nature.138 Jesus does touch the man, and his touch is described thus: 

erri>i.a.p6µevos- -rns- xeipos- ... em.ee\s- Tct) xetpa.s- (8.23) ... TTctA\.V ETTEEIT}KEV Tct) 

xetpa.s- (8.25). The only other healing story in Mark where Jesus' actions 

are described ETT\.EIE\S' Tct) xetpa.) is in his account of the general healing 

episode at Nazareth (6.5). Elsewhere this expression in Mark occurs only 

in healing requests.139 

Thus d:rr-roµa.i is a primary synoptic healing word. It describes either 

Jesus' touch,140 or the touch of those wishing to be healed,141 or figures 

in the requests of those who ask for healing on behalf of others.142 It 

occurs in at least nine,143 and possibly eleven,144 synoptic healing 

episodes. It appears in fairly exclusive company. For example, both 

136 Mk7.33 
137 Mk 8.22: the aorist middle subjunctive third person singular, a;i.vn-ra.i... 
138 Mk 8.22-26. The man at first saw men that looked like trees walking (8.24), but later 
saw everything clearly (8.25). Cf. JG JV2 1, 121, 18 (App. 2:1, 18) where Alketas of 
Halieis who was blind approached Asklepios at Epidauros and "the god came up to him 
and with his fingers opened his eyes, and ... he first saw the trees in the sanctuary (o eeos
TTo-rexewv 'TOiS' Sa.hvXO\.S' Si..ctyew 'Tct oµµa.-ra. Ka.\ {Seiv 'Tct SevSP.n TTpci-rov 1"ct ev 1"W\. 
ia.pwi>". 
139 Mk 5.23; 7.32 
140 Nine times in seven stories: the parallel accounts of the healing of the leper, the 
Matthaean account of the healing of Peter's mother-in-law, the Markan deaf-mute, both 
Matthaean stories of the two blind men, the Lukan account of the bier at Nain, and the 
Lukan account of the temple slave. 
141 All three synoptic accounts of the haemorrhaging woman, the Markan and Matthaean 
crowds at Gennesaret, and the Lukan crowd (a parallel story?). 
142 On behalf of the Markan blind man (8.22). 
143 The synoptic account of the leper (Mk 1.40-45; Mt 8.2-4; Lk 5.12-14), the Matthaean 
account of Peter's mother-in-law (8.14-15), the synoptic account of the haemorrhaging 
woman (Mk 5. 24-34; Mt 9.20-22; Lk 8.42-48), the Matthaean blind men (9.27-31; 20.29-34), 
the Lukan widow's son (7.11-18), the Markan blind man (8.22-26), the Markan deaf and 
dumb man (7.31-37), the Lukan temple slave (22.49-51), and the crowd scenes in Matthew 
(14.35-36), Mark (6.53-56), and Luke (6.17-19). 
144 If Matthew's blind men (9.27-31; 20.29-34) are taken as separate healing stories, and 
if the Lukan crowd scene (6.17-19) is separated from the Markan and Matthaean crowd 
scenes at Gennesaret (Mk 6.53-56; Mt 14.35-36). 
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occurrences of eµppiµcfoµcx.i in synoptic healing stories occur in company 

with ci1noµcn;145 and crrrAc£yxv{{.oµcx.i also always occurs in "touching" 

healing stories,146 three times with cI:rr-roµcx.i,147 and once with Kpcx.-rew.148 

, 
K'pctTE CA> 

Kpcx.-rew appears five times in synoptic healing stories, describing three 

specific healing episodes. Mark chooses Kpa.-rew to describe Jesus' touch in 

three healing stories:149 Peter's mother-in-law (1.31), Jairus' daughter 

(5.41), and the epileptic boy (9.27). Both Matthew and Luke retain this 

verb in only one story - that of Jairus' daughter.150 It has already been 

noted that in the story of Peter's mother-in-law Matthew preferred to 

substitute cirr-roµa.i for Kpct-rew, while Luke preferred to say that Jesus 

"rebuked the fever (~foe-r{µncrev -r4) rrvpe-r4))" ,151 In Mark's other story 

containing Kpcfrew, that of the epileptic boy,152 Matthew does not allow 

Jesus to touch the boy,153 nor Luke, although one wonders then how 

Jesus "gave him back to his father"!154 However all three synoptists 

agree that Jesus "rebuked" (erre-r{µncrev) the demon, only Mark adding the 

verb erri-rc£crcrw in this story, a verb that he includes with errinµc£w in his 

first healing story, that of the man in the synagogue who had an unclean 

spirit.155 Luke uses errinµc£w and erri-rc£crcrw in his parallel account of the 

145 The Markan leper, 1.43; and the Matthaean blind men, 9.30. But note the appearance 
of eµppiµcfoµcti in John's story of the raising of Lazarus (11.1-57), in the expressions 
eveppiµncrct1'0 1'4i TTVEVµctn (11.33), and eµppiµWµeVOS' ev ecwr4l (11.38). Here Jesus' distress 
is limited by the phrases -r4i nvevµctn and EV ecw-r4l, rather than directed elsewhere, as in 
the synoptic accounts. 
146 Otherwise anXciyxv\i:oµcti occurs in crowd scenes in Matthew (9.36; 14.14). 
147 Mk 1.41; Mt 20.34; Lk 7.13 
148 Mk9.22 
149 Mark always uses Kpctrew in the same form: the aorist active participial nominative 
masculine singular Kpct-rnactS' (see App. 7:13). 
150 Luke (8.54) chooses the same participial form as Mark (Kpct-rncrcts- -rns- xeipos-), while 
Matthew (9.25) chooses the aorist indicative (eKpct-rriaev -rns- xeipos-). Perhaps it is 
appropriate that Matthew and Luke should only choose to retain Kpct-rew in a story 
describing Jesus' overpowering of death. Kpct-rew is a "stronger" verb than cfo-roµcti, and 
generally implies some form of resistance. 
151 Lk4.39 
152 Mk 9.14-29. However Jesus does not touch the boy until after his 'cure' when the boy 
was "like a corpse". (A period of utter exhaustion is a typical aftermath of a grandma! 
epileptic seizure.) 
153 Mt 17.14-20 
154 Lk 9.42. Matthew's and Luke's reason for omitting Jesus' touch from this story must be 
that they view this episode as primarily an exorcism. 
155 Mk 1.23-38 
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man in the synagogue who had an unclean spirit,156 and also uses 

em. nµ&:w in a general demonic healing episode to command silence.157 It 

has already been noted that Howard Clark Kee,158 discussing the 

terminology of Mark's exorcism stories, has pointed out that em:nµ&:w 

describes, 

"the word of command that brought ... hostile powers under control....'' 159 

That Mark reserves it to describe Jesus' actions in two healing stories 

only,160 both dealing with a "demon", is significant. Both Matthew and 

Luke are sparing in their use of the term, Matthew using it to describe 

Jesus' actions in his story of the epileptic boy (17.18), and in a secrecy 

command following a general healing episode (12.16),161 while Luke uses 

it in his account of the healing of Peter's mother-in-law (4.39), as well as 

the two demonic episodes, parallel to the Markan episodes already noted 

(4.34, 9.42), and in a secrecy request, following a demonic general healing 

episode (4.41). Thus there is a definite synoptic pattern in the use of this 

word. 

Luke also chooses Kpct'Tew in a different context in a healing story in Acts 
(3.11), to describe the behaviour of the lame man after his healing at the 

temple gate: he was clinging (Kpct1"o0v'ToS' Se cuhoO) to Peter and John, after 

jumping about and praising God.162 The verb Luke chooses to describe 

Peter's touch in this healing story is m.&:~w (3.7). 

em.r\OT}µi Crcts- xeip~s-l 
The expression erri,-{Snµi C1"ctS' xe\pcts-l to describe Jesus' actions is 

surprisingly infrequent in the synoptic healing stories.163 It occurs in 

156 Lk 4.31-38 
157 Lk4.41 
158 Kee (1968) 232-246. (See above, 154.) 
159 ibid. 246. 
160 Although note that Mark uses this word to describe the crowds' rebuking of blind 
Bartimaeus' importunity (10.48); and to describe Jesus' secrecy command to the disciples 
(8.30). 
161 Matthew also notes that the crowd "rebuked" (erre1'{µncrev) the two blind men for 
their importunity (20.31), as do Luke (erre1'(µwv: 18.39), and Mark (erre'!'(µwv: 10.48) in 
their parallel episodes. 
162 To cling to both men at once was a rather difficult feat! Was he exhausted, or 
grateful? Was the healing of long duration? 
163 The incidence of this word group does not support the conclusion of Theissen (1983) 62: 
that the healing touch "usually takes place as the laying on of hands ... probably also 
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requests, in the parallel accounts of the healing of Jairus' daughter,164 and 

the Markan story of the deaf and dumb man;165 and as a description of 

Jesus' behaviour in four stories: (i) the Markan story of the protracted 

healing of the blind man;166 (ii) the Markan story of the general healing 

episode at Nazareth;167 (iii) a Lukan general healing episode;168 and in 

the Lukan story of the bent woman.169 It also occurs in two healing 

stories in Acts:170 (i) in instructions to Ananias and a description of his 

subsequent action with Paul;171 and (ii), as a description of Paul's 

behaviour with Publius' father, on the island of Malta.172 Thus, in all, 

this expression only appears in eight healing stories in the gospels and 

Acts. It is not recommended in the instructional passage in James.173 

Thus of the touching verbs, li'rr-roµa.i is the most popular, especially to 

describe Jesus' healing touch. This reflects the use of this verb to describe 

the healing touch of Asklepios. Clearly, the image of a "god" who would 

stretch out a healing hand to help humans in distress seems to have had 

universal appeal in the ancient world, a universal appeal which has 

continued to the present day. 

The last family of words to be considered in this study is the vyia.{vw vyins
family of words, words that were extremely popular in the Greek world to 

describe the result of the intervention of Asklepios.174 

where the text has only ci'rr1ea6ct\.". He has probably based this assumption on the 
linking of these two 'touching' word groups in Mark's story of the protracted healing of the 
blind man (8.22-26). It is dangerous to generalise on the basis of this story. That there 
has been strong temptation to assume that this was the way the healing touch was 
performed is illustrated by the fact that the laying-on-of-hands has become standard 
practice in healing services in the contemporary Western Christian church. 
164 Mk 5.23; Mt 9.18 , 
165 Mk7.32 
166 Mk 8.23; 8.25 
167 Mk6.5 
168 Lk4.40 
169Lk13.13 
170 In Acts it also occurs as a means of commissioning (6.6, 13.3); and in stories relating the 
transmission of the Holy Spirit (8.19, 19.6). 
171 Acts 9.12, 17 
172 Acts 28.8 
173 James 5.13-18 
174 See IG JV2 1, 121 and 122 (Apps 2:1 and 2:2) and App. 3:2. 
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uy\ct\va> uy1.T\S-
Of the twenty-two occurrences of this family of words in the New 

Testament, nineteen are adjectival.175 Forms occur six times in the 
synoptic gospels,176 six times in ]ohn,177 once in Acts,178 and nine times 

in the epistles of Timothy,179 Titus,180 and John.181 Since the majority of 

New Testament authors choose to use this family of words in an 

adjectival way (as in the inscriptions at Epidauros) we shall consider their 

adjectival role first. 

. , , 
VY\TlS' -ES-

The two termination adjective vyil)s- -es- occurs eleven times in the New 

Testament, once in Mark, twice in Matthew, six times in John, once in 

Acts, and once in Titus.182 

vyins- occurs out of the mouth of Jesus, in Mark's account of the healing 

of the haemorrhaging woman.183 It is part of a command from Jesus, 

following a statement from him that the woman's faith had saved her: 

0vy&:-rnp, n rr\CIT'I.) O"OV O"EO"OOK'EV cre· vmx.ye eis- eipl)vnv Ka.\ 'fuei VY\.~) cirro Tll) 
µ&:crnyo) O"OV. The word vyil)) implies more than physical health. It 

builds on the concept of eipl)vn, implying emotional, mental, and spiritual 

health as well.184 Thus Jesus' command to her: "Go (and keep going) in 

peace, and be (always) healthy (whole) from your suffering" is a life

journey command, emphasised by Mark's use of present imperatives. 

The concept of eipl)vn and its relationship with the Hebrew shalom has 

been discussed above.185 Thus the call to spiritual health (discipleship? 

an awareness of the presence of God?) is explicit in Jesus' command. 

175 See App. 9:2. 
176 Mt 12.13, 15.31; Mk 5.34; Lk 5.31, 7.10, 15.27 
177 Jn 5.6, 9, 11, 14, 15, in the one healing story. vyi.nS' also occurs at Jn 5.4, in the same 
healing story, but, according to Metzger (1975) 209, verse 4 is a gloss, category {A}. 
Therefore it will be disregarded in this study. 
178 Acts 4.10 
179 1Timothy1.10, 6.3; 2 Timothy 1.13, 4.3 
180 Titus 1.9, 1.13, 2.1, 2.8 
181 3John2 
182 vyi.nS': Mt 12.13; Mk 5.34; Jn 5.6, 5.9, 5.14; Acts 4.10; vyi.eiS': Mt 15.31; vyi.n: Jn 5.11, 
5.15, 7.23; Titus 2.8 
183 Mk 5.34: in its nominative singular feminine form (see App. 9:2). 
184 See chapter six, and App. 6:1. 
185 See above, 175-6. 
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Matthew also uses this form in his account of the sabbath healing of the 
man with the withered hand, after Jesus had spoken to him.186 Matthew 
uses o!rroKa:.0fornµi in the passive voice as a copulative verb to describe 

what happened: "it was restored whole, like the other (Ka:.\. o!rreKO:.'TEO"'Ttt0l'I 
vyu}s- ws- 1) a).>-.n)". The use of the passive voice signifies the intervention 

of God here, as in other healing episodes, while vyins- carries the physical 
meaning of "sound" or "healthy". Matthew also uses v yilf S' as an 

attributive adjective, in a general healing episode, qualifying KV>-.>-.ovs- (the 

maimed/ crippled).187 Thus Matthew is consistent in his use of this 

word: he chooses to use it only in a physical sense, to describe sound 

limbs, which had formerly been maimed (12.13, 15.31). In this use 

Matthew mirrors the meaning and use of vyins- in Greek inscriptions at 

Epidauros.188 

The author of John is fond of the adjective vyil}s- and uses it six times in 

one healing story: that of the man beside the Beth-zatha pool in 

Jerusalem.189 All six forms are predicative adjectives, four occurring in 

direct speech, one in reported speech, and the other as a description. 

Three occurrences of direct speech come out of the mouth of Jesus, twice 

when talking to the sick man, and once when talking to the Jews. He 
questions the sick man: "Do you want to be healthy /whole? (ee>-.eis- vyins
yevecrea:.i;)'' (5.6), and then exclaims (5.14): "Behold! You are whole! (i'Se 

vyins- yeyova:.s- )". Finally he asks the Jews (7.23): II Are you angry with me 

because I made a man wholly healthy on the sabbath? (eµo\. xo>-.ct'TE on 
o>-.ov c!vepwrrov vyifi ETTOWO:. ev cra:.ppc£np;)" There is no mention of healing in 

relation to the body only.190 Rather, the language stresses that the whole 

man is vyil}s-. This stress is unusual. Jesus uses it to point out the right 

judgment (Tnv 8'1.Ka:.Ux.v KpUriv) of his action to his accusers.191 

John also puts vyilf s- into the mouth of the man who had been healed, as 

he describes to the Jews what had happened to him, and why he was 

carrying his pallett on the sabbath. He described Jesus as "the man who 

186 Mt 12.13: as a predicative adjective (see App. 9:2). 
187 MtlS.31 
188 See Part One: chapter two. 
189 Jn 5.6-23 
190 Cf. the RSV translation: " ... are you angry with me because on the sabbath I made a 
man's whole body well?" (7.23) 
191 Jn 7.24 
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made me whole (o TToinaa.s- µe vyiil)" (5.11). The second (5.15) occurs in his 

reported speech, when he identifies Jesus to the Jews as the man who 
made him healthy /whole (on 'Il'}O'OVS' EO'HV O TTO'l.l)O'a.) cui-rov vyin). 

vyil)s- also appears in the narrative as a description of the man after Jesus 

had commanded him to get up and pick up his pallet (Ka.\ EV8EW) EYEVE1"0 

Vy'l.Tj) 0 ctV8pWTTOS' ). 

That Jesus sought out this particular healing, and this particular 

confrontation, seems obvious. It is significant that Jesus chose the 

sabbath to perform this healing - his justification that he was working 

just as his father was still working (o THt'T"nP µov EWS' ctpn epyct,E'T"CX.'l., K'ctYW 

epyct,oµa.i CS.17)). John emphasises the symbolic significance of this 

healing by reserving his use of v y i Tf S' for this healing alone. 

Furthermore, of its six occurrences, John puts three into the mouth of 

Jesus. vyil)s- as John uses it, must, in common with its use in Mark, and 

the Septuagint, describe holistic health, i.e. total mental, emotional, 

physical and spiritual well-being. 

Luke also uses the nominative form of vyil)'s-, at Acts 4.10, in Peter's reply 

to the rulers, elders, scribes, and those of high-priestly family, concerning 

the healing of the man lame from birth (Acts 3.1-26, 4.1-31). In this 

speech (4.8-12) Peter describes the man in terms of a~'w, and vyilf s-. 
Earlier (3.16), Peter had described him as enjoying perfect health (Tnv 

o>-.oK>-.l'}p{a.v). All these words convey holistic health. 

The final use of vyil)'s- in the New Testament occurs in the letter of Titus 

in the expression: "sound argument that cannot be censured (>-.oyov vyii} 

clKa.1"ctyvwa1"ov )" .192 It appears in the context of a catalogue of the qualities 

of good teaching. Thus, to the writer, vyins- implies soundness, i.e. truth 

that springs out of faith. 

The participial use of the verb vyw(vw 

As the participial use of the verb vyia.{vw is the most popular use of this 

verb in the New Testament, it is to that use we now turn. vyia.{vw in 

participial form occurs nine times, three times in Luke's gospel, four 

192 Titus 2.8: the accusative masculine singular form vyifi, as an attributive adjective (see 
App. 9:2). 
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times in the letters of Timothy, and twice in Titus, always occuring in the 

active voice of the present tense. 

Luke first uses the present participle of vyicx.\vw as a noun with the article 

oi in a saying which Luke attributes to Jesus: 

"Those who are whole/healthy have no need of a physician, but those who 

are suffering. I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners (those who 

have missed the mark) to a different way of thinking (repentance) (ov xpe\cr.v 

EXOVQ'\.V oi Vy\.Cl.{VOVTES' ict1pov clxXct oi Ka.KOOS' EXOVTES'" OVIC ex nxvea. icetXeaa.i 

Siica.fovs- ctxXct ciµcxpnoXOVS' eis- µe1ctVO\.Cl.V )." 193 

This saying occurs in Jesus' reply to a question from the scribes and the 

Pharisees concerning his eating companions. All three synoptic gospels 

report this controversy,194 and all three record Jesus' reply.195 The 

wording of Jesus' reply is identical in Mark and Matthew, but Luke 

changes the wording of his reply, substituting vyicx.{vovTES' for Mark's and 

Matthew's foxvov-res-, and adding eis- µe-r<lvoicx.v to Mark's and Matthew's 

version of Jesus' final saying. Elsewhere the synoptists show reluctance 

to change the actual wording of Jesus' sayings,196 while being quite happy 

to change the context,197 and even the characters.198 Thus Luke's 

substitution and addition is important. The verb vyicx.\vw has a far wider 

meaning than the verb iaxvw, vyicx.{vw implying holistic health and, 

sometimes, the notion of safety,199 while icrxvw generally denotes physical 

strength. As well, the contrast of oi vyicx.{voVTE) with S\K'afovs-, and oi Ka.KOOS' 

exov-res- with <:tµcx.p-rwt.ovs- underlines the spiritual emphasis of this saying. 

Thus Jesus implies that his task is that of a spiritual physician (icx.-rpoO), 

bringing a change in thinking (µe-rc£voicx.v) that will offer wholeness 

(vyicx.{vov-res-) to those who continually miss the mark (d.µcx.p-rwt.ovs- ). Thus 

this saying indicates the Lukan idea of the nature of Jesus' mission. 

193 Lk5.31 
194 See App. 7:7. 
195 Mt 9.12, Mk 2.17. (Cf. Mt 9.9-13, Mk 2.13-17, Lk 5.27-32, and see above, 177-9.) 
196 For example the synoptic parallel account of the healing of the leper (Mk 1.40-45; Mt 
8.1-3; Lk 5.12-13). 
197 ibid. and the incident at Nazareth (Mk 6.1-6; Mt 13.53-58; Lk 4.16-30). 
198 For example the people reported to have been with Jesus, in the synoptic parallel 
account of the healing of Jairus' daughter (Mk 5.37; Mt 9.25; Lk 8.51). 
199 See, for example, the Lukan use of vy\.Cl.{vov1a. in his parable of the lost son (Lk 15.27). 
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Luke also uses a participle of vy14\vw as the final description of the state of 

the centurion's slave.200 The earlier healing words are spoken by the 

centurion. He uses Sia.ac.9~w, when asking the Jewish elders to request 

Jesus' help, and later icfoµa.i, in a message sent through his friends. Jesus 

does not take any action, other than to marvel at the man's faith, faith 

that he had not found in Israel. However, those sent out to talk to Jesus 

find the slave vyia.{vov-ra. when they return to the house.201 The slave 

had been ill, and about to die (Ka.KcJls' EXWV T)µe>-.>-.ev TEAEVTav (7 .2)). 

Luke's final use of this form is found in the parable of the lost son.202 

There, a slave tells of the father's joy because he has received his son 

vyia.{vov-ra., i.e. safe and sound. Later, the father attempts to explain his 

joy to his other son, explaining that his brother who was dead (veKpos-) 

and lost (drro>-.w>-.ws- ), has become alive (e~T}aev), and been found (evpe6T)). 

~ctw and veKpo S' are similarly contrasted in the Lukan story of Paul's 

treatment of Eutychus in Acts.203 

Elsewhere in the New Testament, vyia.{vw in participial form occurs 

adjectivally, four times qualifying SiSa.aKa.>-. {a.,204 twice >-.oyos- ,205 always 

200 Lk 7.10: the accusative singular masculine present active. participle vyux:Cvona.. See 
App. 9:2. 
201 Cf. JG JV2 1, 122, 21 (App. 2:2, 21). 

202Lk15.27 
203 Acts 20.7-12 
204 1Timothy1.10; 2 Timothy 4.3; Titus 1.9; Titus 2.1: (i) The dative singular feminine 
present active participle of vy'l.<X\vw occurs three times in the New Testament, each time as 
an adjectival participle qualifying SiSa.aica.X\a.. At 1 Timothy 1.10, it appears in an 
explanatory exposition on the use of the law, i.e. that the law is laid down for anything 
contrary to sound doctrine (1lj vyia.wovcra S\.S~\q.), according to the glorious gospel of 
the blessed God (Ka.fct fO eva.yyeXiov fiiS So~ns fOV µctKUP\ov 6eo0). At Titus 1.9, the 
writer is expounding the qualities necessary in a bishop (fo\cncorrov ): "He must hold firm 
to the believing word (rr\.O'foiJ Xoyov), as taught, so that he may be able to speak words of 
encouragement in sound teaching (iva. 8vva.1os '[ ica.\ rra.pa.ica.Xeiv ev Tlj 8\.Sa.aKa,X{Q:. Tlj 
vyia.wov01J), and refute those who contradict it." And, again, at Titus 2.1, the writer 
commands Tit\ls to "utter what befits sound teaching" (~v Se XctXei a rrperrei flj vy'l.<Xwovcra 
SiSa.aK~X\~}. . 
(ii) The genitive feminine singular present active participle occurs only once, as an 
adjectival participle qualifying S\.Sa.aica.x\a.s, at 2 Timothy 4.3. In this, the final use of 
vy'l.<X\vw in 1 and 2 Timothy, the writer warns that the time is coming when people will not 
endure sound teaching friis vyia.wovans S\.Sa.aK«X\a.s), but will turn away from listening to 
the truth (1iis b.n6e\cx.s ftlV dKol)v), and wander into myths (fOVS µv6ovs). Thus vyia.\vw, 
-qsed as an adjectival participle in 1 and 2 Timothy, implies pious teaching, teaching that 
is in accordance with the writer's interpretation of Jesus' gospel. This involves listening 
in faith (nicovaa.s ev TTWrE\. <2 Tim. 1.131). 
205 (i) The dative plural masculine present active participle occurs only once, at 1 
Timothy 6.3, as an adjectival participle qualifying Xoyois, words attributed to Jesus, and 
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referring to sound doctrine. Sound doctrine was supposed to produce 

sound faith, and the present tense of vyia.{vw is chosen by the author of 

Titus to express this idea.206 

Finally, the present active infinitive vyia.{vew occurs only once, in the 

opening salutation of the third letter of John to Gaius: 

"Beloved, I pray concerning all things that you are prospering and healthy, 

just as your soul prospers.11207 

In this use of vyia.{vw the author reflects Greek usage of this verb in 

personal letters.208 

Thus of the twenty-two occurrences of the uyia.{vw vyins- family of words 

in the New Testament, nineteen are adjectival. Matthew uses uyil)s- in a 

physical sense, to describe sound limbs, which had formerly been 

maimed,209 while Mark uses it only once, in a holistic sense, in Jesus' 

command to the haemorrhaging woman.210 Luke uses vyia.{vw three 

times in his gospel, in participial form, to mean holistic health;211 and 

vyins- once in Acts in a holistic sense.212 John uses vyins- six times, in a 

holistic sense, in one healing story.213 The present infinitive is also used 

in a holistic sense by the author of 3 John.214 Elsewhere forms of vyia.{vw 

linked to teaching which is pious (1'ij k"Ct'T' evaepeicr.v 6\.SCtO'l('cU,{cx.). Thus vyi..cx.{vw as an 
adjectival participle in 1 Timothy implies "pious" teaching, i.e. teaching which is 
thought to be in accordance with the teaching of Jesus. 
(ii) The genitive plural masculine present active participle occurs only once, at 2 Timothy 
1.13, as an adjectival participle qualifying >.oywv in a command from Paul to Timothy to 
"keep the example of sound words which you have heard from me in faith (&v rra:p' eµoil 
nKOVO'CX.S' ev rr\a-rei..) and in the love (clyctrr'Q) which is in Christ Jesus". 
206 The present subjunctive third person plural occurs once, in a final clause expressing 
purpose, at Titus 1.13. The writer orders Titus to "rebuke them sharply, that they may be 
sound in the faith" (Si..' nv cx.i1\cx.v e>.eyxe cW'TOVS' drro16µws-, tvcx. vyicr.{vcoow ev 1ij rrfo1ei..). 
Again vyicr.{vw and rrfonS' are linked, as at Titus 1.9, and 2 Timothy 1.13. 
207 3John2 
208 For example, Epicurus. See App. 3:5, 7 and 8. 

209 Mt 12.13; 15.31; reflecting Greek usage in Asklepiadic literature. 
210 Mk5.34 
211 Lk 5.31; 7.10; 15.27 
212 Acts 4.10 
213 Jn 5.6-23 
214 3John2 
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always refer to sound teaching, sound doctrine, and sound faith, 

reflecting the doctrinal debate of the infant church.215 

What then is the significance of a study of the language of healing for 

understanding the nature of the gospel portrayal of Jesus' commands and 

commissions? 

215 1 Timothy 1.10; 6.3; 2 Timothy 1.13; 4.3; Titus 1.9; 1.13; 2.8. This is not the place to 
discuss the doctrinal debate of the infant church, or the "heresies" that were part of its 
growth. It is noticeable however that healing language was commandeered by the 
orthodox to its detriment, so that words like vyi.a.(vw and its derivatives, instead of 
referring to holistic health and thus promising life and hope, instead refer to doctrine and 
teaching, and the human element is lost. 
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Chapter Ten 

Commands and commissions 

All four gospel authors portray Jesus as commanding his disciples to 

undertake certain tasks.1 The three synoptists report specific instructions 

as to how to go about their tasks,2 and both Mark and Luke comment on 

the success of their venture.3 

Matthew, Mark and Luke choose a string of present infinitives to record 

Jesus' commissioning of the disciples: eKPctAAEw ... eepa.rreveiv;4 KT)pvcrcrew ... 

eKj3ctAAEW;5 eepa.rrevew ... K'T)pvcrcrew ... iciaea.i [TOV) clcreevets-l).6 - The use of 

present infinitives by all three synoptists is significant. Jesus commands 

habitual action by the disciples, action that includes preaching, casting out 

unclean spirits, nurturing and loving service, and healing. Mark also 

includes the idea of companionship in his account.7 

Luke is the only synoptist to include ictoµa.i in the disciples' mission. His 

use of i<Icrea.i occurs in conjunction with preaching (KT)pvcrcreiv), after the 

disciples have been given authority and power (Svva.µw Ket\. e~ova\cx.v) over 

all demons, and to treat diseases (v6aovs- eepa.rrevew). However, although 

Luke reports that Jesus sent the disciples out to i<Icrea.i, they are not 

reported as doing so in his gospel.8 Thus his introduction of the verb 

here does not have a bearing on his gospel record of the disciples' 

ministry, but is important for the story of Peter's and Paul's gentile 

mission in Acts.9 Luke is thus introducing a term that he wishes to use 

1Mk3.14-15; Mt 10.1, 5-8; Lk 9.1-2, 10.1. Cf. [Mk 16.14-18]; Mt 28.16-20; Lk 24.36-49; and 
Jn 20.19-23. Cf. also Mk 12.28-34; Mt 22.34-36; Lk 10.27 (10.25-37); and Jn 13.34-35 
2 Mk 6.8-11; Mt 10.8:-14; Lk 9.3-5, 10.4-12. Cf. GT #14 
3 Mk 6.12-13; Lk 9.6, 10.17 
4 MtlO.l 
5 Mk3.14-15 
6 Lk 9.1-2: note that the presence of TOVS' daaeve'ts- is disputed. However, it is integral to 
the Lukan use of ic:toµcn in conjunction with Bepa.rrevw; and ic:toµa.i.. in Luke, in the middle 
voice, always has a direct object. ~AD LB 'I' jl et al. all support the inclusion of TOVS' 
claeevets-. While there is an argument for supporting the shorter text (based on B and 
syrC,S) Luke's use of ic:toµa.i.., and his obvious intention to link it in meaning with eepa.rrevw 
(which is usually accompanied by TOVS' claeevets- [see above, 148, and chapter seven, 
n.151]), all argue for the inclusion of TOVS' daaevek See Metzger (1975) 146-7. 
7 Mk 3.14: iva. <lXnv µeT' cWToii 
8 Luke chooses eepa.rrevw to describe the disciples' 'healing' activities (9.6). 
9 See below, n.48, and App. 8:4. 
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later in a gentile context, and he needs the reader to understand that the 

command for this later activity came from Jesus himself. Thus audience 

once again becomes a critical factor in the compilation of the gospel story. 

The choice of the present tense by all three synoptists signifies an ongoing 

commission. 

All three synoptists report that Jesus gave his disciples extensive 

instructions concerning their commission.10 These commands included 

instructions of what to do, where to go, what to take with them, where to 

stay, and how to behave. 

Mark simply reports again that Jesus gave the twelve authority over 

unclean spirits, and that he sent them out two by two;l 1 Matthew and 

Luke extend these instructions by detailing the subject-matter of 

preaching (the imminence of the kingdom of heaven/God),12 and 

Matthew has Jesus command the disciples to heal the sick,13 raise the 

dead,14 cleanse lepers,15 and cast out demons.16 Luke adds to the number 

of those to take part in the mission in his second account,17 and records 

that Jesus told them to heal the sick in the towns that welcomed them, 

and to preach that the kingdom of God was near.18 

The verb eepcurevw occurs in the present imperative (2nd plural) in both 

Matthew and Luke, in these instructions.19 In both instances the 

disciples are instructed to heal/treat the weak:20 icX.oµa.i is not included in 

either set of instruction!:;, for different reasons. Matthew only uses icX.oµa.i 

on specific occasions (out of the mouth of a gentile, to report gentile 

healings, or to quote the Septuagint),21 whereas Luke is fond of the word, 

but careful where he uses it. In this instance its omission is significant. 

10 Mk 6.6-11; Mt 10.5-15; Lk 9.3-5; Lk 10. 4-12 
11 Mk6.7 
12 Mt 10.7: ~ p~e\a. 'TWV ovpa.vwv; Lk 10.9: ~ po:ai.~e\a. 'TOV 6eov 
13 Mt 10.8: clcn1evovv1a.) 6epcx.rreve1e 
14 Mt 10.8: VEKpOV) eye\pe1e 
15 Mt 10.8: ~errpov) Kcx.6cx.p\{.e1e 
16 Mt 10.8: Scx.i,µov\Ct eKPct>.>.e1e 
17 Lk 10.1: seventy (-two) 
18 Lk 10.8-9 
19 Mt.10.8; Lk 10.9 
20 Mt 10.8: clcnlevovvn) 6epcx.rreve1e; Lk 10.9: Ket\ 6epcx.rreve1e 'TOV) ev cx.V1fj clcnlevei). 
21 See above, chapter eight, and Apps 8:3 and 8:4. 
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The Jewish Jesus is speaking to his Jewish disciples about their Jewish 
mission. While it is Matthew, not Luke, who records Jesus' instruction 

in his parallel passage that the disciples were not to go to the gentiles, nor 
any towns in Samaria, but only to the lost sheep of the house of, Israel,22 

Luke's omission of icfoµcn makes it clear that this is a Jewish mission, 

even though his sending of those appointed ahead to every town and 

place where he was about to come leaves the question of destination 
ambiguous.23 

It is interesting to compare the detailed instructions recorded in each 

account. Luke sends the twelve out, leaving their destination 

unspecified,24 Mark sends the twelve two by two, also to unspecified 

destinations,25 Matthew sends the twelve only to the lost sheep of 

Israel;26 while Luke, in his second account, sends the seventy-two ahead 

of Jesus.27 All three synoptists state that Jesus gave authority to the 

twelve, but Luke does not mention this in his account of the 

appointment of the seventy-two.28 

Jesus is also reported as telling the disciples what to wear and what to take 
with them. In Mark they are to take nothing except the tunic they are 

wearing, sandals, and a staff.29 Luke doesn't mention sandals, but forbids 

a staff in his instructions to the twelve,30 and forbids sandals in his 

account of the instructions to the seventy-two,31 while Matthew forbids 

both sandals and a staff!32 All synoptists agree that the disciples were 

instructed not to take any bread, spare clothing, a bag or any money.33 

22 Mtl0.5 
23 Lk 10.1 
24 Lk9.2 
25 Mk6.7 
26 Mtl0.5 
27Lk10.1 
28 Mk 6.7; Mt 10.1; and Lk 9.1: e~ov<rlct. Cf. Lk 10.1 
29Mk6.8-9 
30 Lk9.3 
31 Lk 10.4 
32 Mt 10.10 
33 Mk 6.8-9; Mt 10.9-10; Lk 9.3; cf. Lk 10.4 
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Both Matthew and Luke give the same reason: that the labourer deserves 
his food/wages.34 

The mission presupposes an activity (which might take time, and 
certainly required effort) and a result. The activity included preaching, 
the expulsion of demons, and healing; the result, a change in the people 

encountered. However, of the proposed activities, preaching was to 

come first. For if any place did not welcome them,35 and listen to 

them,36 then the disciples were not to stay, but to shake the dust of that 

place off their Jeet when they left it, as a testimony against it.37 Thus 

healing (and any other labouring activity) is dependent on the people 

being prepared to offer hospitality to the disciples, and on their being 

open to and hearing the message. 

Mark has little to say about the type of hospitality to be offered, nor has 

Luke in his parallel account.38 However Matthew's instructions (and the 

instructions in Luke's second account) are more elaborate.39 All three 

synoptists agree that when the disciples enter a place they should stay in 

the one place until they depart.40 Matthew adds that, after entering any 

place they should first find out who is worthy in that place, and stay with 

that worthy person until they depart.41 Luke is more prosaic: he 

instructs those sent out to remain in the same house, eating and drinking 

whatever is proyided!42 Both Matthew and Luke record sayings about 

the greetings to be offered and received, and comment on the 'peace' 

(eipl)vu) to be bestowed (or withheld, as the case may be) upon the places 

they enter.43 Both Matthew and Luke add the warning about Sodom 

(and Gomorrah) upon those who do not welcome the disciples.44 

34 Mt 10.10: ~'°S' ya.p d epyc:t1T1S' -rnS' -rpo~nS' <W1ov; cf. Lk 10.7: ~\OS' y«p d epyc:t1T1S' 1ov 
µ \O'Ooii <W1ov. This implies that their mission activities will be recognised as 'work' by 
their hosts. 
35 Mk 6.11; Mt 10.14; Lk 9.5 
36 Mk 6.11; Mt 10.14 
37 Mk 6.11; Mt 10.14; Lk 9.5; Lk 10.11 
38 Mk 6.7-13; Lk 9.1-6 
39 Mt 10.5-15; Lk 10.1-12. Thus it becomes obvious that of Luke's two accounts, the first 
(9.1-6) is parallel to Mk 6.7-13; while the second (10.1-12) is parallel to Mt 10.5-15. 
40 Mk 6.10; Mt 10.11; Lk 9.4; Lk 10.7 
41 Mtl0.11 
42Lk10.7 
43 Lk 10. 4-6; Mt 10.12-13 
44 Mt 10.15 (Matthew adds Gomorrah); Lk 10.12 
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Only Mark and Luke record the results of the disciples' venture. Luke 

chooses two present participles to describe the response of the twelve: 

eva.yyEA\.~OµEVO\. K"a.\ 6epa.TTEVOVTE) rra.v-ra.xov;45 and the present tense to 

describe the the exclamation of the seventy-two: K"a.i -r<i Sa.'1..µoV'l..a. 

VTTOTctaC'ETa.\. 1\µ\v ev T$ dv6µa.-r\ crov!46 Mark chooses' the imperfect tense to 

describe the disciples' healing activity: 

"And after going out they preached that people should repent, and they began 

casting,out many demons, and used to anoint with oil many who were weak 

and began healing [them) (Ka.\ e~eMov-re~ EKllPV~a.v iva. µe1'a.voci)cn.v, Ka.\ 

Sa.i.µovia. TTOXXct e~epa.>-.Xov, Ka.\ 'fi>-.ei~ov e>-.a.{~ TTOXXov~ dppwcnov~ Ka.\ 

eeepcfoevov .)"4 7 

Matthew is silent on this point. It is noteworthy that Luke chooses to 

describe the disciples' healing activities in terms of eepa.rrevw, when they 

were commissioned to both eepa.rrevew and i~cr6a.'I... His omission of i<toµa.'I.. 

when describing the disciples' response is significant. It is an accurate 

use of the word, for the disciples were ministering only to Jewish people 

at this stage.48 Luke, in other places, when describing the activity of 

Jesus,49 is careful to use eepa.rrevw and icfoµa.'I.. contiguously, so that both the 

Jewish and the gentile members of his audience would understand his 

portrait of the healing Jesus. 

Thus there is substantial agreement in the synoptic account of Jesus' 

commission and instructions to the disciples: they were to preach 

(ICTlpvcrcrw), heal (eepa.rrevw) and exorcise (eKf3c1>,.>,.w), probably only among the 

Jews. That these activities are time-consuming is also explicit. Luke 

comments that the harvest is plentiful, but the labourers few,50 Matthew 

that the labourer deserves his food,51 while Luke notes that a labourer 

deserves his wages.52 Thus there is the notion of 'work' in these 

45 Lk9.6 
46Lk10.17 
47 Mk 6.12-13. See above, chapter seven. 
48 The only occasions Luke chooses icfuµa.i to report healing activity by 'disciples' of Jesus 
is in Acts, where he reports the activity of both Peter (Acts 9.34) and Paul (Acts 28.8) in a 
gentile context. However, only Paul shares the same verbal form with Jesus. See App. 
8:4. 
49 Luke 6.17-19; 8.43-48; 9.11; 14.1-6 
50Lk10.2 
51 Mt 10.10 
52Lk10.7 
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instructions, a notion that we have already noticed, and which the author 

of John makes explicit.53 

What commands does John record Jesus as having given? The author of 

John sums up Jesus' commands in a 'new' commandment: 

II ev1o~nv Ketwnv S{Swµi. vµtv, \vet clyetrrci1e ~~il~ov~· Kct6W~ nYctTTTlO'et vµci~ 

tvet Ket\ vµet~ clyetrrci1e cl~~il~ov~. ev 1061~ YVWO'OV1et1. TTctV1E~ 011. eµo\ 

µcten1et{ ea1e, e«v clycfonv exn1e ev cl~~,,~01.~. (I give to you a new 

commandment, that you love one another; even as I have loved you, that you 

also love one another. By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, 

if you have love for one another.)"54 

This command follows the example of loving service that Jesus gave the 

disciples when he washed their feet.55 Thus the notion of selfless service 

is implicit in rlya.mf,w, and as in the synoptic gospels, John chooses the 

present imperative (an ongoing commission) to record this command. 

The synoptists also present their version of this command. Both Mark 

and Matthew choose to present it as their final issue between Jesus and 

the authorities, while Luke makes it a central issue in his gospel, and 

illustrates it with the parable of the Good Samaritan.56 In Mark's and 

Matthew's account of this incident Jesus is asked what he considers to be 

the most important commandment,57 while in Luke's account Jesus is 

asked what should be done to inherit eternal life.58 In each gospel the 

question is presented as an issue, in Mark the antagonist being a scribe, in 

Matthew a lawyer who was also a Pharisee, and in Luke a lawyer.59 The 

command is presented as a command to love God with all one's heart, 

mind, soul and strength, and one's neighbour as oneself.60 It is Luke 

who includes the parable of the Good Samaritan as an example of love in 

53 Jn 5.17; 9.4: epy~oµeti. (see above, 158-60). 
54 Jn 13.34-5. Cf. Mt 22.34-46; 25.35-6; Mk 12.28-34; Lk 10.25-37 
55 Jn 13.-1-20 
56 Mk 12.28-34; Mt 22.34-40; Lk 10.25-37. See App. 7:7 for an analysis of the synoptic 
portrayal of issues and antagonists: issue 13 in Mark and Matthew; issue 7 in Luke. 
57 Mk 12.28: the 'first' (ev1o~n rrpc&rn); Mt 22.36: the 'great' (eVTo~n µey~n). 
58 Lk 10.25: 1\ rroi.ncret~ ~wnv et-Mv1.0v K~npovoµilO'(I); 
59 Mk 12.28; Mt 22.35: [voµ1.Ko~]; Lk 10.25. It probably goes without saying that a lawyer 
is a Pharisee! 
60 Mk 12.30-31; Mt 22.37-9; Lk 10.27 
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action, and an example of the type of recipient (neighbour). The 
omission of eepcmevw from this story makes it obvious that the verb does 

not only describe medical treatment. Instead of eepcmevw Luke chooses 

erriµeXeoµa.i to describe the care and attention the Samaritan gave to the 

wounded man.61 The Samaritan provided medical care by pouring onto 

his wounds a mixture of oil and wine, a treatment advocated by 

Hippokrates,62 and then made arrangements for his convalescent costs 

and physical care. Thus the Samaritan provided excellent physical care 

for the man, but did not provide long-term emotional or spiritual care. 

This is not surprising. Luke chose an unlikely candidate for the role of 

protagonist in this story to emphasise that the concept of 'neighbour' 

should not be limited by prejudice of any sort. However it would have 

been unthinkable that this man could also provide spiritual support in a 

Jewish context, hence the absence of spiritual terms in the story. Luke 

concludes the story with Jesus' command to the lawyer to: "Go and do 

likewise (rropevov Ka.~ crV rro{ei oµofo.l) )!"63 The present imperatives 

command habitual action. 64 

Mark does not illustrate this command although he does make Jesus tell 

the scribe that he is not far from the kingdom of God (ov µa.Kpctv et cfoo T~S' 
pa.cnXe\a.s- Tov eeov),65 echoing Luke's instruction to the seventy-two to 

heal (eepa.rreue-re) the sick where they were given hospitality, and to tell 

their hosts that the kingdom of God had come near to them.66 Thus 

there is a link between eepa.rreuwv and dya.rrci3v behaviour, in that both 

involve the propinquity of the kingdom. 

61 Lk 10.34. See Isocrates, Aegineticus 11, 20-33, where a distinction is made between 
different types of nursing care, and above, chapter three, 55-7, for a discussion. Overall 
long-term emotional, physical and psychological care is described by 6epa.rrevw, the 
physical attention to detail inherent in this by e'm.µe>ie\a. (28). Here, while the 
Samaritan shows great attention to physical detail, and to initial medical treatment, he 
provides for the man's convalescent care to be carried out by others (10.35). 
62 Hippokrates, Morb. Mui. 656. This would have the effect of cleaning the wounds, 
providing a barrier against infection, and preventing bandaging from sticking to the 
wounds. See above, chapter seven, 136-8. 
63Lk10.37 
64 The command rropevov is the same as the command given to the haemorrhaging wom<m 
(Lk 8.48: rropevov eis- eipnvnv), and is reminiscent of the Old Testament commands 
(Deuteronomy 10.12-13) to fear the Lord God, and to walk in all his ways (rropeveaea.i. ev 
rrciaa.i.s- Ta.is- oSois-), to love him (dya.rrciv cW1'0V), and to serve (>ia.Tpevew) the Lord God out 
of one's whole heart (el; o>ins- T'tiS' Ka.pS\a.s-) and whole soul (o>ins- TliS' i.vvxns- ). See 
Septuagint (1887) 364 for the text, and Campbell (1989) 39-41 for a discussion. 
65Mk12.34 
66Lk10.9 
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Like Mark, Matthew does not illustrate the command, but he does (later) 

make Jesus describe the sort of behaviour of those who would inherit a 

place in the kingdom. His description has parallels with the behaviour 

exhibited by Luke's Samaritan: providing food for the hungry, drink for 

the thirsty, a welcome for strangers, clothing for the naked, and visiting 

those who are sick or in prison,67 i.e. love in action. 

By the end of each gospel, the synoptists envisage a different mission. 

Matthew's mission now consists of teaching and baptising and includes 

all nations, who are to be made disciples;68 Luke's mission is to preach 

repentance and forgiveness to all nations in Jesus' name.69 Mark's 

longer (spurious) ending also features preaching?O The verb eepa.rrevco is 

notably absent from these commands. 

It is a valuable exercise at this point to consider the positive commands 

that are recorded in the Gospel of Thomas, a gnostic text that has aroused 

considerable interest because of its similarities and differences in form 

and content when compared with the canonical gospels.71 In the Gospel 
of Thomas the instances where Jesus recommends behaviour in a 

positive sense are extremely rare. Most instructions are given in a 

negative manner - "Do not ... "-and these are continually reinforced by 

the message to deny the world and "Become passers-by!"72 However, 

comfort is offered in a positive way: 

"Come unto me, for my Yoke is easy and my Lordship is mild, and you will 

find repose for yourselves."73 

Given then the negative nature of the instructions in the Gospel of 
Thomas, those given in a positive way gain significance: 

67 Mt 25.35-40 
68 Mt28.16-20 
69 Lk 24.36-49 
70 Mk 16.14-18 
71 The Gospel of Thomas is a collection of unrelated sayings of Jesus, many of which have 
parallels in the synoptic gospels. Thus the Gospel of Thomas appears similar to the 
sayings source proposed by scholars as a common source for material found in Matthew and 
Luke, and known as 'Q'. See Montefiore (1960-1}; Walls (1960-1); Koester in Robinson 
(1981) 117; and Pagels (1981) xiii-xvi. 
72 GT#42 
73 GT#90 
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''When you go into any land and walk about in the districts, if they receive 

you, eat what they set before you, and heal (6epa.rrevew) the sick among 

them ... "74 

"Love your brother like your soul (~xn), guard (Tnpeiv) him like the pupil of 

11 75 d your eye... , an , 

"Preach from your housetops that which you hear in your ear ... " ?6 

The emphasis, as in the canonical gospels, is on healing and loving and 

preaching. The destination is an indeterminate "any land". But what 

does eepa.rrevw mean in this context? It is most unlikely that the term 

refers only to physical healing, if it has any physical connotation at all, 

for, in common with many other gnostic texts, the Gospel of Thomas 
shows a definite revulsion for the flesh, and, by implication, bodily needs 

and function.77 Indeed, amazement is expressed that spirit, potentially 

so beautiful, should be housed in such poverty: 

"If the flesh came into being because of spirit, it is a wonder. But if spirit 

came into being because of the body, it is a wonder of wonders. Indeed, I am 

amazed at how this great wealth has made its home in this poverty."78 

There is revulsion and disgust expressed for the body, the same revulsion 

as is expressed for the contamination of worldly matter.79 In contrast, 

there is a constant call to recognise the spark of divinity within 

(spirit/soul) and to nurture its growth.80 Thus the focus in this text is 

spiritual. And we have seen how eepcmevw in a spiritual and teaching 

context refers to a change in thinking (conversion) in the canonical 

gospels, particularly in a Jewish setting. But that the Gospel ·of Thomas 

74 GT #14. All Greek references are from the Gospel of Thomas in New Testament (1988) 
517-30. 
75 GT#25 

76 GT#33 
77 See, for example, GT #87: "Wretched is the body that is dependent on a body, and 
wretched is the soul that is dependent on these two"; and GT #112: ''Woe to the flesh that 
depends on the soul, woe to the soul that depends on the flesh". 
78 GT#29 

79 For example, GT #27: "If you do not fast as regards the world, you will not find the 
Kingdom"; and GT #56: ''Whoever has come to understand the world has found (only) a 
corpse, and whoever has found a corpse is superior to the world". 
80 For example, GT #89: ''Why do you wash the outside of the cup? Do you not realise 
that he who made the inside is the same who made the outside?" and GT #24: "There is 
light within a man of light, and he (or it) lights up the whole world"; and GT #49: 
"Blessed are the solitary and elect, for you will find the Kingdom. For you are from it, 
and to it you will return". 
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was not written for an exclusively Jewish audience seems obvious, for in 

reply to the question, "Is circumcision beneficial or not?" Jesus replied, 

"If it were beneficial, their father would beget them already circumcised from 
their mother. Rather, the true circumcision in spirit has become completely 
profitable."81 

It is interesting that the question should have come up at all, and that it is 
answered in this way is significant. The emphasis is again on the spirit, 

on the excision of worldly matter (the foreskin) in a spiritual sense only. 

As well, this instruction refers to "any land" and 8epa.rrevew is dependent, 

as in the canonical gospels, on the welcome and hospitality of the 

inhabitants. That this is most likely to happen among strangers is 

indicated by the saying: 

"No prophet is accepted in his own village; no physician heals (eepctrrevew) 

those who know him.1182 

Thus the verb eepa.rrevw in this document, a document which focuses on 

spiritual enlightenment, and in which affairs of the world and the flesh 

are constantly denigrated, must be understood to imply conversion to a 

different way of thinking, a way of thinking that will bring repose for the 

soul. In this it reflects the use of eepa.rrevw in the canonical gospels in a 

teaching context, and also the use of eepa.rrev w by authors such as 
Epicurus83 and Marcus Aurelius.84 

So what can we conclude about the use of Greek healing language in an 

early Christian context? 

81 GT#53 
82 GT#31 
83 App. 3:5, 1 

84 App. 5:7, 3, 6 
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Conclusion 

A study of the use of Greek healing language in the New Testament 

shows that the gospel authors use the verbs ia.oµa:1., vyux.\vw, crc.P~w, 8epa.rrevw 
and their derivatives in a variety of ways to depict the healing ministry of 

Jesus of Nazareth . 

. , 
\ctoµa.\ 
icfoµa.i only occurs twenty-six times in the New Testament in verbal form, 

and of these twenty-six, fifteen are Lukan usages.I Matthew only uses 

icfoµ~i four times, once quoting the Septuagint,2 ·and three other times in 

two healing stories, always in the passive voice, and always to describe 

instantaneous in absentia healings of gentiles, which occurred as a result 

of 'parental' requests made in faith.3 Mark only uses icfoµa.i once, to 

describe the self-perception of the haemorrhaging woman, but, like 

Matthew's stories of the centurion's 'boy' and the Canaanite woman's 

daughter, icfoµa.i describes instantaneous healing as a result of the 

intervention of God, intervention brought about by faith so great it causes 

Jesus to comment.4 Thus the Markan and Matthaean use of icfoµa.i 

mirrors its use in the healing language of the Greek world and the 

Septuagint, in that both gospel authors choose it to describe the 

intervention of God.5 

The Lukan use of ictoµa.i is different.6 Luke needed the notion of 'cure' in 

a healing word, and 8epa.rrevw in the Greek world (and in the Septuagint 

and the writings of Josephus) referred to human treatment which might 

or might not be successful? As we have seen ictoµa.i is the God-word in 

1 See Apps 8:3 and 8:4. 
2 Mt 13.15 (cf. App. 6:1, 62) 

3 Mt 8.8, 8.13; 15.28 
4 Mk 5.29. It may be significant that the Markan woman (Mk 5.25-34), the centurion's 
'boy' (Mt 8.5-13) and the Canaanite woman's daughter (Mt 15.21-8) were all outsiders: the 
woman because she was 'unclean', the others because they were not Jewish. Matthew 
chooses the third person passive; the Jewish way of describing the activity of God 
without mentioning the divine name (see Wilcox [1965] 127-8; Beare [1981] 129; Wilcox 
[1984] 1017). Mark uses the third person perfect indicative middle in a passive sense. See 
App. 8:4. 
5 See App. 6:1, and chapter six for the use of ictoµa.i. in the Septuagint; and Part One for 
the use of ictoµa.i. in the healing language surrounding Greek asklepieia. 
6 See Apps 7:3, 8:1, 8:2, 8:3 and 8:4. 
7 For the Greek world: App.4:1, 1-10, 13-24; Thucydides 2.47-55; Isocrates, Aegineticus 
11, 20-9; the Septuagint: App. 6:1; Josephus: App. 6:2, 15, 31, 34. 
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the Septuagint,8 and also describes the intervention of Asklepios at Greek 

healing centres.9 It thus includes the notion of 'cure' in its meaning, and 

hints at the source: in both the Septuagint and at asklepieia healing was 
of divine origin. However the verb icioµa:1. does not include the notion of 

'service', so vital to the gospel message. Thus Luke, because his audience 

was of differing cultural and social origins, needed to use words which 

were both familiar to his audience and also conveyed the meaning he 

intended. Thus the nature of Luke's audience dictated his use of i<ioµa:1.. 

Because he needed the notion of 'cure' but also needed the notion of 

'service' and wanted to invest both with a spiritual meaning, Luke chose 

to use icfoµa:1. and eepa.rrevw contiguously.10 And although he reports that 

Jesus gave authority to his disciples to both eepa.rrevew and iciaea.i, the only 

'disciples' to iliaea.i were Peter and Paul in a gentile context,11 while the 

disciples' actions in a Jewish context are reported by the verb eepa.rrevw.12 

In a Jewish context it is only the activity of Jesus that is described by both 

verbs, and then Luke is careful to use them contiguously.13 Thus 

audience dictates the language of the gospel message. Audience also 

dictates the nature of the message. As Luke uses the God-word in his 

portrait of the healing Jesus, so also he stresses the importance of 'signs' 

and 'wonders' and their results: 

conversion.14 
amazement, fear and mass 

John is sparing with his use of icfoµa.i, using it only twice in healing 

stories, and once to quote the Septuagint.IS Elsewhere the verb refers to 

right doctrine or correct Christian practice.16 Thus the verb becomes 

sterile as soon as it is removed from the gospel story. 

8 See App. 6:1. 
9 See Apps 2:1, 2:2, and 3:2, 5. 

10 See Apps 7:3, 8:1. 
11 Luke needed the God-word to explain the healing of Aeneas, but Peter is careful to 
explain the spiritual context (Acts 9.32-5); similarly Luke needed the God-word to 
explain the healing of Publius' father (Acts 28.7-8: but note that Publius had fulfilled all 
hospitality requirements [Mt 10.11-14; Mk 6.8-11; Lk 9.1-6, 10.4-9; GT #14], and that Luke 
is careful to choose eepa.rrevw to describe the following general healing episode [Acts 
28.9]). 
12 Lk 9.6 
13 Lk 6.17-19; 8.43-48; 9.11; 14.1-6 
14 Acts 3.1-4.31; 4.30; 5.12-16; 8.6-8; 9.32-35; 9.36-43; 16.16-18 (see Apps 8:1 and 8:2). 
15 In healing stories: Jn 4.47; 5.13. To quote the Septuagint: Jn 12.40 (cf. Mt 13.15; Acts 
28.27, and Isaiah 6.10 [App. 6:1, 62]). 

16 Hebrews 12.13; James 5.16; 1Peter2.24. See Apps 8:3 and 8:4. 
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v yi.e( \1(1) 

The use of the verb vyia{vw and its derivatives is similar in that gospel 

and epistle usage differs dramatically.17 In Matthew the adjectival form 

faithfully reflects its use and meaning as illustrated in inscriptions from 

the asklepieia in the Greek world,18 while in Mark it appears in a parting 

command to the haemorrhaging woman out of the mouth of Jesus.19 

Here too it reflects the closing formulae of Greek inscriptions.20 Luke too 

chooses it in a remarkably similar context to an inscription from 

Epidauros.21 John uses it six times in one highly symbolic story.22 

Elsewhere in the New Testament, vyia{vw suffers the same fate as icfoµai: 

it becomes sterile, describing doctrine and teaching.23 

aa$tw 
The verb a~~w appears in many different contexts in the New Testament: 

in a nautical context as in Greek literature,24 in a theological context,25 

and in healing stories.26 It is only with the last that we have been 

concerned. Here it retains the Homeric notion of rescue and successful 

treatment.27 Mark uses it to describe incidents which involve patients 

who reach out and touch Jesus in faith,28 or to record Jesus' words 

linking salvation and faith in a healing context.29 He also uses it in the 

story of Jairus' daughter,30 and introduces it in the language of the 

17 See App. 9:2. 
18 Mt 12.13; 15:31. Cf. Apps 2:1, 3 and 2:2, 36, 37 and 38 where vyi~s- refers to the 
restoration of crippled or paralysed body parts. 
19 Mk5.34 
20 See especially Apps 2:1 and 2:2. 
21 Lk 7.10: cf. App. 2:2, 21. (Cf. also Lk 15.27) 
22 Jn 5.4-15; 7.23 ~ 
23 1Timothy1.10, 6.3; 2 Timothy 1.13, 4.3; Titus 1.9, 13; 2.1, 8. However the verb is used 
in a holistic sense by the author of 3 John 2. See App. 9:2. 
24 Mt 8.25: awaov out of the mouths of the disciples, in Matthew's account of Jesus' 
calming of the storm at sea (8.23-27). Neither Mark (4.35-41) nor Luke (8.22-25) use a~'w 
in this story. Matthew also puts this form into Peter's mouth (14.30), addressing Jesus, 
when he tries to walk on water. In both these episodes a~'w means to rescue and preserve, 
a meaning of a~'w explicit in Homer, Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides (see Part One: 
chapters one and three; and chapter three, n. 65). Cf. Acts 27.43,44 where Luke also uses 
S\40'~,w in a nautical context. 
25 See Foerster and Fohrer in Kittel .et al. (1971) 965-1024. 
26 There is naturally some overlapping in these categories, but see Apps 7:10 and 7:11. 
27 From danger and imminent death (see Apps 7:10 and 7:11). 
28 The haemorrhaging woman: Mk 5.28-34; the crowd at Gennesaret: Mk 6.56 
29 To the haemorrhaging woman: Mk 5.34; to blind Bartimaeus: Mk 10.52 
30 Mk5.23 
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controversial sabbath healings.31 Matthew only chooses cr~~oo to describe 

patients who reach out and touch Jesus in faith,32 and to record Jesus' 

words linking salvation and faith in one incident.33 Luke introduces 

this saying - ~ n\crns- crov crecrooKev cre - in more stories in his gospel,34 

retains crciS~w in the sabbath controversy,35 as well as introducing it into 

healing stories in Acts.36 An outstanding feature of this word group is 

the company it keeps. It usually appears with forms of n\crns- and/ or 

ci'nToµa.i.37 

Indeed ci'nToµa.i is the most popular 'touching' verb in healing stories, and 

describes the touch of those who reach out in faith, ·and also the healing 

touch of Jesus.38 In this its use reflects the language used to describe the 

healing touch of Asklepios.39 

eepa.neu(I) 
However the most interesting verb in this study is eepa.nevoo, which has 

emerged.,- from the cognate form found in Homer, to include all the 

characteristics of the Homeric eepctnoov in its verbal meaning. Thus it 

includes the ideas of selfless service,40 loyalty,41 love,42 and nurture43 in 

its meaning, and, depending on its context, can range in meaning from 

medical treatment44 to persuas~on.45 Context is the crucial factor. 

Always therapeutic behaviour is active in that it is designed to bring 

31 Mk3.4 
32 The haemorrhaging woman: Mt 9.20-22; the crowd at Gennesaret: 14.36 
33 To the haemorrhaging woman: Mt 9.22 
34 Like Matthew and Mark, Luke uses a<P~w in Jesus' saying to the haemorrhaging woman 
(Lk 8.48); but also to the blind beggar (Lk 18.42: parallel to Mk 10.52); and to the leper 
(Lk 17.19). 
35 Lk6.9 
36 Acts 4.9, 12; 14,9 
37 See Apps 7:10 and 7:11. 
38 See Apps 7:12 and 7:13. 
39 For example, see App 2:2, 31; App. 2:4, line 23. 
40 Thucydides 2.47-55; Isocrates, Aegineticus 11, 20-9. 
41 Isocrates, Aegineticus 11, 20-9. 
42 ibid. 
43 Aristides (App. 5:6, 29). 

44 For example, see Apps 2:1, 20; 2:2, 26; 4:1; 5:5, 7. 

45 See Apps 5:6, 40; 5:7, 3; and Epictetus 1.19 where eepa.rrevw appears illustrating a wide 
range in meaning. 
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about a change in either circumstances or behaviour,46 and because of its 

nature its aspect is continuous.47 

The verb eepa.rrevw occurs forty-three times in verbal form in the New 

Testament, making it the most popular verb in a healing context.48 In 

this it differs from the incidence of its use in Asklepiadic literature.49 It 

is a synoptic word in that it occurs thirty-five times in the synoptic 

gospels, and five times in Acts. Elsewhere it occurs only once in John, 

and twice in Revelation. In the gospels it describes the activity of both 

Jesus and the disciples.SO This reflects its use in the Septuagint where it 

is the human-word, in contrast to i<toµa.i which is the God-word.Sl 

All three synoptists consistently designate Jesus' behaviour as preaching, 

teaching and eepa.rrevwv-behaviour,S2 and in controversial sabbath 

healings the authorities are invariably depicted as thinking of healing in 

terms of eepa.rrev w.S3 Therefore eepa.rrev wv-behaviour must involve 

'work•.S4 But this is the description often given to Jesus' behaviour in 

crowds, and is usually linked with the activities of preaching and 

teaching.SS People come to hear (ciKovw) and the result is that they 

e6epa.rrev ovTo .S6 Thus eepa.rrev WV-behaviour has to be the practical 

expression of Jesus' preaching and teaching message, behaviour that 

produces an effect: a change in thinking which in turn alters one's way of 

life.S7 Thus the verb eepa.rrevw provides a practical expression for living 

the new commandment: in a medical context involving work and 

worry, time and energy; in a teaching context involving a change in 

one's thinking which in turn produces a change in one's way of life. 

Always the aspect of eepa.rrevw is continuous. 

46 For a change in health: App. 4:1, 1-10, 13-24; for a change in behaviour: App. S:7, 6. 
47 See chapters three and four. 
48 See Apps 7:8 and 7:9. Cf. Apps 7:10, 7:11, 8:3, 8:4 and 9:2. 
49 Cf. Apps 2:1, 2:2, 3:2. 
SO The disciples: Mk 6.13; Lk 9.6 
Sl See App. 6:1. 
S2 For example, Mk. 6.S; Mk 10.1 cf. Mt 19.2; Mt 4.23, 9.3S; Lk 5.15, 6.18. See Apps 7:1, 
7:2, 7:3, 7:8. 
53 Mk 3.1-6; Mt12.9-14; Lk 6.6-11, 13.10-17, (14.1-6) 
54 See Lk 13.14 and cf. Jn S.1-18. 
SS For example, see Mt 4.23, 9.35, 12.22, 21.14; Lk 5.lS, 6.6-11, 6.18 and cf. Mk 10.1; Mt 19.2 
S6 Lk 6.18 
S7 Lk 5.29-32 
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The gospel authors tried to present Jesus as a healer par excellence, but 

when one studies the terms they used it becomes obvious that the 

healing they had in mind was primarily of a spiritual nature. In crowd 
scenes the emphasis is always spiritual, and even in specific healings 
there is the notion of discipleship, faith, and peace in the result.58 Thus 

there is a strong element of persuasion in the verb eepa.rrevw, so that it 
appears to describe conversion.59 The result of 'conversion' is inclusion 
in the new community. And like the Homeric eepcfowv, those 'converted' 

enjoyed "the psychological values and satisfactions that went with 

belonging".60 Therefore it-is a mistake to give a physical emphasis to the 

use of eepa.rrevw in a spiritual and teaching context. 

As the healing language under consideration has been most prominent 

in the synoptic authors, so an unexpected result of this study has been the 

obvious differences revealed in the interest, audience and proclamation 

of each synoptist. Despite the fact that there appears to be a general 

acceptance of the idea that Luke was the most interested in medical 
matters,61 a study of the use of healing language shows that Mark has far 

more interest in things medical than Matthew or Luke. For example, it 

is Mark who provides the most professional case history of the epileptic 

boy,62 it is Mark who mentions the medical practice of anointing with 

oil,63 it is Mark who describes the medical practice of using saliva for eye 

complaints,64 it is Mark who gives the most detail concerning the 

background of the haemorrhaging woman,65 and it is Mark who tells the 

parents of the sick girl to give her something to eat.66 As well Mark has 

58 For example, the Lukan women (8.2-3) 
59 See above, chapter seven. 
60 Finley (1954) 54-5 
61 See, for example, the works of Hobart (1882); Ramsay (1908); Harnack (1911); 
Cadbury (1958) and ·(1969); Kelsey (1973); Wilkinson (1980) and Maddocks (1981). 
62 Mk 9.14-29 (cf. Mt 17.14-20; Lk 9.37-43) 
63 Mk6.13 
64 Mk 8.22-6. John (9.1-7) also mentions that Jesus made clay with spittle and anointed 
the eyes of the man born blind. 
65 Ml< 5.25-6: she had had a flow of blood for twelve years, she had suffered much under 
many doctors, she had spent all she had, she was no better but rather grew worse. 
66 Mk 5.43. Wilcox (1989) 1, argues that this is "not a 'raising from the dead' - despite 
the fact that the three Evangelists who record the story all seem to interpret it as such, 
but rather the lifting of the patient out of a coma, and one possibly due to hypoglycaemia 
of some sort". Wilcox bases his argument on the evidence for 'Talitha' being the name of 
the girl in heii home-language; the comments of Jesus that she was in a 'deep sleep'; and 
his instruction to· give her something to eat immediately (necessary treatment after 
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often been criticised for his use of Greek, and his penchant for the historic 

tense,67 and yet it is Mark who carefully differentiates between the 

disciples' and Jesus' healing practices by using the imperfect tense to 

describe the disciples' actions,68 and crowd effects,69 and the aorist to 

describe Jesus' actions.70 Therefore Mark is particular in his use of tense. 

Matthew, rather than removing the so-called 'magical' element in Mark's 

healing stories,71 has carefully categorised them,72 describing different 

types of healing in different language,73 even duplicating stories74 and 

adding numbers in places.75 In this way Matthew's choice of healing 

terms shows that he both knew and used Mark's material. Thus the 

gospel of Mark is prior to the gospel of Matthew. Indeed in Matthew the 

human element so obvious in Mark's parallel healing stories diminishes, 

as they become type-cast.76 Matthew is very careful to differentiate 

between Jesus' and God's healing activity, choosing ic:foµcu. in the passive 

to describe the intervention of God in the cases of gentile healings,77 and 

8epcurevoo in the passive voice to describe the intervention of God in the 

healing of the epileptic boy.78 Otherwise he uses 8epa.rre6oo in the active 

voice to describe Jesus' behaviour, particularly with crowds.79 Thus, 

arousal from a hypoglycaemic coma). This instruction seems a remarkably rational one, 
and directly contradicts Hull (1974) 75 who states: "Whatever the actual physical value 
of the advice given by Jesus to sufferers, it is never ostensibly rational, in striking contrast 
to the cures of Asclepius and Apollonius of Tyana, who sometimes prescribed exercise, 
bathing or diet''. 
67 Even as recently as Sanders and Davies (1989) 266, who state: "Mark is written in 
Greek, but no one would want to claim that it evinces literary pretensions. The limited 
vocabulary, repetition of phraseology, all-too-frequent use of kai (and), of participles, of 
the historic present, the Aramaisms, the Hebraisms and the Latinisms combine to show 
that this is a 'popular' not a 'literary' work". 
68 Mk6.13 
69 Mk 6.56 (cf. Mt 14.36). But see Lk 6.17-19 
70 Mk 1.34; 3.10; 6.5 
71 Hull (1974) 144 
72 See above, 132-3. 
73 For general healing: 6epa.nevw plus a general statement; for gentile in absentia specific 
healings requested in faith: i<toµa.i in the passive; for the touch of a patient made in 
faith: ctnToµa.i ... a~l;w; for Jesus' touch: ct'moµa.i, Kpa.Tew. For a discussion see chapters 
seven, eight and nine. 
74 Cf. Mt 927-31; Mt 20.29-34 
75 Cf. Mk 10.46-52; Mt 20.29-34; Lk 18.35-43 
76 For example, the background information given concerning the haemorrhaging woman, 
and the epileptic boy. 
77 Mt 8.5-13; 15.21-8 
78 Mt 17.14-20 
79 Mt 4.23, 4.24, 8.16, 9.35, 12.15, 12.22, 14.14, 15.30, 19.2, 21.14 
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although there is a commission at the end of Matthew' s gospel to preach 
to the gentiles80 (perhaps a later 'church' addition?), Matthew's choice of 

healing language illustrates an early gentile-Jewish controversy, in that 
Matthew appears anxious to 'explain' the healing of gentile patients. 
Thus Matthew's gospel appears to have been written originally for a 

primarily Jewish audience.81 

Luke in contrast tries to appeal to people of both sexes of differing cultural 
and social origins.82 His choice of stories,83 and patients,84 casts a wide 

net for reader-response, and the extra detail in many seems designed to 

elicit sympathy from the reader.85 Thus many of these extra details, 

often ascribed to an interest in things medical,86 actually elicit a 

sympathetic identification-response in the reader, and so invite the 

reader to participate in Luke's message. As well Luke chooses characters 

of both sexes, of varying ages and stations in life, and in this way tries for 

universal appeal. Certainly his method has stood the test of time. 

Perhaps he was a physician, but, like the other synoptists his message 

emphasises spiritual healing. Certainly he emphasises mass events that 

seem to describe spiritual conversion. 

A study of healing language has revealed much about human nature and 

human striving for health and happiness. Before the advent of 

Christianity, the Greek god Asklepios initially provided help for physical 
problems,87 but over the centuries Asklepios also came to fulfil a need for 
a personal 'Saviour•,88 and provided emotional,89 psychological90 and 

80 Mt 28.16-20 
81 This is not only obvious from healing stories. Beare (1981) 126 says of Matthew's 
version of the beatitudes: "All the beatitudes, and indeed the entire sermon, take it for 
granted that attainment of entrance to the kingdom of heaven is the supreme goal of life, 
and that there is no serious alternative. Such an assumption could only be made in a 
Jewish community." 
82 See above, 141-3. 
83 ibid. 
84 ibid. 
85 For example, the widow of Nain's 'only' son (Lk 7.12); Jairus' 'only' daughter (Lk 8.42). 
86 For example, the information that the fever of Simon's mother-in-law was 'high' (Lk 
4.38) makes a 'better' story by heightening the element of the miraculous; and the 
information that 'right' hand of the man with the withered hand was the one affected 
(Lk 6.6) also heightens the miraculous effect of the story (if we assume that most of the 
population at that time was right-handed, as is the case now). 
87 See Apps 2:1, 2:2, 3:2. 
88 See Apps 2:4, 2:5, 5:6. 
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spiritual healing as well.91 In this way he was very much a fore-runner 

of and contemporary with Jesus of Nazareth. It is thus easy to see why 
Christian apologists attacked the cult of Asklepios with such 
vehemence.92 

The healing language of both was similar, in that the same general 

healing terms were applied to healings of both traditions. However, 

while the same terms were used, the incidence of verb groups differs. 

The eepa.rrevw id:oµa.i vyia.{vw word groups are popular in an inverse 

proportion -in both traditions.93 It is significant that the synoptists, 

particularly Mark and Matthew, describe Jesus' activities and behaviour 

with the verb eepa.rrev w. In Asklepiadic literature as well as the 

Septuagint, this verb group more frequently describes human treatment 

or service,94 whereas icfoµa.i describes the action of both Asklepios and the 

Septuagint god.95 Thus both Mark and Matthew describe Jesus as a son 

of God, rather than God in human form.96 It is Luke who describes 

Jesus' activities with the pagan and Septuagint God-word,97 and John 
who spells out the relationship in philosophical terms.98 

Thus while eepa.rrevw and icfoµa.i can overlap slightly in meaning they are 

not synonymous, and there is an aspectual quality implicit in each that is 

important for our understanding of them. As ic1oµa.i is consistently the 

89 ibid. 
90 ibid. 
91 App. 5:6, 9 and 10. 
92 Justin, Apologia 22.6; Dialogus 69.3; Origen, Contra Celsum 3.23; Ambrose, De 
Virginibus 3.176.7 
93 The vy'l.Ct.{vw and ictoµcn word groups are more popular at asklepieia, while eepa.rrevw 
occurs rarely (see chapters two, three and five). In the New Testament the reverse is true 
(cf. chapters seven, eight and nine). 
94 See Apps 3:2, 5:6, 6:1. 
95 See Apps 2:1, 2:2, 3:2, 5:6, 6:1. 
96 Despite Mk 1.1 (see above, 134). Metzger (1975) 73 comments thus on the inclusion of 
[vi.ov eeov], category (C} within square brackets: "The absence of vi.ov eeov in K* 0 28c al 
may be due to an oversight in copying, occasioned by the similarity of the nomina sacra. 
On the other hand, however, there was always a temptation (to which copyists often 
succumbed) to expand titles and quasi-,.titles of books. Since the combination of B D Wal in 
support of viov eeov is extremely strong, it was thought not advisable to omit the words 
altogether, yet because of the antiquity of the shorter reading and the possibility of 
scribal expansion, it was decided to enclose the words within square brackets." Mark's use 
of healing language would support the shorter reading. 
97 See Apps 7:3, 8:1, 8:3 and 8:4. 
98 Jn 1.1-18 
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God-word in both traditions, so its aspect is usually aoristic: the action is 
instantaneous and complete.99 In contrast the aspect of eepa.rrevw is 

imperfect: it describes an ongoing and growing reaction/ effect, 
encompassing spiritual, emotional, psychological and physical factors. 
This activity involves both work and worry for the active agent as 

Euripides had earlier pointed out: 

"It's better to be sick than nurse the sick. 

Sickness is single trouble for the sufferer: 

but nursing means vexation of the mind, 

and hard work for the hands besides. 

(Kpeiaaov Se voaeiv ii eepa.rrevew· 

To µev ecnw d.rrxovv, T4i se c:rovctrrTei 

Xvrrn Te ~evwv xepa\v Te mSvos-.)"100 

This idea of 'work' and 'worry' is included in the gospel commission to 

8epa.rre6ew, since this commission demands the nurturing of humans in a 

spiritual, emotional, psychological and physical sense. In this way the 

commission combines the continuous notions of work, comfort, care and 

service. However, a prerequisite for eepa.rrev wv-behaviour is the 

successful preaching and teaching of the healing word.101 This healing 

>.oyos- demands the ignition of a continuing spark of recognition in the 

hearer to be effective, and requires that this recognition-process continue 

throughout life. In this way Jesus' >.oyos- produced a new way of living 

among those who heeded his word, a way of life designed to banish the 

rr<teos- of humankind. Thus in the synoptic gospels it is the spiritual 

aspect of eepa.rrev w that is the most important: it is the healing word 

which strives to banish human anguish. As Epicurus had earlier stated: 

"Vain is the word of that philosopher by which no human anguish is healed. 

For just as the art of medicine is no use unless it heals diseases of the body, 

neither is philosophy unless it banishes the al).guish of the soul (Kevos

EKe\vov ~~oa6~ov Xoyos- v~· ov µnsev rrcteos- clvepwrrov eepa.rreveTCX.\.. warrep 

99 Cf. Apps 2:1, 2:2, 3:2, 5:6, 6:1. Both Matthew (165~7) and Mark (164-5) use ictoµa.i in the 
same way. 
100 Euripides, Hippolytos 186-8 
101 "Ka.~ yap OVTE porctVTj OVTE µctxa.yµa. eeepctrrevaev cWTOVS', 

cixxa o a6s-, Kvp'\E, Xoyos- o rr<tvn {Wµevos-. 
(For neither herb nor poultice healed them, 

but it is your word, 0 Lord, which heals all humankind.)" Wisdom 16.12 
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yc1p ia:rpudis- ovSev o~MS' ei µn 1"ctS' VOO'OVS' 'TWV awµct1"(1)V eepa.rrevei, OU1"(1)S' 

ovSe ~'l.Aoao~{a.S' ei µn 1"0 1"iiS' iJIVXiiS' eK13c0.Ae1. rrcteos- )."102 

Therefore the meaning of eepctrrev w in the New Testament definitely 

incorporates the idea of healing, but this healing is primarily for the 
anguish of the soul, so that those who participate in and 'hear' the 

message experience a change in thinking (µeTctvo\ct), a repentance which 

leads to their inclusion in a spiritual community that brings peace 

(e\pfiv11). 

102 Epicurus, (Porphyrius, ad Marcellam 313410). See App. 3:5, 1. The language used at 
Mt 8.16 is similar. Jesus threw out (e~epcU.ev) spirits with a word (AOY<.\l), and healed 
(eeepctrrevaev) all those who were feeling poorly (rrctV1"CX.S' 1"0VS' K<tKWS' exov1"a.s-). 
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